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Introduction 

Peter R. Stopher and Arnim H. Meyburg, Cornell University 

The Conference on Issues in Behavioral Demand Modeling and the Evaluation of 
Travel Time provided a research forum to stimulate and channel future research of 
behavioral approaches in the areas of travel demand modeling and the inference of 
travel time values. 

The conference, held in South Berwick, Maine, July 9-13, 1973, was sponsored by 
the Engineering. Foundation, the Highway (now Transportation) Research Board, and 
the U.S. Department of Transportation. The,  Board's Committee on Traveler Behavior 
and Values planned the conference and sponsored the publication of this report. 

The conference was organized around the 6 workshops that were charged with the 
following specific tasks within their identified areas: 

Identify the present frontiers of research into or applications of the subject area; 
Determine and justify what further research and development is needed; 
Determine what specific directions the research or development should take, ex-

plore present hypotheses and approaches, and determine priorities; and 
Discuss, rationalize, and develop approaches to specific problems with regard 

to the research and development. 

This report of the conference proceedings contains a summary of recommended re-
search, the position paperspresented at the conference, and the workshop reports. 
Readers of these papers and reports will find overlap that unavoidably results when 
artificial barriers are imposed on the research framework considered by each author. 



Summary of Research Recommendations 

Peter R. Stopher and Arnim H. Meyburg, Cornell University 

The workshops made 3 primary research recommendations. 

The efforts of the U.S. Department of Transportation toward the collection of data 
to provide a basis for future research in travel demand were recognized and commended. 
However, a number of cautionary notes were sounded. One of the pressing needs in 
travel demand is for longitudinal data. The workshops strongly recommended that 
this need be considered in the design of the data collection effort. One of the work-
shops emphasized that there can never be "one data set to end all data sets." Experi-
ence is continually being gained in improving questioning procedures and both the quality 
and the content of the data. In addition, data needs for travel demand research are un-
dergoing change as the research progresses. And there is no way to ensure that mis-
takes will not occur in the design of a data collection instrument. Therefore, a strong 
recommendation was made that there be a continuing data collection effort aimed at 
providing a central data bank for travel demand research. 

Research and development of new travel demand models should proceed with a 
mix of short-range and long-range objectives. In the short range, new unconventional 
models should be included in the conventional Urban Transportation Planning Package, 
and new models should be developed as part of the ongoing planning processes being 
carried out by many urban regions. In the long range, a sound theoretical basis for 
the models should be developed and should provide for major research and develop-
ment of the model structures in place of the ad hoc improvements made necessary by 
the application of the conventional model set. In this respect, caution was urged in 
trying to move prematurely from research to full application. An attempt to move too 
rapidly from the research laboratory to full field applications might be damaging to the 
models and induce unwarranted disenchantment with the entire approach by policy- and 
decision-makers and those charged with the responsibility of carrying out transporta-
tion planning studies. 

The third primary recommendation concerned the dissemination of information 
- on both current and future models. Only a small group of researchers are aware of 
current progress in disaggregate, behavioral travel demand modeling, and very few 
transportation planning practitioners know anything about the field. Moreover, the 
amount of research in this field is growing too rapidly for any one individual to be able 
to stay completely current in the entire field. Wider information dissemination and 
more educational programs are needed concerning the disaggregate, behavioral ap-
proach, and a careful and continuing review of work in the field should be initiated 
through some agency such as the U.S. Department of Transportation. A number of 
conference participants expressed an active interest in assisting in any short course 



or seminar aimed at informing federal, state, and local planners about the modeling 
approaches and the areas of possible application and short-range practical research 
open to them. 

A number of specific areas of recommended research are summarized in the follow-
ing paragraphs. 

The value of time can only be inferred from the travel choices of cost-time 
tttraders,tt while most past research has indiscriminately lumped together traders and 
nontraders. Furthermore, the requirements for modal-choice modeling do not neces-
sarily coincide with those for deriving values of travel time. Hence, a new research 
effort for values of travel time is recommended. It should be based on the recognition 
of the specific data requirements for valuing travel time. 

Research is needed to extend the approach of disaggregate behavioral travel de-
mand models to trip purposes other than work and to travel decisions other than the 
choice of travel mode. 

Needed research concerning the structure of travel demand models includes the 
theoretical basis of the models and its transference to a mathematical structure; the 
choice of one simultaneous or several sequential models to represent the travel de-
cision; the mechanism of equilibration (interaction of demand and supply); the inter-
action between other household decisions, such as home location and car ownership, 
and travel decisions; and the development of longitudinal rather than cross-sectional 
models. 

With regard to the internal structure of the models, research is needed on the 
effect and structure of travel-decision alternatives, such as time of day, trip frequency, 
destinations, mixed trip purposes and tours, and nontransport substitutes. Research 
is also needed to characterize alternatives, with consideration given to both behavioral 
accuracy and the need for policy sensitivity, particularly with regard to new policy op-
tions and the introduction of new technologies. 

Psychological scaling applied to transportation research is a promising avenue 
of research. Applications of scaling techniques to travel demand are in their infancy. 
As a result, a large number of research areas have a potential for far-reaching effects 
on travel demand modeling: identifying linkages between modal satisfactions and pref-
erences and operational variables and design factors, thus supplying policy- sensitive 
information; identifying parameters of site selection and route choice decisions; de-
termining sensitivity of travel decisions to activity importance; and using preference 
similarities as a basis for aggregation of disaggregate models. 

Conference participants were in unanimous agreement that research should be en-
couraged and funded now. The momentum created by the Williamsburg Conference in 
December 1972 and augmented by this conference should not be lost by lack of follow-up 
in the sponsoring of research. Furthermore, these 2 conferences have jointly fostered 
an interchange of ideas and progress within the international community of travel de-
mand researchers and thus provided a situation in which maximum progress and min-
imal duplication of effort are likely to occur. Most of these researchers are likely to 
continue their efforts in some way even if major sponsored support is not forthcoming. 
However, those conditions can lead to further fragmentation and duplication of research 
efforts if not to attitudes of futility. Professional transportation planners are currently 
disenchanted with using models because of the poor quality of existing operative models 
and their misuse (or incorrect expectations). Unless models can soon be developed 
that can be demonstrated to assist decision-making to a noticeable extent, the oppor-
tunity to regain respect for travel demand modeling may be lost for all time. 
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Challenges in Urban Travel Forecasting 

David S. Gendell, Federal Highway Administration 

Almost any transportation issue involves travel demand in one way or another. Al 
any point, the transportation system is in equilibrium; the supply side is in balance 
with demand. Before changing the transportation system, we should understand how 
the changes will affect travel demand because that in turn affects service, socioeco-
nomic conditions, public finances, and the environment. 

During the 10 years that followed the passage of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 
1962, which required transportation planning in urbanized areas of more than 50,000 
population, tremendous activity occurred in the field of travel demand forecasting. 
This work, which typically focused on a 20- to 25-year forecast period, was successful 
in several ways. 

It led to the development of transportation plans in the urbanized areas in the 
United States and in many cities throughout the world; 

The model assisted engineers and designers in designing and locating the Inter- 
state Highway System; 

Because of their mathematical base, the models allowed different practitioners 
to obtain the same or similar answers by using the same parameters; 

The modularity of the models allowed one model to be improved in structure, 
theory, or computer technology without interfering with the use of the other models; 

The models can be understood and applied by the average practitioner (more 
than 1,300 people have been taught these procedures in the Federal Highway Adminis-
tration's 2-week Urban Transportation Planning Course); and 

The models successfully forecast travel. 

With regard to the last point, a number of studies calibrated travel forecasting 
models based on data collected 8 to 10 years ago. These models were then applied to 
current socioeconomic data, and the resulting travel was assigned to current-year 
networks. In each test area, the assigned traffic volumes matched current ground 
counts about as well as the assigned base-year data matched ground counts 8 to 10 
years ago, in spite of average travel increases of more than 50 percent. 

The traffic forecasting models were successful in the 1960s, but will they be just 
as successful in the 1970s? The problems are not the same, and the urban planning 
process will have to change to reflect current needs. 

In city centers planning will be concerned with distribution systems, peripheral 
parking concepts, traffic-free zones, bicycle and taxi modes, and movement of goods. 
In other portions of cities, planning will be concerned with public transportation and 
concepts to keep traffic off local streets and to reduce the impacts of traffic on resi- 



dential areas. Noise and air pollution must be reduced, and mobility must be provided 
for the transportation disadvantaged. 

In the suburbs, planning will focus on 3 areas. 

Land use controls so that land use intensity levels do not overload the sewerage, 
school, transportation, or other public facility systems. The ability to expand highway 
capacity is becoming more limited and may soon require that development be limited to 
that which can be accommodated by the transportation system. In travel demand esti-
mation, system capacity will be the starting point, and the amount of demographic ac-
tivity and land use will be the output. In addition, the clients for these efforts should be 
those who control urban development and those who build and operate the transportation 
system. 

The impact of transportation improvements on development. The amount and 
- 	form of development and the resulting life-style will become paramount in future years 

in making transportation decisions. Current models have some capability of dealing 
with these issues through an iterative process, which is costly and time-consuming, 
and most of the new direct demand models cannot deal with them at all. 

Short-range or program-oriented roadway and transit improvements for the 
proper expenditure of available funds. The need for work in this area will be accentu-
ated by the changing nature of federal aid for urban transportation. 

Current or developing models, because of their regional orientation and cumbersome, 
costly, and time-consuming operations, cannot be easily used for this type of planning. 
We need simpler, quicker, and more powerful models. 

There are also other problems with these models. They do not easily respond to the 
increasing number of legislative requirements, such as those of the Clean Air Amend-
ments of 1970 for implementation of air quality plans or development of strategies for 
conserving energy resources. Both of these involve controlling travel demand, yet 
what is the best course of action toward this end? Is the current state of the art in 
travel demand forecasting adequate for evaluating transportation options such as vehi-
cle licensing schemes, automobile-free zones, parking constraints, car-pool locator 
systems, staggered 4-day workweeks, staggered work hours, no-build alternatives, 
demand -responsive and dual-mode transportation systems, other new transportation 
systems, parking pricing and other pricing policies, priority lanes, flow metering and 
other traffic control schemes, increased fuel costs and fuel shortages, para-transit 
options such as jitneys and bus pooling, free transit, and changes in service or 
marketing? 

The capability to evaluate these options or even the more traditional ones such as 
adding additional highway capacity is not entirely adequate. Perhaps the most frequently 
asked question involving the decision to build major highways concerns the amount of 
additional travel the improvement will generate. Although all travel forecasting pro-
cedures produce travel demand that varies with system supply, they seem unable to 
respond directly to this issue. The question is complicated by the fact that the change 
in supply also results in a change in land use. What is needed is the ability to predict 
the 2-way equilibrium among level of service or supply, urban development, and travel 
demand and to express the result in a way that is meaningful to the decision-maker. 

That there is a clear need to move ahead in the area of travel demand forecasting is, 
therefore, readily apparent. But in what direction should we head? The earlier Con-
ference on Urban Travel Demand Forecasting (!) led to a broad definition of the needs. 
The purpose of this conference was to further refine those needs and to develop concise 
recommendations. That requires each one to put aside loyalties to particular approaches 
and to develop a consensus on a direction for both practice and research requirements. 
For while the profession debates, decisions are being made that need sound forecasts. 

The other element of this conference was the value of travel time. A clear distinc-
tion needs to be made between the value of travel time as used in determining the rela-
tion between time and cost in predicting travel behavior and the value of travel time as 
used in evaluating alternative transportation options. Considerable work has been un-
dertaken in recent years in the former area. The value placed on travel time is found to 



vary with respect to factors such as income, trip purpose, segment of the trip (travel 
time spent in the vehicle and out of the vehicle), amount of time saved, and decision 
sequence (e.g., travel time for trip-destination decision is different from that for 
travel-mode choice). Although this work is important in the understanding of travel 
behavior, unfortunately the values are being used as the basis for evaluating alternative 
courses of action in the public sector. I believe that this is inappropriate in many in-
stances and that the value of travel time should be a policy decision. 

For example, assume that 2 transportation options are to be evaluated. One involves 
some form of high-speed transportation, and the other involves a demand-responsive 
urban transit system aimed at serving a poor area. The potential users of the first 
system value their time at $20 per hour, and those of the demand-responsive transit 
system value their time at only 50 cents per hour. An economic evaluation might justify 
the high-speed system but not the demand-responsive system. Should we, therefore, 
invest public tax money in the high-speed alternative and not in the transit option? I 
believe we should not. 

The value of travel time used in investment analyses involving the expenditure of 
general tax revenues by the public sector should be a policy variable. In effect, the 
government says, public tax money will be invested in transportation improvements 
for which such expenditures are justified based on a value of travel time stated as a 
matter of public policy. If, in fact, segments of the population value time at a higher 
rate, 2 options appear to be open. First, the private sector might make the investment, 
recouping the invested resources through user charges. Second, the government might 
set up a mechanism through which the high-cost facility could be built and subsequently 
paid off by user revenues. In the latter case, the government would be justified in using 
the actual value of the potential user's travel time. 

We must, therefore, make it clear that the appropriate value of travel time for use 
in public investment analysis should in some instances be a policy determination and 
point out that in analyses of the behavioral value of travel time the possible misuse of 
the product of the research has social implications. 

Past efforts in travel demand forecasting were largely successful for the purposes 
for which they were intended, but the current transportation- related issues are far 
more complex and require a concerted effort on the part of the profession to meet the 
challenge. 

We must make our work more understandable noi only to decision-makers but also 
to practitioners who must apply the procedures. How many of these people understand 
the meaning of terminology such as multinomial logit, probit or discriniinant analysis, 
behavioral, disaggregate, maximum likelihood method, stochastic, probabilistic, and 
utility maximization? The test of our effectiveness is how relevant our work is to 
solving the real-world problems they face. 

REFERENCE 
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Behavioral Travel Demand Models: 
Some Basic Considerations 

Raymond H. Ellis, Alistair Sherret, and Richard D. Worrall, 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company 

Travel demand forecasting has probably been subjected to more active and virulent 
criticism in recent years than any other phase of the transportation analysis process. 
The reasons for this are numerous but basically stem from a feeling that most existing 
models are cumbersome and unresponsive to changing analytical requirements. 

Some critics have argued, with considerable cogency, that the most pressing current 
requirement is for a simpler, more aggregate set of models that are less ravenous in 
their data requirements, are less expensive and time-consuming to apply, and rapidly 
test a large number of different plans in a timely and responsive manner. Others have 
argued, with equal force, that a greater understanding of the basic mechanisms under-
lying travel behavior would lead to a completely new family of modeling techniques, 
employing varying analytical structures and each oriented toward a particular set of 
analytical issues and areas of policy concern. 

Certainly, simpler, more malleable model structures that lead to more timely and 
less expensive forms of analysis are required. So too are models that may be used to 
address particular, relatively narrow issues at some considerable level of detail. Both 
of these requirements imply the need for a better and more organized understanding of 
the factors influencing travel behavior than we have at the moment. Both also imply a 
somewhat different approach to the whole question of travel demand forecasting and 
travel behavior research than has been embraced in the past. 

These points emerged with some considerable clarity from the recent Conference on 
Urban Travel Demand Forecasting (1). We would like to take some of the initial recom-
mendations of that conference as the starting point for these comments. 

Our comments are deliberately eclectic, covering issues that it seems to us should 
be among those of greatest concern in any future programs of research, development, 
and application of models. They cover issues of an institutional and organizational 
nature as well as questions of technique and research orientation. Although the com-
ments are not a comprehensive statement of the issues, we hope they may serve to 
provoke some fruitful discussion and argument. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TRAVEL BEHAVIOR RESEARCH 

One of the major purposes of the earlier conference was to develop a set of recom-
mendations for future esearch in travel demand forecasting. Issues relating specifi-
cally to travel behavior were the concern of one workshop, which idenfified 11 major 
topics for future research (1, p.  115): 

10 
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Behavioral response to low-capital options; 
Evaluation of alternative marketing strategies; 
Behavior of special user groups; 
Definition, measurement, and treatment of attributes of transportation service; 
Comparison of attitudinal and conventional forecasting techniques; 
Monitoring of travel behavior; 
Process of travel decision-making; 
Activity patterns and destination choice; 
Simultaneous estimation of service and demand; 
Problems of aggregation and scale in travel analysis; and 
Dissemination of research information. 

The orientation, scale, and timing of the research vary considerably. Their total 
estimated budget comes to more than $4 million over a period of 3 to 4 years. The 
potential source of this money, perhaps not surprisingly, is not immediately identi-
fiable. A cursory examination of the list suggests a number of themes that are central 
to several topics. 

Considerable emphasis was placed on the need to develop a more coherent under-
standing of travel behavior from a variety of specialized perspectives. Emphasis was 
placed particularly on developing a better understanding of the potential impact of low-
capital options, i.e., options involving relatively small levels of capital expenditures 
and dealing mainly with incremental changes in the service, supply, pricing, or mar-
keting characteristics of existing transportation systems. Typical examples include 
car-pool schemes, priority transit schemes, parking and gasoline taxes, enhanced 
security provisions, improved vehicle design, alternative marketing strategies, short-
range scheduling and service modifications, and marginal pricing changes. In a 
parallel vein, emphasis was also placed on the need to address more specifically 
the behavior and requirements of special user groups whose needs differ significantly 
from the norm and who are either ignored in current demand forecasting analyses or 
else simply lumped together with the rest of the population. Particular stress was 
placed on those segments of the population, the elderly, young, handicapped, and poor, 
whose behavior and use of existing systems is subject to identifiable constraints. In 
both instances, the emphasis was on the analysis of behavior at a highly disaggregate, 
specialized level rather than at a generic level, at least in the early stages of investi- 
gation. 

There was considerable debate concerning the role that "attitudinal" analysis 
techniques may usefully play in the development of an improved understanding of travel 
behavior. The interest of the workshop members was reflected primarily in topics 4 
and 5. The first of these focused on the need for a clearer identification of the salient 
attributes of transportation service, including the methods to be used in characterizing 
and measuring them and the mechanisms whereby they may be incorporated in either 
attitudinal or conventional model structures. Particular concern was expressed with 
respect to the definition of system-specific and system-common attributes, the sta-
bility and transitivity of user perceptions and attitudes toward alternative attributes, 
and the problems of extrapolating attitudes concerning existing systems to the analysis 
of new systems. The second focused on a comparison of the efficacy of attitudinal 
versus conventional techniques when applied to a single (or several) common test cases. 
Emphasis was placed in this latter case on a careful, comparative analysis of the via-
bility, cost, and utility of attitudinal versus conventional techniques and on identifica-
tion of those areas where each may be most appropriately applied in an operational 
context. 

The message in this case is simple: There is a well-developed body of analytical 
techniques, derived mainly from the fields of market and consumer research, that 
appears to be highly appropriate to certain forms of travel behavior research. To 
date, its use has been explored only to a limited degree. It appears worthy of much 
closer examination. 

One of the most common pleas of the behavioral analyst is for more and better 
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data. At present we are virtually ignoring one important source of such information, 
that is, information on traveler responses to the successive changes that are continually 
being implemented in transportation systems throughout the country. The problem is 
partly that we simply lack the appropriate mechanisms for collecting such data and 
partly that the necessary financial support is usually not forthcoming. The workshop 
proposed that a sample of case studies of existing systems be used to develop a sys-
tematic program for monitoring the impact on both long- and short-run travel behavior 
in response to selected changes in transportation service. The interest here was to 
capture information on operational changes in existing transportation services rather 
than to set up a set of explicit demonstration experiments. Particular emphasis was 
placed on low-capital options discussed above. 

4. Existing information on travel decision process is extremely fragmentary largely 
because of the diffuse and uncorrelated nature of much existing research. To overcome 
the problem and to provide an effective, concentrated nucleus of research that might 
then serve as an effective foundation for the development of improved, more responsive 
demand forecasting models, a comprehensive program of basic research was recom-
mended of the mechanisms underlying the travel decision-making process. This pro-
gram would focus particularly on issues such as 

Identification of the basic structure of the travel decision process and its relation 
to the established activity patterns and the characteristics of different decision units; 

Development of a coherent, compatible set of behavioral data bases to serve as 
input to a variety of subsequent forms of analysis; 

Identification of the sensitivity of travel decision-making to varying service pa-
rameters and other controllable factors under situations of at least quasi-experimental 
control; 

Examination of the interrelations between long- and short-run travel investment 
decisions and between long- and short-run behavior; 

Analysis of the interrelations between destination choice and trip purpose on the 
one hand, and route and mode choice and time of travel on the other; and 

Consideration of potential short- and long-run substitution effects that involve 
the potential substitution of other forms of communication or interaction for current, 
physical movement. 

The thrust of this recommendation was to guarantee (at least conceptually) that sufficient 
resources be made available, in one time and one place, to permit significant progress 
to be made in the development of improved behavioral analyses. 

The above issues flowed only from one of the several workshops at the conference, 
but they serve to illustrate the combination of pragmatic and theoretical concerns that 
should underlie any future research program. We would like to pursue some of these 
issues in the remainder of this paper. 

APPLICATION OF URBAN TRAVEL ANALYSIS RESEARCH 

The absence of an appropriately funded urban travel analysis research program in 
the United States suggests that the priority that many planners associate with research 
in this area is not shared by decision-makers with the authority to implement such a 
program. In this context, it is useful to consider the potential justification for an urban 
travel analysis research program from the decision-maker's viewpoint. 

During the past 10 years, the preponderance of the urban travel analysis research 
effort has been focused on regional planning analyses characterized by relatively coarse 
representations of the various urban transportation modes and relatively long forecast 
periods of 15 years or more. Research activity on these types of problems is under-
standable in the context of an urban transportation planning process that focused on 
highway capacity issues as it was evolved by the Federal Highway Administration. The 
crucial issues of urban transportation policy both now and in the future, however, in-
volve concerns such as environmental policy and its transportation interrelations (with 
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respect to the social as well as the physical effects of transportation), land use policy 
and its relations with transportation, and energy policy and transportation. 

Inasmuch as the focus of national interest has shifted to issues associated with the 
environment, land use, energy utilization, and public transportation, there should be a 
corresponding refocusing of urban travel analysis research activities. If support is to 
be secured for an effective and meaningful urban travel analysis research program, it 
must be demonstrated to decision-makers that the results of this research will enable 
them to make better decisions with respect to these important and complex issues. 

That an urban travel analysis research program is important to the achievement of 
national objectives can be illustrated by considering one specific research area. Par-
tially in response to the critical issues identified above, national urban transportation 
policy has emphasized the development of an effective urban public transportation pro-
gram for American cities. This emphasis is based on the belief that the environmental, 
social, and economic benefits are such that the general community should contribute to 
the development and support of the program. In other words, the rationale for develop-
ing an effective urban public transportation program stems from its contribution to the 
overall development of the community's objectives and not solely from a profit motive. 
The success of public transportation will, however, be ultimately judged on one over-
riding criterion: its ability to penetrate the urban travel market. The consequence of 
this observation is ineluctable: The marketing of public transportation cannot any longer 
be overlooked or deemphasized in a competitive environment in which the number of 
transit captives is increasingly diminishing. 

Important elements of a public transportation marketing program include identifica-
tion of target markets for public transportation—population segments that represent 
high potential sources of business; identification of the features and the stimuli most 
likely to influence the target markets; and assignment of priorities in the redesign of 
the public transportation service product. 

Thus, one justification for conducting an urban travel analysis research program is 
based on the need to market public transportation more effectively. Unless an urban 
travel analysis research program is justified in this or similar terms, there is a strong 
danger that urban travel analysis research program proposals will be dismissed as ir-
relevant to national goals and merely reflecting the desire of researchers to conduct 
research in an area that they enjoy. 

This perspective provides, in fact, an opportunity for an even broader urban travel 
analysis research program than was provided by the requirements of system level plan-
ning analyses. Many urban travel analysis research projects could be defined within 
this framework of marketing public transportation. Areas that are of particular im-
portance include automobile car-pooling and increased automobile occupancy, vehicle 
equipment and terminal design, passenger's perception of personal security, schedule 
reliability, and image projected by transit operating personnel. Research projects 
should be designed to assess not only the impact of a given factor on the utilization of 
public transportation but also the normative issue of how the public transportation 
product should be designed. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF URBAN TRAVEL ANALYSIS 
RESEARCH RESULTS 

Perhaps more important than the identification of priorities for future research is 
the assessment of the results of the research that has been accomplished to date and 
the degree to which these research results have been implemented. Even if a research 
program were clearly related to national priorities, the program would not be sustained 
if the research results were not implemented. Nearly 5 years after the work of Lisco, 
Quarmby, and Stopher, behavioral, stochastic, disaggregate models are—with few ex-
ceptions—not being employed in operational planning studies and are largely discussed 
in research rather than operational planning contexts. Although aspects of behavioral, 
stochastic, disaggregate models do require further research, they can be usefully em-
ployed in modal-split and automobile occupancy analyses. 
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Thus, some of the research into behavioral, stochastic, disaggregate models has 
been completed and is available for implementation in operational planning projects, 
and there are distinct economic and technical justifications for using these techniques. 
Why then has the introduction of these techniques into operational planning practice 
been so limited, and what can be done in the future to encourage more rapid dissemi-
nation and implementation of research results? These are difficult issues that are not 
easily analyzed or resolved. Factors that contributed to the slowness with which these 
techniques have been implemented include the unavailability of a well-documented and 
efficient computer system, the general unavailability of well-qualified and trained per-
sonnel, and the absence of a professional consensus regarding the research findings to 
date. 

If the urban travel analysis research program is to have any opportunity to be funded 
at an appropriate level, it should clearly include major elements relating to the imple-
mentation of research results. The following projects would contribute significantly to 
increasing the probability that these research results would be implemented: 

A well-documented and efficient computer system that can be used in conjunction 
with behavioral, stochastic, disaggregate models (assumiag that a professional con-
sensus regarding the design of this system can be achieved) and that includes a cali-
bration program, programs to assist in the preparation of a calibration data set, and 
programs to effectively apply the calibrated models; 

Training programs that include short courses oriented to current practitioners 
and courses within the graduate programs of universities; 

A program of demonstration planning projects that is specifically designed to 
field test the latest planning techniques —including new urban travel analysis approaches—
within an operational planning environment and to demonstrate that these techniques can 
be effectively used to increase the quality of the transportation planning product; and 

Techniques for applying behavioral, stochastic, disaggregate models that will 
exploit their advantages during the alternative-evaluation phase of a planning effort. 

INSTiTUTIONAL CONSIDERATIONS AND AN URBAN TRAVEL 
ANALYSIS RESEARCH PROGRAM 

Implementation of a national urban travel analysis research program requires insti-
tutional changes at the federal level. To argue that the problem of implementing a re-
search program would be solved if only the appropriate funding were available overlooks 
what may well be an important aspect of the problem, namely, that the federal govern-
ment is not currently well organized to manage an urban travel analysis research pro-
gram. The urban travel analysis research effort of the U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation is fragmented among various groups within the department (e.g., the Federal 
Highway Administration, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration, and the Office 
of the Secretary) and the National Cooperative Highway Research Program. Further, 
many of the issues that should be addressed within such a program are of major con-
cern to a number of agencies outside the department, particularly the Environmental 
Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. 
Although a significant amount of coordination with respect to urban travel research does 
take place among these groups, the organization of an effective urban travel analysis 
research program requires a more developed institutional structure. 

Thus, there is a need within the federal structure for an institution that would fund 
and manage a multimodal urban travel analysis research effort. This institution should 
clearly be designed to avoid even the suspicion of having a modal bias and for this rea-
son should not be lodged in either the Federal Highway Administration or the Urban 
Mass Transportation Administration. Although multimodal research and policy studies 
related to urban travel analysis might be directly funded and managed by this new insti-
tution, this would not preclude, the conduct of more mission-oriented urban travel analy-
sis research efforts within the modal agencies. For example, the Urban Mass Trans-
portation Administration might continue research projects specifically oriented to the 
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problems of the transit industry such as the impact of the travelers' perceived security 
on their attitudes toward public transit. For those projects that continued within the 
operating administrations, this new institution would serve as a formal coordination 
point rather than as the program manager. The very applied nature of an urban travel 
analysis research program suggests that it should be placed within an operating de-
partment—probably the Department of Transportation—and not lodged in a more 
research-oriented environment where the perspective of the application of the research 
may be lost. 

DIs'rINc'FIONS BETWEEN MODELS FOR PREDICTION AND 
EVALUATION 

In formulating mathematical models to estimate travel demand and especially the 
behavioral, disaggregate models, we need to bear in mind that different models may be 
appropriate depending on whether the primary aim of the analysis is prediction, evalu-
ation, or design. The models may be different with respect to their structure or speci-
fication, their data requirements, the statistical estimation procedure used, and the 
method of their application. 

If the primary aim of the model is predicting or forecasting some present or future 
level of travel demand, a 2-stage procedure is involved. At the first stage the model 
is specified and "estimated" (to use the terminology of the econometrician) or "cali-
brated" (to use that of the engineer) from a data set of observations on both the depen-
dent and explanatory variables included in the model. The results of this first stage 
are best estimates of all the parameters of the model (i.e., the model coefficients) 
together with measures of the statistical significance that can be attached to the coef-
ficients. At the second stage the model is "run" by inputting observed or predicted 
values for the explanatory variables to give predicted value or values for the dependent 
variables. The "goodness" of the model is assessed principally in terms of its overall 
explanatory power, that is, its ability to duplicate the values of observed dependent 
variables at the second stage. The estimates of individual model parameters derived 
at the first stage need not necessarily be of concern, provided that overall predictive 
ability of the model is acceptable. 

If on the other hand the primary aim of the model is to aid processes of evaluation 
or design, the estimates of the structural parameters of the model and the errors of 
estimate associated with them are important. In the context of models to explain travel 
behavior and travel demand, the processes of evaluation and design may be considered 
to be much the same. In evaluation we are concerned with placing "values" on reduc-
tions in travel time and other transport system improvements; in design we are con-
cerned with assessing what specific transport improvements will be most successful in 
effecting some desired objective. In both cases we are attempting to estimate the rela-
tive value or importance (however defined) of different transport system attributes. 
That being the case, the application of the model is essentially a 1-stage process in 
which we are interested only in interpreting the model coefficients in ways that are use-
ful in evaluation or design. The second, predictive, stage is not necessarily of concern; 
but, in any case, in assessing the goodness of the model, predictive efficacy is secon-
dary to the model structure and the significance of the individual structural coefficients. 

For predictive purposes a perfectly satisfactory model might exclude any cost vari-
able; but if a monetary value of time is required from the model to allow evaluation of 
alternatives, a cost variable must be included. Similarly, the form in which explana-
tory variables are entered in a model to allow good prediction (whether as differences, 
ratios, or whatever) may not allow meaningful interpretations to be placed on the coef-
ficients. Consequently, for design purposes—for estimating the relative value of 2 
specific attributes, for example—a model that is less good in a predictive sense is more 
appropriate if it allows useful inferences to be drawn from the coefficients. 

In terms of the statistical estimation procedures employed, the distinction between 
predictive and evaluative models may be relevant to the extent that there are problems 
of misspecification and multicollinearity that give rise to unreliability and inconsistency 
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in parameter estimates. If the model is purely predictive, low statistical significance 
levels associated with coefficients are likely to be of much less concern than if the co-
efficients themselves are the required output of the model. 

These comments are not meant to imply that predictive and evaluative models should 
be different on theoretical grounds. Indeed quite the opposite is true. Ideally, one 
would expect a model that is a perfect predictor of behavior to contain all the factors 
that determine travel decisions in such a way as to reflect the relative values placed 
on them by the traveler. Further, to the extent that a model allows the outcome of any 
course of action to be predicted perfectly, it might be considered a perfect evaluation 
model. However, we are still a long way from developing perfect models. Moreover, 
even if one day perfect model constructs are available to us, practical and economic 
considerations such as data availability will always present constraints. . The fact is 
that, practically speaking, we need to develop specific models, to address specific prob-
lems and will often be required to adopt less than perfectly structured behavioral models. 
Certainly we should always be wary of predictive models that do not bear some recogniz-
able and convincing relation to travel behavior; but, having said that, the distinction be-
tween models where prediction is the primary objective and models where coefficient 
interpretation is the primary objective is still a useful one to bear in mind. 

In considering predictive models that involve a 2-stage process of estimation and 
application, we need to remember that, as inputs to their application, predictions must 
be made of all the exogenous variables included in the model. This being the case, we 
need to guard against the development of overly sophisticated models that can only be 
used in prediction if elaborate and expensive surveys are undertaken to predict the ex-
ogenous variables. This caution is made particularly with regard to the inclusion of 
psychometric, attitudinal, and perceptive data as explanatory variables of behavior in 
predictive models. Although it will probably often be true that the inclusion of such 
variables allows improved understanding and explanation of travel behavior, the dif-
ficulties of predicting the variables for other travel-choice situations may be so great 
as to invalidate the model in prediction. 

DEMAND MODELS IN A CONSTRAINED TRAVEL ENVIRONMENT 

Transportation planners have in the past been largely concerned with improving the 
transportation system so as to persuade travelers who have choices available to them 
to travel in a certain way. The obvious example is the attempt to persuade those with 
automobiles available to use public transport. Behavioral travel demand models have 
reflected this concern by concentrating on the modal- and route-choice decisions of 
travelers who are free to make such decisions. 

However, we are now entering a period when policies to control travel will be in-
creasingly pursued and when more and more travelers will find their mode and route 
choices much more limited by restraints on the use of private cars through legislation 
and pricing, by fuel prices and availability, and by other environmental pressures. 
Such constraints imply the need to produce estimates of travel demand in situations 
where travelers are faced with sets of choices rather different from those they have 
been faced with in the past. What this means for behavioral modeling is not altogether 
clear, but is something with which we should be concerned. Certainly the ways in which 
behaviorally based approaches to trip generation, attraction, and distribution modeling 
deserve attention. The estimation of how much traffic is generated by improved facili-
ties and, on the other side of the same coin, the estimation of how much travel will be 
suppressed as travel choices are limited are important problems that have nowhere 
been satisfactorily tackled. However, in tackling these problems and others we have 
mentioned, we need to beware of directing all our energies to the development of im-
proved and new models and neglecting the application of the models we have already de-
veloped. 

Clearly, a great deal of research effort is required in many directions, but as trans-
port planners we are being asked to help solve today's problems and to advise on policy 
decisions that cannot wait for the results of next year's research projects. Imperfect 
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as they are, many of the behavioral models we have already developed can be of assis-
tance in making better decisions, and we need to see to it that what knowledge we have 
already gained is put to practical use. 
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1 Attitudinal Data 

Michael J. Demetsky, University of Virginia 

To properly view the role of attitudinal data in urban transportation planning, we 
enlarged the scope of this workshop from data requirements on comfort and convenience 
to include more extensive uses of psychological data in models of basic travel decisions. 
This more general scope arose from a consensus that behavioral analysis of travel 
choice has a much broader potential with psychological data than merely with subjective 
dimensions of modal attributes. 

The major research objectives that were subsequently defined focused on the de-
termination'of basic travel choice variables and their ultimate relation with design fac-
tors and behavioral groupings. Thus, the goal of this workshop was to propose stages 
of research in the investigation and development of a forecasting methodology that as-
sociates observed travel behavior with the attitudes of the population toward system at-
tributes and policy variables. It was further indicated that the attitudinal models must 
satisfactorily relate to the real world and provide a design-directing process in con-
trast to the present methodology that evolved as a resource-allocation process. 

Discussion and references on the foundations for psychological models, the type of 
data obtained, and the basic measurement techniques are given in later papers by 
Michaels and by Golob and Dobson and are not repeated here. The behavioral theory 
advanced by these authors is that travel decisions are not neatly defined by a sequential 
process (i.e., generation, distribution, modal choice, and route choice) but arise from 
a complex interaction of considerations relative to making or not making a trip and 
choosing the destination, mode, and route. Accordingly, any model of travel behavior 
should accurately model the relevant decision process. In this respect, a valid model 
of the decision process must (a) include the variables on which people base their de-
cisions, (b) possibly combine sets of these variables into more basic dimensions (mu!-
tivariate techniques), and (c) describe how people actually use the dimensions or vari-
ables to make travel decisions. In this sense, the experimental design must determine 
as well as measure the relevant variables in a decision. For example, if comparisons 
of temperature and seating arrangement with other attributes show them to be impor-
tant, they should be included in a representation of the decision process. Also, as-
sociated measures such as ratings on 0 to 1 scales are needed to relate how individuals 
perceive attributes at various physical degrees. These hierarchical (among attributes) 
and degree measures must then be interpreted in terms of broader characteristics, 
such as comfort, wherein there might be direct trade-offs between temperature and 
space as opposed to indirect trade-offs between temperature and travel time. 

If users of contemporary transportation planning models are to be able to implement 
research results, an evolutionary process of behavioral model development is recom-
mended. This strategy can be initiated by improving the modal-choice methodology. 
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Here, the modal-choice model, which derives choice patterns on the basis of behavioral 
measures rather than, or in addition to, physical dimensions, should be investigated to 
provide a true abstract representation of travel modes to facilitate predictions of demand 
for new as well as existing modes. By directly or indirectly incorporating appropriate 
measures such as comfort, convenience, and reliability into the prediction algorithm, a 
significant increase in the explanation of variance over existing models will result. 

BEHAVIORAL ASSUMPTIONS 

Existing disaggregate modal-choice models, which are calibrated by regression, 
probit, or logit techniques, hypothesize that people trade off certain quantities of vari-
ables and that they maximize their satisfaction (or minimize their dissatisfaction); 
that is, utility theory applies. Other interpretations of the decision mechanism are 
possible, however. For example, one alternative viewpoint states that people rank in 
order the basic attributes and, if mode A is superior to mode B on the most important 
dimension, mode A is chosen. Another theory of travel-choice behavior hypothesizes 
that people do not optimize but "satisfice" That is, if both modes A and B are satisfac-
tory on a given attribute (perform adequately relative to a minimum threshold), there 
is no trade-off with respect to that attribute. Consequently, each of the 3 interpreta-
tions may be correct in different circumstances. For example, in studies on the value 
of time, people are assumed to trade time for money in urban travel. The time factor 
is dominant regarding business travel and the air mode, and air conditioning is a "satis 
ficing" attribute. The behavioral process must, therefore, be understood if any realistic 
model is to be consequently derived and, hence, the underlying behavioral assumptions 
are critical. 

Furthermore, disaggregate modal-choice models, which are based on the trader 
hypothesis and use direct measures of time and cost, have provided a means to estimate 
the value of travel time, which has become an important consideration in project evalu-
ation. This process becomes more complex when indirect psychological measures of 
these system attributes are used. In this case, concepts of utility theory intervene and 
transform attitudinal assessments into indexes of satisfaction for competing modes. 
These indexes or utilities are then correlated with observed choice behavior to explain 
fundamental decision processes. Therefore, the key element in the psychological model 
is the index of satisfaction, which is founded on attributes such as comfort and conve-
nience as well as on time and cost measures. The utility transformation is derived 
from the explicit behavioral assumptions that underly the model, and if, for example, 
the trader assumption prevails, then the value of time estimates will be indicated in 
the intermediate utility transformation. 

DATA CONSIDERATIONS 

The data requirements for models based on behavioral measures to predict transport 
demand are potentially fewer than those for current models. This conclusion is founded 
on the observation that, if preferences are measured and behavioral groups established, 
the findings from a limited number of studies can be generalized to provide a universally 
applicable set of behavioral axioms regarding travel choices. It is recognized that there 
are many complications in reaching such a goal, particularly aggregation considerations 
(the definition of behavioral groups) and interarea consistencies among these classifica-
tions. However, the potential benefits from behavioral models are encouraging and, 
hence, problems anticipated at this early stage of investigation should not discourage 
future research. 

Specific data must be based on the particular choice process being analyzed and, 
accordingly, measure certain individual needs. In transportation planning the basic 
phenomena that must be measured include frequency of activity (trip generation), pref-
erence structures of destinations (trip distribution), satisfaction with modes of travel 
(modal split), and a preference structure for routes of travel (route assignment). Analy- 
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sis of these processes requires that a single survey provide attitudinal or preference 
data, socioeconomic information, and travel-choice behavior. Surveys should be longi-
tudinal in nature to reflect changes in travel behavior relative to system changes and 
individual attitudes. With respect to complete data needs, the proposal by the U.S. De-
partment of Transportation to collect a disaggregated data set was welcomed by work-
shop members. It was further recommended that a central data library be established 
to relieve researchers of the data collection problem. Several small survey projects 
that relate choice situations would be more expeditious to behavioral model development 
than large areawide surveys. This conclusion reflects the need for a survey design 
more detailed than past designs because, even though the transportation planner lacks 
a controlled environment, he or she must be careful to derive demand hypotheses from 
individuals who do have alternative choices available. 

Techniques are well established for the collection of travel data and relevant socio-
economic information on trip-makers and will not be discussed here. Rather, the col-
lection methodology exclusive to psychological data is addressed. 

METHODOLOGY 

Primary psychological information is gathered via scaling procedures that include 
the following: paired comparisons, rating scales, ranking data, and binary data. These 
techniques differ in degree of cost and sensitivity of measurement and should be tested 
and compared in problem applications to arrive ata consensus on techniques for spe-
cific applications (i.e., modal satisfaction versus preference structures of destinations). 
The questionnaire must provide reliable information on travel needs (preferences or 
how attitudes ideally relate to individuals) and satisfaction with given options (percep-
tions). Because the task of questionnaire design is extremely demanding in content and 
detail, experts should be consulted. In this respect, a handbook to assist planners in 
questionnaire design should ultimately be developed. 

The psychological measures found should then be subjected to diagnostic analysis, 
i.e., hypothesis formulation and citation of groups that exhibit similar choice behavior, 
and eventually incorporated into the development of predictive models. The data are 
first scaled via univariate or multivariate techniques (see Golob and Dobson paper in 
this Special Report), and then individuals are aggregated into behavioral groups. At 
this point, no prior assumptions should be made to relate behavior to socioeconomic 
groups because it is a fundamental goal of this approach to seek classes on the basis of 
behavior and then relate them to demographic groups. The scaled data are combined 
to produce utilities or measures of satisfaction that must be related by some mathe-
matical structure to observed choice (a behavioral prediction model). 

The resulting model must be thoroughly examined regarding its capacity for realis-
tically handling the following major methodological requirements: 

Specifications of class boundaries for homogeneous groups; 
Validation from longitudinal data to show sensitivity to changes over time; and 
Sensitivity of behavior to changes in transport systems, technology, and controls. 

The findings should also be tested and validated in case studies, particularly with re-
spect to before and after data from controlled demonstration projects. 

RECOMMENDED RESEARCH 

The aforementioned study design is recommended for application to travel-choice 
modeling in an incremental fashion. The workshop recommends that initial, or short-
term, research should be concerned with the incorporation of psychological dimensions 
of level of service into the modal-choice model to make it more complete than the ex-
isting models. The goal is to determine the important behavioral factors underlying 
mode choice and the establishment of a mathematical formulation for the model. Here 
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psychological data would be transformed to indicate modal satisfaction, which in turn 
would be used to indicate mode choice. At this initial stage of studythe relations be-
tween behavioral sets and the traditional classifications employed in transportation 
planning should be investigated. Finally, the linkage between perceived attributes 
with manipulatable operational variables and design factors should be made. 

In the intermediate state, the psychological model should be applied to the activity 
site selection and route-choice decisions.. In the former case, a cognitive space for 
travel will be rendered. Various travel spaces, such as the preference structure by 
activity type (trip purpQse) and geographic location, and activity spaces by travel mode 
can be investigated. 

A behavioral route-choice model should be designed to diagnose particular elements 
relative to the route-choice decision so that an association is provided between the 
traveler and his or her environment. Such an association is nOt incorporated into con-
ventional diversion approaches based solely on travel time and distance. 

In the long-term phase of investigation into a true behavioral modeling system, the 
trip generation stage should be broadened to show sensitivity to activity importance and, 
consequently, need to travel. Such a methodology should be designed to show the rela-
tive effects on total travel demand that result from innovative social-technological 
schemes such as shopping via cable TV, working at home, and reducing the workweek. 

Finally, if the above research provides successful models, the sequential decision 
models should be interrelated to define a realistic behavioral structure of the elements 
involved in travel decisions. Thus, the end product may be a completely new planning 
process with true behavioral foundations. 

The research has been recommended in the described incremental fashion to inte-
grate the results into the conventional planning process and, consequently, to slowly 
introduce the practitioner to the new models. The workshop concurs that the research 
must be useful and yet basic to achieving the broadgoál of an improved planning method- 
ology. 	 . 	. 



2 Aggregation Problems 

David R. Miller, Barton-Aschman Associates, Inc. 

In the context of this workshop, the aggregation problem is primarily one of statis-
tical inference for predictive purposes. Classic transportation modeling involves ag-
gregation over geographic zones. Sample points consist of geographic areas, and the 
dependent variables of primary interest are travel flows among areas. Dissatisfaction 
with geographic aggregation (and aggregate analysis in general) has grown in part from 
the realization that 'zones are not homogeneous populations and, hence, are not appro-
priate units for aggregation. 

Disaggregate, stochastic transportation choice models have developed rapidly in re-
cent years (2, 3). These models estimate the probability that an individual traveler will 
select a mode, based on characteristics of the traveler, the environment, and the avail-
able choices. Research in this field has concentrated on improved understanding of the 
travel-choice process and consequent explanation of the effect of changes in choice 
characteristics (e.g., level of service) on travel choice. 

As a logical extension, Burnett, in his'paper in this Special Report, and others (1,2, 
3, 4) have directed atfention recently toward the application of disaggregate models l - 
prediction of future travel behavior. The basic problem of aggregation associated with 
use of disaggregate stochastic models appears at this point: It is the development of a 
procedure for expanding individual probability-of-choice estimates to describe travel-
choice behavior of groups. 

Disaggregate modeling did not create the problem; it merely makes it explicit. For 
example, consider a disaggregate modal-split model based on a nonlinear relation be-
tween the probability of a traveler's choosing mode A and a vector representing a com-
bination of characteristics of the trip by mode A or mode B and the trip-maker—a logit 
model, for instance. The traveler's initial position on the curve crucially affects the 
sensitivity of his or ,her response to changes in the vector of characteristics of the trip 
(for instance, a shift in the level of service). Without information about the distribu-
tion of travelers along the logit curve, 'inferences about the aggregate behaviOr of 'a 
group of travelers are highly unreliable. The mean value will not do., Suppose half,  
the travelers were in fact at the 0 to 5 percent probability end of the curve and the other 
half at the 95 to 100 percent probabilityend. The sensitivity of response for either 
group to service changes is, in fact, lQw; yet, using the mean value of the distribution 
would lead to the (incorrect) inference that' there was high sensitivity to changes in ser-
vice.  

By contrast, aggregate mOdels implicitly assume that the travel behavior of each 
member of .the group can be described by identical linear functions and that the popula-
tion is well represented by the group mean value of the characteristics vector or some 
similarly arbitrary assumption. ' Conventional, aggregate modeling buried the distribu- 
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tion problem that disaggregate modeling makes explicit and, therefore, unavoidable. 
An additional issue discussed in the workshop, though perhaps somewhat less funda-

mental, is the role of attitudinal variables in explaining travel choice. Traditional 
transportation modeling has confined data collection to objective measures of socio-
economic and environmental characteristics of people and transportation systems. Re-
search is currently under way to investigate the potential of attitudinal variables for 
predicting travel behavior. Hensher, Golob, and the General Motors Research Lab-
oratories are conducting this research in the expectation that attitudinal variables will 
prove to have better predictive power than the other variables in common use. In this 
research, there is a problem of separating groups of travelers according to their at-
titudes and other characteristics and of disaggregating so as to maximize between-group 
and minimize within-group variance. 

Other aggregation issues, such as the aggregation of trips by purpose, by traveler-
descriptive variables, or trip-descriptive variables, are common to both aggregate and 
disaggregate modeling. These issues were largely excluded in the workshop's delib-
erations—a decision made in the interest of limiting the scope of the workshop to man-
ageable proportions and not with the intention of implying that these other issues are 
not worth further research and discussion. 

PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

The workshop discussed a technique that appears promising for dealing with the ag-
gregation problem made explicit in behavioral models. Workshop members substan-
tially agreed about the outlines of the technique but were divided about what its most 
promising application is. One view was that the most promising application of the tech-
nique is for forecasting mode choice with respect to specific, incremental changes in 
service levels on parts of a network. The other view was that, properly applied, the 
technique might be used for much broader travel demand forecasting. 

The approach proposes that the individual be maintained as the basic unit of analysis 
and that individuals be grouped to reflect some notion of a (Marshallian) representative 
person. This approach contrasts with the traditional aggregation interpretation where 
grouping by physical zone changes the basic unit of analysis (from the individual to the 
zone). Aggregation in the traditional approach may be viewed as a hierarchical order-
ing of horizontal layers in which an individual belongs to one of the mutually exclusive 
elements of the set that constitutes each layer. For example, an individual resides in 
a town, which in turn is located in a county within a state. The ordering may be viewed 
graphically as follows: 

region 
subregion 

physical zones 
individuals 

By contrast, individuals in the proposed approach are aggregated only into those 
subgroupings that are meaningful with respect to the question at hand. The groupings, 
for example, might be according to attitudes, to socioeconomic strata, or to some other 
probably nongeographic attributes. An individual, accordingly, may become part of dif-
ferent population subgroups for different purposes. 

The selection of the individual as the basic decision unit, rather than the household, 
is based on the premise that the individual maximizes utility (or some other function) 
subject to household constraints. Household decision-making is somewhat more nebu-
lous and perhaps less appropriate to analyze. To illustrate this, consider the impor-
tance of having information on the number and availability of cars in a household. Al-
though such information may be useful in determining the total number of trips made by 
the household, the picture changes when individual trips are considered. Choice of mode 
by an individual for a particular trip may be constrained by the availability of an auto-
mobile for that particular trip, which in turn is a function of previous decision-making 
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by other individuals. It is possible that individual utility maximization may lead to 
household utility maximization, but not necessarily. In any case, the individual, having 
been identified as the basic decision unit, should be maintained as this unit at subsequent 
stages of travel-choice modeling. 

The immediate advantage of the proposed approach is that it should permit consider-
ation of the influence of household variables on the individual and the influence of vari-
ables directly related to the individual on the household choice process. By contrast, 
adopting the household as the unit of analysis excludes an important aggregation problem: 
summation of individuals within a household. There is little evidence to suggest that 
there is any more homogeneity between members of a household with respect to certain 
relations (e.g., convenience of mode or cost with number of trips) than there is between 
individuals of entirely different households. 

Grouping along socioecononiic, nongeographic lines requires no further explanation; 
the variables used are familiar ones. Attitudinal groupings, however, are somewhat 
less familiar. Examples of attitudinal variables that might be used in grouping are as 
follows: 

Importances people place on the characteristics of means and opportunities for 
travel in making transportation-related decisions (such as automobile ownership, resi-
dential choice, trip timing and frequency, mode and route choice, and destination choice); 

Perceived satisfactions with characteristics (attributes) of existing travel means 
and opportunities; 

Awareness of the existence of various means and opportunities; 
Predispositions to react in certain ways to various stimuli; and 	 - 
Stated intentions to behave in certain ways to changes in other of their attitudes 

or to changes in the supply of opportunities or means. 

Automatic interaction detection was cited as a computer technique useful in deter-
mining ttbest" groupings of representative individuals. The need for the grouping tech-
nique (whatever technique may be selected) can be described mathematically as follows 
(1). Let us assume we are able to estimate a model of the general form 

Aj =f[tE 	CL1, CQ}J 	 (1) 

where 

Pjj  = probability of individual j choosing alternative i, 
fO = function of the enclosed terms, 

(EJ) = vector of environmental characteristics facing j, 
[j) = array of service characteristics for all available choices facing individual j, 

and 
(Q) = vector of the characteristics of individual j. 

Such a model may be in the form of a single mathematical expression or a set of ex-
pressions applying to different groups of individuals. It would be a simple task to es-i 
timate N1  by the relation 

N = 	 (2) 

if it were possible to predict all of the relevant variables as observed or perceived by 
each individual. Short of this, a more realistic procedure is to group the population 
according to population groups that' are consistent with the included characteristics, 
compute the mean or central values of each of the characteristics for each group, and 
obtain the overall estimate from 

N1  = ENJPIJ 
	

(3) 

where 
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N = number of individuals in group J, and 
= probability choice structure of individuals in group J. 

Travel behavior prediction based on a disaggregate mode-choice model requires, in 
addition to a model of the general form specified in Eq. 1, a population distribution 
forecast model that assigns proportions of the population to subgroups described by the 
characteristics of group members. Various means can be developed for population dis-
tribution forecasting. At the least, the distribution could be assumed to be identical to 
the present one or, alternatively, related to means in the same way at present. Either 
of these assumptions is at least as good as the implicit assumptions contained in ag- 
gregate models. 

Once the disaggregate mode-choice model and the population distribution forecast 
are developed, specific issues can be studied by the following technique. (It is at least 
theoretically possible to apply the mode-choice model from a different but reasonably 
similar area rather than to develop a new model for each region studied.) 

For each zone of interest, apply the disaggregate choice model to a representative 
individual from each population subgroup identified in the population distribution model 
to estimate the probability of the selected choice, e.g., use bus, for members of that 
subgroup; 

From the population distribution forecast model, estimate the number of persons 
in each subgroup; and 

Multiply the probability of the selected choice for members of each group by the 
number of persons in each group and add up over all of the groups to estimate the total 
number of persons choosing the option studied. 

An alternative application of the disaggregate model is based on the assumption that 
attitudinal variables will be found to be closely associated with, for example, socio-
economic characteristics. In this application individuals would be first identified by 
characteristics and then surveyed to determine whether their travel patterns made the 
use of a proposed new facility probable. (In the approach described in the preceding 
paragraphs, geographic location is likely to be one of the initial criteria for selection 
of "representative" individuals.) 

Consider the planning questions revolving around the design of a line-haul transporta-
tion facility within a single corridor of a metropolitan area. First, population subgroups 
are defined on the basis of the multiplicity of behavioral, socioeconomic, environmental, 
physical, and attitudinal criteria addressed through the classification technique de-
scribed above. Suppose that these groups were found to be differentiated primarily 
with respect to a subset of data available from census data sources in interaction with 
some variables concerning attitudes and existing behavior. Then, the geographical sub-
region census data would be statistically processed to allow identification of these data, 
and a second succinct survey (perhaps a telephone inquiry) would be designed to gain both 
the key attitudinal and behavioral data and the subset of trip patterns under study. Fi-
nally, point-coordinate systems would be used to derjve inferences for the total popula-
tion of interest, i.e., those in certain subgroups residing or working in the subregion. 

In theory, this approach could be used on an areawide basis as well as for investiga-
tion of problems like the single line-haul facility. However, considering the develop-
mental nature of the initial applications, subregional studies are judged more appro-
priate applications for the present. An important advantage of the proposed technique 
is that it permits focusing only on certain population subgroups and eliminates the need 
to formulate predictions for total populations. 

It is granted that the procedures described will be difficult to apply in practice. Com-
promises will have to be made that introduce bias and error. Nevertheless, the final 
result, once expansion to regionwide predictive models occurs, will be an aggregate 
model that is more accurate than existing models, is sensitive to changes in service 
and population characteristics, and allows the magnitude of bias to be estimated. Such 
a result will justify the effort necessary to continue development of both the underlying 
disaggregate models and aggregation procedures outlined here. 



SOME NOTES ON THE DATA QUESTION 

One of the charges to the workshop concerned data requirements for modeling pro-
cedures discussed above. Data on travel behavior, socioeconomic characteristics, the 
travel environment, and attitudes are being collected in various ways now. One of the 
data problems is that at present the appropriate questions for attitude data collection 
are not the subject of general agreement. By contrast, the travel behavior and socio-
economic data are generally standardized and have been for a number of years. Re-
search is under way to refine attitude data collection procedures. The two issues to be 
resolved are (a) which attitudes are to be measured and (b) how they are to be measured. 
The object of the research is to achieve a reasonable degree of consensus on the set of 
attitude questions to be asked—much in the same way that present home-interview sur-
vey questions have been standardized. 

Finally, the workshop noted that disaggregate methods of travel forecasting should 
not be promoted as promising data collection requirements substantially lower than 
those of conventional aggregate techniques. It is possible, but not necessarily true, 
that data requirements may be reduced. A far more likely outcome is that a researcher 
will confront a trade-off between data collection requirements lower than present ones 
but with models yielding the same level of accuracy as present aggregate techniques 
and data collection requirements as substantial as present ones but with models yield-
ing higher levels of accuracy. At least the possibility for the trade-off will exist with 
further development of the disaggregate models. 

ATTiTUDINAL MODELING IN PERSPECTIVE 

The workshop felt that attitudinal research should be put in proper perspective to 
avoid the charge of having ignored existing and relatively valid techniques. It currently 
appears that the inclusion of attitudinal data, along with socioeconomic, environmental, 
and other objective data, will yield better predictions of travel behavior than those that 
can be achieved by excluding attitudinal data. This, however, is a hypothesis currently 
under investigation. It is possible, for example, that a consistent one-to-one mapping 
between some set of objective characteristics and attitudinal variables in individuals 
will be found. Should this be the case, a decision on which data to collect should be 
made on the basis of explanatory and predictive ability. It is also possible that atti-
tudinal research may prove useful in predicting changes in behavior over time—to the 
extent that those changes are associated with predictable changes in attitudes in the 
population. 

DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Some of the directions for further research suggested by the workshop have been 
foreshadowed in the discussion above. Among the areas recommended for near-term 
research are the following: 

Theoretical argument supporting the case for development of aggregate models 
based on the ability of disaggregate choice analysis to capture behavioral effects and to 
take account of changes in the distribution of the population among subgroups; 

Selection of methods of population classification consistent with their reference 
to change in environmental characteristics; 

Selection of a standardized set of attitude questions; 
Analysis of the effectiveness of alternative classification schemes, which includes 

(a) selection of variables and their groupings and structure and (b) comparison of classi-
fication of individuals by individual characteristics directly to spatial units and of a 2-
stage regionwide classification and spatial distribution procedure; 

Analysis of the question of one-to-one mapping between attitudes and socioeco-
nomic characteristics; 
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Development of overall measures for error and bias based on the errors involved 
in both the classification and behaviorai description portions of the model structure; 

Reduction of gaps between explanatory and predictive powers of models through 
selection of appropriate aggregation techniques, in conjunction with disaggregate model-
ing techniques, aimed at demonstration of the ability to forecast travel behavior through 
application to zones not included in the original model development; and 

Comparison of the effectiveness of models based on aggregate and disaggregate 
analysis. 

Completion of these tasks appears to be a requisite for further development of ag-
gregale models based on behavioral analysis. Furthermore, it will provide a basis for 
trading reduced error and bias for increased development cost. Ultimately, the set of 
models selected for general use will be those that have the most desirable combination 
of cost, ease of use, and sensitivity properties. 
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3 Policy Issues 

Eugene D. Perle, Center for Urban Studies, Detroit 

This workshop was concerned with the applicability of disaggregate behavioral travel 
models in demand estimation and value of time studies. We were concerned especially 
with their usefulness in aiding policy decision-making and planning in special situations. 

Discussions were stimulated by papers by Lisco and by Hartgen and Wachs, both in 
this Special Report. Lisco addressed problems involved in the concept of travel time 
valuation and the determination and application of travel time values. Hartgen and 
Wachs considered the practical requirements of demand modeling in special context 
planning and the appropriateness of disaggregate travel demand models in such situations. 

FUNDAMENTAL POINTS 

No one model or package of models is universally applicable to all transport plan-
ning problems. Depending on the problem being addressed, models will differ with re-
gard to the basis for and complexity of their formulation, the level of data disaggrega-
lion involved in their calibration, the level of data disaggregation involved in their ap-
plication, and so on. This is as true of what we have termed behavioral disaggregate 
models as of any other class of model. Moreover, different models may be appropriate 
depending on whether the primary concern is prediction, evaluation, or design. 

We need to build models that are explicitly directed toward particular policy or plan-
ning issues. This means that variables under the control of or sensitive to the policy 
in question must be included in the model and that the scale of modeling effort involved 
with regard to model construction, data collection, calibration, and application must 
be commensurate with the nature of the decision being considered. Moreover, the speed 
of response of the models must be appropriate to the time frame within which the de-
cisions have to be made. 

Transportation system attributes, especially those other than simple time and cost 
variables, need to be included in travel demand estimation models on the basis of what 
attributes are important to travelers in their travel decisions if satisfactory explana-
tions of behavior are to be achieved. At the same time system attributes must be in-
cluded in models on the basis of' what attributes are important to the policy-maker if 
they are to be useful in aiding policy decisions. Environmental and other external costs, 
for example, may be of major concern to the policy-maker but of little importance to 
the individual in making travel decisions. 

Behavioral disaggregate travel demand models are generically no different from 
other demand estimation models. Compared to other travel demand models, they are 
behavioral only in degree. The models developed in the past, whether growth factor 
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models, gravity models, shortest route models, or whatever, are all attempts to model 
travel behavior. In current models, we are attempting merely to provide a more com-
plete specification of behavior. Similarly, their level of disaggregation is a matter of 
degree. All statistical estimation models employ data that are disaggregated at some 
level. Using data that are collected at the level of the individual traveler to calibrate 
a demand model has significant advantages of economy in data utilization. However, 
the calibration is no different in kind from that using data aggregated at, say, the house-
hold or traffic zone level. In transportation planning we are rarely interested in the 
travel behavior of individuals as individuals, and even if models are calibrated from 
data at one level of disaggregation they will often be applied at some other level of dis-
aggregation. 

Inasmuch as behavioral disaggregate models are basically no different in kind from 
any other travel demand models, they are not incompatible with the models used in ex-
isting travel demand estimation procedures. In particular, there is no conceptual rea-
son why behavioral demand models cannot be integrated into the generation-distribution-
modal split-assignment logic of the urban transportation planning (UTP) models for 
certain kinds of analyses. The view that behavioral disaggregate models and the UTP 
models are necessarily incompatible is a mistaken one. 

Because behavioral disaggregate models are generically like other models, we have 
to be concerned with all the problems, difficulties, and requirements of models in gen-
eral. For example, models are always imperfect representations of the real world and 
will always be dependent to some extent on the peculiar supply and demand characteris-
tics underlying the data from which they are calibrated. They can never, therefore, 
be completely general in their applicability, although behavioral disaggregate approaches 
hold a greater promise of our being able to develop models that are transferable to dif-
ferent situations. Models should be soundly based both logically and empirically. The 
assumptions and logic of policy-oriented models should be made as clear as possible 
and be understandable by the policy-maker. The confidence level that can be associated 
with models and their outputs should always be made clear. Models should be as simple 
as possible and consistent with the nature and complexity of the issues being addressed. 

CONCEPTUAL ISSUES 

Travel time savings only have value with respect to their activity contents. Strictly 
speaking, time cannot be saved; it can only be transferred from one activity to another, 
and the value associated with the transfer of time from one activity to another depends 
entirely on the relative utility or disutility of the activities involved. Thus, a minute 
of travel time saved on the journey from work to home may be valued more or less 
highly than a minute of travel time saved on the journey from home to work depending 
on how pleasurable the activities are that are or could be indulged in at either place. 
A minute saved on a journey by bus will be valued by a traveler more highly than a 
minute saved on a journey by automobile if riding in a bus is considered less pleasur-
able than riding in an automobile. A minute saved on an automobile journey in con-
gested traffic may be valued more highly than a minute saved on an automobile journey 
in free-flowing traffic, and so on. 

The recognition that only savings in time spent doing something can practically be 
considered to have value has many implications for value of travel time models. Basi-
cally it means that only times of similar activity contents can be aggregated, compared, 
or valued together. A frequently voiced criticism of past value of time studies has been 
that they have shown wide variation in results. Although many of the criticisms of meth-
odology are undoubtedly valid, the criticisms of the results may be less so. To the ex-
tent that the different studies considered savings in time spent in different ways, they 
should be expected to produce different values. Many models have recognized the sig-
nificance of activity content in time valuation by considering walking, waiting, and in-
vehicle time separately. Future models both to predict travel demand and to evaluate 
system improvements perhaps need to be structured in terms of an even finer stratifi-
cation into different kinds of time—for example, time spent traveling in comfortable 
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conditions and time spent traveling in uncomfortable conditions. Empirical constraints 
of data collection may, however, pose major difficulties. 

The problem of how to measure and include in models attributes of travel other than 
time and cost—especially qualitative measures of comfort and convenience—is of current 
concern to many researchers. The fact that most attributes of travel are experienced 
over time may provide a solution to this problem of measurement: In some instances 
it may be appropriate to model an attribute such as comfort not in terms of the relative 
level of the attribute itself but in terms of the relative time spent experiencing a given 
level of the attribute. 

A continuing point of contention among some researchers is the issue of whether a 
monetary value of time or of time savings is a meaningful concept at all. It can be 
argued that time cannot be transferred between individuals, nor bought nor sold in a 
marketplace, nor saved for use in a future period. Each person has neither more nor 
less time than 24 hours a day, and this passes at a constant rate. How then can eco-
nomic theories of marketing be appropriate to the peculiar and nonmarketable good of 
travel time? Such conceptual issues can only be settled by a consideration of the activ-
ity content of peoples' time. The distinction, if any, between the value of time and the 
price of time is an issue that has yet to be finally resolved. So, too, are questions of the 
value of small amounts of time and the relation between average and marginal values. 

Should perceived or objectively measured values of time, cost, and other attributes 
be included in models? Perception is the basis of traveler behavior, and so perceived 
values should be used to best explain and predict choice. But if the purpose of the model 
is economic evaluation of the costs, benefits, and resource allocations associated with 
transport alternatives, objective attribute values should be used. Pragmatically speak-
ing, moreover, the difficulties of predicting peoples' perceptions will generally require 
objective values to be used. The development of models expressing the relations be-
tween perceived and objective variable measurements may become an important aspect 
of future travel demand models. 

An advantage of behavioral modeling approaches is held to be that they allow models 
to be developed that are transferable to situations other than the ones for which they 
were calibrated. Implicit in this objective is the feeling that there are universal or 
generalizable patterns of traveler behavior. This feeling has been questioned and is 
perhaps likely to continue to be a point of some contention. 

CURRENT POLICY ISSUES 

We have concluded that demand estimation models must be developed to assist in 
specific policy or planning questions and that no one model or class of models can be 
expected to answer all questions of policy. Consequently, to give any meaningful an-
swer to the general question of what the implications are for behavioral disaggregate 
demand modeling of current policy questions without considering specific policy ques-
tions is impossible. Nor is it possible to assess the appropriateness of behavioral 
disaggregate demand models in general for answering policy questions in general. We 
will not, therefore, attempt to give answers to these questions here, either in general 
terms or with regard to specific policy questions. We do, however, feel it is worth-
while to restate some of the current policy issues that models will be required to ad-
dress and that should consequently determine the direction of future mc5deling efforts. 

As transportation planners we are likely to be increasingly concerned with situations 
in which severe constraints are applied to the environment in which travelers must 
make their travel decisions and in which the transportation system must operate. The 
most obvious of these constraints are more stringent environmental standards for air 
pollution and noise levels, more expensive and less easily available fuel, and political 
and social pressures associated with these and other environmental issues. Given these 
constraints, the most important policy issues will be those dealing with how and to what 
degree travel demand should be controlled to achieve environmental objectives such as 
air quality or fuel conservation. Some of the policy options that have been and will be 
considered as means of controlling travel demand are as follows: 
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The availability and price of fuel may be controlled; 
The use of the private car may be restrained in other ways such as by increasing 

parking charges, by charging for the use of road space through congestion tolls, licenses, 
or other road-pricing schemes, or by prohibiting private cars on certain streets at some 
or all times of day; 

Public transport ridership may be encouraged by reducing or eliminating fares, 
by improving frequency, comfort, reliability, and other characteristics, by marketing 
such improvements, and by providing public transit with operating advantages over 
private transport by the provision of exclusive lanes and other priority schemes; 

New transportation systems such as people movers, personal rapid transit, 
demand -responsive transportation, and jitney systems will be considered as will low-
capital options such as incentives to encourage car pooling; and 

The "do-nothingt' option by which road congestion is itself allowed to control de-
mand will inevitably, by default, arise as a policy option. 

In evaluating alternative policies to control travel demand, policy-makers will have 
major concerns about the effects on travel generation in absolute terms; that is, how 
much travel will be suppressed or generated as the result of implementing a particular 
control policy, and what will be the effects on origin-destination distribution patterns? 
Assessment of the likely effects on land use redistribution will be important, especially 
the movement of employment and other activities into or out of the city center. Of ma-
jor concern, also, will be the implications for the movement of essential goods and 
services in the city. 

DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

A number of issues of modeling concepts, methodologies, and policy requirements 
have been mentioned in previous paragraphs, each of which implies the need for further 
research and development effort in specific areas. Underlying most of these is a basic 
need for an improved and deeper understanding of the motivations and rationales under-
lying traveler behavior. Especially important is the need to improve our understanding 
of the way in which travelers perceive the characteristics of both travel alternatives 
and the activities for which trips are made and the relative importance that they attach 
to those characteristics in making their travel decisions. Although the dominant feeling 
of the workshop was that future model development efforts should emphasize the need 
for simplicity and policy orientation in model application, we would agree that there is 
certainly a place and a need for continued "pure" research of travel behavior. An em-
phasis on consideration of the activities that do or could take place over time may be 
an important and fruitful avenue of such further research. 

Further research is required into several aspects of the question of what attributes 
of travel alternatives should be included in travel demand estimation models, and how. 
The question of whether the model is to be used primarily in predicting or in evaluating 
the economic benefit associated with changes in travel mode characteristics will be im-
portant. The question of what travel attributes should be included in models should be 
considered from the viewpoint of the traveler or the viewpoint of the policy-maker de-
pending on the problem being addressed. The question of whether perceived, objective, 
or other "attitudinal" attribute measures are appropriate will also depend on the prob-
lem being addressed. Policy variables may be included directly and explicitly in the 
model, or they may be included indirectly as attributes to which travel behavior re-
sponds. Two-stage modeling approaches may be implied in which the effects of policy 
decisions on travel attributes and the effects of travel attributes on travel behavior and 
demand are modeled sequentially. The appropriate model form in any situation must 
be developed with regard to specific planning decision issues. 

The increased emphasis on policies to control travel demand in urban areas has a 
number of implications for the requirements of future demand estimation models. Be-
havioral modeling approaches need to be applied to the trip generation, attraction, and 
distribution phases of demand estimation as well as to modal choice. The problem of 
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how to estimate the absolute increase or decrease in travel resulting from changes to 
the transport system will become even more pressing when traffic restraint policies 
must be assessed. The changes in the distribution of land use and land use activity re-
sulting from changes in the transport system are a closely related and equally important 
area where further model development work is urgently required. For example, the 
effects of traffic restraint on the movement of business activity out of the central busi-
ness districts of cities are likely to be a major concern of policy-makers in the future. 
Behavioral modeling approaches based on the home and work location decision-making 
behavior of individuals or firms may be appropriate in addressing these model develop-
ment needs. 

SOME PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS 

In the last 10 years, a great deal of research has been done on issues associated 
with behavioral travel demand models and value of time estimation. Research findings 
have been fairly effectively disseminated through transportation research journals, re-
search reports, and conferences. We have reached the point where this body of liter-
ature is too great for any one researcher to review comprehensively. As future re-
search and development work is completed and reported and as the results of the ap-
plication of models to practical planning issues become known, there will be a pressing 
need for the comprehensive review and dissemination of research findings in the field. 

The function of information dissemination should be undertaken by a single central 
agency. This agency should (a) prepare and publish independent critical reviews of all 
work done internationally in the behavioral demand modeling field; (b) summarize and 
compare in a consistent way the assumptions, methodology, and results of different 
model development efforts; and (c) publish relevant research findings in the form of 
comprehensive guidelines and manuals for data collection and model application and up-
date these guidelines as further research results indicate. 

The function of information dissemination and coordination might most effectively be 
accomplished by an agency of the federal government, such as the U.S. Department of 
Transportation. The dissemination and coordination of research information in the field 
would be an important complement to the function of the federal government as a sup-
porter of travel demand model research and development. 

In making this suggestion, we recognize there are likely to be reservations among 
both researchers and practitioners concerning the role of a federal agency as the arbiter 
of research activity. These reservations, which were held by some members of the 
workshop, apply particularly to the extent to which a government point of view can be 
expected to be a truly independent one. Furthermore, the practical constraints of the 
availability of suitably qualified personnel within existing agencies may preclude their 
adding such a task to their other responsibilities and commitments. Nevertheless, we 
feel there is a need for a positive and authoritative dissemination of research informa-
tion on the subject of behavioral demand modeling and that a federal government de-
partment may best direct and support such an activity. 

The IJTP package of computer models, which is currently maintained by many state 
and local planning agencies, is cumbersome and inappropriate for most of the planning 
and policy issues that we currently face. Even so, maintaining those models frequently 
consumes large resources of trained and qualified personnel. Because so many of their 
people are occupied in maintaining the IJTP model, many planning agencies are prevented 
from developing more appropriate planning tools. Short of abandoning the current UTP 
models altogether, there is no easy way out of this circle. However, it seems clear 
that the present state of affairs often represents a poor use of manpower resources. 
During the conference, we heard pleas for increased government support of behavioral 
modeling efforts. While supporting these pleas, we feel that the manpower resources 
and funds already available for planning model development could and should be put to 
much better use by redeploying some resources away from the maintenance of large-
network IJTP models to the development and application of more responsive, policy 
issue-oriented behavioral models of travel demand. 



4 Structure of Disaggregate Models 

Antti P. Talvitie, University of Oklahoma 

The workshop had 2 tasks: to broadly identify areas where more research is needed 
and to give specific directions to research in these areas. 

STRUCTURE OF TRAVEL DEMAND MODELS 

Fundamental theoretical work is needed to extend established theories of consumer 
behavior to travel demand and travel choice. Many existing demand or choice models 
consistently violate the established principles of consumer behavior as expressed in 
current theories. This, is particularly true with the urban transportation planning (UTP) 
model system; alternatively, overly restrictive assumptions are introduced into the 
models to overcome the limitations of data availability or coefficient estimation. 

The second topic that urgently needs attention concerns the identification of the be-
havioral structure on which the statistical choice models—logit, probit, and truncated 
linear—are based. The workshop discovered that starting with 2 sets of axioms regard-
ing choice behavior it is possible to arrive at the same explicit mathematical expression. 
This raises the issue of whether the statistical models measure behavior based on sto-
chastic transitivity (as defined by Luce) or absolute transitivity (as defined in micro-
economic theory). The reader is referred to the excellent workshop resource papers 
in this Special Report for further study of these 2 approaches. 

The third topic involves the choice of simultaneous or sequential models. A number 
of problems, both theoretical and practical, are associated with the use of sequential 
models. Members of the workshop found it difficult to justify sequential choice be-
havior by using a priori reasoning. Furthermore, empirical evidence suggests that 
the ordering of choices significantly affects the model coefficients. The workshop con-
cluded, however, that further research is required to reveal how consumers make 
their choices from among the alternatives and whether and how these choices are 
ordered. 

The fourth topic needing more research concerns the problem of the supply side of 
transportation. Almost all models used for the analysis of travel demand to this day 
neglect the fact that there are 2 types of decision-makers in the travel market. The 
failure to account for this may, therefore, have led to the calibration of models re-
flecting not the behavior of the consumers but the behavior of both consumers and sup-
pliers. Thus, research is needed to ascertain whether the supply side should be 
brought into the model building process and, if so, how. 

The fifth topic, which is difficult to separate from the previous ones, is the problem 
of equilibration (assignment) of demand and supply. Route choice cannot be separated 
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from choice of mode and other trip decisions. Thus, research is needed to ascertain 
that procedures exist that produce a unique equilibrium of demand and supply; at present 
no such method exists. 

The sixth topic is the need for a more thorough understanding of the relations between 
travel-related decisions such as automobile ownership and household location on the one 
hand and trip-making decisions on the other. The location behavior of other activities 
should also be studied concurrently. 

The seventh topic, which is not unrelated to the research tasks enumerated above, 
concerns the modeling of travel and related behavior over time. The workshop mem-
bers felt that dynamic models are theoretically sounder than static models; consequently, 
the enormous challenge of a dynamic approach should be accepted. 

SPECIFICATION OF VARIABLES IN THE MODEL 

The first topic concerns the need to uncover how relevant alternatives are structured 
and conceived by the trip-maker. These alternatives include frequency of trip, time of 
day of trips, possible destinations, mixed trip purposes and tours, nontransport sub-
stitutes, or any combination of them. Although this research appears formidable, it 
may not be impossible. Members of the workshop produced evidence that suggests that 
the travel patterns of individuals are stable and focus on far fewer alternatives than is 
generally believed and that more than a third of the trips have multiple destinations and 
purposes (tours). These observations are also of importance in projecting travel be-
havior over time. 

Another topic concerns the way in which the alternatives themselves are character-
ized. The variables in a travel demand model are normally divided into 3 groups: 
socioeconomic, activity (attraction), and level-of-service variables. The workshop 
devoted only a token of time to the socioeconomic variables. The consensus was that 
for social and other reasons division of the travel market into segments is mandatory, 
and research is in order to support the composition of these segments. 

One of the important aspects in characterizing the alternatives is the way in which 
the alternative destinations are defined. The current practice of using the number of 
jobs (by type if necessary) to characterize destinations may or may not be the best way. 
The workshop felt that it is not the best way and strongly suggested more research in 
this area. 

Another important concern in characterizing the alternatives is the inclusion of the 
right level-of-service variables in the model. The workshop members felt that past 
models placed too much emphasis on curve fitting and not enough on incorporating into 
the models those variables that are under the control of planning authorities or private 
operators and may, thus, be used in formulating transport policies. In addition, the 
members of the workshop felt that new situations and policy variables should be antici-
pated and ad hoc techniques should be used in specific cases without undue fear as a 
part of the normal model-building process. Some of the variables that have been ig-
nored in the past are traffic management measures, pricing, location and provision of 
parking, licensing, shared-ride and freight taxi, bus lanes, car pooling, reliability of 
service, and schedule delay. 

The variables that are functions, e.g., travel time as a function of volume, number 
of lanes, signalization, and access control, should be quantified. 

Not only is the inclusion of the right variables in the model important but also the 
way in which they are mathematically represented in the equations. The observed 
stability of individual travel patterns and supporting evidence of the existence of re-
sponse thresholds (i.e., a change of certain magnitude is needed before it is recorded) 
suggest that behavioral models may not assume continual travel response. This ob-
servation is especially important for strategic and short-range planning purposes. 
Further diagnostic research pertaining to this problem is clearly called for. 

The research projects described briefly above in this and the previous section can-
not be successfully conducted by using existing data. Therefore, a government-funded 
data collection effort should be undertaken in 2 parts. The first part should include a 
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diagnosis of what needs to be measured and small diagnostic surveys to measure re-
sponses of travelers and nontravelers to identified relevant variables. Some of the 
surveys might well be attitudinal surveys to identify the relevant variables. 

A specific research institution should be selected to manage the sampling design and 
the necessary diagnostic research. That institution should be required to appoint an 
advisory group to direct the sampling design and to act as a steering committee for an 
of the diagnostic work required to probe which factors enter into decisions relating to 
trip-making behavior. 

The end product of this first part would consist of a detailed sample design, includ-
ing appropriate questions directed toward the measurement of all those parameters 
that are known or that are thought to be relevant to trip-making behavior. This would 
form the basis for the second part, which is detailed and continuing surveys. The sec-
ond part should probably be done under separate contract and not necessarily involve 
the same research institution. 

All the data should be made generally available to further develop and test disaggre-
gate behavioral models to ultimately replace the present UTP model system. 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF NEW KNOWLEDGE 

Employment of new travel demand models in practice is of paramount importance 
because the current IJTP model system is theoretically, empirically, and computation-
ally unjustifiable. The separate models in that system as well as the system itself (and 
we mean the latest versions of it) can only be marginally improved. The structure of 
the model system is rigid. It accepts only one type of modular sequence and cannot be 
applied with confidence. Clearly, research in this field should concentrate on develop-
ing models with sound theoretical bases. 

Several things, however, can be done now before new models are developed to help 
bring the new models into common use. The first is the incorporation of measures of 
accuracy for each model separately as well as for any sequential grouping of models in 
the IJTP system (and also for the new models, of course) to provide an adequate insight 
into the actual performance of the model or model system. The accuracy should per-
thin to measures such as product of interest, zonal interchanges, and path volumes and 
not to popular but useless measures such as trip length frequency, expressway link 
volumes, and vehicle-miles of travel. 

In addition, greater use can be made of existing behavioral models —aggregate and 
disaggregate—in dealing with a limited range of planning problems. Models are already 
in existence that can be used to deal with problems such as provision and pricing of 
parking, changes in frequency of public transit, closing of lightly used stations or stops, 
fare changes, air pollution controls, and energy consumption. 

The third thing that can be done now is to allow and encourage those ongoing studies 
that want to develop new models to update their plans to do so. Because the current 2-
front effort, using what exists and developing new and better methods besides, has failed 
to produce meaningful changes in models within a reasonable time period, merging the 
2 fronts in some transportation studies to help the change take place is the sensible thing 
to do. 

The initiative should come from the study itself, and the first of these attempts are 
likely not to meet our highest expectations. Therefore, the enterprising agency should 
be granted a bargaining position with the federal government with respect to time dead-
lines and study costs. Although this suggestion does not detail in step-by-step fashion 
how a practicing agency can develop and employ new models, it does describe the at-
mosphere in which useful and healthy progress can occur. 



5 Traders Versus Nontraders 

Reuben Gronau, Hebrew University, Jerusalem 

The terms traders and nontraders in the context of the analysis of modal split date 
back to one of the first studies in this field (1). Beesley distinguished between travelers 
who faced a choice between a faster but more expensive mode and a slower but cheaper 
mode (the traders) and between travelers who faced a mode that was both faster and 
cheaper (the nontraders). In his sample of about 1,100 travelers, less than 30 percent 
belonged to the first group. The percentage of traders in other samples was even lower 
(2, pp.  49-53). Furthermore, it was found that estimates of the value of time based on 
the sample as a whole differ significantly from those attained in a sample consisting ex-
clusively of traders. 

Given the large fraction of nontraders in the population and given their effect on the 
estimates of the value of time, which is the right method of estimation? If it is neces-
sary to exclude nontraders, an additional question must be answered: Can one use the 
estimates of the value of time (estimates based solely on traders) for the valuation of 
the benefits of projects that also involve nontraders? The answers to these 2 questions 
are the focus of this paper. 

To an economist the distinction between traders and nontraders or, more specifically, 
the existence of nontraders may verge on sacrilege because economists believe that all 
people are born to be traders. We trade services (labor and capital) for money and 
money for goods and services. Thus, their specific situations and not their character-
istics make persons nontraders. It is therefore worthwhile to generalize Beesley's 
definition and examine some of its ramifications. 

Given a situation where a person has to choose between n alternatives on the basis of 
k characteristics, we have to distinguish between those cases where there is 1 alterna-
tive (among the n) that is perceived to be dominant (i.e., is superior in all k respects) 
and the case where there is not. In the first case the person is a nontrader; in the 
second case the person is a trader. Let me start with some of the most trivial impli-
cations of this definition. 

When n = 1 (i.e., there is no choice) the person is a nontrader. 
The definition hinges on the existence of a dominant alternative and is independent of 

the actual choice made. Thus, if a person seems to behave illogically, i.e., if a person 
is in a situation where a dominant alternative exists but still chooses an inferior one, 
he or she is still defined as a nontrader (in this case an illogical nontrader). 

Trading or nontrading is not a property of the person but relates rather to the situ-
ation. A person may face a dominant mode of travel (say, car) and hence be a nontrader 
where the choice of modes is concerned, but be a trader where the decision about which 
route to take is concerned. Furthermore, the situation that makes a person a nontrader 
may be the outcome of a trading decision. Thus, the location of the household, which 
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is a major factor in the determination of the feasible alternatives, is in the long run not 
exogenously given, but is often decided on the basis of a comparison of (among other 
factors) the cost of traveling (including the opportunity costs of time) versus the cost 
of housing. 

The classification of the population into traders and nontraders depends on the num-
ber of characteristics k. Travelers who may be considered to be nontraders if the de-
cision process is confined to k = k0  characteristics may be regarded as traders if the 
decision set is expanded to k > k0  characteristics. An increase in k may, therefore, 
convert some nontraders into traders (the opposite cannot happen). 

Finally, though the distinction between traders and nontraders may seem to be an 
objective one, it is not necessarily so. Our definition depends on the "perceived" char-
acteristics that may differ from the objective ones [this is particularly true in the case 
of the cost of cars (see the paper by Beesley in this Special Report) and where the mea-
surement of time is concerned (6)]. Thus, we talk about perceived dominance rather 
than objective dominance. 

The existence of nontraders does not create any difficulties in the prediction of the 
modal split. On the contrary, the greater the percentage of nontraders in the popula-
tion is, the easier the tasks facing the forecaster are. In the extreme case where the 
population consists solely of nontraders and where the forecaster predicts the modal 
split on the basis of traveling time and costs, the odds for a correct prediction exceed 
9:1 (the illogical nontraders being, in general, less than 10 percent of the nontraders). 

The distinction between traders and nontraders becomes important when one tries to 
analyze the general decision procedure determining travel choice. Specifically, this 
distinction is important when one tries to estimate the value of time. Assume that a 
person makes a modal choice on the basis of a generalized cost function, 11, and pre-
fers mode 1 to mode 2 if 

ni  < Ha 
	

(1) 

This cost function consists of 2 parts, the money cost, P, and the opportunity cost 
of time, KT (where T is traveling time and K is the value of time). 

n = P + icr 
	

(2) 

The decision criterion governing the choice of mode calls for the choice of the faster 
mode (mode 1) if 

K> ( 1  - p2)/(T2  - T) = K* 	 (3) 

i.e., the faster mode is preferred if the value of time exceeds KIC,  the ratio of the money 
costs differential to the time differential. The faster mode is always preferred when 
K* is negative, i.e., when the faster mode is also the cheaper (P1 < i'2). Thus, the 
choice of nontraders is consistent with any value of K as long as the value of time is 
positive. Put differently, the behavior of nontraders does not have any informational 
content as far as the value of time is concerned. This is particularly true in the case 
of illogical nontraders (i.e., those who face a negative K*  but choose the slower mode) 
because they clearly act according to different rules. 

How does the existence of the nontraders affect the estimation procedure of the value 
of time K? As we emphasize above, nontrading is a property of the situation, not of the 
person. Thus, though a traveler may be a nontrader when it comes to modal choice, 
he or she may be 'a trader in a different context. The value of time may be irrelevant 
to the decision on what mode to travel by, but it may still affect the number of trips the 
nontrader takes. Assuming that the generalized cost function, H, affects the demand 
for trips by a given mode, one may infer the value of time from the estimated demand 
function (3, 5), regardless of the percentage of nontraders in the sample. 

The more common method of estimating the value of time, however, is based on data 
reflecting binary choice. How should nontraders be treated in this estimation procedure? 
It is obvious that the illogical nontraders have to be removed from the sample because 
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their behavior clearly contradicts the model
'

their choice being made on more than 2 
characteristics. But what about the logical nontraders? Admittedly their behavior 
cannot teach us anything about their price of time, but does it impair our procedures? 

If nothing else, simplicity and the saving in computation cost call for the exclusion 
of irrelevant data (particularly if a nonlinear iterative estimation procedure such as 
probit is employed). But it seems that there are far more serious reasons for remov- 
ing the nontraders from the sample. Thus, let us assume a population consisting ex- 
clusively of logical nontraders, some of them choosing mode 1 and some choosing mode 
2. Diagrammatically the first group is concentrated in the first quadrant of the sketch 
below, while the second group is located in the third quadrant. Using discriminant 
analysis to discriminate between these 2 populations should provide a perfect match. 

Moreover, though there are an infinite 
number of lines separating the 2 popula-
tions, the discriminant analysis picks 1 
line—the one that yields the greatest vari-
ance between samples relative to the vari-
ance within samples. Thus, if, for ex-
ample, one regresses a binary variable 
(0, i) on K*  to obtain an estimate of the 
value of time, there will be nothing in the 
results to warn the analyst that all the 
values of K*  are negative. The outcome 

T2r1 	(i.e., the slope of the discriminant line) 
will be interpreted as the value of time, 
though it clearly is merely a technical 

0 	 result. Mixing data of traders and non- 
traders, therefore, yields biased esti-
mates of the value of time. 

To prevent this kind of bias, one must 
exclude the nontraders from the sample. 
But the distinction between these 2 groups 
is based on perceived characteristics. 
This makes it all the more important to 

collect data on the perceived costs and time of travel. Only these kinds of data will 
allow the analyst to escape the pitfalls of nontraders. 

Finally, can one use estimates of the value of time derived from a sample of traders 
for the evaluation of the benefits of, say, a road improvement that is also used by non-
traders? The answer at this point seems clear. The value of time depends on the 
socioeconomic characteristics of the traveler—income, age, education, family com-
position [the determinants of the value of time are discussed in a somewhat different 
context in another report (4)3 as well as the time. scarcity facing the traveler at a 
given moment (e.g., an emergency). This value is intrinsic to the person and inde-
pendent of the transportation choice faced. On a first approximation, travelers with 
the same socioeconomic characteristics whose trip purposes are the same have the 
same value of time. The exclusion of nontraders from the estimation procedure does 
not impair the applicability of the results so long as the estimates of the value of time 
are adjusted for possible differences in the socioeconomic characteristics of traders, 
nontraders, and new entrants. 
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6 Extension of Present Methodology 

Paul Shuldiner, University of Massachusetts 

The 3 sections of this report are methodology, application, and strategy. The first 
2 sections draw heavily on the resource papers by Brand, Burnett, and Gilbert in this 
Special Report. The last section reflects the discussions and issues raised during the 
conference. 

A word is perhaps in order regarding some of the words used with regard to de-
mand models. It is assumed that the underlying motive of our efforts is to build "better" 
models of travel choice and that better models require greater behavioral content. It 
then follows that models that deal most directly with true behavioral units, that is, 
disaggregated models, are called for, and that leads us almost inevitably to probabi-
listic rather than deterministic mathematical structures. We leave for others the ques-
tions as to whether we should speak of probabilistic or stochastic processes and whether 
aggregate models cannot capture certain behavioral qualities of society more effectively 
and with greater fidelity than disaggregate ones. 

METHODOLOGY 

Primary concerns in the area of methodology revolve around problems of aggrega-
tion and the relative advantages—and behavioral validity—of direct versus sequential 
models of travel choice. The aggregation problem (not without some justification at 
times appearing as the "aggravation" problem) is an inherent concomitant of the dis-
aggregated approach just as the "ecological fallacy" is a natural hazard in aggregative 
procedures. We have, it seems, in forsaking areal aggregations for more discrete 
analyses gone from the unsupportable to the intractable. (As one of the authors put it, 
"There is a sporadic but by no means pervasive recognition that the problem of the 
ecological fallacy has been replaced by the problem of finding ways to add together 
models for different individuals in different locations at different times.") That indi-
vidual behavior can more accurately be observed at the individual level goes almost 
without saying; that models of such behavior will provide more accurate predictions of 
future aggregated actions in geographic space has not yet been proved. 

Two approaches to dealing with the aggregation problem were discussed by the work-
shop. The first involves a compromise in which individual behavioral units (e.g., per-
sons or households) are grouped on the basis of similarities in socioeconomic and other 
presumed behavior- determining attributes rather than lumped together as a consequence 
of geographic proximity. This approach reduces but does not obviate the danger of gen-
erating spurious correlations between group attributes and group travel behavior and 
still leaves unsolved the problem of aggregating these subgroups into areally specified 
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populations. A second suggested approach relies on mixing probability distributions 
for individual decisions to obtain predictions of choice decisions for a heterogeneous 
group comprising such individuals. 

Whether these and other similar efforts will lead to techniques for overcoming the 
problem of aggregation remains to be seen. It may be that the problems associated 
with aggregation will prove to be no less serious—and no less fundamental —than those 
associated with ecological correlations; indeed, the two may simply be mirror images 
of each other. In any case, it is hard to argue with the conclusion that ".. . finding a 
plausible, mathematical, operational and logical resolution of. . . the aggregation prob-
lem seems the most crucial question for modeling travel decisions other than mode 
choice." 

Striking very close to the heart of the behavioral approach to travel choice modeling 
is the issue of sequential versus simultaneous models. The 4-step sequence of trip 
generation, distribution, mode choice (or, if we wish to enter into what has been called 
"the most actively debated issue in modal split," we may transpose the order of the 
distribution and mode-split steps), and assignment models, so long the mainstay of the 
urban transportation planning (UTP) process, has in recent years been questioned and, 
in some instances, successfully challenged by models that treat these 4 steps as a 
single (simultaneous) decision. Fundamental to this issue is the question of whether 
travel decisions are made as a whole or step by step in some sequence based on the 
relative importance of each step to the traveler. 

Under either assumption, identification and valuation of transport system attributes 
remain central issues. Direct demand models in which the parameters associated with 
each attribute are estimated simultaneously involve no strong assumptions regarding 
travel choice sequence but tend to be very complex because of the vast number of com-
binations of alternatives at each level. Models of this type may be simplified by limit-
ing sharply the number of system attributes that are assumed to influence travel choice 
behavior. 

Alternatively, strong (one might suggest heroic) assumptions may be made about the 
separability of travel choices in the interest of fashioning more simple models. In keep-
ing with the separability property of the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives Axiom, 
it may be assumed that the trade-offs at the margin between attribute variables that 
govern one travel choice do not vary between travel choices. This assumption allows 
separation of travel choices and a more easily estimated model but still requires an 
a priori determination of travel choice sequence (or an iterative process) to ensure 
that the relative marginal utilities among attributes are equal for each travel choice. 

Since no attempt is made in estimating the classical UTP chain of models to ensure 
equality of trade-off s among attributes in each step, significantly different results will 
follow from different choice orderings. However, if the marginal utilities are preserved 
at each step, choice ordering will not influence the results and the models can be ap-
plied in any order or combination. Conversely, if all choices are estimated simul-
taneously, the conditional and marginal probabilities of travel choice may be derived 
and separate submodels or combinations may be applied in any sequence desired. 

Closely associated with the issue of separable travel choices is the problem of choice 
set definition. It would seem, for example, that mode and route choice decisions are 
logically connected and might profitably be modeled as a joint decision. However, be-
cause of the separability property and because of the strong similarity of alternative 
routes within a given mode, combining these 2 choice sets may lead to erroneous con-
clusions. The example of the "red bus, yellow bus" problem in certain mode-abstract 
models also applies. It would appear that judicious use of common sense rather than 
blind obedience to arbitrary mathematical structures may be of some use in overcoming 
this dilemma. 

It might help in these situations to rely on choice-specific rather than choice-abstract 
models, particularly when one is dealing with mode choice. The presumed ease with 
which new, even exotic, models can be introduced into a multiple-choice situation may 
be more than overbalanced by the restrictions on market-share ratios and cross elas-
ticities imposed by the structure of these models. Realistic (but untestable) a priori 
assumptions about the differential impacts of new modes might be preferable to em- 
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pirically testable models based on unrealistic and overrestrictive assumptions and 
separability conditions. Choice-specific models would likely be less useful in situations 
other than mode choice where the irrelevance of many alternatives is of far greater im-
portance. 

No such simple remedy is available when one is dealing with the identification of 
choice sets for models of spatial choice. The assumption that all individuals (or ag-
gregations of individuals, for the problem exists at all levels of disaggregation) share 
the same choice sets is insupportable, yet it forms the basis of all aggregate and most 
disaggregate trip distribution models. True, we have adjusted our models so that they 
no longer send ghetto blacks to executive jobs in nearby office towers, but assumptions 
of universal knowledge and universal opportunity still underlie most spatial-choice 
models in use today. The natural attenuation of knowledge with distance may minimize 
this problem in models that make use of an impedance function of one kind or another, 
but that is a very blunt instrument for the job of delineating choice sets for all but the 
most ubiquitously distributed activities. 

Associated directly with the development of disaggregate probabilistic models of 
travel choice behavior is the need for improved procedures for testing the statistical 
validity of the estimates that are obtained through the use of such models. Standard 
statistical tests appropriate for the standard least squares formulations are not well-
suited to the newer class of models. A corollary to this problem is the need for es-
timation techniques that yield better classification criteria and aid in the selection of 
explanatory variables. 

We should not leave this discussion of methodology without raising some basic ques-
tions concerning the fundamental nature of the models that we call "behavioral." As put 
most forcefully by Burnett, "By far the most serious difficulties for the development of 
disaggregate, behavioral models of travel stem from the dubious status of the mind as 
an object of scientific inquiry." (It has been said, with no little justification, that our 
models of trip-making are Newtonian but that our understanding of the process is pre-
Aristotelian. Might it not be self-deluding to think that, simply because our models 
are now clothed in Freudian garb, our understanding of travel behavior has suddenly 
leapt ahead by 2 centuries?) If it is true that words describing mental processes are 
alternative words for overt behavior, then studies of perceptions, attitudes, and pref-
erences may not be analyses of the causes of overt travel behavior and may be inherently 
and unavoidably tautologies. In the presence of such possibilities, it may be wise to 
treat behavioral models as nothing more than plausible, convenient constructs for the 
prediction of travel choices. 

The above concerns strengthen the position that disaggregate models can, at best, 
describe the mean behavior of a group of individuals on the basis of observations of 
individuals whose actions can be assumed to represent a group with similar traits. 
Such an interpretation would suggest that even behavioral models can be expected to 
provide good predictions only in choice situations that closely parallel the situations 
used in calibrating the model and only for groups whose attributes are not too dissim-
ilar to those whose mean traits are represented in disaggregate observations. As a 
corollary, it might be argued that disaggregate behavioral models are better suited 
for explicitly determining aggregation criteria than for predicting. If we cannot escape 
the ecological fallacy completely, at least we can learn to live with it. 

APPLICATION 

One of the obvious questions relating to the extension of present disaggregate be-
havioral models is the set of travel choice situations to which such models might use-
fully be applied. Disaggregate models of the sort that concerned this conference were 
first developed for, and have for the most part been applied to, mode choice, particu-
larly the journey to work. Their extension to other trip purposes and to other travel 
decisions is well justified, if not inevitable. 

It may be convenient for the purposes of this discussion to divide travel decisions 
into 2 broad categories: (a) spatially oriented decisions, which include destination 
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choice and route choice; and (b) mode choice. Related to both categories are decisions 
pertaining to trip frequency and trip purpose. These 2 categories are not so separate 
as the above division might imply, as evidenced by the earlier discussion of separable 
versus simultaneous models. Nevertheless, investing certain travel decisions with a 
high degree of spatial content allows for the convenient introduction of a wide variety 
of disaggregate behavioral models derived from theories of intraurban spatial-choice 
behavior. 

Looking at the issue from a somewhat different point of view, we may identify cer-
tain trip purposes—namely, shopping, recreational, and social travel—as representing 
significant opportunities for application of disaggregate behavioral models. Together 
these trip purposes constitute about 40 percent of total travel and, in contrast to the 
journey to work, are governed by behavioral influences not so readily subsumed within 
classical economic theory. In trips of this type, route and destination choices fluctu-
ate over time and trips are often multipurpose; the sequence of activities varies from 
trip to trip. The complexity of such travel invites, if not demands, application of dis-
aggregate behavioral models. 

There is yet another way of looking at the need and opportunity for extending the use 
of the newer types of models. By and large, travel modeling has concerned itself with 
the "average" man. For a variety of reasons, this has resulted in an emphasis, per-
haps an overemphasis, on the travel behavior of white males with steady jobs. Recent 
concern for the handicapped notwithstanding, there are large segments of society whose 
travel behavior and travel needs have, at least insofar as travel modeling is concerned, 
been treated with benign neglect. A useful but by no means exhaustive list of such ig-
nored travel includes shopping trips, especially those made by women; work trips by 
those who are employed either irregularly or for less than a full day; trips by children 
(from, say, 6 to 17) other than those by school bus; and all non-home-based trips. 

Recreational travel of all sorts constitutes an increasingly important travel market 
and, therefore, an important area of inquiry. Tourism now accounts for a significant 
proportion of externally derived income in certain areas of the country. As leisure 
time and disposable income continue to rise, recreational travel will become an even 
more significant factor in the transportation investment decisions of many states. Al-
though we tend to think of rural areas when we think of recreational travel, the need 
to understand (model) better urban recreational trip-making should not be ignored. 
Coney Island, or for that matter Times Square, probably attracts far more trips than 
do all national parks combined. And urban recreation travel is undoubtedly as rich in 
behavioral content warranting disaggregate analysis as is its country cousin. 

The final point to be made about extending the sphere of application of disaggregate 
behavioral models deals with the socioeconomic context within which transport invest-
ment and travel choice decisions are made. In these days of "oil diplomacy" on both 
the foreign and domestic fronts, it is naive to assume, explicitly or implicitly, that 
transport investment decisions, and the travel choices that follow, are not inextricably 
bound up in the social, economic, and political life of the nation. The logical conse-
quence of this argument is that transport planning, and the travel choice models that 
aid in this planning, must be sensitive to long-run (and perhaps short-run) changes in 
tastes (e.g., the ecological issue and the bicycle craze), taxation (e.g., higher gas taxes, 
parking fees), equal opportunity in housing and employment, income maintenance, tran-
sit operating subsidies, and a host of other influences that are normally ignored by 
most travel-choice equations. 

The above argument also suggests that the dichotomization of travel choice into long-
run and short-run classes may obscure important real-world behavior. This is not to 
suggest that only general equilibrium models that capture the interaction of everything 
with everything else should be allowed. It is to suggest that a somewhat more open 
mind is needed to deal with the fuzzy gray area in which the short run and the long run 
merge. For example, the decision to buy (or sell) a car when a second member of the 
family gets a job is a "middle-run" decision that is influenced by earlier long-run de-
cisions (where to live and work) and will influence subsequent short-run travel choices. 
As another example, it is reasonable to assume that people who use public transit (a 
short-run choice) do so not only because they happen to live near a bus line but also 
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because they have other characteristics that predisposed them to locate near the line 
they use (a long-run choice). 

STRATEGY 

There are few things that cannot be improved and, as the foregoing sections would 
suggest, disaggregate behavioral demand models do not yet fall into that select number. 
There was general agreement that considerable research is needed and that an improved 
data base is an essential ingredient in any such effort. Agreement was not reached, 
however, as to the best way to go about gathering these data, nor was the nature of the 
research effort specified. Principal areas of disagreement centered about the scale 
and timing of data acquisition and on how new model developments should relate to the 
classical methods gathered under the UTP rubric. The brief statements that follow 
make no pretense of summarizing this debate or of offering a balance of views expressed. 
They were presented as a part of the workshop's report to the plenary session and are 
repeated here as such. 

Relation to the Current Set of UTP Models 

As imperfect as the classical approach may be, the models are in widespread use and 
will serve as the standard against which newer disaggregate behavioral models will be 
judged. A mixed strategy of parallel, and perhaps competitive, research to improve 
elements of the UTP package while wholly new models of travel choice behavior are 
developed may prove to be not only the soundest but also the most feasible course of 
action. Perhaps this could best be done in an operational rather than in a pure research 
context. However, it would certainly be unwise, given past experience in this respect, 
to attempt to build and apply a complete system of disaggregate behavioral models as a 
part of an ongoing transportation study. Rather, models for specific travel choices or 
for a portion of a region should be developed and supported in the background by more 
prosaic but more predictable models of the classical type. It would be well to be able 
to show by means of such competition that the newer approaches not only are sounder 
theoretically and more elegant mathematically than present models but also provide 
answers more cheaply, more accurately, and more quickly to questions that public 
administrators require answers to. 

Data Collection 

There is little question that more and better data are badly needed if significant prog-
ress is to be made in the development of disaggregate behavioral models of travel 
choice. In this regard, the efforts of the U.S. Department of Transportation are to be 
applauded. However, the case is strong for a continuing rather than a massive one-shot 
effort. In the first place, the most useful data for these kinds of studies are time series 
data, preferably before and after. Furthermore, we must be willing to conceive of the 
possibility of our making mistakes in the specification of data sets and in the design of 
data collection instruments. There is no way of ensuring against such mistakes, but 
we can put ourselves in a position to learn from them By trying to use the data gathered 
through our first efforts, we can learn how to improve the data as well as the travel 
choice theories that should provide the basis for subsequent data collection efforts. 

Concluding Remarks 

It may be of value to contrast the present proposals for large-scale research efforts 
in travel choice modeling and data acquisition with the development of what has become 
the urban transportation planning process. By and. large the original models were de- 
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veloped on an incremental basis by people who were seeking answers to pressing prob-
lems that they had the responsibility for solving. These people were practitioners, not 
researchers, and they developed tools that satisfied them as to their usefulness. I am 
uneasy over the prospects of moving in force directly from the research laboratory to 
the field of battle. The hazards of making major mistakes and of discrediting what, if 
done more slowly, could be a continuing process of significant improvement are not to 
be ignored. The danger is real, and it speaks for the mixed strategy. 
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Behavioral Measurement: An 
Approach to Predicting 
Transport Demand 

Richard M. Michaels, Northwestern University 

Although several transportation technologies compete for passengers in both intra-
urban and interurban markets, the competition is highly biased. In intraurban travel, 
highway transportation dominates transit; in interurban, air transportation dominates 
rail. Furthermore, travelers in either market make choices on several bases and do 
so consistently. It is this overt choice behavior that is measured in modal-split 
analyses. 

A more fundamental question that arises from the obvious is, What are the deter-
minants or the factors that lead travelers to make the choices that they do? This ques-
tion underlies most of the research during the past 5 years in the area of behavioral 
mode choice modeling. Essentially, these models are concerned with predicting the 
probability of a mode selection based on factors that operate within individual travelers 
and that determine the observed choice behavior. The issue addressed, however, is 
far more general in mode choice than in mode selection and applies in theory to trip 
generation and distribution. In fact, that mode choice can be separated from trip gen-
eration or trip distribution does not seem conceivable. They areall part of a common 
process. 

In the end, what is observed in the transport domain as demand is a derivative of 
some more fundamental behavioral processes operating in time and space. Transpor-
tation in this sense is mediated behavior. Because of the nature of the organization of 
space, some connecting system has to exist to linkactivities in which people need to 
engage. Consequently, linkage systems are necessary, but involve financial costs and 
also psychological costs partly because they incur delays to satisfaction and partly be-
cause they require an expenditure of energy that can constrain participation in those 
activities that generate the travel. 

There is a converse to this that is immediately apparent. Those linkage systems 
that reduce these psychological costs will become attractive to travelers. Indeed, the 
brute force technologies currently employed for transportation can be easily categorized 
in terms of these costs and their share of the travel market predicted. Travel time, 
which is sort of a lumped constant reflecting all the disutility sets, is still a quite ac-
ceptable overall predictor of mode choice. This is true in behavioral as well as ag-
gregate models. 

In fact, supporting what people in the aggregate overtly choose uniquely defines 
transportation history in the United States. This national policy has led to inordinate 
investments first in railroads, then highways, and then aviation. If one could just get 
a new technology started that travelers would choose, one would predict that govern-
ment would invest in its development. 

Unfortunately, the traditional policy has emerged with some internalities as well as 
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externalities that have caused serious concern about the investment tradition in trans-
portation. The social, physical, and economic costs have become too large. The na-
tional policy, in essence, has produced a divergent solution—one in which transportation 
has come to dominate rather than serve social ends. Consequently, there has been a 
recent movement that asks another kind of question, What are the basic functional re-
quirements that people really need from transportation? To put it another way, How 
do we design a transport system that optimally meets the requirements of people in 
fulfilling their basic needs? In the end, the study of behavioral response to transporta-
tion is a fundamental means to answer this question. One can make a fairly strong case 
that the 2 current classes of behavioral research in transportation are converging to 
this end (12). One class, of course, is the mode choice models, and the other is the 
attribute analysis class. Both are progressing and appear to be coming from opposite 
directions to provide some overall probabilistic model of trip generation and distribution. 

At its simplest, the behavioral approach to transportation choice makes 3 classes of 
assumptions. One is that people are motivated to travel because of intrinsic needs of 
the household that can only be satisfied by physical movement to sites that can satisfy 
those needs. A second class of assumption is that choice behavior is based on subjec-
tive perception of the utility of the transport options that may or may not be related to 
"objective" criteria. The third class of assumption is that, although choice behavior 
may change, the basic process by which choice decisions are made will not; within any 
defined population of people, basic variables determining that choice process are 
universal. 

Before considering the transport choice process, wt,  should define a few key terms 
that are used frequently in behavioral analysis of transportation. The 3 most important 
are attitude, preference, and choice. It is important to distinguish among these be-
cause they essentially represent a hierarchy of behavioral process that underlies overt 
observable action. 

Attitudes are predisposing tendencies to act on abstract stimuli. They are the be-
havioral response to certain classes of objects, concepts, or actions. At the very least, 
the response will be emotion inducing; at the most, it will be action inducing. The 
strength of an attitude may be defined in terms of the probability of overt response to 
the arousing concept. In general, attitudes are predisposing biases toward aspects of 
the social environment, generally learned in a social context. Much of the history of 
social measurement is concerned with the development of methods for analyzing and 
scaling attitude sets (4,14,16). 

Preferences may be defined as the ordering or scaling of alternative satisfiers of a 
need or need set. People find by direct and vicarious learning that a range of objects 
or activities can satisfy physiological or psychological needs. Through direct ex-
perience with these sets, the individual will scale the members according to their ef-
ficiency in satisfying a need to fulfill a deficiency. Preferences thus emerge out of an 
active experience in search of need satisfaction. The scaling of a set of alternatives 
defines the abstract preference among alternatives. This scaling represents an ideal 
ordering of alternatives within the individual's or group's cognitive field. For example, 
in a study by Bowiby, preferences were determined for grocery stores accessible to 
residents of the area. The residents were able to scale their preferences for the set 
of which they were aware, even though there were several others that they might have 
known. 

Choice may be defined as the operational selection of a specific satisfier to meet the 
individual's needs. Choice is the observable behavioral process—the end point of the 
selection process. There is not necessarily a direct relation between choice and pref-
erence. Preference represents the individual's ideal selection; choice represents the 
real selection. The disparity exists almost universally because of the constraints im-
posed on the individual either externally or internally. For example, an individual 
may have a preferred doctor, but in an emergency will select an alternative because 
of the constraints of time or accessibility. In general, people will always try to make 
choices in correspondence with their preference sets. Where large and consistent dis-
parities exist, emotional response is a likely consequence, and an organized attempt to 
change the life state may follow. 
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From this discussion, we can view the behavioral process as one that provides the 
basis for satisfying needs. Attitudes are the underlying biases toward social objectives 
that constrain or direct the orientation of individuals toward certain sets of objects that 
have value. Preferences are the ordering by the individual or group of the members of 
those sets according to their perceived capability to satisfy needs. Choice is the selec-
tion process by which individuals or groups actualize the satisfaction of their needs. In 
complex social systems, not only. are there constraints on alternatives, there are also 
mediating systems between needs and their satisfier sets. Transportation is one of 
these mediating systems. Consequently, transportation systems themselves must take 
on values and, thus, generate a set of attitudes. One would expect that these attitudes 
would be attached both to the alternative modes as entities and to their abstract attributes. 

If transportation is a mediating variable between needs and satisfaction, then its 
component systems must be viewed as part of a larger behavioral process. To say 
this is to imply that how and why people use transportation alternatives can be explained 
only by an analysis of the subjective perceptions.of these systems and the psychological 
measures of their necessity and sufficiency. This, in turn, suggests the inadequacy of 
traditional models based on objective or extrinsically measurable variables of system 
performance. Travel time ratios or differences, cost, safety, and the like presume 
an evaluation process based on extrinsic variables of systems and a direct relation be-
tween these objective measures and the psychological decision process. Neither of these 
appears sufficient, especially the latter. There simply is overwhelming evidence that 
the relation between objectively derived measures of physical process and behavioral 
performance is rarely linear. The more complex the physical process is in which a 
behavioral transaction occurs

'
the more indirect is human response. This is especially 

true in the domain of attitudes, preference, and choice behavior. 
Consequently, if one desires to construct a model such as trip generation, distribu-

tion, or mode choice, validity and reliability are likely to be higher when such a model 
is constructed on the basis of behavioral measures rather than physical measures, es-
pecially when the latter are selected simply because they are convenient or easy to 
measure. This conclusion applies, of course, only in those nontrivial cases where 
choice exists. For example, automobile availability should be a good predictor of mode 
choice simply because it determines whether travelers have a choice. It describes the 
trivial case. Clearly, it can and does say nothing about satisfaction with transportation, 
nor will it predict what people will do if they are given new options, i.e., choice alter-
natives. 

If one accepts this argument, then it becomes essential to enter the domain of direct 
measurement of human attitudes, preferences, and choices. It means that models must 
be constructed that are based on these kinds of processes rather than the prosaic 
methods and expedient measures that have characterized traditional transport plan-
ning models. This leads to the question of how one measures behavioral processes 
and how one defines the userts  process of judgment in the transaction with his tech-
nological systems—in our case, transportation. 

Basically, the problem has 2 major dimensions. One is the identification and mea-
surement of the psychological or subjective variables that determine the perception of 
the utility, positive or negative, of transportation. The other is how these measures 
may be combined to produce a prediction of what technologies people will use and how 
they will use them. What is important is the combination of the metrics of a multi-
dimensional set of variables in ways that will produce reliable estimates of travel de-
mand and the factors that will cause that demand to change. 

The first problem of identification and measurement is where the behavioral modeling 
field is in transportation. At its heart, the issue is concerned with how measurement 
of behavior is to be done operationally. Since one is dealing in a qualitative domain of 
attitudes and preferences, the problem becomes one of developing measuring instru-
ments for such dimensions. Fortunately, a half century of psychological research has 
gone into the problem, and hence both a body of theory and a technique are available. 

There are 2 problems that inhere in this domain of measure. One relates to mea-
sure properties per se. The other relates to the correspondence between observation 
and the underlying psychological scaling process. In regard to the first, it is im- 
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portant to keep in mind that any measure may have 1 or more of 3 properties: (a) Num-
bers applied to a set have some order and consistency to that ordering; (b) distances 
among members of the set are ordered, that is, they have the properties (a - b) = (c - d), 
(a - b) > (c - d), and (a - b) < (c - d); and (c) the series has an origin that is real and 
determinate. Scales having one or more of these properties will define a scale class. 
There are 4 such classes, but only 3 have prOperties of interest for measure purposes. 

One class is called an ordinal scale in which the units on the metric define only po-
sition. Thus, the single prediction that such a scale provides is that A> B> C. A 
common example of an ordinal scale is Moh& hardness scale in which hardness of a 
material is located in a series of classes running from 1 to 10. A material having a 
hardness of 6 means that it is harder than a material having a hardness of 5 or less. 
However, there is no way to tell how much harder 6 is than 5. Simple rank-order 
scales, or similar categorizing scales, are all minimally ordinal. For scales of this 
type, the only appropriate statistical inference techniques are the nonparametric ones. 

The second class includes scales having interval properties in addition to order. 
These properties permit the distance over the scale range to be defined so that any dis-
tance located at any point on the scale will be equivalent to the same distance located 
at any other point on the scale. Such a scale class makes allowable the algebraic oper-
ations of addition and subtraction, but not multiplication or division. Fahrenheit and 
centigrade temperature scales are common examples of true interval scales; the 0 points 
on both of these scales are purely arbitrary. For true interval scales, parametric 
statistical techniques may be used as tests of inferences. 

The third class may be termed a ratio scale. This scale has not only order and dis-
tance properties but also a determinate 0 point. The decibel scale is an example, the 
Kelvin scale of temperature is another. The characteristic of a true ratio scale is 
that all algebraic operations are valid—multiplication and division as well as addition 
and subtraction. 

Clearly, no matter what process one desires to measure, the higher the scale class 
order is, the more general can the mathematical operations be and the more precisely 
can inferences be drawn from a set of measures of a process. To measure attitudes 
and preferences, we must develop scalars that have interval properties, at least. We 
want to know how much more preferred one alternative is than any other member of a 
homogeneous set. If we can scale the value, desirability, or satisfaction that people 
perceive in a set of alternative activities or modes of transport to such activities, we 
can predict the probability of what people will travel to, when, and by what means. We 
will have developed a behavioral demand model. 

The determination of the application of the scale class to any form of psychometric 
measure is a purely theoretical one. That is, using any measuring instrument, 
whether the human response function has interval or ratio properties depends on a 
theory of the human scaling process that underlies the observed response. Basically, 
there have been 2 theoretical positions that have been developed in psychology during 
the past 40 years. One is attributable to Thurstone who defined the law of comparative 
judgment. This essentially says that the quantity or quality of an object in the domain 
of human judgment is a stochastic variable, normally distributed such that the mean 
value defines the perceived quantity or quality. Further, the variability of this psy-
chological response distribution defines the probability of judgment taking on any par-
ticular value different from the expected value. This is called the discriminal disper-
sion. Hence, when 2 objects are compared on the same psychological continuum, it 
becomes possible to define a distribution of differences that itself must be normally 
distributed with an expected value equal to the perceived difference between the 2 dis-
tributions and a variance equal to the sum of variances of the 2 distributions (assuming 
independence). The derivation of this law is such that, if it is valid, in any particular 
case, then the scale class of the domain must be an interval one. Thus, if a group of 
people are asked to judge the differences among all possible pairs of a set of objects, 
they will generate a set of psychological response numbers that order that set of objects 
in terms of subjective value. These numbers form a true interval scale, within sampling 
error, whenever the set of differences derived from the distributive law are equivalent. 

The law of comparative judgment has been the basis for most attitude and preference 
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scaling during the past 40 years. Pair comparison, categorical judgment, and sum-
mated ratings are all formal methods for generating and validating true interval scales 
of human attitudes and preferences. Each involves a specific procedure for generating 
psychologically consistent measurement instruments. These procedures are necessary 
when one realizes that a scalar domain is being tapped with objects or stimuli whose 
denotative form may not, and usually does not, bear any direct relation to that under-
lying psychological domain. One does not know why a particular item on a battery evokes 
the psychological response that it does. All that one knows is that such an item gener-
ates a response that is part of a continuum having interval properties. For example, 
let a group of people be asked to respond to an item in Likert-scale form: Transit is 
less convenient than automobile. If this is a discriminating item, then all it says is 
that people who agree with this statement have a more negative attitude toward transit 
than those who disagree with it. One cannot infer directly that respondents are scaling 
convenience. They may be, but the scaling process does not allow that inference to be 
made in this case. All we know is that an item phrased in such a fashion evokes a feel-
ing in the respondent that reflects his or her bias toward the subject of the battery. 
This indirect relation between the objective evocative stimuli and the emotional re-
sponse of the respondent to it does not necessarily negate the utility of the scale that the 
methods produce. People's attitudes may predict observed behavior as well as or bet-
ter than any other measure, objective or otherwise. For example, it may be possible 
to determine people's preference scale for a set of alternative routes through a network. 
This may be just as efficient a means of doing traffic assignment as going through the 
horrendous procedure of solving a minimum-time path algorithm. 

The second theory underlying human judgment is that developed by Stevens. Basically, 
this theory is that the basic judgmental process is a ratio one; that is, human observers 
scale quantitative or qualitative objects directly in terms of the perceived magnitude of 
the stimulus. In effect, the judgmental process follows a power law, such that per-
ceived magnitude, R, is related to the scaled object or quantity, S, according to the 
relation, R = kSx.  Basically, the theory is derived from Weber's law. In practice, it 
is based on the assumption that the subject can reliably determine the ratio between 2 
stimuli. Its basic application, until 1950, was in the domain of psychophysics. Not 
until Comrey developed the method of ratio rating could the theory be generalized to 
qualitative as well as physical stimuli. Basically, however, the process is simply one 
of asking a respondent to rate, by using a direct ratio estimate, how much more pref-
erable or valuable one stimuli is relative to another. In Comrey's method, an M x M 
matrix comprising a set of independent estimates of the ratios for all pairs of stimuli 
is constructed. The marginals are then used to generate the average ratios among the 
stimuli and, hence, the ratio scale of the stimuli. Ekman generalized the procedure 
and provided a more economical means of determining the ratios, but the basic prin-
ciple is the same. 

In general, ratio scales are simpler to construct than most of the interval scales. 
In theory, they have more power than interval scales and are more general. Stevens 
has suggested that ratio scales for preference and attitudes represent the most general 
scaling law of which the law of comparative judgment is a special case. The importance 
of the power law theory is that it permits the scaling of human judgment such that any 
unit on the scale has not only position and distance but also a proportional relation 
among the units. That is, an element with a scale value of 2 is not only 4 units less 
than an element with a scale value of 6 but also a third as great. Thus, in a preference 
scaling of a set of trip destinations, we can determine how many times more preferred 
A is than B. Such a scaling should provide a means of developing more simply and re-
liably a trip distribution model than any of the current objective models. 

This discussion has been concerned with unidimensional scaling methods. It should 
be obvious that methodologically either the law of comparative judgment or the law of 
ratio judgment can be used for multidimensional scaling as well. One of the major prob-
lems in measuring human judgment in social contexts, like transportation, is that many 
objects, activity sites, and linkage systems have more than 1 attribute that determines 
attitudes or preferences. The simple scaling methods assume a single, unidimensional 
psychological continuum. This is neither a necessary nor even a realistic assumption 
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to make, especially in complex situations. It is reasonable to assume that any object 
in, say, a preference set is some combination of attributes whose vector sum deter-
mines its location in the preference order. For example, given a set of alternative 
grocery stores within the cognitive field of the respondents, one can scale the prefer-
ences for all the members of that set. However, people may not see a grocery store 
as a unitary entity, but rather one composed of a set of attributes. The "percept" of 
that entity is the product or sum of the attribute magnitudes that underlie that percept. 
Thus, the whole preference scale is determined by this multidimensional process at-
tached to each object, each pair judged together, or the whole set judged as a unit. 

A second aspect of multidimensional scaling concerns those situations in which 
choices must be made on the basis of a combination of independent attributes. For 
example, in the selection of an activity site, say, restaurants, the individual must scale 
several dimensions before a choice may be made. These might include type of food, 
price, and accessibility. The process by which these dimensions are combined pro-
vides a final choice that is of interest. 

Basically, there are 2 ways to approach this problem. One is to assume that the be-
havioral process involves some vector addition of the magnitudes of the basic attributes. 
This leads to a multidimensional scale development. Several methods have been de-
veloped to generate such scales, but the mathematical bases for the scale functions 
are far from satisfactorily developed. There are inadequate tests of error functions 
and serious questions about the validity of the scales. Although much methodological 
development has been done, much more is currently under way. The research under 
way should lead to rationalizable means of combining several attribute dimensions into 
1 scalar measure. 

An alternative approach to the multidimensional scaling operation is to assume a 
hierarchical decision model of human choice behavior. Basically, the idea is that peo-
ple do not combine attributes into a single scale, but rather scale attributes of im-
portance independently. They then evaluate or scale the objects among which choice 
is to be made on each attribute scale sequentially. In essence, people scale attributes 
and then compare objects on each attribute ordered from highest to lowest importance. 
An alternative rated high on the most important attribute is then evaluated on the second 
most important attribute. If it is rated low on the highest important attribute, it is re-
jected from further consideration. Objects forming a common set are thus scaled in 
hierarchical fashion on subjectively important attributes. And this rating may be on a 
simple pass-fail basis. This kind of a model of decision behavior leads to a fairly 
simple analytical process for people and one that is easily learned. In this scheme, 
unidimensional scaling procedures are sufficient. So far, no tests of such a model in 
transportation or elsewhere have been carried out, nor has the mathematical form of 
such a model been fully developed. 

To summarize this discussion, the following points may be made. 

Observed choice behavior is the product of the evaluation of the alternatives in 
terms of subjective needs, attitudes, and preferences. 

This need and preference structure is an inherent characteristic of human be-
havior that is not determinate directly from observed behavior. 

The nature of this structure may be inferred by direct measurement of attitudes 
and preferences toward qualitative or quantitative dimensions of the physical or social 
environment. 

The measurement of attitudes and preferences requires a greater concern for 
measure theory simply because of the indirect relation between overt and covert be-
havior. 

Within this context, a variety of techniques, both unidimensional and multidimen-
sional, have been developed to provide reliable measures of attitudes and preferences. 

The caveat is that the objects used, real or symbolic, to evoke or tap the psy-
chological domain in scale may have no direct relation to that domain. 

In sum, the measurement of attitudes and preferences is a well-developed area. To 
determine the perceptions of people toward social systems seems perfectly feasible. 
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To expect those perceptions to be determinant of choice behavior as long as choice ex-
ists is further reasonable. As far as transportation is concerned, trip generation, dis-
tribution, and mode split represent the output of a behavioral process. Because the 
elements making up this process are determinate and potentially as measurable as 
travel time, cost, and distance, they appear to offer a more valid approach to the pre-
diction of travel demand and distribution than surrogate measures. There are 2 major 
problems that inhere in using behavioral measures in this way: People learn so that 
their attitudes and preference structure change over time, and correspondence between 
items used to evoke response and the underlying domain from which the responses 
emerge is not necessarily direct. Consequently, a demand estimate generated in this 
fashion will have only limited life and will have reasonably large components of unex-
plained variance. In the end, behavioral measures offer a means of predicting demand 
and identifying those factors that would cause demand to change. There is no way to do 
the latter today except by trial and error. This alone justifies investment in the de-
velopment of more comprehensive measures of attitudes and preferences. 
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Assessment of Preferences and 
Perceptions Toward Attributes 
of Transportation Alternatives 

Thomas F. Golob and Ricardo Dobson, General Motors Research Laboratories 

This paper integrates psychological measurement and economic utility theories to derive an approach for en-
hancing the understanding of decision-making behavior with respect to transportation-related alternatives. Ex-
amples, of theoretical formulations, empirical tests, and data collection procedures are selected from a body of 
transportation research, market research, econometric, and psychometric literature. The research and theoretical 
activities of diverse disciplines appear to be compatible with a general schema, which is proposed for the predic-
tion of transportation-related decisions. The schema is centered on the description of transportation-related 
alternatives in terms of multiple characteristics or attributes. The choice of an individual decision-maker or class 
of decision-makers is assumed to be mediated by preferences and perceptions toward this attribute set. This 
schema is also used to indicate how new models may be developed to produce more valid predictions than are 
currently available from existing models. 

One objective of urban transportation research is to improve the usefulness of analyt-
ical models that are employed to predict transportation-related decisions of individuals 
and families that are faced with changes in travel means and opportunities. Accelerated 
efforts in the specification and testing of so-called disaggregate behavioral models have 
characterized much of the recent new work toward this objective. This paper identifies 
some of the issues deemed important to the development of a class of such disaggregate 
behavioral models described along the lines of 2 propositions. First, the models 
should be founded on theories and tested on hypotheses directly describing the decision-
making behavior of individuals. Second, the models should be defined with respect to 
at least some subjective data, such as stated preferences and perceptions. 

Judgments are not expressed here on theultimate usefulness of this class of models 
to the urban transportation planning community and its immediate clients. Such judg-
ments will be deferred until appropriate comparisons of alternative models can be per-
formed with respect to particular generic types of transportation decisions (e.g., modal 
choice, automobile ownership, or residential location). The approach is to present a 
variety of theories and related methods of data collection and statistical processing. 
These models are contrasted in terms of their application to the explanation of phe-
nomena of urban transportation behavior. Selected empirical test results are sum-
marized. Portions of a survey that was designed and implemented to gather data for 
testing various models describing decisions regarding proposed new systems of ar-
terial transportation are used to illustrate some data collection techniques (28). 

GENERAL SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION 

A general schematic representation has been formulated as a common basis on which 
to contrast various models in terms of their basic analytical structure and underlying 
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assumptions. The set of models discussed in this paper was selected from the total of 
those documented in the literature of the fields of psychology, market research, and 
economics. The authors reviewed a variety of models familiar to them and their col-
leagues. Models were judged primarily as to their anticipated potential for generating 
insights into individuals' transportation decision-making and for advancing the develop-
ment of new models of transportation along the lines of the 2 propositions outlined in the 
introduction. 

The most complete form of the general schema is shown in Figure 1. In this form, 
rather complex multiple relations are specified among the schema elements defined be-
low. In later sections of this paper, various classes of modules are introduced for dis-
cussion by identifying the particular simplifications of the complete schema that are 
considered to characterize the class. These simplifications are created from the com-
plete form by compressing certain multiple relations into single relations or even by 
specifying identity relations. 

The complete form of the schema (Fig. i) shows an individual or group of individuals, 
denoted by G1, as making a decision with respect to a set of transportation alternatives, 
T. The realization of this decision by G toward Tj  is designated by D1 . As one ex-
ample, Dij  might be defined as the selection from set Tj  of a mode of travel by indi-
vidual G (the choice to make a trip to a particular destination at a particular time hav-
ing previously been made). Choices by G1  with respect to Tj  are differentiated from de-
cisions because there are intervening, and perhaps random, variables, IV, that may 
block the translation of the choice directly into action. These choices, shown as CI1, 
are mediated by the relation of G  to a set of subjective relations that are in turn re-
lated to the transportation alternatives. The attribute arrays are designated by the 
bracketed grouping of the A k  and Ak variables. The A k  represent those attributes de-
scribed from a priori considerations; the Ak  represent those attributes derived from a 
set of judgments expressed by the,Gi  respondents. The objective of any model applied 
within the schema context should be to predict the Di j  of G1  as closely as possible. 

The schema is specifically designed for subjective data, and the G1-attribute and 
attribute-Ti  relations are assumed to be based on cognitive and affective data and the-
ories for those data. Furthermore, it is designed to allow for aggregation and segmen-
tation with regard to the G or Tj  sets or both. For example, G may be differentiated 
into groups of individuals that are important for policy considerations, or it may be dif-
ferentiated into groups that are formed according to observed homogeneity in Ga -attribute 
relations. Likewise, Tj  may be differentiated into groups of transportation opportunities 
and means confronting the decision-makers. Establishment of such Tj  groups is some-
what analogous to the specification of separable activities in economic utility theory 
models of individual travel behavior. 

Figure 1. General schema for predicting transportation-related 
decisions. 
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Although the general schema permits multiple G1  -attribute and attribute-Tj  relations, 
it does not require multiple relations. Therefore, both unithmensional and multidimen-
sional scaling approaches may be compared within its framework. However, general 
psychometric and statistical models may be used in their stead because the schema is 
not a scaling model. It is not strictly necessary that the number of G,-attribute rela-
tions be equal to the number of attribute-Ti  relations. Moreover, the form of the 
Ak - A k  interrelations is open to many variations. Indeed, the availability of these 
many modeling options allows the comparison of diverse psychological, market, eco-
nomic, and transportation research models within the common framework of the gen-
eral schema. Each specific model can supply the functional relations among the schema 
elements necessary for concrete application to the description and prediction of trans-
portation behavior. 

Models are presented in this report in a typology defined with respect to a central 
focus of the general schema—the linkages between C,, and Tj  through the set of medi-
ating attributes. First, the univariate class of models is discussed. Next, multivari-
ate models exhibiting assumed attribute independencies are presented. Finally, multi-
variate models exhibiting assumed attribute interdependencies are presented also in 2 
subclasses: those based on structuring selective intercorrelations (econometric models) 
and those based on structuring the full complement of intercorrelations. As a preface 
to these discussions, the following section deals with the important relations between 
behavioral models employing subjective, cognitive, and affective data and the concepts 
of economic utility theory. This theory holds the potential of improving the ties between 
models of individuals' decision-making and general consumer demand theory. 

Relation to the Economic Concepts of Utility 

The basic assumption of the economic utility theory approach to travel demand is 
that decision-makers evaluate the alternate actions available to them in terms of the 
individual preferences as applied to their perceptions of the nature of all the relevant 
alternatives. If these preferences are transitive and continuous, then there exists a 
decision vector function whose ordering of alternatives reflects preferences by the 
decision-maker. This function has been labeled a utility function by microeconomists. 
A vast literature deals with utility theory hypotheses, their geneses and ramifications. 
Quirk and Saposnik (82) give a relatively modern treatment and identification of basic 
references. Ferguson (35) gives a historical treatment. The brief introduction to the 
subject contained here focuses on the adaptation of the theory to the modeling of trans-
portation decision-making behavior in terms of the subjective data of preferences and 
perceptions from individuals and within the context of the general schematic represen-
tation outlined above. 

Individual utility functions are usually postulated to be monotone increasing and con-
cave (i.e., to display, at some point, diminishing returns in satisfaction that the indi-
vidual obtains from a given activity). The assumption of rational choice can then be de-
fined in utility terms: That set of actions is chosen by the individual for which his utility 
is maximum. This definition does not preclude a possible distribution of selected 
choices for an individual faced with repetitive situations, for it is admissible (and in-
deed practicable) to have random components of perception and preference within utility 
specifications in a manner consistent with the underlying hypotheses of scaling methods. 
Such random components of utility are often introduced as foundations for aggregation 
(i.e., repeated choices by ttsimilar tt individuals), and such usage is again deemed con-
sistent with judgmental theories in psychology. [Luce and Raiffa (65) give a discussion 
of more purely stochastic utility, which is not discussed here.] 

Utility theory links preferences and perceptions toward a class of alternative ac-
tivities (here urban transportation opportunities and means) to the mainstream of micro-
economic consumer theory: the concept of markets of demand and supply and subsidiary 
notions such as welfare theory and cost-benefit evaluation (e.g., consumer surplus). For 
the simplest case, consider the set (x,, x2, ..., x,,) of non-negative levels of a set of 
transportation- related activities. Then, 
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u = u(x1, X2, . . . , x) 	 (1) 

represents the utility (satisfaction) to an individual gained from those activity levels. 
If u is differentiable, the necessary conditions for an optimum are 

us  = 0 when xj  >O,J  =1, 2, 	n 	 (2) 

and 

uj  :- 0 when xj = 0; some j = 1, 2, ..., n 	 (3) 

where us  represents the partial derivative of u with respect to the activity level xj. 
Since u has been specified as concave and increasing for all xj, these conditions are 

both necessary and sufficient for a maximum, and if u is strictly concave and increasing 
the solutions are unique. [Beckmann et al. (14) and Debreu (27) give a detailed develop-
ment of these principles.] 

Another approach, common in consumer demand theory, is to postulate the individual 
maximization of utility as being subject to one or more constraints. As an example of 
a single, binding constraint, consider the restrictions of a money budget. 

where 

n 

j=o 

(4) 

pj ;-;- 0; j = 0, 1, . . . , n 	 (5) 

are the costs of the activities, and 

y 2tO 
	

(6) 

represents the expenditure budget or income. Here x0  denotes all activities other than 
those of direct interest (all other consumption), and, without restriction, 

(7) 

The necessary and sufficient conditions for utility maximization then become (assuming 
that the equality sign holds in constraint Eq. 4) 

-u0 p j  + Uj = 0; j = 1, 2, ..., n 	 (8) 

Thus, at the implied equilibrium, the marginal utilities of all activities must be pro-
portional to their prices. Moreover, differentiation of the budget equation (Eq. 4) yields 
the following propositions thathelp to define markets: 

p3= 1 	 (9) 
Oy 

The demand for at least 1 activity must decrease withan increase in a price p1. 
Recently, the utility theory framework has been employed by a number of researchers 

to provide a behavioral framework for the explanation of travel demand phenomena (e.g., 
trip distribution) that had been previously described only in terms of probabilistic or 
metaphysical processes. Although these studies have concentrated almost exclusively 
on the use of objective, aggregate data, they collectively form a secure basis on which 
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to develop models outhned in this paper. Golob and Beckmann (41), Beckmann (i(), and 
Charles River Associates (19) specified rather general theories of (integrated) trip gen-
eration, distribution, and mode and route choice. Golob et al. (42) and Gustafson (47) 
performed empirical tests of utility hypotheses as applied to individuals' trip distri-
tion decisions, and Niedercorn and Bechdolt (73), Beckmann and Golob (ii), and Hansen 
(51) provided methodological derivations of trip distribution formulas (e.g.; those ob-
tãThed from gravity and entropy-maximizing models) commonly employed in transporta-
lion planning studies. Beckmann et al. (12) extended the utility approach to the descrip-
tion of automobile ownership decisions. 

It is necessary to select specific functional forms for individuals' utility, and in al-
most all the cases referenced above the specific forms were selected from the generic 
class of utility functions that can be called separable and additive (57). 

u = 	ø (x) 	 (10) 

A sufficient condition for such a utility function u to be monotone increasing and concave 
is for all ø to be monotone increasing and concave. 

If the 03  are twice differentiable, a necessary and sufficient condition for utility max-
imization under a binding constraint is 

_p,(y-p1x ) + (x)O;j =1,2,..., n 	 (ii) 

where ø denotes the first derivative of 01  with respect to xj. Consequently, the mar-
ginal utility of xj  must equal p3  times the marginal utility of the reference activity 0. 
In particular, the ratio of 2 marginal utilities must be equal to the ratio of their ex-
penditure rates. 

= p/p; j, i = 1, 2, . .. , n 	 (12) 

It is contended that the inclusion of variables representing individuals' perceptions and 
preferences in utility theory models of travel behavior is the most direct way of tying 
these variables directly to decision-making behavior. Since the essence of the utility 
theory approach can be considered an analytical description of personal evaluations of 
perceived alternatives within a preference structure, assessments of individuals' at-
titudes toward decision situations in terms of the perceived costs and benefits involved 
can be usedas determinant variables and as parameters in the descriptions. On a gen-
eral consumer demand scope, the merging of preferences and perceptions into utility 
methodology has characterized a not insubstantial portion of modern microeconomic 
thought. This is generally classified under the heading of subjective value theory, and 
the basic utility concepts summarized above remain relevant to these subjective models. 

The specification of decision alternatives in terms of attributes, as in the general 
schema described in the preceding section, is consistent with the (new) general con-
sumer theory of attribute-defined goods. This theory defines the objects on which in-
dividuals' utility or satisfaction is based as the attributes of a good or activity, as op-
posed to the goods or activities themselves. It was initially advanced by Lancaster (62) 
and was initially adapted to the transportation demand case by Quandt and Baumol (81) 
and later, in a different form, by Wallace (iii). Reports of specific modal-choice ap-
plications of attribute utility from general consumer demand theory to trip-making be-
havior can be traced through the works of Mathur (68), Allen (i), and Niedercorn and 
Bechdolt (73, 74, 75). 

Final evaluations of the usefulness of the utility concepts within the subjective realm 
will have to wait for the development and testing of models that differ in many aspects 
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from those outlined above. These models may emerge from an integration of classical 
economic utility concepts and psychometric scaling procedures for the assessment of 
preferences and perceptions. Some of these scaling procedures are discussed in this 
report. The general schematic representation is designed to facilitate the comparison 
of alternate techniques for predicting decisions about transportation-related options. 

UNIVARIATE MODELS 

Univariate scaling and statistical approaches assume only one A within the context 
of the general schematic representations. This single A constitutes the sole scale or 
variable of interest. The entities, which are positioned on the scale or evaluated with 
respect to the variable being studied, are designated by the set of A's; these entities 
may be either elements of the set Tj  or attributes that are presumably relevant to the 
elements of T3. Figure 2a shows a reduced form of the general schema for univariate 
models. When the A's represent attributes, then there is only one link between Gi  and 
the mediating set of entities, but there are multiple links between the latter set and T. 
On the other hand, when the A's represent members of the Tj  set, then there are mul-
tiple links between G1  and the mediating entity set, but there is only a single link be-
tween the latter set and T3  (Fig. 2b). These generic relations will be expanded on with 
examples in the remainder of the section. 

The work of Thurstone and Chave (106) illustrates a classic application of the law of 
comparative judgment on the measurement of attitudes toward religion. The theory 
underlying this scaling method is available in a variety of primary and secondary 
sources (46, 105, 107). More recently, Golob, Canty, Gustafson, and Vitt (42) mea-
sured preferences for attributes of an evolutionary transportation concept, the demand-
responsive jitney, via Thurstone's law of comparative judgment. A sample section 
from their paired comparison questionnaire is shown in Figure 3. These investigators 
derived A's, which revealed the subjective relations among the attributes, for the total 
sample of 786 respondents and also for special subgroups, such as elderly, low-income, 
and youth. This procedure of segmenting G was used by Gustafson and Navin (48) in a 
systematic replication of the Golob et al. study. 

The indirect scaling methods of Thurstone can be contrasted to the direct scaling 
procedures of Stevens and others (99, 100, 101, 102, 103). Although both classes of tech-
niques position attributes or Tj  alternatives along a single continuum, or A, numerals 
are directly assigned to entities by respondents with the latter procedures; numerals 
are assigned to entities as a joint function of respondent judgments and model assump-
tions with indirect scaling. The resulting A is more precisely defined when direct 
scaling is done to a ratio rule than when a Thurstone scale is used. Shinn (97) applied 
Stevens' ratio scaling to the problem of generating an urban transportation demand 
model. He was able to reveal unique sensitivities to travel time and cost for making a 
trip as a function of mode. In addition to segmenting Tj  alternatives, he was able to 
identify unique A's for different parts of G1. Stevens (101) cited Indow's research that 
compared Thurstone and ratio scales of preference for wrist watches and then showed 
how judged fair price for the watches was a power function of the ratio preference scale 
values for them. Indow's research not only developed an A but also related A to some-
thing approximating Cij  within the context of the general schema. 

When direct scaling is implemented according to an equal-interval or category rule, 
then the resulting A is determined up to a scale factor and an additive constant. Thurs-
tone scales are determined subject to the same constraints. A method of collecting 
category judgments is shown in Figure 4. It shows how importance ratings may be col-
lected for attributes of a transportation system (28). Sellin and Wolfgang (88) scaled the 
seriousness of crimes by category and ratio direct scaling procedures. The A's gen-
erated by the alternative procedures had the usual concave relation to each other (103). 
Ryan, Nedwek, and Beimborn (87) used category rating scales to assess community at-
titudes toward transportation sFvices; through multivariate contingency tables, category 
judgments were related to socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of the re-
spondents. 
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Figure 2. Schematic representations for univariate models. 
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Figure 3. Questionnaire format for collecting paired-comparison judgments 
about transportation-related alternatives. 

GROUP C 

Thisset of decisions deals with the interior design and structure of the 

vehicle that night be used in a new transportation system. For example, some 
of the choices will involve the amount of light, air, heat and sound around 
you in the vehicle, the exit and entry ways and several more. 

Again, select your choice by circling the lAtter A or B, whichever is appropriate 

A. 	Ability to adjust the amount of light. 

	

1. 	 air, hear and sound around you in the 

vehicle. 
or 

B. 	Easier entry and exit from the vehicle. 

A. 	Easier entry and exit from the vehi 

	

2. 	

BA 	Lower fare for pasxengerk./''"'' 



Figure 4. Questionnaire format for collecting category judgments about transportation 
system attributes. 

jz/ 	/ j 
Thinking about when I would 
use Public Transportation for . J /Lv_e 
longer trips and where I might 

Feature Is This Im- goThis / 
° 0 

portant to Me: Ai i/co 

/ 
Al 

/ 
Having a short time waiting 

for a vehicle 	 ... 7 6 5 4 	3 	2 1 

Having short travel times 7 6 5 4 	3 	2 1 

Having low fares 	. 	. 	. 	• 7 6 5 4 	3 	2 1 

Having a comfortable ride 
in a quiet vehicle 	. 	• 	• . 	7 6 5 4 	3 	2 

Having a driver instead of 
a completely automatic 
system 	........ 7 6 5 4 	3 	2 1 

Having my own private 
section in the vehicle 	. 	. . 	7 6 5 4 	3 	2 1 

Being able to get where I 
want to go on time 	. 	. 	. . 	7 6 5 4 	3 	2 1 

Being safe from harm by 
others and from vehicle 
accidents ....... 7 6 5 4 	3 	2 1 

Having room for stroller. 
7 6 5 	._-4. 	3 	2 

Figure 5. Schematic representation for models that assume 
attribute independence. 
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Another procedure for generating a single A follows from the unfolding theory of 
Coombs (24). This theory allows for the derivation of a scale for the attributes or T 
alternativ; the scale also contains ideal respondent points. Ideal respondent points 
correspond to those positions on the scale that are more preferred by a respondent. 
One advantage of unfolding theory over previous scaling techniques is that it assumes 
respondent judgments are accurate only up to their order, but it derives a scale that is 
approximately interval in nature. However, the difficulty associated with implementing 
the theory has presumably discouraged its widespread application. The theoretical ap-
peal of unfolding theory offers ground for its continued investigation in major scaling 
efforts. Previous applications of unfolding theory include the research of Runkel (86) 
and Coombs and Pruitt (25). 

MODELS WITH ASSUMED ATTRIBUTE INDEPENDENCE 

The first major class of multiple attribute models to be discussed are those models 
with assumed attribute independencies. Making this assumption is equivalent to select-
ing the mediating attribute set on an a priori basis, for use of attribute intercorrela-
tions in the combining or weeding of variables is precluded (whenever data-derived at-
tribute sets are employed, the multivariate model is classified with the models pre-
sented in the following section of this paper). Two subclasses of models with assumed 
attribute independencies are presented. Both subclasses of models can exhibit multi-
ple G1  - (A .- A) and (A - A) - T3  relations; however, both also have identity. relations 
between A k  and Ak. The schematic representation for these subclasses is shown in 
Figure 5. 

A logical starting point for the discussion of aggregate models is Rosenberg's cog-
nitive summation model of attitude. The hypothesis specified by Rosenberg (84) is 

ii 	PIA 	 (13) 

where 

Cii  = affect aroused in individual i by object j; 
PIjk  = perceived potency or perceived instrumentality of object j for achieving or 

blocking the value k for individual i; 
Vik = rated value importance of the k th value to individual i; and 
m = the number of salient values. 

In the adoption of this model to the explanation of transportation decision-making be-
havior, a correspondence can be developed between Rosenberg's affect, t1j, and choice 
by G±, C13

, 
and the (postulated) orthogonal space of the m values can be mapped into the 

(assumed) orthogonal space of the n attributes through development of a single parameter. 
Howard and Sheth (58) have accomplished these extensions in the context of general con-
sumer buying behavior. In terms of the general schema, Pj jk and Vik represent medi-
ating set-T3  and G1-mediating set relations respectively, and the summed products of 
Pijk  and V1k represent an estimate of the degree of choice (C13) for alternative T3  by in-
dividual G1. Rosenberg chose to focus on the affective component of attitude, which was 
then described in terms of'the postulated attitudinal cognitive structure. This approach 
to the theory of attitude is similar to that of Peak (79), and it characterizes, with some 
modifications, much of the psychological and consumer theory work on attitude struc-
tures judged as being directly relevant to travel demand modeling. Golob (40) provides 
an extensive discussion of this and alternative theories of attitude. 

Employing data on the ranking of value item statements and chi-square tests of as-
sociation, Rosenberg reported the successful testing of the above hypotheses and also 
the successful testing of hypotheses relating overall affect of each of perceived instru- 
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mentality and value importance taken alone. However, as Howard and Sheth (58) point 
out, a number of procedural and methodological problems prevented Rosenberrfrom 
establishing convincing comparisons among the differences in explanatory power of his 
3 hypotheses. 

Fishbein (36) and Anderson and Fishbein (3) presented a 2-component cognitive theory 
of attitude in which the variables were defined as follows: 

á1 = 
	

(14) 

where 

= individual i's attitude toward object j; 
Bjjk  = strength of the belief k held by individual i about object j; 
alk  = evaluative aspect of BLk; and 

n = number of salient beliefs. 

Fishbein and his associates noted that, although evaluative beliefs represent only one 
type of belief, they make up that particular subset of beliefs that is related to an indi-
vidual's attitude toward an object. For evaluative beliefs, the object is considered to 
be perceived as an instrument that can satisfy the evaluator's goals and objectives (i.e., 
block or aid the attainment of various valued states), and the attributes of the object are 
considered to be perceived as goal-satisfying properties (93). The extensions of this 
model to' decision-making behavior are similar to those characterizing the Rosenberg 
model. In terms of the general schema, both models have identical relations. 

This cognitive summation theory of attitude organization and change was proposed 
as an extension to the cognitive consistency theories in which attitude is viewed as a 
weighted average of belief scores (which were measured usually through the semantic 
differential scales discussed in the preceding section). Consistency theories were ad-
vanced by Osgood and Tannenbaum (77) and Osgood et al. (76) under the label of the 
congruity principle, by Heider (54) under the label of balance theory, and by Anderson 
(4). The evidence from comparative tests of the 2 approaches, as provided by Fishbein 
and Hunter (38) and Anderson and Fishbein (3), argues in favor of summation, primarily 
because of the discovered significant contribution to attitude of the set size, n. 

Market researchers soon applied the cognitive summation model, with few modifica-
tions, to consumer buying behavior (9, 49, 50). This work was consistent with the def-
inition by Kotler (59) of a product as "a bundle of physical, service and symbolic par-
ticulars expected to yield satisfactions or benefits to the buyer" (see the discussion of 
Lancaster's attribute utility theory in an earlier section). Attitude was approached as 
a unidimensional expression of the degree of favorableness toward a product, and Sheth 
(92) observed that the general consensus in the field was that attitude is "an affect-type 
construct in which buyer's likes and dislikes of a brand or product class are abstracted." 
However, Sheth and his associates scrutinized the major assumptions built into the cog-
nitive summation models. Sheth (95) listed 4 questions concerning the models: Are 2 
factors necessary for the calculation of attitude scores? Why employ a multiplicative 
combination of these 2 factors? Why aggregate over all salient beliefs (i.e., object 
attributes) to a single value? Should such summation be performed before or after fac-
tor multiplication? 

The second subclass of models with assumed attribute independencies estimate in-
directly the Ga -mediating set relations instead of collecting them from judgments from 
the respondents. Sheth (92) introduced a multiple regression approach for the explana-
tion of attitude in terms of the n separate belief scores. Using semantic differential 
scale data obtained from a longitudinal consumer panel, he obtained (multiple) correla-
tions between separate scores and overall affitudes toward a brand (as measured by a 
single rating score) that were significantly higher than (simple) correlations between 
single aggregated belief scores and the overall attitudes. 
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There is at present little disagreement in the market research area concerning the 
superiority of the indirect model over the direct one, and additional evidence as to im-
provements in explanatory power have been supplied by Sheth (93,95) and Alpert (2). A 
major advantage of the direct model is that it enables the identfficflon of the relalive 
contributions of the beliefs about or attributes of the object toward formation of con-
sumers' attitude, which is, of course, important information in promotional planning 
and new product development. A wide variety of statistical estimation procedures can 
be used to obtain this information from various survey data sources. Among such ef-
forts are the regression approaches of Sheth (92, 93), Cohen and Houston (22), and 
Alpert (2) and the discriminant analysis approach of Banks (8), Perry (80)ànd Cohen 
and Ahttiia (21). 

Another approach of a slightly different nature is the ideal point model advanced by 
Lehmann (63): 

613 = > Vik Pi3k  - Ilk 	 (15) 

k=1 

where C, Pijk  and n are defined as in Eq. 13 (84), Ilk  represents individual i's ideal 
point for attribute k, and r is an integer defining the distance metric. This model is 
strongly related to the psychometricians' ideal point multidimensional scaling research 
discussed in the next section. Although success in predictive ability has been reported 
(63), some operational problems have been experienced, such as respondents' revealed 
iiibility to conceptualize ideal point values (is). As one interesting variation to the 
above, Einkorn and Gonedes (34) tested a model in which the discrepancy between an 
object's value and the ideal point is an exponentially increasing function. 

With respect to the issue of whether 2 measurements on Ak are necessary for the 
determination of A,, (i.e., whether both evaluative belief and importance are needed), 
there is contradictory evidence. Arguing for a single measurement per attribute, 
Howard and Sheth (58) reanalyzed the tables of Rosenberg (84) and tentatively concluded 
that his value impoiTh.nce  terms actually suppressed the correlation between attitude 
and perceived instrumentality in the model. Moreover, Sheth and Talarzyk (96), Lutz 
and Howard (67), and Sheth (93) each uncovered additional information (deteriiiTned 
through multiple regression, canonical correlation analysis, and multiple-set canonical 
analysis respectively) that the attribute (or value) importance measure, as reported by 
respondents through direct questioning with the use of semantic differential scales, adds 
nothing to the explanation of overall attitude accomplished by the data from the semantic 
differential scales of beliefs (or perceived instrumentalities). On the other side of the 
coin, Hansen (so), in tests of a model describing the difference in attitudes between 2 
alternatives, proposed 

n 

6 1  - 612  = 	V1,, (p11,, p120 	 (16) 

k=1 

where the variables are defined as in Eq. 13 (84), found the value importance terms 
contributed significantly to the variance explaiiäiion. 

Most analysts responsible for development of these multivariate models (37) did not 
substantially differentiate between affect and behavioral intention (i.e., an individual's 
intention to react in a certain way, given his attitude toward an object), although 
Fishbein introduced a concept of social normative beliefs to help account for institu-
tional and social constraints. Dulany (31, 32), in his theory of propositional control, 
explicitly incorporated these constraintiby specifying behavioral intention as a function 
of attitude, beliefs (weighted by their reinforcing values), and social and institutional 
pressures (weighted by their strengths). This approach is similar to the distinction 
drawn by Rokeach (83) between attitudes toward an object and attitudes toward a situ- 
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ation and, together with the related work of McGuire (72), forms a basis for much of 
the consumer theory work in the field. 

Dulany made no distinction, however, between behavioral intention and behavior. 
This was accomplished by Howard and Sheth (58) and Sheth (93). They specified actual 
behavior as a function of behavioral intention and nonpredictable (often random) situ-
ational factors (i.e., the intervening variables, IV, in the general schema). Such fac-
tors might be the availability of a brand or the sudden introduction of a new product. 
Multiple regression tests performed by these researchers have confirmed the hypothe-
sis that evaluative beliefs (and possibly value importances) are most strongly related 
to affect, next to behavioral intention, and least to behavior in the brand purchase context. 

Conjoint measurement models are similar to previous ones in this section in that 
they assume that a criterion variable can be predicted as a function of manifold attri-
butes or entities. In the initial additive conjoint model (66), it was further assumed 
that the judgments can be rescaled so that the A's are indipendent of each other and 
their sum is a monotonic function of the criterion variable. Figure 6 shows one page 
of a response booklet that can be used to collect data appropriate for this model; notice 
the judgments are rankings instead of ratings, unlike other data collection formats for 
previous models in this section. Green and Rao (45) discussed and illustrated various 
applications of conjoint measurement to general marketing problems, and Davidson (26) 
applied the technique to predict demand for short take-off and landing (STOL) craft. 
His analyses showed that the model produced excellent descriptions of existing multi-
modal intercity transportation shares, and it generated reasonable predictions for 
shares adjustments when the STOL craft was added to the Tj  set. At the time his re-
port was completed, STOL service had not commenced, and he was therefore unable 
to confirm the veracity of his predictions. 

All the models discussed in this section can be disaggregated with respect to G1. To 
achieve this end requires only the segmenting of the sample in a manner similar to that 
of Golob et al. (42) or that of Gustafson and Navin (48). Other means of segmenting Ga 
may be based onlTie G1 - (A - A) or (A - A) - Tj  relations. Fixed and maximally ef-
fective procedures for segmenting Gi  do not appear to be available. 

The limited application of indirect, attribute -independent multivariate models to the 
transportation decision-making context has been characterized by the affect-choice-
decision linkage and the focus on the binary choice situation exemplified by Hansen's 
equation (Eq. 16). Wallace (11) and Golob (39) presented a single-factor approach in 
which the attribute importances are estimated through fitting the model to reported ex-
isting choice. A page of their questionnaire used to collect attribute satisfaction ratings 
for the respondent's first-choice mode of traveling to work is shown in Figure 7; a re-
peat of the semantic differential scales for the same attributes for the reported second-
choice mode then secures the necessary information for forming the (p1 - p) differ-
ences. Both linear and nonlinear estimation techniques were employed in this study, 
but considerations identical to those below led this work into the realm of covariance 
models discussed in the next section. 

Although these multivariate statistical studies serve to validate particular postulates 
concerning relations between cognition, affect, and conation, all reveal rather poor con-
nectivities between attribute-level attitude and actual behavior in the consumer context. 
This performance, together with an insecurity traceable to the assumption of attribute 
independencies and the consequent reliance on a priori judgments of attribute sets, has 
led researchers to the more general, albeit complex, set of covariance models pre-
sented in the following section of this paper. 

MODELS WITH ASSUMED ATTRIBUTE INTERDEPENDENCE 

This section treats 2 classes of models that are capable of making predictions about 
transportation-related decisions as a function of underlying subjective relations. These 
models are different from those in the section on univariate models because multiple 
A's are permitted, and they are different from those in the preceding section because 
identity functions are not presumed between the A's and A's. Although one class of 
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Figure 6. Questionnaire format for collecting respondent-ranked 
preferences about various levels of 2 attributes. 

Here are 12 different t'pes of transportation you 
could choose (described in terms of how long you 
would have to wait for a vehicle and how much the 
one-way fare would be). Each type of transportation 
would take you to the same place. 

You would have to wait this long for the 
vehicle to arrive after you get to the 
transit station. 

And your one-way 	Not At All 	5 minutes 	15 minutes - 

l5 
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$1.25 

$3.00 

Figure 7. Questionnaire format for collecting data for single-factor 
approaches. 

Below Is a lint of phrases some people use to describe their trip to work. 
For each phrase, rote your overall HOME TO WORK trip by placing a check mark 
in the box along the  scale at that point which best describes your SATISFACTION 

with that aspect of the overall trip. II a phrase does not apply, check the box marked 
Not Applicable" (N.A.) 

COMFORT IN VEHICLE 	(Srs Feotsete) 	- N.A. 

EXCaLLENT E1JJ' 	1 1 	POOR 

DEPENDABILITY OF ON.TIME ARRIVAL 	 ' N.A. 

	

j 	POOR EXCELLENT 	Li I I I i r 0 
PROTECTION FROM WEATHER WHILE WAITING N.A. 

EXCELLENT 	) I I I 	1TV1] 	pooe 0 
FREQUENCY OF VEHICLE DEPARTURE TIJ(ES N.A. 

EXCELLENT 	 POOR 0 
PLEASANTNESS OF TRIP N.A. 

- 	EXCELLENT 	 POOR 0 
ATTRACTIVENFSs OF VEHICLE 	(Se., Foothvt& N.A. 

EXCELLENT •:]j: POOR 0 
NOISE IN VEHICLE 	S.r Feel,, ole) N.A. 

COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE LJJTIJ 	HtGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
CHANCE OF ACCIDENTS N.A. 

COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE 	LJ__1I1__iJi-_ 	ItGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
EXPOSURE TO UNDESIRABLE BEHAVIOR OF OTHERS N.A. 

COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE 	 HIGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 'Cl 
TRAFFIC N.A. 

COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE 	1J1fjflflD 	HtGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
BODILY CROWDING N.A. 

COMPLETELY ACCEPTABLE 	:t' 	HtGHLY UNSATISFACTORY 0 
OUT OF POCHE1 COS,.-.JIP N.A. 

V 	 '' 	 "WIY UNSY"  
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models discussed in this section makes prior assumptions about the nature of the rela-
tions between A's and A's, the other class derives these relations from respondent 
judgments. Some attention is also devoted to models whose sole purpose is to uncover 
the structure of subjective relations. 

The first approach considered for the structuring of the interrelations between the 
attributes involves the specification of certain (endogenous) attributes as explicit func-
tions of sets of other attributes. These selected interattribute relations are generally 
known as supply-side equations. The basic postulates are those of demand and supply 
equilibrium from microeconomic theory (i.e., the observed levels of the attributes are 
generated through simultaneous demand and supply processes). 

To develop this argument more fully, we consider the A vector of n attributes, which 
were found to mediate the choice of Tj  by Gi, as a monotone mapping of the n utilities 

(satisfactions) to G1  expected to be obtained from provision of these attributes within 
the activity T. (For an exposition of the concepts of utility underlying this model, see 
the section on relations to economic concepts of utility.) The overall utility to G from 
pursuit of activity alternative Tj is then related to the individual attributes in 2 ways: 
(a) through the manner in which the utilities are combined within G1ts preference struc-
ture (e.g., via weighted summation in the model of linear additive utility discussed in 
the preceding section of this paper) and (b) through the manner in which the attributes 
are related in the process that provides for the actual existence of the activity (i.e., its 
supply). 

As a hypothetical example, assume that the 6-component vector of attribute ratings 
(A1, A2, ..., A6) is used to describe the Tj alternative facing G1. This is shown in 
terms of the general schema (Fig. 8) and can be represented in general functional terms. 

C 	= f(A1, A2, As, A4, A5, A4) 	 (17) 

However, the supply process dictates that 2 of the attributes, A3 and A4, are endoge-
nous and can be expressed as functions g and h respectively of 4 of the exogenous at- 
tributes. 

A. = g(A3, A4, A5) 
(18) 

A4  = h(A5, A6) 

Thus, Cis  can be expressed in terms of combinations of the 4 endogenous attributes only. 
This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 8. Failure to account for the 2 suly-side re-
lations would result statistically in a biased and inconsistent estimate of the contribu- 
tions of A1, A3, ..., A6  for the description of C53  in Eq. 17. A number of econometric 
procedures are available for developing statistical inference from a set of simultaneous 
equations such as that defined by the functions of f, g, and h above. Theil (104, chap. 
10) gives a discussion of these procedures. 	 - 

The foremost application of the simultaneous equation approach to the explanation of 
transportation behavior in terms of choice-mediating attributes is in a research project 
reported by Sherret (90) and later by Sherret and Wallace (91). The attribute levels, 
Ak, employed in theifiiodel were the satisfactions reported by respondents for each 
attribute with regard to 2 entities, the respondents' first- and second-choice modes for 
their reported usual journeys to work. The instrument used for collecting the (first-
choice mode) attribute ratings is shown in Figure 7, and the questionnaire used for 
gathering some objective trip data relevant to the formulation of supply-side equations 
is shown in Figure 9. 

The primary attraction'of the simultaneous equation approach involves its power to 
make full use of prior information in a Bayesian estimation sense: A priori information 
about the nature of transportation alternatives can be unambiguously incorporated into 
specific hypotheses that are readily understandable by diverse clients of the research. 
However, if the supply-side relations are found merely by searching interattribute cor-
relation matrices for high values, or if supply-side equations are found by fitting a 
large number of equations and choosing those with the maximum coefficients of deter- 
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Figure 8. Schematic representation for simultaneous equation 
model from econometric theory. 

IV 

cij 

A1 - 	 Al  

Figure 9. Questionnaire format for collecting objective trip data. 

Do you trav.I to work in a different way when the weather is bad? 

0 Y.0 	0 No 

On the first page, you described your USUAL or FIRST-CHOICE way of getting FROM HOME TO 
WORK. Now consider your ONE NEXT BEST or SECOND-CHOICE way of getting FROM HOME TO 
WORK which is available to you. 

How long does (would) this NEXT BEST way of getting to work take?....................minutes 

Cbsck the ONE box below which describes the type of transportation which you use, or could use, to 
make this second-choice one-way trip FROM HOME TO WORK. 

Automobi,. (driver) 0 Automobile and El.vat.d or Subway 

Automobile (passenger) Automobile and Commuter Railroad 

0 Bus or Stn..tcar 0 But or Str..lcar and Ei.vat.d or Subway 

El.va$.d or Subway 0 Commuter Railroad and Bus 

Commuter Railroad 0 Walking ALL the Way 

D Automobile and 8cc or Str..tcar 0 	Other (pleas. specify) ...................... 

No socond-cholc. avaitable 

II you Indicated that you use, or could use as a second-choice, any of the types of public transportation 
listed above which have SCHEDULED DEPARTURES, what is the normal time between departures for 
such type you use at the time of day you usually travel TO WORK Also, what are the ONE-WAY fares? 

	

Lees.. Every 	ONE-WAY tame 

Bus or Str..lcar 	 Mm. 	. 	$--------- 

Elevot.d or Subway 	 Mm. 	$ 
Commuter Railroad 	 Mm. 	5......... 

If you checked the "Automobile (drivet) Dos above, how much does it coot you per day to path? $...... 

In total, how much time do you spend walking to and 
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mination, then the technique becomes similar to those multivariate statistical methods 
used to simplify structure (e.g., factor analysis). The validity of the simultaneous 
equation approach depends critically on the veracity of the analyst's a priori knowledge. 

There are at least 2 documented examples of models that interrelate the A's with A's 
via a posteriori procedures for predicting decisions. Neither example is immediately 
concerned with the forecasting of transportation-related decisions, but both models may 
be extended easily to this class of decisions. 

Sheth's (94) proposed theory to predict purchase behavior fits very neatly into the 
framework of the general schema. He defined purchase behavior to be a function of be-
havior intention and nonpredictable irregularly occurring events, but behavior intention 
was in turn a function of overall affect, predictable situations, and social factors. 
Finally, overall affect was conceived to be a function of a set of evaluative beliefs about 
the members of T. Sheth tested his model via canonical analysis (5,23). The evalu-
ative beliefs correspond to relations between the mediating attribute set (A - A) and the 
members of set T3, and the canonical weights for the evaluative beliefs correspond to 
the G1  - (A .- A) relations. Behavior intention, which he defined as a function of these 
two sets of relations and other variables, is analogous to our choice construct, C. He 
also distinguished between the choice to use a mode and the act of using a mode, or what 
he calls purchase behavior. Lutz and Howard (67), using multiple-set canonical analy-
sis, confirmed Sheth's general findings and constructs. 

Wainer and his colleagues (109, 110) successfully implemented a 2-stage theory of 
senatorial decision-making that fits within the context of the general schema. The first 
stage used Tucker's 3-mode factor analysis procedure (108) to derive weights that were 
determined from senatorial voting records on various issues over time. The second 
stage used the weights from Tucker's procedure to predict voting behavior on a new set 
of issues. The 3-mode weights correspond to the G1  - (A .- A) relations of the schematic 
representation. The beta weights from the multiple logit procedure correspond to the 
(A .- A) relations. Presumably because Wainer used voting roll calls instead of sub-
jective judgments, he failed to draw a distinction between Ci j  and 

The Sheth and Wainer examples illustrate a range of models that may be compared 
in the framework of the general schema. Both approaches assume that a decision (i.e., 
to either purchase a product or vote affirmatively on an issue) is mediated by a set of 
underlying attributes, which relate to the decision-maker and the entity about which the 
decision is made. Sheth used the canonical factors from a preselected set of attributes, 
and Wainer used 3-mode factor analysis to derive latent factors believed to be impor-
tant in decision-making. The actual functional forms used to relate the underlying at-
tributes to the Tj  alternatives were also different. Wainer relied on the nonlinear 
technique of multiple logit analysis, but Sheth employed the linear transformation tech-
nique of canonical analysis. 

Factor analytic models have been applied widely in psychology and market research 
for simplifying the covariance structure of interrelated data sets such as the A - A set 

th gcncri chcna. Extcnivc tcxt ar avat1al n tha theory an a iica.ioii vi 
this class of methods (52, 55), and the most widely used method has been the principal 
components analysis will Virimax rotation of latent factors for interpretation purposes. 
Because of the availability of reports on the use of factor analytic methods in summariz-
ing individuals' preferences for transportation modal attributes (16, 53, 78,90), this 
class of techniques will not be elaborated on in this report. Suffice it to say that this 
method in essence performs a (simultaneous) regression of each variable on every other 
variable and attempts to simplify the results by emphasizing the predominant relations. 
Its use is subject to the well-discussed problems associated with subjective interpreta-
tion of results and decisions involving cutoff of the process of extracting eigenvaiues 
(i.e., characteristic roots of the correlation or, less frequently, covariance matrix). 

A relatively new class of procedures, multidimensional scaling (IvlDS) may be used 
to study the interrelations between A and A. The traditional MDS method (107, 116, 117) 
involved the derivation of a Eucidean space from respondent similarity judgments iilt 
attributes or objects. 

Multidimensional scaling has attracted considerable attention as a theoretical topic 
within psychometrics (17, 89, 113) and within the social sciences in general as a numeri- 
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cal analysis technique (44, 85, 98). The primary objective of multidimensional scaling 
is to derive a geometriiipacelbr the row and column elements of a data matrix in 
which the distances between the points in the space are some function of the entries in 
the data matrix, and the coordinate matrix for the space is of a lower dimensionality 
than the data matrix. The positions of points in the derived space have often been sub-
ject to interpretation that provides insights about the cognitive processes underlying the 
judgments recorded in the data matrix. Dobson and Young (30), for example, were able 
to uncover latent dimensions describing how people perceived a class of form stimuli, 
and McDermott (69) was able to determine the dimensions of preference for various 
types of auditory distortion in recorded messages. 

Recent developments within MDS by Shepard (89) and others (60, 64, 70, 115) have 
provided more flexibility in the properties of the data matrix, the natuiof information 
in the data matrix, and the nature of the space that may be derived by what has come to 
be known as the nonmetric model. The nonmetric model differs from the traditional 
one primarily in that the judgments are assumed to be only monotomcally related to the 
resulting interpoint distance instead of linearly related to the interpoint distances, as 
is the case with the traditional model. Aside from facilitating the treatment of incom-
plete data matrices, the nonmetric model also allowed MDS to consider preference as 
well as similarity judgments. Kruskal's development of the nonmetric model included 
a discussion of a wide class of spaces variously known as Minkowski (i.e., generalized 
Eucidean) spaces, which have the Eucidean space as a special case. The psychological 
implications of these non-Eucidean spaces have been known at least since the early 
work of Householder and Landahi (56), but their significance has continued to be dis-
cussed by Attneave (7), Torgerson (107), and Arnold (6), among others. 

Dobson, Golob, and Gustafson (2flpplied 2 MDS models to transportation system 
preference data collected with a paired comparison technique; these same data were 
previously analyzed unidimensionally by Golob et al. (42). The vector preference model 
was based on the Eckart-Young singular decomposition theorem (33), and the nonmetric 
unfolding pieference model was an extension by Kruskal and Carmone (61) of the earlier 
work of Coombs (25). The vector model was superior to the unfolding model in 2 re-
spects: (a) The vtor model solution was related to socioeconomic and demographic 
characteristics of the respondents, but the unfolding solution was not, and (b) the vector 
model more neatly accounted for the variance of an earlier Thurstone scaling of the 
same data. Both MDS models, however, appear to yield valuable insights to the under-
lying factors governing transit choices. The MDS analysis of the data enhanced the 
prior unidimensional analysis by recovering most of the variance of the Thurstone scale 
in addition to some new scales that were independent of the Thurstone scale. 

As noted above, though, MDS models were initially designed to scale similarity and 
not preference data. There appears to be only one prior study that attempted to collect 
similarity judgments about transit attributes. At this time, only the documentation for 
the questionnaires is complete (28). Figure 10 shows a questionnaire format that al-
lows a respondent to select k of n - 1 attributes as similar to the nth attribute; each of 
the n attributes is compared to the remaining n - 1 with this procedure. Subject to ap-
propriate preliminary data processing, the results from such a task may be analyzed by 
any of the standard MDS computer programs (18, 20, 71, 114, 115). The judgments about 
the attributes (the A set) will be reduced to some smaller set of perceptually relevant 
scales (the A set) in either case. These A's and any other output from the models may 
be used to generate predictions about D,, which are based at least in part on the per-
ceptual similarity judgments of the respondents. 

CONCLUSIONS: DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

This paper calls for a merging of econometric and psychometric theories to facilitate 
the understanding of how individuals make decisions about transportation-related alter-
natives. Furthermore, the general schematic representation provides a context in 
which a wide variety of existing and new models of choice for transportation-related 
alternatives can be compared. A corpus of transportation research, market research, 
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Figure 10. Questionnaire format for collecting similarity judgments about transportation 

system attributes. 

Please read the feature enclosed in the box at the top of this page. Then read 
each feature listed below it. If you feel the two features are alike "X" the "yes' 
box. If you feel the two features are not alike 'X" the no" box. Please "X' 
either 'yes" or 'no' for every feature listed below. 

BEG ABLE TO GET WHERE I WANTED TO GO 
Is 	 ON TIME 	 like:. 

Whether This 
Is Like the 

Feature Above: 

Having my own private section in the vehicle .......... yes 0 no 0 

Having 	short travel times ....................... yes 0 no  0 

Having a short waiting for a vehicle ................ yes 0 no  0 

Having 	low fares 	............................ yes 0 no  0 

Having a comfortable ride in a quiet vehicle .......... yes 0 no  0 

Having a driver instead of a completely automatic system yes 0 no  0 

Being safe from harm by others and from vehicle accidents yes 0 no  0 

Having room for strollers or wheel chairs ........... yes 0 no  0 

Being able to get to many places in the Detroit area 
using the guideway 	......................... yes 0 	no  0 

Having refreshments and newspapers for sale at stations. 	yes 0 no  0 

Having control of temperature in the vehicle ......... yes 0 no  0 

econometric, and psychometric literature has been reviewed to show its relation to the 
themes. 

It is recommended that econometric and psychometric theories be merged because 
nither i ccmpictc '.7ith rcpcct-tcth ctral jrQIii1 	tiis pape.--- Eeoiiunierii. _____________ 
theory offers a set of very detailed explanations of the role of utility in deci sion- making, 
and it also expresses these explanations in a series of mathematically precise functions. 
Examples of econometric formulations that predict choice behavior as a result of utility 
maximizing. processes are presented. However, the variables that determine utility 
are psychological in some, if not all, cases, and m croeconom c theory does not sig- 
nificantly consider how these variables should be measured. 

In this paper, manifold ways to assess psychological variables are mentioned, but 
there are still many more. The general issue of the measurement of psychological 
variables is considered by psychometric theory. One major distinction among the 
models proposed from theory is that between unidimensional and multidimensional 
scaling procedures; this distinction may be more clearly defined by comparing the sec- 
tion on umvariate models and the preceding section. However

'
the distinction does 

have a fuzzy boundary; the section on models with assumed attribute independence re- 
veals this matter. The major differences between the classes of models discussed in 
the last 3 sections are clearly illustrated in their corresponding schematic represen- 
ta.tions. 
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There are 2 advantages to the general schema. As mentioned above, it provides a 
framework in which to compare the multiplicity of existing psychometric models. It 
also helps to identify a major weakness of these models with respect to the central prob-
lem of this paper. Although a great deal of attention is devoted to the structure of sub-
jective relations, the connections between these relations and decision-making are not 
directly addressed. The general schema clearly defines this issue without selecting a 
particular functional form as the answer. The preceding section describes alternative 
procedures for identifying the structural relations and the functional forms for mapping 
the relations into decision-making. 

The directions for future research seem obvious. First, the relative merits of 
quantifying subjective relations via different procedures need to be evaluated. Psy-
chometric theory is a strong discipline with respect to this problem, but models that 
develop from other than psychometric theory should not be avoided. Next, alternative 
functional forms for linking the subjective relations and other variables to decision-
making need to be compared. Although economic utility theory is one place from which 
to derive reasonable functional forms, equally reasonable forms may be collected from 
other approaches. Through the iterative application of these 2 steps, new classes of 
models may be formed that generate predictions about and insights into decision-making 
beyond what is currently available. 
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Problem of Aggregation in 
Disaggregate Behavioral 
Travel Choice Models With 
Emphasis on Data Requirements 

David A. Hensher, Australia Commonwealth Bureau of Roads 

A preliminary consideration of the process leading to acts of choice is outlined in terms of the underlying dy-
namic process that molds the consumer's preference functions. This is designed with 3 main objectives in mind: 
the role of attitudes in influencing behavior, the directional relation between behavior and attitudes, and the 
identification of various homogeneous groups of travelers based on various prespecified physical and value-
associated criteria and designed to ensure a more meaningful aggregation where within-group variance is mini-
mized and between-group variance is maximized. An important feature of attitude-behavior models is that, 
being based on psychological principles, they are applicable to more than simply transportation problems. They 
can, therefore, be applied in some form to all aspects of human behavior (though perhaps with varying success) 
and so provide a basis for more coordination in governmental decision-making. A considerationof data require-
ments can emphatically contribute to a greater understanding of the causal connection within and between vari-
ous acts of travel choice and accordingly lead to improvements in the models themselves via improved perspective 
in the selection of variables. 

In recent years the progress of analytical rigor in modeling travel demand at the 
level of disaggregate behavioral travel choice has far outpaced the consideration of 
data requirements compatible with the relative level of sophistication of such models. 
[Tanner (46) gives an excellent discussion of the various interpretations of disaggregate 
and behavioral.] It is important to indicate the greater predictive ability of disaggregate 
stochastic behavioral models (henceforth referred to as behavioral models) tested on 
existing inappropriate and somewhat uncertain data collected in the past before the de-
velopment of improved predictive models [for example, the Cook County Highway De-
partment's data used by Warner and Lave (37)]. However, there are now new issues 
asv enpha eg  net 2vldent in data requirerLients peciiied at previous points in time. 

In addition to recognizing the urgent need for improved data sources, we must es-
tablish a number of guidelines to identify the nature of data requirements in terms of 
the real issues in planning for an improved quality of urban life and to meet the speci-
fication and estimation requirements of current and future modeling systems. Both 
the content (i.e., range) and conceptualization (i.e., structure) of mechanisms used to 
collect new data must be clearly spelled out. Once the objectives are clarified, then 
the issue of aggregation in its various guises should be operationally clearer. 

This paper confines the discussion of aggregation in behavioral travel choice model-
ing to specific data needs and possible structural mechanisms suitable to the develop-
ment of models that display a maximum maintenance of relevant behavioral interactions 
identified and measured at the level at which primary travel choice decision processes 
occur. Data requirements are broadly interpreted to entail identification and measure-
ment of the physical and nonphysical attributes of an individual or type of individual, 
his or her environment, and the interaction within the attribute space and between this 
space and environment space. The individual as the basic decision unit attempts to 
maximize some objective function (subjectively defined and not necessarily homogeneous 
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across individuals) subject to household and environmental constraints. That is, rel-
ative travel preferences and choices are related to the values and perceptions of indi-
viduals for the attributes associated with travel. This approach is operationally better 
than having the family as the decision-making unit, for identification of a utility function 
for an individual can be regarded as a relatively less onerous task than the identification 
of a utility function for a family. Immediate additivity problems associated with inter-
personal comparisons occur at the level of the family unit. 

BASIC HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE 

The emphasis is on the development of a schema that focuses on the understanding 
of the decision process leading to action by the user of various transport facilities in 
time and space. A great deal can be learned in the process of identifying data require-
ments by referring to the microstructural schemes that originated in the early 1920s 
with Tolman's cognitive maps (48, pp. 279-361) and in the 1930s with Lewin's topologi-
cal spaces and valences (, pp. 197-221) and Lazarsfeld's structural scheme to ex-
plain consumer behavior(28, pp. 2 6-38). These structural models are explanatory and 
predictive in contrast to the reduced-form models typified by contemporary transport 
planning submodels, which are noncausal associative models. Explanation is the vital 
link in the process of essentially improving predictability in the light of any system-
sensitive adjustments [e.g., the effect of a fare increase on choice of mode (25)]. There 
is a need not only to identify and measure the relative influence of the determinants of 
the status quo but also to identify and measure the sensitivity of parameters from a 
given point in time and over time. Although time series data are necessary and are 
being collected by a few researchers or organizations (24), the time-dependent inter-
action effects will only be acknowledged as another area for data- requirement consider-
ation. The discussion will be confined to cross-sectional issues associated with data 
needs in behavioral travel choice modeling in accordance with the requirement of de-
sirable spatial aggregation criteria. 

The Lazarsfeld approach, which was extended by Nicosia (34), emphasized the study 
of human conduct in natural settings in an attempt to uncover the structure of action 
(29, pp. 99-155). Assume that the individual's travel considerations can be represented 
ii1erms of 8 basic choices, each influenced and constrained by the traveler and his or 
her environment. That is, each component of travel choice can be divided into vari-
ables internal and external to the traveler. The 8 choices are 

Whether to make a trip, 
Single or multiple destinations, 
Connecting and main modes, 
Connecting and main routes, 
Timing of trip, 
Frequency of trip, 
Employment location, and 
Residential location. 

Choice in this context is derived from preference in a way that gives the greatest 
weight to preference eventually (with flexible timing), and this requires that preference 
be sometimes revealed in immediate choice, sometimes distorted or abandoned (32, 
pp. 139-143). 

In addition to the internal-external division, analysis of action can be expressed in 
terms of the morphological and analytical approaches. The morphological approach in-
volves the form of a decisionprocess obtained when certain types of variables are con-
sidered rather than others (34). Initially, a behavior space is postulated to include the 
set of all variables necessary and sufficient for understanding the act of travel choice. 
Successive stages in model building can then be described by the travel choice variables 
being postulated on the basis of previous empirical evidence or causal hypotheses, their 
functional relations determined, and their relative role in the decision process assessed. 
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Existing data sources completely disregard the extent of the behavior space. The re-
sult is that variables are postulated as relevant without really having any adequate ex 
ante empirical support other than that these variables have been shown to be correla-
tively good predictors in other contemporary studies (no mention of explanation, cau-
sality, or behavioral space identification). Transferability is almost certainly a risky 
game when such second-best approaches are adopted. 

Lazarsfeld's paradigm of consumer action (Fig. i) can be used to develop the gen-
eral framework for identifying the orientation of data requirements and also as a lead 
into the specification of a number of major homogeneity criteria on which such con-
sumer travel choices might be based. Aggregation of disaggregate homogeneous groups 
can be a useful way of modifying the criticisms currently associated with initial ag-
gregation models. The measurement of the relevant variables in the behavior space 
will also be discussed. 

Exposure is defined in terms of external variables such as the characteristics of a 
mode, a route, or a destination; influence is an exposure to which a causal impact has 
been imputed; dispositions are essentially the consumers' preferences; and motives are 
dispositions to which a causal impact has been imputed. The relations between these 
4 classes of variables can be traced through. At any point in time, the consumer is in 
a circumstance that may be described in terms of a set of variables representing geo-
graphic (e.g., residential and employment location), social (occupational and class con-
straints), and other elements external to the individual (such as neighborhood and work-
place considerations). The role of these elements can be seen as stimuli that may or 
may not impinge on the traveler. If they do impinge, they may act either as forces 
setting the individual's responses in motion or as constraints that bound and hence par-
tially direct these responses. 

There are a number of environmental variables to which the consumer is exposed, 
for example, the visual awareness of the existence of a public transport system. The 
relation between environmental and exposure variables implies a mechanism by which 
the environmental variables are (or are not) transformed into exposure variables. This 
mechanism may include those internal and external variables that assist or constrain 
the individual's exposure to a certain stimulus. For example, residential location may 
significantly influence the number, type, and destination of trips that the individual will 
usually be associated with and thus the spectrum of modes and routes to which he or she 
will usually be exposed. In addition, dispositions and motives might lead the individual 
to expose himself or herself only to certain information channels and certain messages. 
The influence variables are a subset of the exposure variables. Nicosia (34, p.  104) 
indicates that such variables are singled out as a morphologically relevant group be-
cause "an exposure variable may or may not have a psychological meaning for the re-
ceiving consumer." 

For example, advertising might expose an individual to an alternative form of trans-
port (the transit organizations are attempting to sell their products by marketing them 
along the lines of nrivte orgizatjon), but not alter any of hio or hcr diGp Gitl315 t-

ward this alternative facility. At this point, the advertisement of this mode is not a com-
ponent of the individual's decision process. The relation between exposure and influ-
ence variables implies a mechanism by which the former are (or are not) transformed 
into the latter. This mechanism consists of dispositions and motives (cognitive struc-
tures). The stimulus influence is now a relevant component of the decision process 
and hence becomes internalized as part of the individual's psychological reality. This 
suggests that data contributing to the explanation of the individual's nonphysical value 
structure are required in any study of travel choices. The explicit nature of this data 
requirement will become even clearer when we note that this internalized stimulus re-
lation (externally influenced by the environment broadly interpreted) is tied in with the 
organization of the individual's cognitive processes (6, pp. 285-287) and structure. 

Lazarsfeld identified 2 broad groupings of internal variables: dispositions and 
motives. Disposition variables are passive nondriving from a dynamic point of view, 
for example, opinions and beliefs. In contrast, motive variables (encompassing atti-
tudes) drive the individual's behavior toward object goals (travel choices) from a dy-
namic point of view. More explicitly, the distinguishing feature of motives is that they 
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Figure 1. Lazarsfeld's paradigm of consumer action. 

Described Causally 
Assessed 

External 	Exposure Influence 

Internal 	Disposition Motive 

Figure 2. Questionnaire for collecting data on levels of importance and satisfaction of attributes of modes. 

(a) This qu.stion is concerned with how you, with respect to any 
particular method of travel, value the' various factors you 
consider important in the selection f a method of travel to 
work. Some of these factors are written below. If you wish, 
write in any other factors that might he important to you in 
items 5, 6 and 7 below.' You have 100 points in total: Allocate 
points to each Lactor to indicate how important you consider 
that factor to be. 

POItTS YOU WOULD ALLOCATE 
TIME 
COST  
CONVENIENCE 
CONTORT 

- 5. 
 
 

TOTAL 	100 POINTS 

(b) Please indicate how satisfactory your usual method of travel is 
by crossing (x) the scale below (or by placing a cross in a box) 
to show the degree of satisfaction to you of each feature listed 
below. Repeat the procedure to indicate your satisfaction with 
ybur best available alternative method of travel to work that you 
can afford. 

USUAL METHOD OF TRAVEL 	' 	ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF TRAVEL 
TIME COST COMFORT CONVENIENCE TIME COST COMFORT CONVENIENCE 

COMPLETELY SATISFACTORY 	100 	 ' 
(place a cross in the box) 	 ' 

VERY SATISFACTORY 
Mark between 71 and 99 	75 

GENERALLY SATISFACTORY 
Mark between 51 and 70 	

50  
GENERALLY UNSATISFACTORY 	 ' 
Mark between 31 and 50 	 - 

VERY UNSATISFACTORY 	
25 	 - 

Mark between 1 and 30 

cOMPLETELY UNSATISFACTORY 	
0 	 ' 	 Ej  

(place a cross in the box) 	 - 
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appear in the decision process as driving forces that direct the individual toward an act 
of choice. This frame of reference is seen as a sequence, exposure-influence-
disposition-motive, indicating an overall pattern of interaction up to the point of con-
tributing to the explanation of the choice process. However, given the many inherent 
difficulties in operationalizing this schema, we will concentrate on the motivational 
level of disaggregation, which can be interpreted to encompass attitudes as driving 
forces. Attitudes, hence, represent a major determinant of the individual's orienta-
tion toward the social and physical environment, including himself or herself. An at-
titude implies that motives are aroused and action is mobilized to approach or avoid a 
situation. In the travel choice context, it is becoming clear that the basis of selecting 
maximum-similarity criteria as a means of suitably aggregating disaggregate behavioral 
travel choice models must include a level of segmentation related to the individual's de-
cision process that can be identified initially by developing attitudinal indexes. 

The homogeneity criterion need not be purely physical. Differences in the values of 
individuals are an important source of transport discrimination (51, pp.  83-90). An 
individual who prefers to travel in a second-class train compartment and to be classi-
fied as working class might own a very expensive car. A high-paid individual may pre-
fer to run an old car and spend more money in entertaining. The same individual might 
be involved in a dichotomous value situation because of differing experiences. By seg-
menting the market on the basis of values, purposes, needs, and attitudes relevant to 
the product being investigated (i.e., travel as represented by a series of choices), mis-
leading information derived from attempts to divide people solely on physical socio-
economic characteristics might be minimized. This procedure is seen as a comple-
mentary mechanism to the physical orientation. Since attitudes are related to motives 
and hence to the exposure and influence variables in the paradigm of action, the en-
vironmental variables (broadly defined to include physical trip characteristics and socio-
economic characteristics of the travelers) must also be considered as constraining in-
fluences on attitudes and acts of choice. Physical segmentation is only one of a number 
of maximum-similarity criteria. 

Census and existing area transportation study data contain useful information, but 
they identify neither the crucial issues of the urban transport demand problem nor those 
groups whose behavior patterns are still fluid nor the needs, values, and attitudes that 
influence how these various groups of actual and potential travelers react to system 
changes. Far too often, recommended transport improvements are directed to all 
members of the community, but are often only of relevance to a partitioned group 
within that community. We need to seek out the various groups on a psychological 
continuum and then recommend improvements that best meet those requirements (in-
cluding unmet needs) rather than those that conform to planner's deficiency-oriented, 
model-prediction recommendations based on observed behavior that was influenced by 
past experience with existing systems. 

Value segmentation can be usefully represented along a number of continua just as 
various socioeconomic characteristics are split (e.g., age groups). A threefold division 
representing how individuals look at the meaning of value in a mode might be 

Individuals who travel by a mode for cost reasons; 
Individuals who want to use the best mode available for their money (the empha-

sis is on values such as reliability, economy in utilization, speed, and comfort); and 
Individuals interested in personal enhancement (although the value of a car as a 

status symbol has declined, the personal satisfaction from owning a fine car has not 
lessened for this segment of the market). 

Attitudinal Schema 

In recent years, evidence on price inelasticity (ii, 36) has reduced the relative in-
fluence of division 1 and increased the relative importance of division 2, product value. 
The reduced influence of cost has tended to marginally reduce the importance of mis- 
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perception of money cost but at the same time has reoriented identification and mea-
surement to the previously referenced nonquantifiable abstract summarizers such as 
comfort, convenience, and reliability. The data requirement in accordance with the 
second division points to the use of techniques capable of accommodating such nonquan-
tifiables. It is most convenient that affitudinal measurement techniques are admirably 
suited to this task in addition to being suited to the decision process schema on which 
the foundations of acts of choice are based. 

In the majority of contemporary social psychology textbooks, attitude is defined as 
a concept containing an affective or liking component, a cognitive or belief component, 
and a conative or action tendency component. The broad acceptance of this multiple 
component view has been usefully explained by Fishbein (19, p.  4): 

Two people might feel the same amount of affect toward an object but might behave differently 
with respect to that object and/or might hold different beliefs about what should be done with re-
spect to that object. Clearly then, since the "action" component is different, these people must 
have different attitudes. Similarly, two people might be equally favourable toward the object, but 
they might also have different cognitions about the object. . . .Here again they must have different 
attitudes. 

Despite the theoretician's espousal of the multicomponent view of attitudes, most 
psychological and marketing research seems to consider only the affective component, 
a single overall liking index expressed in the form of a linear summation of the per-
ceived instrumentality subcomponent of the evaluative belief model. The basic formu-
lation is 

	

E (sf3 - s&1 ) 	 (i) 

i j 

where S1j  = degree of satisfaction associated with the k th mode with respect to the i th 
attribute for the jth individual (k = 1, 2). 

In addition to summing evaluative beliefs prior to relating them to affect (overall 
liking), a number of studies (2, 14,22,23) have expressed evaluative beliefs in a way 
that distinctively retains each belief in the individual's perceptual map by relating the 
separate attributes to behavior (choice of mode) or to overall liking. The latter is em-
pirically identified as a single satisfaction rating, (S 3  - sa). 

Several recent studies (2, 22,23, 35, 39, 42) have introduced a relevance weight. The 
argument is that an individual's attitude toward a mode is determined by his or her 
evaluations of a set of beliefs expressed in the general form 

	

- S) 	 (2) 

ii 

where I = index of the relative importance of the i th attribute for the j th individual 
with respect to a particular set of circumstances (e.g., the choice of commuter mode). 

In addition to the role of importances indicated above, the importance, I, weights 
are introduced because of the artificial measurement of affect on the satisfaction, 5, 
scales (44, pp. 10-12; 23, pp. 137-141). As stated by Stanley (44, p.  ii), "The scaled 
satisfaction from each (attribute) is equal by construction (Fig. 2) but the corresponding 
utility scale ranges differ." It is argued that determimstically the correct operational 
measure of affect or utility is a composite PS index. In terms of utility measurement, 
the generalized utility function can be given as 

du =(u/Aj)dAj 	 (3) 

1. 

where 

duJ  = change in utility of the j th individual, 
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aut 
= change in utility of individual j resulting from a small change in attribute i, 

and 
A1  = i th attribute. 

Stanley has shown (44, p.  10) that 

du1= E I(s / A1)dA1 	 . (4) 

1 

where 

it = 
positive constant that may differ for each attribute, and 

Sj  = real-valued function over the i th attribute. 

The 	are representations of 	except for scale unit. For example, an individual •  
may be completely satisfied with automobile travel time and automobile comfort yet 
derive less utility from the latter than the former. To make the S scales consistent 
with the 	scales, the I weights are introduced. The interpretation of this composite. 
utility function is, for example, the traveler derives more utility from present levels 
of automobile comfort than from automobile travel time because comfort is more im-
portant even though he or she is completely satisfied with both. 

In completed studies the deterministic summation of the importance weights has been 
either constrained to. unity (23) or unbounded (22, 35). The importance weight must be 
constrained to unity to provide a measurement unique up to a positive linear transfor-
mation since the strength of the attitudinal index approach lies in the ability to compare 
relative utilities on attributes for each individual. If it is open ended, then the absolute 
intensity of each variable can be observed but not the relative attribute value intensity. 
The perceptual importance weight is a way of ensuring this compatibility. 

An alternative procedure is to use probabilistic estimation procedures and interpret 
the estimates of the attitudinal parameters as statistical proxies of the relative im-
portance of attributes in explaining behavior (39, 40). The standardized partial regres-
sion coefficients (beta coefficients) have been interpreted as directly assigned impor-
tances. The major criticism of this approach is that the beta weight is a statistical 
weight, a number associated with a given attribute in such a way that some combination 
of attributes is observed to account for or "explain" behavior of a group of individuals. 
As such, it is an ex post standardized raw coefficient that is not related in any neces-
sarily predictable way to the utility function of a particular individual but rather per-
forms as an average indicator of likely response of the "typical" sample observation. 
This assumes that the attribute weights may be attributed to all travelers within the 
market. It does not perform the scaling function performed by the I weights on an in-
dividual basis. Until a mapping test is undertaken to test for invariance between the 
single statistical beta weight and the distribution of svcho1ogi.a1 weights, this gsnerai 
area of modeling remains open to debate. An important issue is the extent to which the 
inclusion of I weights as scale standardizers in the utility function introduces an element 
of double counting in the probabilistic function where beta weights are obtained. Limited 
empirical work is generally inconclusive. 

It is concluded that the complete utility index unique for each individual should be ob-
tained prior to statistical estimation both to conform with scaling requirements and to 
increase the influence of causative rather than necessarily correlative relations. Figure 
2 gives an example of the type of empirical question designed to elicit the information 
required for the deterministic formulation (Eq. 2) and its probabilistic equivalent, i.e., 

Choice of mode = f[E 	I 	- si)] 	 (5) 

Finer divisions into the various components of travel time may also be obtained by the 
use of the same technique (23, p.  16). 
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The conative component, (AT), involving sensitivity testing of individuals' prefer-
ences to single and combination changes in attributes influencing acts of choice, is 
somewhat more difficult to handle, especially when the number of attributes exceeds 
3, because the possible combinations of attributes increase by 2" - 1. Ackoff (1) se-
lected 3 attributes for automobile users whom he asked to supply information on hypo-
thetical questions as to what conditions must occur in order for them to switch to pub-
lic transport. He also asked whether combinations of the attributes will make the in-
dividual change mode. Multiple answers may exist for 2 reasons: 

In terms of the individual's utility, a change in A alone or B alone may not be 
enough to cause a modal switch; and 

If an individual indicates that a change in B is enough to make him or her switch 
modes, this implies that AB, BC, and ABC should also be chosen by the individual since 
all the attributes yield positive utility for the individual. 

An interpretation applied to cognition that needs to be separated out for consideration 
refers to the individual's awareness and knowledge of the existence of the travel circum-
stances (modes, number of trips, timing) and their associated characteristics. Cogni-
tion interpreted as an awareness component of attitudinal measurement is particularly 
relevant where information and perception are not uniformly distributed among the var-
ious relevant determinants of travel choice and among the various groups of individuals. 
Although behavioral mode choice research has provoked much discussion on the mis-
perception of costs of travel by an alternative mode in contrast to the knowledge of costs 
of travel on the chosen mode, little evidence is available on the extent of misperception 
or the degree of awareness of attributes of alternative modes. In general, there is a 
spectrum of degrees of awareness of attributes that influence travel choice. This must 
be allowed for somewhere in the planning model. One potentially useful empirical way 
of identifying the awareness -cognition is shown in Figure 3. This attitudinal component 
now becomes an additional component in an attitudinal model or index, which might be 
analytically expressed in a final form as 

At  = f 	[Ij (s - s), (K - K.), (AT)] 	 (6) 

ii 

where 

i (s - s) = affective index, 
KIJ-XZ'  = cognitive-awareness index, and 

(AT) = conative index. 

In the modal context, A1  could be the choice of mode or a measure of overall attitude. 
The precise functional form of the model is an issue for further investigation. 

Allen (2) cites an example of 9 individuals answering the hypothetical question in the 
following manner: 

Individual 

Attribute 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

A 	x 
B 	x xx 
C 	 x 	x 
AB x xx 
AC 	x x x x x x 
BC 	x x x x x 
ABC 	x x x x x x x x 
None 	 x 

This information can be summarized as follows: 



Figure 3. Questionnaire for collecting data on awareness of attributes of travel mode. 

How well do you believe you know the time, cost)  
levels of comfort, convenience of your USUAL method 
of travel and your best available ALTERNATIVE method 
of travel for the journey to work? 

Answer by crossing (x) on the scale below or placing 
a cross in a box. 

USUAL METHOD OF TRAVEL 	 ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF TRAVEL 

TIME COST COMP- CONVEN- 	 TIME COST COMF- CONVEN- 
ORT IENCE 	 ORT IENCE 

I know exactly 	 100  
(Place a cross in the box) 

I know very well 	80 	- 	 - 	 - 	- 	- 	- 
Mark between 71 & 80 

T know fairly well 	70 - 	- 	- 	 - 	- 	- 	- 
Mark between 51 & 70 

I have some Knowledge 	50 
Markbetween 31 & 50 

I have. very limited 	
30. - 	- 	- 	- 	 - 	- 	- 	- 

knowledge 
Mark between 21 & 30 	20 - 	- 	- 	 - 	- 	- 	- 
I do not know at all 
(Place a cross in the box)O  

Figure 4. Questionnaire for collecting data on usage intention. 

Do you believe you would change COMPLETELY to public transport (where- 
the automobile might only be used as a connecting transport to your 
local station) for traveling to work if the following single changes or 
combinations of changes occured: 

I believe I 	I believe I 	I believe I I believe I 
definitely probably probbly definitely 

would would would 'NOT would NOT 
change change change change 

 Public transport was free 
( 	) ( (TICK ONE) 

 rublic transport was made more 
comfortable according to your 
meaning of comfort given in 
Q.17 (TICK ONE) 

The time spent travelling to 
work in the train was reduced - --- 	 -- - 

by: 
5 minutes (TICK ONE) ( 	) ( 	) ( 	) ( 

10 minutes (TICK ONE)  
15 minutes (TICK ONE) ( 	) ( 	) ( 	) 

 Free and more comfortable 
public transport (TICK ONE) ( 	) ( 	) ( 

 Free, more comfortable and 	( ) ( 	) C. 	) 	 ( 
a 5 minutes reduction in 
travel by public transport 
(TICK ONE) 

 Free, more comfortable and a 	( ) ( ) C ) 	 C 
10 minutes reduction in 
travel by public transport 
(:rICK CNE) 

 Free,more comfortable and a 	( ) C 	) ( 

15 minutes red.ction in 
travel by public transport 
(TICK ONE) 
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Number of 
Attribute 	Individuals 

A 	 1 
B 	 3 
C 	 2 
AB 	 3 
AC 	 6 
BC 	 5 
ABC 	 8 
None 	1 

Transit ridership will increase by 1 if A is improved, by 3 if B is improved, and by 2 
if C is improved. Thus, if improvements could be implemented with equal ease, B 
would be implemented first. However, if resources exist to make 2 improvements, A 
and C should be undertaken and not B. An example of a question designed to elicit this 
information is given in Figure 4, where the 3 attributes, time, cost, and comfort, are 
assumed for illustrative purposes to be the most significant determinants of modal 
choice. The "1 believe" approach should be tested against revealed preference data to 
evaluate reliability. Empirical information on the perceptual meaning of the abstract 
summarizer "comforttt would also be required in order to use the results of an atti-
tudinal study to suggest various policy options (24). This conceptual framework pre-
sented is currently being empirically tested in Australia with information gathered from 
questionnaires shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4. 

So far the attitudinal index has been illustrated in the context of modal choice. How-
ever, its powerful generalization permits transference to other (interdependent) choice 
situations. For example, the frequency-of-trips process may be expressed in the fol-
lowing form: 

Number of trips per unit of time = f ZEE 	(S - S), (Kj - KtBk), (AT)ic] (7) 

i j k 

where 

YZE iJk (S - S) = affective index of summation of the relative importance of the 

k 	
i th factor in influencing the number of trips per unit of time 

1 	 for the kth journey purpose, weighted by the level of satis- 
faction associated with the present situation, u, with respect 
to that factor for the kth journey purpose. in relation to the 
degree of satisfaction associated with the i th factor when less 
(or more) weekly trips, a, for the kth purpose are undertaken; 

(K 	- K) = awareness component defined in terms of the relative level of 
awareness of the influence of the various factors included in 
the affective index for the kth journey purpose by the j th in-
dividual under present and any indicated new circumstances 
resultant from change; and 

(AT) = conative component defined in terms of the probability of the 
ith individual adjusting the number of weekly trips for the kth 
purpose as a result of a change (reaction tendency) in the i th 
factor or a combination of i factors. 

The degree of nonindependence among the 3 indexes must be assessed before the tn-
chotomous model can be adopted. 

ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR 

Although attitudinal indexes can provide the core data for developing choice models, 
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discrepancies are expected between attitude and behavior because individuals do not 
always act in accordance with what they believe. Behavior is determined not only by 
attitudes but also by external factors in the immediate environment (e.g., social, geo-
graphical, legal, and economic considerations). 

The complete range of data requirements should be extracted from each trip producer 
if the causal criterion is to be met. All requirements are assumed to be internally mea-
sured. Three broad categories of measurement are identified: the psychologically de-
fined measures (e.g., attitudinal and perceptual), the physically defined personal user 
characteristics, and the physically defined nonpersonal characteristics. Family and 
traveler behavior might be expressed as a function of the interaction between all the 
individual's inner determinants, such as temperament, attitudes, or character traits 
and all the environmental factors as perceived by the individual, i.e., action space. 
[Action space can be defined as the collection of all urban locations about which the in-
dividual has information. It is the subjective utility the individual associates with these 
locations (27).] With complete knowledge of all but one part of the formula, the variable 
that is not known can be predicted. 

Behavior has a complex relation with its various inner determinants because of the 
influence of environmental factors (which may be differently perceived by different in-
dividuals). Thus, it cannot be used as a measure of inner determinants, and we cannot 
accurately infer attitudes from behavior unless full knowledge of the effects of environ-
mental determinants is assumed. Furthermore, for the same reasons we cannot expect 
a direct prediction of overt behavior merely from a knowledge of one determinant, such 
as a score on an attitude scale. Other inner determinants (including conflicting atti-
tudes) may play a part, but above all we need full knowledge of the effects of the per-
ceived environment. An attitude scale may indicate inclinations toward cheating, but 
respondents will probably act honestly if they think they will be found out. Behavior is 
a compromise, a resultant of the interaction of multiple forces. We may conclude, 
therefore, that the failure to predict a particular action does not mean that the attitude 
scale is invalid. The scale may well have given valid and accurate measures of a given 
attitude and correctly described the individual's response tendencies. These may, 
however, have been offset or nullified by other tendencies that have gone unmeasured 
and by the individual's perception of the environment at that time, which likewise has 
not been taken into account. 

Attitudes to choice are seen as the guiding rather than the motivating force behind 
activity. What influence do attitudes have on behavior? Among the more important 
research findings that are relevant from social psychology are those concerned with 
cognitive dissonance (18). The dissonance principle (17, p.  13) holds that 2 elements 
of knowledge "are in dTsonant relation if, considering those two alone, the obverse of 
one element would follow from the other." 

It is predicted that all choices result in dissonance to the extent that the alternative 
not chosen contains positive feasures that make it attractive also, and the alternative 
chosen contains fe2hire that might havo CaIC it t 	acted. rieiiee, auer making 
a choice, people seek evidence to confirm their decisions and so reduce dissonance. 
This finding suggests that behavior change may cause attitude change rather than the 
reverse. This situation has clear implications for data requirements. There is no 
point in setting out to influence attitudes if they do not influence behavior—but do they? 

One prediction from dissonance theory is that, in certain circumstances, dissonance 
may be reduced by the fitting of behavior to attitudes. We become increasingly dissatis-
fied with our usual mode or the timing of a usual trip or the frequency of shopping trips. 
Dissonance theory can assist in the recognition of the dual-directional relation between 
attitudes and behavior, i.e., attitudes = behavior, in a tug-of-war situation. In situ-
ations where attitudes and behavior are dissonant, one or the other may change. Hence, 
the attitudinal focus must be seriously investigated. Although planners may choose to 
disregard, at some peril, the utility or attitudinal judgments of individuals, it is at 
least possible and often desirable for them to aim at the maximization of a welfare 
function that is based on private utilities or attitudes. The case for this would be con-
siderably strengthened if a complete utility theory of traveler behavior (i.e., not just 
modal-choice behavior) could be developed. 
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HOMOGENEITY OR MAXIMUM SIMILARITY RATIONALE 

The homogeneity rationale entails the selection of groupings of data in which the 
measure of central tendency is a sufficiently useful indication of a particular group of 
observations in accordance with the goals of developing demand models. In essence, 
minimization of variation within a homogeneous group and maximization of variation be-
tween homogeneous groups are the procedural rule. (In Australia, traffic zones are de-
fined in terms of aggregates of census collector districts; i.e., areas in which the dis-
tances within the district enable a census collector to manually collect census forms 
with minimum effort. This suggests, however, that information can still be physically 
collected along existing lines but reshuffied in accordance with various homogeneity 
criteria to obtain relevant groupings.) The existing zonal demarcation structured on 
physical geographical rules has been continually criticized on many grounds, especially 
the existence of within variances often greater than between variances on many impor-
tant predictors of choice. We are continually emphasizing a systematic approach en-
abling the planner to select the strategically most important segmentations and then 
plan around them (for example, the disadvantaged). However, this group can be de-
fined along a number of continua (e.g., poverty scale, nonavailability of alternative 
mode, handicapped), each requiring separate homogeneity analysis. Given that market 
segmentation emphasizes the group as the unit of analysis, then variance among groups 
and not individuals should be the unit of analysis. 

The automatic interaction detector (AID) is one multivariate technique suitable for 
determining those variables considered and categories within them that combine to pro-
duce the greatest discrimination in group means by the dependent variable. Data need 
not be limited to the handling capacity of models but can be as extensive as necessary 
in accordance with the requirement to explain and predict travel choice. AID offers an 
efficient method of data reduction and selection of the characteristics related to travel 
choice. From a large group of possible explanatory variables, AID selects those most 
useful for statistically explaining the variation in a given explanand by employing a non-
symmetrical branching process. Analysis of variance techniques subdivide the total 
number of observations into K mutually exclusive types that, for a given K, explain more 
of the total sum of squares than any other K types. By this procedure, potentially rel-
evant data required are not excluded on the basis of some intuitive criterion. For travel 
choice analysis, each of these types may be viewed as defining a relatively homogeneous 
class of travelers with respect to the taxonomy of travel choices. 

Input to the AID analysis is a raw data matrix consisting of every respondent's score 
on the usage level variable and on several independent predictor variables. At the out-
set of the analysis, there is only 1 group—the total population. The performance of this 
group on the dependent variable, e.g., usage level, can be represented by a frequency 
distribution such as that shown in Figure 5, where the horizontal axis represents values 
of usage level and the vertical axis represents number of respondents. Typically the 
total population has a high variance about its mean value. When there is so much vari-
ation about the mean, to predict what the usage level of any one individual in the group 
will be is difficult. 

The AID program seeks to subdivide the total population into 2 subgroups having sig-
nificantly different mean values on the dependent variable and much smaller variances 
about their means (Fig. 5, distributions B and C). TI this can be done, then knowing 
whether a respondent is a member of one of these subgroups will help in predicting 
more accurately his or her usage level. 

In the subdivision, the difference in usage level is considered between all possible 
2-way splits on the predictor variables. The predictor variable that is selected depends 
on a statistical analysis. The procedure is as follows. Suppose one of the variables is 
age, having 4 different levels. The program will consider every possible 2-way split 
of this variable: It will divide the population into people in age brackets 1 and 2 versus 
those in 3 and 4; 1 versus 2, 3, and 4; and finally 4 versus 1, 2, and 3. For each split, 
the program calculates the mean value and the variance of usage level for each of the 
subgroups. It then goes on to calculate the significance level of the split. Thus, it uses 
the explanatory variable to yield subgroups and then evaluates how different these 



Figure 5. Population divided by AID into subgroups. 
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subgroups are with respect to usage level, the dependent variable. 
Having done this, the program then considers the next explanatory variable and all 

its possible 2-way splits. Finally, when all the possible 2-way splits on all the ex-
planatory variables have been considered, the program selects the one explanatory 
variable and its one 2-way split that yields the best division of the total population. 
This split is then used to subdivide the original population. 

Having thus completed one division of the population, the program treats each sub-
group as if it were a base population, and the entire process of searching all the ex-
planatory variables for the most significant split is repeated for each subgroup. Every 
time a new subdivision of the population is completed, the process repeats itself on the 
new subgroups until, finally, preset criteria for subdivision are met. 

The final result is a tree structure in which every split of the population is shown. 
The end points of the branches of this tree are the mutually exclusive subgroups or 
market structures of the total population. These groups all differ significantly in their 
performance on the dependent variable and are all well defined in terms of the levels 
of the predictor variables that were used in dividing them from the total population 
(Fig. 6). 

The procedure used by AID has several important consequences. First, because the 
AID program considers all predictor variables for every split, it allows for detection 
of interaction effects. Thus, although age might not have proved to supply a significant 
2-way split for the original division of the population, it may turn up as an important 
way to split a subpopulation. Also, the AID analysis, by a process of statistical evalu-
ations, selects only those explanatory variables that are significant to a subdivision of 
the population. The original data may be on some 30 different variables, but AID may 
have used only 10 of them to divide up the population into its market structures. Finally, 
the AID program can operate equally well on classificatory data as on scaled data. It 
makes no difference if one constructs a split that is long trips versus short trips or a 
split that actually represents ages 20 to 40 versus ages 40 to 60. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Appropriate specification of choice in accordance with the processes leading to acts 
of choice and development of criteria based on maximum-similarity groupings will con-
tribute significantly to the development of disaggregate behavioral models of travel 
choice capable of aggregation at various levels of regional segmentation devoid of some 
of the contemporary aggregation problems. Data requirements have been broadly out-
lined in the context of decision processes. The essential point is that a reasonable pro-
portion of information originally collected in accordance with other data requirements 
will be more useful in a complementary role with the type of information that will be ob-
tained in accordance with data required to explain and predict travel choices. The 
formatting of existing transportation study data files in terms of individuals and house-
hold records instead of a record of each trip made will enable greater conformity of 
data with the more relevant behavioral modeling statistical procedures (15, pp.  53-70). 
In addition, some existing data will become redundant, helping to offset the absolute 
cost of data acquisition. When consideration is given to the costs and benefits of such 
improved and relevant data, then the real cost increase might be minimal if not negative. 
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Common 'Economics of 
Travel Time Value 

Thomas E. Lisco, Illinois Department of Transportation 

Time, like money and other economic goods, has value only because people value it. 
The value of time is determined not by the amount of work required in its production 
but by its scarcity. Because people have limited amounts of time available to them, 
they allocate their time carefully among activities so as to maximize overall utility 
and satisfaction. 

As an economic good, the only unique quality of time is that it cannot explicitly be 
bought or sold in the marketplace. Each person has the same number of hours to con-
sume each day, and all that an individual can do is determine the activity content of his 
or her time. 

The fixed-quantity aspect of time and the fact that it cannot be bought or sold cause 
many difficulties in the understanding and application of time value. This is particu-
larly true in the field of transportation where travel time is a critical input to travel 
decisions and where travel time value is a crucial element in evaluating potential trans-
portation projects. 

These problems have risen in several areas. First, problems have been evident in 
the understanding of the concept of travel time value itself. Considerable discussion, 
for instance, has centered on whether time can have value since it is never sold and 
whether its value should be monetized or considered as part of the gross national prod-
uct. Similarly, there have been questions as to whether travel time "savings" is a 
sensible notion given that time passes at a uniform rate and cannot be kept for use in 
a future period. Other conceptual questions have had to do with the relation between 
average and marginal time value and the value of small amounts of travel time. 

The second major area of difficulty has been in the actual derivation of travel time 
values. Because market values for time per se cannot be established, means must be 
used to implicitly determine "shadow prices" or values for time. This is usually done 
by analyzing people's choices of travel modes, routes, or destinations where the alter-
natives have differing time and cost attributes. Here vexing problems have had to do 
with variations in travel time values and with the difficulties associated with attempting 
to measure a "pure" opportunity cost of time. Also, there have been continuing ques-
tions of data and approach. 

Finally, there have been numerous difficulties in the application of travel time value 
to travel demand forecasting and to transportation evaluation. In part, these difficulties 
have been direct results of travel time value concept and measurement problems. To 
a large degree, however, they have had to do with the inability of standard models and 
procedures used to properly address travel time value questions. 

With this background of problems in travel time value, it would appear appropriate 
to see whether standard concepts and procedures of economic analysis can offer direc- 
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tions for consistent and appropriate handling of the time value question in transportation. 
For this reason, a simple neoclassical economic analysis of transportation demand is 
presented in which time is considered as a cost of travel. This is followed by an ex-
amination of contemporary issues of time value concept and measurement in light of 
standard economic analysis procedures and the travel demand-time cost relations. 
Finally, some questions of travel demand forecasting and transportation evaluation are 
discussed, and proposals are made regarding appropriate directions of approach. 

TIME, COST, AND TRAVEL DEMAND 

In standard neoclassical economic analysis, the relation between the price of a good 
and the quantity purchased is usually depicted as shown in Figure 1. For every price 
P there is a quantity of goods Q that will be purchased. The locus of points showing 
the differing quantities of the good that will be bought with varying prices is called the 
demand curve for the good. Clearly, as shown in the figure, as the price of the good 
falls, more of it will be bought. 

The price quantity diagram shown in Figure 1 is also used to demonstrate the rela-
tion between the price of the good, the total amount of money spent on it, and the bene-
fits accruing to purchasers as a result of changes in price. At price P0, an amount of 
the good Q. will be bought yielding a total sales volume of P.Q. equal to the area of the 
rectangle OPOAQO. Similarly, if the price is P1, Q of the good will be bought at a price 
of P1Q1, which is equal to the area of the rectangle OP1BQ1. The net benefit to con-
sumers of lowering the price of the good from P. to P1  is equal to the change in price 
P. - P1  times Q plus half the change in price times Q - Q. This is equal to the area 
of the rectangle POACP plus the area of the triangle ABC. 

An almost exact analogy to the traditional price-quantity analysis presented above 
can be developed for a good whose demand is related to time rather than to money cost 
or to both time and money. Figure 2 shows this relation for a transportation good whose 
demand is solely related to the amount of time involved in accomplishing a given travel 
purpose. 

Just as before, the amount of transportation purchased is determined by the cost—
now the cost in elapsed time necessary to accomplish a particular trip: the more the 
time cost, the less the transportation demanded. Also, just as before, the total travel 
time demanded when T. time is required to accomplish a trip is T0Q0, which is equal to 

Figure 1. Price-quantity relation in standard economic demand analysis. 
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Figure 2. Transportation demand related to time necessary to accomplish travel. 
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the area of the rectangle TODQOO. If T time is necessary to accomplish a trip, then 
the total travel time for trips is T1Q or the area of the rectangle T1EQ1O. The bene-
fits of reducing the amount of time necessary to accomplish a trip from T. to Ti  are 
calculated as T. - T1  times Q. plus half T. - T1  times Qi - Q. Again, this is equal to 
the area of the rectangle TODFTI  plus the area of the triangle DEF. All the way through, 
the analysis is the same as before, except that costs and benefits are calculated in 
terms of time rather than in terms of money. 

A number of observations having strong implications regarding various conceptual 
and measurement problems of time value may be made from the above analyses. 

In both analyses, the results bear no necessary relation to what time or money 
may or may not have been paid for any components of the good by the supplier. The 
only relevant considerations are the time and money prices at which the goods are sold 
and the amounts of goods sold at those prices. 

Questions of savings are in essence unrelated to each of the analyses. The rel-
evant consideration in each case is that at given time or money prices certain time or 
money resources are used to purchase the respective goods. The time or money re-
sources that may be reserved for other purposes do not enter into the calculations. 

In the first situation analyzed in which goods are purchased with money, the 
analysis cannot be performed—and in fact the purchases of the goods cannot be made—
unless a monetary price is sel br die goods. Presumably in this cãse various inputs 
of different sorts constitute each good, but unless these inputs are added together in 
terms of a common measure of value, a consistent basis for pricing and value based on 
input costs cannot exist. 

Similarly in the case where time resources alone are being expended for transporta-
tion, a total time cost needs to be set for each unit of the good before one can determine 
how much one wishes to use from one's time budget to purchase that good. Here, how-
ever, the cost and benefit analyses in fact become more complicated because various 
sublime units of the transportation good may have different activity contents and thus 
different values. To the extent that transportation time is not homogeneous in value, 
the total time costs and benefits shown in Figure 2 will not necessarily reflect total 
value. The only way that this problem can be avoided is either to define a "master" 
time unit and relate time subunits to it in terms of fractions of its value or alternatively 
to simply relate the values of the various time subunits to money and operate consis-
tently with a monetary base. 

Further, if both time and money elements are involved in the demand for a trans-
portation good (as is typically the case), then the only way that the cost and benefit 
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analyses can be made possible is if both the time and the nontime units are monetized. 
As with the rest of economics, the only way available of comparing apples and oranges 
is through comparing their price. 

In both the time cost and monetary cost examples given above, the analyses are 
basically marginal value calculations based on the price rather than total value calcu-
lations. It is true that certain amounts of the good in each case would have been bought 
at higher time or money prices had those prices been charged. But the relevant value 
for the total amount of each good is the actual price of the sales contract rather than 
what the good might have been worth in a consumer surplus sense to the average person 
who bought it. 

The benefits received from a price reduction in each case accrue to the people 
who would have bought the good at the original price in the full amount of the savings 
in price times the amount that they would have originally bought. To the marginal users 
of the good—those who would buy it at the lowered price but not at the original price—
the benefit is the new amount bought times half the lowering of the price. This, of 
course, also applies to extra amounts bought by people originally buying the good be-
yond what they would'have bought at the original price. 

The calculated benefits in both analyses are directly related to the degree to 
which the money or time price is lowered. In neither case is there a threshold below 
which benefits cannot be considered to exist. The benefit of the smallest price drop is 
calculated in exactly the same way as the largest. This result derives from one of the 
basic continuity assumptions of economics. 

The benefits received through the lowering of price bear no necessary relation 
to particular values placed by consumers on individual components of goods. Similarly, 
the cost and benefit calculations bear no necessary relation to socioeconomic charac-
teristics of individuals buying the goods or to the uses to which the goods are put. 
Clearly, these are all relevant factors influencing how much of the goods the indi-
viduals may choose to purchase. But again, the critical question is solely the degree 
to which people are or are not willing to buy the goods at the given prices. 

Finally, the cost and benefit calculations bear no necessary relation to what the 
buyers perceive themselves to be getting. To the extent that the purchasers may mis-
perceive what is available and at what price, then buying activities may be altered. But 
nonetheless, the amounts, costs, and benefits are dependent on what people actually buy 
at the prices they actually pay rather than on what they may think they are paying for 
what they may think they are getting. 

SOME CONCEPTUAL PROBLEMS IN TRAVEL TIME VALUE 

The above analyses and observations about them may be applied to various conceptual 
problems in travel time value. In this section a number of conceptual problems are dis-
cussed and the results of the previous section are applied as appropriate. 

Time as a Valued Good 

The previous section showed that, from the point of view of standard tools of eco-
nomic analysis, travel time may be treated just as any other good valued by people. 
The analysis procedures are identical and analytical results parallel. The analysis 
showed that, to the extent that people do value travel time, they will purchase higher 
money price travel options involving less time. As the time cost of a given trip is 
higher, people will buy it less. Similarly, the analysis showed that lessening the time 
costs of travel has benefits that may be calculated in the same way as those for any 
other good if the time values are known. 

To balance the theoretical discussion, immense amounts of evidence have demon-
strated repeatedly and strongly not only that people do value their time but also that they 
value it highly. Casual reasoning, for instance, would lead one to conclude that much 
of the success of the automobile and aviation industries has been a direct result of their 
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travel time cost attributes. Similarly, empirical studies of all types of travel 
situations have universally shown substantial time values. This has been true of travel 
for all purposes for which measurements have been made, and it has applied from the 
shortest trips (walking from parking meters) to the longest (intercontinental travel). 
Depending on the exact situations and alternative activity contents of travel time, travel 
time values have been found to vary from 15 to 20 percent of the wage rate of the trav-
elers to several times the wage rate. 

The fact that time itself cannot be bought or sold is not relevant to the value that 
people put on it. All that the impossibility of selling time does is to constrain people 
to exercise their time values through internal time allocations rather than through time 
sales and purchases. In this regard, the expenditure of time is similar to the expendi-
ture of productive activity within the household. In neither case is there a sale of a good 
although in each case the good has value. 

Also, the fact that time allocation is within people and not among people is irrele-
vant with regard to whether time value should be included in the gross national product. 
From a practical point of view, too little is known about empirical time values to allow 
sensible inclusion of time values in the GNP. On the other hand, the fact that time 
value is not included in the GNP is not an argument against recognizing the value of 
time. To try to so argue is in essence pitting an empirical economic phenomenon 
against an arbitrarily defined measure. If the GNP is intended to measure all utility 
value experienced by society, then clearly leaving out time value is incorrect. How-
ever, if the purpose is simply to measure the value of the goods and services produced 
for purchase in the economy, then time value should be left out. Ultimately, the GNP 
question is definitional rather than substantive. 

Monetizing Time Value 

Given that time does have value, analysis requirements dictate that its value must 
in effect be monetized. This is true whether considered from the point of view of travel 
prediction or transportation project evaluation. In either case, monetizing or its equiv-
alent must be done simply to make measures and values comparable over different in-
puts to travel. Only if effects of different inputs are put into common terms, can their 
impacts and values be compared and, as appropriate, added together to gain a complete 
picture. 

From the point of view oftravel demand estimation, travel times must be entered 
into the prediction procedure along with costs and other factors determining traveler 
behavior because time is a prime variable affecting what people do. If time is left out, 
the results must of necessity be wrong because in fact people will be acting in response 
to a major factor not included in the prediction procedure. But putting both times and 
costs in the prediction procedure does in effect put a monetary value or multiple mone-
tary values on time. This is hPeqm9efhp effec ts  .-f  time +1,.- prcccdurc may 
pared directly with those of costs, thus establishing conversion factors and consequently 
determining monetary values of time. 

In transportation project evaluation, explicit monetizing of travel time value is a 
necessity if true returns to investment are to be calculated. Since people do value time 
and since their time values are prime determinants of how they value potential trans-
portation facilities, their time values must be used in project evaluation. Otherwise 
the evaluation will be incomplete because real benefits are ignored with the effect that 
real returns to investment are understated. Monetary measures of time value returns 
to investment must be used in any cost-benefit or rate of return analysis because re-
turns must be measured in the same terms as costs. 

Clearly, whether the returns will ever be gained through marketplace transactions 
is irrelevant. Society needs to be able to measure the total time and other returns to 
public transportation investment whether that investment is directly paid for through 
user charges or otherwise. Private transportation system investors do so automat-
ically because they know that both time and other benefits can be charged for with di-
rect private return. 
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In recent years, different groups have argued that cost-effectiveness analysis can be 
substituted for cost-benefit analysis. In such analysis, degrees of achievement of var-
ious objectives are compared with costs, but with no monetary returns explicitly mea-
sured. Thus the need for monetizing time value is theoretically eliminated. 

When alternatives are evaluated through cost-effectiveness analysis, however, mon-
etary comparisons are made implicitly if not explicitly. Also, the final decisions will 
reflect the implicit values that are used. As an example, people may not wish to put a 
value on life, but by safety improvements decided on or not decided on, obviously, val-
ues for life are implicitly used. 

Analysis would appear to be better served if the analyst knows what the values are 
and uses them explicitly rather than not directly using them and then later finding out, 
perhaps sadly, the implicit values actually used in reaching investment decisions. 
Through explicit use of monetary values, prior information is maximized rather than 
circumscribed as is done in cost-effectiveness analysis. Also, if explicit monetary 
values are used, the temptation to ignore in public investment the hard financial criteria 
by which private investments are evaluated is greatly diminished. 

Marginal, Average, and Total Values of Time Savings 

The preceding 2 sections largely covered the essential elements relating to the con-
cept of time savings and the relations of marginal, average, and total time values. As 
indicated earlier, the notion of time savings is a misnomer, for, indeed, time cannot 
be saved. But time can be reallocated, and it is the reallocation of time that has value 
and that is typically described as saving of time. It is this time value that is involved 
in transportation investments, and it is this value that is relevant to prediction of trav-
eler behavior and evaluation of transportation projects. 

As shown in the preceding section, the analysis of transportation options is basically 
marginal analysis. All of the options will change the transportation system at the mar-
gin from what it was to a new marginally different state. The value of time savings in 
such an investment is then the full value of the time reallocations for persons already 
previously making the, trips affected, to the full extent of the time reallocation on each 
of the trips. For newly induced trips, the value is half the value of time savings be-
tween the old and the new trip options times the amount of newly induced travel. 

In this analysis the marginal value of time is the relevant factor because all persons 
gain the same ability to reallocate time at the margin. In effect, marginal value is 
equal to average value because people are considered to value items at the price they 
actually pay rather than at the price they might be willing to pay for lesser amounts. 
Finally, total value as measured by the area under the transportation demand curve 
does not enter into the calculation because total value of the old situation is subtracted 
from total value of the new leaving as a benefit only the marginal value of the marginal 
change. This value as shown in the preceding section can be calculated without knowing 
anything about the shape of the demand curve except in the immediate area of the mar-
ginal change. 

Value of Small Amounts of Time 

If time is to be treated as every other economic good, the value of time per unit of 
time should essentially be constant regardless of the length of the trip being considered. 
Similarly, the value of time savings as a rate should be approximately constant whether 
a large amount of time or a small amount of time is involved. 

The first statement is equivalent to the analogous statement for money that a 10-
cent savings is worth 10 cents whether on a $1 item or on a $100 item. The analogy 
of the second statement for money is that 30 cents is worth 3 times what 10 cents is 
worth. These are both basic tenets of economics and essential to consistency in anal-
ysis. Given that time is an economic good, there is no a priori reason for it to be 
treated differently and for different amounts of it to be accorded different values just 



because more or less time is involved or because it is being applied to longer or 
shorter trips. 

The available empirical evidence would tend to support the notion of basically con-
stant values of time as a function of amounts of time and different time-length trips. 
Time value measures per hour for trips ranging from the shortest to the longest have 
all fallen within limited ranges. To the extent that major differences have occurred, 
these differences have plainly been in the values of the activity contents of alternative 
uses of travel times. Thus, walking time has empirically demonstrated a high dis-
utility value per time unit, while time sitting in a comfortable vehicle has shown rela-
tively low disutility value. Obviously, the value is less for small time savings than for 
large, but at an hourly rate no empirical evidence has clearly indicated larger values 
for larger amounts of time on longer trips or shorter. Similarly, available evidence 
has not indicated either greater or lesser values per unit of time for small amounts of 
time. To the degree that evidence does exist, it appears to indicate that, in the absence 
of different activity contents for travel times, time values per unit of time are roughly 
constant as a function of trip length and time savings. 

SOME PROBLEMS IN TRAVEL TIME VALUE DETERMINATiON 

The nature of travel time as a good not explicitly bought or sold has necessitated the 
use of indirect methods in determining its value. The method primarily used has been 
to compare travel alternatives with different time and cost attributes and to measure 
the differential effects of times and costs in affecting people's routes, travel modes, or 
destinations. Through comparing the effects of different times and costs on choices 
made, time values have implicitly been derived for the choices analyzed. Most gen-
erally these analyses have been based on interview data on actual decisions in real 
previous situations, given the times and costs of the alternatives as perceived by the 
people interviewed or as measured by the analysts.- In certain cases, people have been 
asked what they would do if certain travel time and cost options were available to them. 

A second method has been used to a -much lesser degree to approach the question of 
travel time value. In this method, attempts have been made to measure time value 
through determining the potential or real productivity of working time reallocated from 
traveling. These analyses have revolved about questions of wage rate, overhead, and 
abilities of firms to recapture in actual productivity the travel time savings of em-
ployees requiring smaller amounts of time for necessary travel while on the job. 

Both of these methods of determining time value have had problems. In the first, 
there have been major questions relating to variability of time value and the relation to 
pure opportunity cost of time. A second major issue has been whether traveler per-
ceived or objectively determined data should be used in measuring either people's ac-
tions or their potential actions in response to given travel alternatives. A third issue 
is the considerable ambiguity and uncertainty regarding the rlegree to whi.h the ltern-
tive productive use of time method is valid or invalid in measuring travel time value. 
In this section these issues are taken up in order. 

Time Value Variability and Pure Opportunity Cost of Time 

As increasing numbers of travel time value studies have been performed, many 
analysts have expressed concern over the relatively wide ranges in empirically mea-
sured travel time values determined from the various travel situations analyzed. 
Studies yielding values ranging from perhaps 20 percent of the wage rate to 2 or 3 times 
the wage rate have raised question regarding the degree to which calculated time values 
could be used with validity and confidence in predictions of traveler behavior and trans-
portation cost-benefit analyses. 

The assumption has been made by many that the root of the problem lies in the fact 
that in each situation analyzed the activity contents of the competing options—sometimes 
described as comfort and convenience factors—have always differed so that in no case 
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could pure opportunity cost values of time be measured. Always the calculated value 
of time was a measure of the utility or disutility of traveling in situation A as opposed 
to the utility or disutility of traveling in situation B. Because situations A and B by 
definition could not be the same, any measurement of time value necessarily mixed in 
values of other differences between situation A and situation B. The thought, therefore, 
has been that, if somehow activity content differences between A and B could be elim-
inated, a pure opportunity cost value of time could be calculated. This, presumably, 
would be more stable and reliable and thus could be used with more validity in pre-
dictions of traveler behavior and evaluations of the benefits of potential transportation 
projects. 

This line of reasoning, however, neglects the fact that transportation projects are not 
built independent of activity contents. Each new transportation project involves an ac-
tivity content that differs by given values from the activity contents of the options pre-
viously available. And, crucially, it is the values of those activity content differences 
that are relevant to traveler behavior and benefits in the specific situations analyzed. 
As pointed out earlier, only alternative uses of time and not time per se can be bought 
or sold. Thus it is the value of alternative uses of time that is relevant rather than that 
of the pure opportunity cost of the time itself. 

But it is the values of the alternative uses of times that the studies all measure. In 
each case the time value of situation A is compared with that of situation B. Exactly 
what is desired! All that is necessary in any new situation is to find the results of pre-
vious situations similar to it and to apply them directly. And, of course, there are 
usually close analogies in existing situations to those of proposed new ones. 

When existing studies of time value are viewed in this light, the problem of wide 
variability of calculated values largely disappears. It should naturally be expected that 
widely differing situations should have widely differing time values and similar situ-
ations, similar values. In fact, this is what is typically seen in empirical analyses. 
In parking studies, for instance, consistently high values are derived, refleëting the 
high disutility value of walking as opposed to driving in a car. These values vary ac-
cording to location: relatively higher disutility values for walking from parking in 
seamy downtown fringe neighborhoods and lower values for walking from parking in 
more attractive suburban areas. Similarly, disutility time values are higher for shop-
ping trips where packages must be carried than for work trips where walking is un-
encumbered. 

In other situations, such as free-toll driving choices, the time values calculated are 
more moderate, reflecting the general comparability of comfort and convenience and 
the fact that alternative uses of time—which for both travel and the alternative are pre-
sumably not disagreeable—are at issue rather than the disagreeability of one travel 
alternative as opposed to another. 

Finally, in some situations such as Sunday afternoon drives in the country and boat 
cruises, calculated travel time values can be negative reflecting the positive utility of 
spending time in those types of travel. 

What the above implies is that if a suburban commuter parking lot is to be built, 
values for prediction and evaluation should be used that come from the analysis of com-
muter parking behavior in suburban commuter parking situations. Similarly, if a new 
expressway is to be built that makes use of arterial streets unnecessary for certain 
travel, time values should be used that derive from analyses of situations where people 
had choices between freeways and arterial streets. Third, if a new rapid transit line 
is proposed as an alternative to driving for some and to taking the bus for others, the 
values that should be used for prediction and evaluation should be respectively for the 
affected populations: those derived from automobile-rapid transit choice studies and 
from bus-rapid transit studies. The list of examples could be extended. 

In all cases values from comparable situations should be used; and in fact these 
values are empirically found to be remarkably similar, consistent, and stable. Also, 
in all cases the pure opportunity cost of time, while perhaps an interesting academic 
notion, is for practical purposes an irrelevant concern. 
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Objectively Determined Versus Perceived Data 

In any standard economic analysis, the relevant factor is always how much money is 
spent for how much of a good. It is not a matter of concern how much the buyer thinks 
he is spending on what he thinks he is buying. This latter concern is a concern rather 
of the marketing and advertising industries. In these industries the assumption is that 
the consumer either is unaware of the attributes of the products or can be persuaded to 
buy them by being convinced that the products are something that they are not. Clearly, 
if the consumer can be made to misperceive either how much he is getting or how much 
it is costing him, the seller can gain real benefits by selling less for more. 

In light of the above it is appropriate that time value questions be treated according 
to purpose. If basic prediction and cost-benefit questions are at issue for particular 
transportation options, the analysis should be based on peoples' actual market behavior 
and the dataused should describe objectively and accurately the situations facing them. 
Alternatively, if the objective is to investigate consumer psychology or misperception 
of real situations, analyses using perceived data may be very fruitful. Presumably, 
such analyses can be used to identify where people are misperceiving situations so that 
advertising can give people more realistic understanding of the options and thus the 
capability of making more informed rational choices. 

Regardless, it is inappropriate to use perceived data for deriving real time values. 
This is because, to the extent that consumers do misperceive, they will always mis-
perceive in favor of the options that they choose. This has the direct effect in empirical 
studies using perceived times and costs of raising calculated values of time above what 
people are actually spending on time allocation. Even though the population on the av-
erage may not be biased in perceiving the times and costs of the competing alternatives, 
the people misperceiving in favor of alternative A will be biased toward use of alterna-
tive A and those misperceiving in favor of alternative B will be biased toward the use 
of alternative B. The end result is that both users of A and of B will think they are 
saving more time at less cost than they actually are, with resultant overestimates of 
time value. 

Alternative Productive Uses of Time 

The alternative productive use method of valuing travel time is the most powerful 
method of doing so in that time reallocations are directly and explicitly related to the 
monetary value of production gains through time savings. If a wage rate is paid for a 
worker's time and the amount of time necessary for travel is reduced, a direct pro-
duction gain should be evident in proportion to the wage rate and the amount of travel 
time eliminated. Presumably, one can measure this gain through looking at actual pro-
duction as related to travel time. Otherwise, if there is a responsive labor market, 
the wage rate should be an adequate proxy for productivity gain3. 

Nonetheless, to require demonstrated productivity gains to verify time value im-
poses a requirement on time value determination that is beyond that for any other good. 
In standard economic analyses, if a producer buys a good for use in the production 
process, the value of that good is determined simply by the price paid for it rather 
than by an analysis of whether in fact the producer was able to gain that full value in 
production output. Similarly, many goods are final products rather than intermediate 
products in a production process. The fact that they will not be sold again does not 
mean that they have no value. Universally, the value is determined by the sale price 
rather than by the reuse price. 

A further problem is introduced when a productivity analysis yields different results 
from travel behavior analysis of persons working on the job. If productivity results are 
used in prediction and evaluation, and people behave differently from what their produc-
tivity returns would indicate, to that extent the productivity predictions of use will be 
incorrect. Similarly, there is a conflict between the secondary returns to the employer 
and the immediate returns to the traveler. 

In this situation it seems clear that the prime determinant again in prediction and 
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evaluation is the immediate use of the facility: the amount of actual use at the given 
price. If there is a differential between the implicit behavioral values of travelers and 
the returns to their employers, that is a problem of resource allocation in the labor 
market. It is not immediately relevant to prediction of use and evaluation of benefits 
for transportation facilities. Empirically, wage rates and productivity gains may well 
closely relate to behavioral values from employee travel. But if there is a difference, 
it is the latter and not the former that prevails in economic analysis. 

SOME APPROPRIATE DIRECTIONS FOR TRAVEL TIME VALUE 
DETERMINATION AND APPLICATION 

The previous sections should have made it clear that increased understanding of em-
pirical traveler behavior and values is greatly needed in all aspects of transportation. 
This understanding is needed in all the typical transportation choice situations that exist 
or are proposed and for all segments of trips. It is needed to understand the behavior 
of all segments of the population. Also, it is needed to cover not only choices between 
alternatives but induced travel as well. Further, it is needed to apply to marketing as 
well as to basic demand questions. Finally, the basis of knowledge for applications 
needs to span the entire range from knowledge of traveler behavior and values involved 
in individual transportation projects and portions of projects to application in regional 
and intercity transportation planning. All of this knowledge is necessary if we are to 
adequately address the prediction and evaluation questions of transportation related to 
time value. 

The earlier sections should also have made it clear that this necessity for knowledge 
requires that a great deal of empirical analysis be done to cover the various situations 
of application. Each type of application situation can be expected to have its own aspects 
of behavior and accompanying values. However, within specific types of applications, 
the actual behavior and values are stable and consistent. Thus, if the empirical analy-
ses relating to the different types of situations of application are done, then the behavior 
and value relations found can be applied to similar but new situations with confidence 
in their validity and accuracy. 

General Modeling Approach 

Past studies of traveler behavior and time values have yielded a number of lessons 
regarding the appropriate nature of approach to such analysis. Analysis based pri-
marily on revealed preference studies of what people actually do in responding to the 
real travel alternatives that confront them can give suitable and reliable indications of 
travel behavior for transportation prediction and investment evaluation questions. A 
second empirical finding has been that, even so, the art of analyzing traveler behavior 
and values is a fairly imprecise one. In any investigation of a specific situation, only 
a few strong variables can be shown to affect behavior, and the specific terms in which 
their effects may take place are not always the same from one type of situation to another 
or from one variable to another. Further, complicated formulations from detailed the-
ory are rarely testable in practice. Finally, although various forms of the different 
major variables may all be perfectly satisfactory for prediction and evaluation purposes, 
the statistical model should conform to the form of the effect of the variable specifica-
tion used; otherwise, major errors in prediction and evaluation may result. 

From these generalized observations, a number of lessons for modeling approach 
may be stated. 

In gathering data for meaningful behavioral analysis, one should not only find out 
what people actually do in transportation choice situations but also measure carefully 
and objectively the major salient characteristics of those choices. 

In initial analysis, the gross relations between major variables and the travel 
phenomenon being analyzed should first be determined. For this purpose, simple graph- 
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ical analysis is usually most fruitful. It will indicate not only which variables are 
strong and important but also what the specification relation is between their form and 
the choice phenomenon being analyzed. 

When more complex and multivariate analyses are performed, the statistical 
forms used should correspond to the forms of the effects of the variables. In some 
cases, the relations will be such that linear regression is an appropriate specification. 
In others, nonlinear regression of one form or another may be appropriate. The sta-
tistical methods used should be carefully fitted to the phenomenon and the data rather 
than the reverse. 

In multivariate analysis, only a few major variables should ideally be used. 
Other minor effect variables will certainly be operating, but, given the accuracy of 
modeling human behavior, their effect can rarely be measured. The measurement of 
minor variable effects ultimately will not matter greatly, and the coefficients of esti-
mation must almost necessarily be wrong. 

Since variable forms themselves are less important than the specification of 
their effects, to design variable forms to suit the problem and the audience for the anal-
ysis is appropriate. In practice, this means having simple models that do not have com-
plex mathematical forms and use a few strong, usually policy, variables that are straight-
forward and easily understandable both in themselves and in their effects on results. 

Urban Systems Modeling 

One of the major characteristics of urban systems modeling, such as that represented 
by the traditional set of urban transportation planning travel demand models, is that the 
relations involved are many times as crude as those that may be developed from analyz-
ing individual traveler behavior. Therefore, from the point of view of accuracy and 
validity of results, more than the most gross average representations of traveler be-
havior and values in simulations must generally be used at the level of regional modeling. 

Frequently, however, analysts are asked to predict the effects of very detailed small 
changes through use of the regional models. To actually fit the regional models to make 
them responsive to all small variables is impossible, and to try to do so makes little 
sense. Rather, the effects of minor variables can be built into the regional model sets 
through simply inserting the results of appropriate individual behavioral models and 
fitting the regional models by use of calibration constants. By so doing, one can make 
realistic estimates of the effects of regionally minor variables without experiencing im-
possible problems of regional variable calibration. 

Final Note on Marketing Analysis 

Because of the inexact basi.c nature nf the heh9vior5! mc 1 214 ng tcchr.q3s ised in 
revealed preference studies, it seems unlikely that such studies will be the most fruit-
ful avenues for measuring the effects of the somewhat less elemental variables, such 
as comfort and advertising, affecting transportation use. The sensitivity of the analy-
sis is simply too small to reliably estimate the effects of such input variables. 

Since these variables are typically marginal in nature, it seems appropriate to use 
an explicitly marginal rather than share analysis technique to analyze their effects. 
Basically, this means analyzing situations where changes are made in the comfort, 
advertising, or other marginal factors and relating the changes in the factors to the 
changes in the market demand. 

Such techniques should probably be fruitful also in investigation of the psychology of 
travelers. If specific input changes are related to specific demand changes, the effects 
of psychological factors can probably be reliably estimated. 
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Disaggregate Travel Demand 
Models for Special Context 
Planning: A Dissenting View 

David T. Hartgen, New York State Department of Transportation; and 
Martin Wachs, University of California, Los Angeles 

This paper addresses the applicability of disaggregate travel demand models to the problems of special context 
planning. The paper investigates the nature of demand forecasting in special contexts and the degree to which 
disaggregate techniques meet prespecified modeling requirements. It is not based on a careful search of the liter-
ature for examples of the use of disaggregate travel demand models in special context planning. The findings are 
that disaggregate procedures have certain advantages over conventional techniques for special context planning 
but fall short of being true advances in demand modeling. This is because they are in reality not materially dif-
ferent in structure from conventional aggregate procedures, contain the same basic limitations as these methods, 
and do not extract the behavioral process underlying travel choices in special context planning any better than do 
conventional methods. The paper concludes that disaggregate modeling techniques appear to have their greatest 
value in structuring the analyst's approach to demand estimation and facilitating the calibration of demand 
models with small data bases. For these reasons they should continue to be explored as useful tools, but not to 
the exclusion of other research into the behavioral phenomena underlying special context planning. 

Considerable discussion and interest have recently centered on the development of 
disaggregate behavioral travel demand models and their capabilities compared to con-
ventional techniques. The stated advantages of these procedures are (a) a presumed 
closer approximation to individual choice processes because of the way in which indi-
vidual data are treated in model construction and (b) more efficient use of data in model 
calibration. A central assumption made by the proponents of such models is that dis-
aggregate techniques are by their nature more "behavioral" than conventional proce-
dures and, therefore, are to be preferred in planning applications. Given the impor-
tance of such an assumption to the potential application of these tools, its validity should 
be examined in some detail. 

A considerable number of disaggregate models have been developed to date and have 
mostly been applied to mode and route choice. In this context, disaggregate refers 
particularly to a group of models and procedures characterized by 

Use of calibration techniques in which each individual observation is treated as 
a separate point rather than aggregated spatially, temporally, or demographically; and 

Use of specific mathematical functional forms. 

Of the numerous functional forms [general requirements are that the function be 
constrained over the 0 to 1 interval and be S-shaped (8)], the logistic curve (1,2,3,4, 
5, 7, 8, 9), the closely related discrinilnant function (57, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14), aiia 	- 
probit function (5, 7, 8, 9, 15, 16, 17, 18) have been the most frequently ud. In the lo-
gistic function, the probability that an individual will choose a given alternate from a 
binary set is described as 
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eG 
PA = 

1 + 

where 

PA= probability of choosing alternative A, and 
G(x) = (assumed) linear combination of the attributes of A and other alternatives and 

also the characteristics of the chooser. 

In the probit form, the model takes the shape of the cumulative normal curve 

G(x) 

PA = 	

co1 	

è'du 

Calibration has been achieved by least squares methods (1, 5,20), but the usual pro-
cedure is maximum likelihood for probit functions and the dfscriminant criterion for 
the discriminant function. In most cases, the decision variables have been descrip-
tors of systemperformance (e.g., travel time and cost) and socioeconomic descriptors 
of the traveler (e.g., income, automobiles owned, trip purpose). Some applications 
(5, 6) have used attitudinal variables in combination with socioeconomic descriptors. 
A number of multinomial extensions of these procedures have also been developed 
(2 2  3, 4,8). 

That these models are disaggregate in their treatment of observations in calibration 
cannot be disputed; whether they are also behavioral is open to considerable question. 
In the context of travel demand analysis, to say that a model is behavioral means (to 
the authors) that 

The model contains descriptors of those variables (system, socioeconomic, sit-
uational, and motivational) that actually cause the phenomenon being studied to occur 
(in other words, the model reflects a causal and not just a correlative process); 

The structure of the model reflects the choice process of behaving units, both 
the chooser himself and other related decisions influencing his choice; and 

Model calibration is based on a sample of observations for one behaving unit or 
a group of behaving units that are assumed (or, better, can be shown) to operate with a 
similar decision structure. 

A central point in this paper is that the disaggregate techniques are not really that 
at all, but merely refined calibration methods that fall far short of a genuine advance 
in demand modeling methodology. To develop this point, we need to examine the nature 
of aggregation in demand models and clearly indicate just what a demand modeling pro-
cess involves. From that we can specify whether these attributes of disaggregate pro-
cedures are in fact unique and whether they adequately meet the needs of special context 
planning. 

AGGREGATION IN TRAVEL DEMAND MODELS 

Types of Aggregation 

In general, the purpose of travel demand modeling is to forecast—to predict within 
appropriate limits—the magnitude of travel demand (i.e., person trips or vehicle trips 
in an interval) expected to use a given alternative mode, route, or time period. This 
process involves 2 fundamental steps: 

1. The construction of a model or forecasting device from a sample of observations 
of behaving units and the variables influencing them and 
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2. The application of the model to a (generally) larger set of behaving units to yield 
an estimate of probable behavior. 

In the first step, the forecasting mechanism is developed by describing the character-
istics of the behaving unit, the alternatives relevant to the choice, and the nature of the 
function relating choice to these descriptors. The parameters of the model are then 
developed empirically from the data sample through a process called calibration; they 
are interpreted as "best fit" coefficients rather than as representing the importance of 
the descriptors in any single individual's choice process. The key assumption of such 
a process, when data are obtained from a cross-sectional sample of observations, is 
that the observations grouped together for calibration all share similar decision pro-
cesses (or, at least, processes similar enough for modeling purposes). 

In the second step, the numerical values of the variables in the model are assumed 
at constant, revised, or forecast levels. Model coefficients are generally assumed to 
be constant, as are the model's functional form and the structural relations among 
variables. The forecast (i.e., the number of units projected to behave or be affected 
in a certain manner) is developed by applying the model with forecast variables to a 
large aggregate group of units, again assumed to be homogeneous with respect to the 
applicability of the model. This aggregate group itself may be forecast as well. In 
this step a crucial assumption is that the cross-sectional relation expressed by the 
model will hold over time. Up to this point we have merely described this process in 
its general form and have said nothing specific about the form of the model, its variables, 
or method of calibration. In transportation planning practice, 2 fundamentally different 
forms of aggregation are generally introduced into this process: 

Aggregation of individual observations, spatially (e.g., zone or tract), temporally 
(e.g., peak hour or day), demographically* (e.g., income level, trip purpose); and 

Aggregation of information within each observation, as with travel time (57minute 
travel time increments), income class codes, or components of trip travel segments. 

At the analyst's discretion, each form of aggregation can also occur prior to or after 
calibration of the model, often both. Thus, we have 4 separate types of aggregation to 
contend with in building demand models: 

Aggregation of observations, precalibration; 
Aggregation of observations, postcalibration; 
Aggregation of information, precalibration; and 
Aggregation of information, postcalibration. 

We are now ready to draw the distinction between disaggregate travel demand models 
and conventional procedures in common use today. In conventional demand models, ob-
servations are aggregated spatially, temporally, or demographically prior to calibra-
tion of the model, which is fitted to aggregate estimates such as work trip rates per 
zone. In a forecasting mode, the model is applied to an aggregate number of similar 
(again spatially, temporally, or demographically defined) units to yield an estimate of 
activity or behavior. 

In addition, information is also aggregated within each individual observation in the 
process of data collection. Data on items such as income, age, and occupations are all 
coded to finite levels; travel times between zone pairs are measured from zone cen-
troids; trip segments are sometimes aggregated into in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle com-
ponents. In each such case, some detail concerning the nature of the individual trip 
record and the traveler is lost. Similar losses occur when variables similarly ag-
gregated are used in the subsequent application of the model to a group of behaving units 
to yield the forecast. 

In disaggregate demand models, on the other hand, data are not aggregated over ob-
servations prior to calibration. Each separate observation is treated as a unique point; 
calibration consists of estimating the parameters of the model from these separate 
points. 
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However, there the difference ends. The use of disaggregate models, once cali-
brated, is similar to that of aggregate models: The model is also applied to an aggre-
gate (assumed homogeneous with respect to the behavioral process) set of units to yield 
the forecast. Information may also be aggregated within each observation, as with con-
ventional procedures, in model development and application. In other words, currently 
constructed disaggregate travel demand models differ from aggregate demand models 
only in the first form of aggregation: Observations are not aggregated prior to model 
calibration. The terms aggregate and disaggregate, then, apply only to the treatment 
of observation prior to calibration; other aspects of aggregation are not included in the 
dichotomy. 

Our main point in the above discussion is that disaggregate travel demand forecast-
ing techniques differ from conventional methods in only 2 basic ways: 

Treatment of individual observations in model calibration and the use of asso-
ciated calibration techniques (maximum likelihood, discriminant criterion); and 

Use of specific mathematical functional forms [even this distinction can easily be 
lost, as Stopher (1) demonstrates]. 

On the other hand, these procedures have in common with conventional techniques a 
number of characteristics: 

Aggregation of information within observations before calibration; 
Use of similar variables as descriptors of the behaving unit and the character-

istics of alternatives (these variables have traditionally consisted of system performance 
descriptors, as opposed to the quality of service, and socioeconomic descriptors of the 
trip, person, and household, as opposed to descriptors of the decision-making process 
within households); 

Combination of these variables into similar decision functions, usually expressed 
as a simple linear combination of attributes; 

Aggregation of behaving units spatially, temporally, or demographically or all 
of these for application of the model in forecasting; 

Development of basically correlative relations, as opposed to causal relations, 
between observed behavior and independent variables; and 

Model development from basically similar data bases consisting of individual 
trip records merged with selected system descriptors. 

The differences highlighted above are essentially mechanical in nature and pertain 
to the method of calibration and functional form of the model. The similarities are es-
sentially structural in nature and pertain to the philosophy of travel demand forecasting. 
For this reason, we see little fundamental difference between aggregate and disaggre-
gate demand forecasting techniques now employed and no difference suggesting a sig-
nificant wiva,nr.p, in deiand moeEng capability or ii-. nrtanding travel 'ueil4vior. 

Are Disaggregate Techniques Really Different? 

The above argument suggests that the claim that disaggregate models are by their 
nature more representative of individual decisions than are aggregate models seems 
open to considerable question. Disaggregate models are simply calibrated in a differ-
ent maimer—often to specific functional forms, often by the use of the same data in a dif-
ferent way. One may easily construct both aggregate and disaggregate models from the 
same data base and use the same basic functional form in curve fitting. The fact that 
one procedure uses individual observations to construct the model and the other uses 
aggregations of observations does not necessarily make the former more representative 
of individual behavior than the latter. Both procedures, after all, result in just one 
model describing the behavior of all individuals in the sample. Both methods of demand 
forecasting develop basically correlative relations between observed travel behavior 
(i.e., choices) and sets of system performance (e.g., travel time and cost) and socio- 
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economic (e.g., income, automobile ownership, trip purpose) variables. Both methods 
have operated on similar data bases, consisting of individual trip records merged with 
system characteristics, measured in perceptual or engineering terms. Both methods 
have generally assumed the choice criterion G(x) to be some combination of socioeco-
nomic and system variables, the coefficient of each variable representing its relative 
statistical strength. And both methods are traditionally applied to aggregate groups of 
travelers, who are assumed to be homogeneous with respect to their choice processes, 
in forecasting demand in a planning context. 

We need to begin immediately to separate the idea of disaggregate from that of be-
havioral. The two are not interchangeable; it does not follow that disaggregate models 
are behavioral or that aggregate models are not. A critical review of the structure of 
both disaggregate and conventional demand models constructed to date (and we include 
here market-share Luce models, abstract mode models, and economic demand models) 
suggests that (a) virtually all of these models are equally behavioral because of their 
structural similarities and (b) all of these models are equally inadequate extractors of 
the behavioral processes causing travel-related choices. Clearly, we have few, if any, 
examples of behavioral models developed to date for transport planning, disaggregate 
or otherwise. In addition, to date disaggregate techniques have been carried into fore-
casting (as opposed to a calibration medium) only rarely (20). 

DISAGGREGATE TECHNIQUES IN SPECIAL CONTEXT PLANNING 

If disaggregate techniques are not structurally different from conventional procedures, 
what, then, is their applicability to special context planning? Do their characteristics 
facilitate or restrict special context planning? 

Special Contexts 

Transportation planning encompasses a number of special problems that are not easily 
treated under general urban systems and corridor planning methodologies, both admin-
istrative and technical. These include the following. 

Subarea and subcorridor contexts characterized as point locations in urban space. 
Examples are industrial parks and universities, urban renewal and development sites, 
CBDs, and neighborhoods. Transportation problems related to such areas can be de-
scribed as (a) developmental activities that impact the surrounding transportation sys-
tem (e.g., a proposed shopping center overloads a local street system), (b) changes in 
nearby transportation service or travel demand or both generated elsewhere that im-
pact the site (e.g., a-new expressway overloads streets of a residential area), and (c) 
provision of transportation services to particular client groups at the site. 

Point-to-point and corridor-level contexts characterized by specific origin-
destination flows. Examples are suburban-CBD commuter movements and CBD-airport 
flows. Transportation issues generally involve (a) provision of service to particular 
client groups (commuters, shoppers) or (b) unique activity site -residential site flows 
(from a Model Cities area to jobsites). 

Areawide context characterized by regionwide impacts of service. Examples 
include (a) certain new technology applications such as PRT or dial-a-bus and (b) spe-
cial service provision to geographically dispersed clients, such as the handicapped or 
elderly. 

Options focusing on demand changes, such as staggered work hours, pricing and 
tolls, and automobile-free zones. 

To the extent that planning in such situations requires special forecasting and evaluation 
techniques, we treat them below as special planning contexts, recognizing that the line 
between that planning and broader systems and corridor planning is often blurred. 

Planning for special contexts is an important aspect of transportation planning and is 
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receiving increasing emphasis in transportation analysis. In long-range urban trans-
portation planning, problems have been traditionally addressed at the system scale. 
Analysis at this level involves the structuring and analysis of integrated systems plans 
for urban areas. Emphasis in evaluation has been on user and nonuser benefits and 
costs and the probable impacts of proposed facilities on the social, economic, and phys-
ical environment. System planning has often been approached (in practice) as a se-
quence of generalized corridor or sector plans, in which urban areas are broken up into 
sectors and each is studied separately. Some 250 long-range transportation planning 
efforts are now under way in nearly all major urban areas. Most of these have pub-
lished a long-range plan and are moving into reanalysis and reevaluation of their initial 
assumptions and forecasts. As transportation planning evolves into the continuing 
phase, increasing emphasis is being placed on smaller scale planning at the corridor 
and project levels and on special context planning. But the nature of special context 
planning differs significantly from corridor and system planning in several respects. 

Scale— Special problems often encompass 1 corridor, 1 point-to-point movement, 
or limited and fairly well-defined spatial areas. 

Homogeneity—In some special problems (e.g., universities, CBDs) the population 
of interest is relatively more homogeneous than the urban population at large, particu-
larly with respect to socioeconomic characteristics. There is little evidence, however, 
that such homogeneity of characteristics implies a similar homogeneity of the behavioral 
process that members of this group use in making transport choices (19). 

Relevant variables—Special context problems often deal with behavioral pro-
cesses that are quite different from those of larger contexts and that have different in-
fluencing variables. An example is the provision of transit service to the elderly. 

Nature of improvements —Transportation proposals in special contexts often relate 
to improvements in service, are generally short-range in nature, and usually involve 
little capital construction or other massive investments. Transport improvements are 
often qualitative and bear on the comfort, convenience, and reliability of the service 
provided to the client group rather than on its performance characteristics. 

Impact—Studies at this scale tend to focus on the impacts of the transportation 
proposals on client groups as opposed to the estimation of total travel demand. The 
definition and delineation of the client group itself are, of course, components of this 
process. 

These differences suggest that many of the planning tools (particularly demand fore-
casting and evaluation) developed for system planning are not adequate for special con-
text planning. It remains to be demonstrated, however, whether disaggregate proce-
dures are any better. 

We are now in a position to compare conventional and disaggregate techniques with 
reference to appropriate criteria for demand modeling in special context planning. 

Planning Horizon 

Most special context studies have a planning horizon of less than 10 years (new tech-
nologies planning is perhaps a notable exception), and thus long-range forecasts of de-
mand are not warranted. To some extent, extensive analysis of transportation and land 
use feedbacks is unwarranted; travel demand modeling can often be limited to route, 
mode, and destination choices, unless accessibility is expected to substantially increase. 

Both aggr.egate and disaggregate techniques can easily be developed for component 
models (e.g., modal split) without the necessity to include completed feedbacks. Most 
applications of disaggregate models to date have dealt with problems of calibration and 
have not been extended into a planning context. Both short- and long-range forecasts 
can be made with these procedures, but their use seems to be more appropriate in short-
term forecasting because of the small scale of typical applications. Thus, disaggregate 
procedures appear to be superior on this criterion. 
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Extraction of Behavior 

Ideally, the design of demand models should be based on the relation thought to exist 
between traveler behavior and socioeconomic and service variables. Obviously those 
variables most relevant to the choice should be accounted for. The analyst should re-
sist the temptation to opt fOr a model based only on easily measured performance vari-
ables when it is apparent that significant qualitative factors also influence the choice 
process. This is particularly true in special contexts where behavioral processes and 
the variables influencing them are likely to be very different from those of the general 
population. 

Although aggregate techniques have traditionally not been particularly behavioral in 
nature, they can be made so by the inclusion of relevant variables and more faithful 
representation of individual choice processes. Consider the problem of forecasting 
demand for reduced fares for the elderly. In studying such a problem, we should not 
be concerned as much whether we use an aggregate or a disaggregate procedure as 
whether we extract and adequately measure those parameters, such as cost, availa-
bility of service, special routings to appropriate destinations, factors in boarding and 
alighting from the vehicle, and time of day, that influence the clients' behavior. Such 
variables are not well represented in any current or proposed models, disaggregate or 
otherwise, in spite of the fact that survey research has shown them to be important 
determinants of behavior. 

Method of Forecasting Demand 

The nature of the demand forecast itself is different in many special contexts. in 
systems planning we are concerned with total demand, as influenced by general system 
and activity parameters; in special contexts we are concerned more with components of 
demand for subgroups and the sensitivity of this demand to changes in various system 
parameters, both performance and qualitative. 

The primary advantage of disaggregate techniques here is that their use of certain 
functional forms facilitates computation of elasticities. Certain aggregate models (e.g., 
abstract mode formulations) also have this property. But this characteristic is wasted 
if the model does not contain those variables relevant to the choice. Considerable study, 
for instance, has been put into the estimation by the use of disaggregate models of cost 
and time elasticities; if this work were extended to other variables for special contexts, 
the application of disaggregate procedures in such contexts could easily be demonstrated. 

The accuracy of disaggregate models compared to conventional techniques is unknown. 
Some limited evidence (mainly the experience of model builders) suggests that disaggre-
gated models can be better calibrated to an existing data base than a conventional model 
can, sample size and heterogeneity being equal. How much of this advantage is subse-
quently lost in external application or in the use of disaggregate models in model chains 
is not known. Too little is now known of the magnitude of relative error propagated 
through travel demand models, either aggregate or disaggregate. Nevertheless, it 
seems clear that the content of variables used in these models will have a greater in-
fluence on their accuracy than the level of aggregation or its place in the modeling 
process. 

Data Base 

Ideally, one should be able to develop demand models from as small a data base as 
possible for efficiency in data collection. As much as is feasible, the method should 
represent or approximate the choice process of travel decision-making units (household 
or persons) rather than aggregate groups of units. The method must, of course, be 
applicable to larger population groups to yield the forecast. 

Clearly, no one data collection method or procedure is applicable to the problems of 
all special problems. The particular context and its relevant dimensions (space, time, 
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socioeconomic) should determine the nature of the data, the amount, and the level of 
aggregation. In general, special context planning appears to require fewer individual 
observations for analysis than does urban area systems planning. However, the detail 
of information obtained in each interview is typically greater than when data sets are 
intended for general system planning. Additional information often obtained includes 
traveler perceptions of the attributes of alternative modes, routes, or destinations, 
reasons for the choices, opinions toward proposed transportation improvements, and 
willingness to pay for them. Data for sampling special contexts are typically at the 
household or person level. For some contexts, a sampling "universe" is available for 
the particular client group (e.g., business in the CBD, university students); in other 
contexts (e.g., the elderly or handicapped), universe definition may be a serious problem. 

A clear advantage of disaggregate models is the small sample sizes necessary to 
calibrate them. Evidence to date shows that they can be easily calibrated with samples 
of 500 to 1,000 records (5,6,20,21), at least in the binary cases. Further, the use of 
specific functional formspermitthe analyst to better extract the mathematical proper-
ties of the model (such as elasticity and behavior at the limits) and apply these to the 
particular context. This characteristic is applicable, of course, to aggregate models 
fitted to the same functional forms. 

Operation 

Demand models should, if possible, possess certain attributes to facilitate their use 
in practice. Among these are internal consistency and sensible structure, ease of cal-
ibration, strong theoretical base, efficiency, and parsimony with respect to input and 
output. Most important, the technique should be simple to understand and operate and 
produce relevant output in timely fashion. In special context planning, for instance, 
the need for computerization is open to question. Although forecasting devices (models) 
can be developed and calibrated with computerized procedures, the use of these models 
in special context planning may not require—indeed warrant—computerization. Most 
problems (innovative technologies at the urban scale are a possible exception) involve 
only a few point-to-point movements and rely heavily on secondary published data, ag-
gregated spatially, as the population base against which models are applied. Models 
developed should be capable of being applied to such data bases and, most important, 
should be capable of producing easy-to-understand output in a timely fashion. 

A distinct disadvantage of disaggregate techniques (as now employed) is their reliance 
on complicated statistical fitting procedures for calibration. The analyst derives few 
benefits from these calibration methods (particularly in forecasting) as opposed to hand-
fitting or table look-up calibration methods. Although least squares fitting routines are 
widely available to transportation planning agencies, maximum likelihood procedures 
necessary for disaggregate calibration and analysis are not widely known or used, par-
ticularly for multichoice models. To the extent that the use of disaggregate proedrs 
is tiec to the avaiiaiJiliy of such tools, the widespread application of these methods in 
real planning contexts (as opposed to research environments) must remain limited. To 
the authors' knowledge, few planning agencies have constructed such models and used 
them in an on-line demand forecasting context [Allen (16) and Winger (20) present ex-
ceptions]. 

Generalization to Other Contexts 

Demand estimation methods should be applicable (within similar situations) to other 
cases and to ranges of variables not now existing. To the extent that the forecast in-
volves new technology applications, care should be taken to include appropriate descrip-
tor variables in data collection, lest rough surrogates be required to extend the model's 
range. 

It is perhaps unreasonable to insist that just one model (or, for that matter, several 
models) be applicable to different kinds of special contexts. Yet within a particular 
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context group (e.g., university studies) it seems equally unreasonable to insist that 
separate and distinct methods be developed for each separate case study. Although the 
basic factors influencing demand and their interrelations are probably not dissimilar 
from one case to the next, analysts are often unsure of this structure. Given the state 
of our knowledge, a policy of experimentation and varied studies appears more appro-
priate than concerted striving for the model appropriate to a given context. 

It does not appear that disaggregate techniques per se are more easily generalized 
in other planning contexts than are conventional procedures. This capability depends 
not on a model's mechanical attributes such as the method of calibration of specific 
functional form but on (a) the degree to which the behavioral phenomena involved in 
those contexts are similar and are driven by the same underlying factors and (b) the 
extent to which the model (aggregate or disaggregate) extracts the key elements of that 
phenomena. These procedures do no better than conventional methods in extracting 
traveler decision processes or describing individual choice behavior. They have been 
calibrated on precisely the same transportation system descriptors and socioeconomic 
variables as conventional techniques. 

Summary 

We have compared disaggregate techniques with aggregate procedures for use in 
special context planning. Disaggregate procedures appear superior with respect to 
(a) application to shorter planning horizons, (b) interpretation of demand sensitivity 
with respect to system variables, and (c) use of small-sample data bases. Aggregate 
techniques appear easier to calibrate with currently available procedures. The 2 pro-
cedures appear about equal with respect to extraction of behavior, incorporation of 
relevant variables, accuracy, required detail of individual data records, and generali-
zation to other contexts. 

DIRECTIONS FOR RESEARCH 

We have suggested that the idea that disaggregate techniques are markedly different 
(structurally) from conventional procedures should be viewed with considerable skep-
ticism. Similarly, although disaggregate techniques possess certain advantages over 
conventional procudures for special context planning, they should not be seen as pan-
aceas for demand forecasting in these problem areas. Before we can be confident of 
these tools, we need considerably more research and experience with their properties 
and applications to demand forecasting in general and to special contexts in particular. 
The following extensions of current work would be particularly valuable. 

Extend the range and type of variables included in current disaggregate models, 
with particular emphasis on qualitative attributes of alternative transportation choices 
as perceived by potential users and on psychological and hidden attributes of potential 
users. This work is essential if we are to better understand travel choice processes 
and is particularly important with respect to studies of special groups. 

Demonstrate the applicability of disaggregate techniques and incorporate such 
variables in actual planning contexts. We suffer from an appalling lack of experience 
with disaggregate procedures in real planning problems. Virtually all of the work in 
disaggregate techniques to date has concentrated on problems of model form and cali-
bration (i.e., the first stage in demand forecasting), whereas almost no applications of 
these procedures in actual planning problems exist. Thus, what the relative merits of 
disaggregate techniques are compared to conventional procedures is a hypothetical 
question. The time has come to consolidate the gains made in recent years in disag-
gregate model theory so that further research may benefit from the experience gained 
from application of the current state of the art. 

Extend research in travel behavior. The most basic research needs are the 
structure of individual choice processes. Specifically, we need to know much more 
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about phenomena such as (a) nontransportation factors influencing choice, particularly 
pretrip family decision and allocation structures; (b) time-sequencing of travel patterns, 
i.e., how these patterns are decided on and interrelated to satisfy person and household 
needs; (c) the process by which travelers perceive the attributes of alternative destina-
tions, modes, and routes and the degree to which these attributes influence choices; 
(d) traveler evaluation mechanism, i.e., how certain attributes are filtered, selected, 
scaled, weighted and combined, or traded off in making choices; (e) effects of memory, 
learning, expectation, and habit on travel choice processes; (f) effects of external in-
formation sources on these processes; and (g) effects of weather, traffic accidents, and 
other random variables on choices and attribute perception. 

Clearly, disaggregate modeling by itself cannot address these topics, although it may 
prove useful as a tool in studying such travel phenomena. Hence we are not calling for 
more research into disaggregate techniques per se but are suggesting a reorientation of 
current research. Perhaps the greatest disadvantage of the use of disaggregate models 
as forecasting tools in special contexts is that current interest in these techniques seems 
to have blunted and misdirected badly needed research in other topics. We seem to be 
in danger of attributing to the disaggregate approach to modeling a host of characteris-
tics that appear to make it ideal for evolving transportation planning needs; in reality, 
it is just an additional tool and no more. The authors grant the advantages of such tech-
niques in calibration, particularly with small sample surveys; but the analyst should not 
treat disaggregate models as panaceas or, for that matter, as an improvement over cur-
rent techniques for special context planning. 
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Extensive research in travel demand in recent years has been based on theories of 
individual choice. These choice theories assume a selection from a finite set of mu-
tually exclusive and collectively exhaustive alternatives. We assume that, with quali-
tative or discrete alternatives, probabilistic behavior explains observations of differ-
ent choices for the same set of observed independent variables. Such choice theories 
have been developed in the context of unidimensional choice situations. A consumer 
was assumed to select an alternative i out of a set of alternative choices A. If the set 
A includes the alternative choices of a single commodity, then the choice probability, 
P(i:A), is the choice analog of a demand function for a given commodity. A consumer 
is faced with a multidimensional choice situation in determining a consumption pattern. 
(The term multiple choice refers to a choice from a set of more than 2 alternatives. 
A choice from 2 alternatives is termed binary choice. The term multidimensional 
choice is used for a set of related choices, each of which can be either multiple or 
binary.) For example, a consumer who is selecting a residence location within, the 
metropolitan area is choosing also among alternatives such as housing types and auto-
mobile ownership levels. 

The total number of choices that a consumer makes is very large. The assumptions 
of a "utility tree," or a separable utility function, and negligible income effects permit 
the independent modeling of demand for a subset of commodities. That is, the demand 
functions for a subset of commodities are independent of the prices of all other com-
modities. [The notion of separability was introduced by Leontief (4). Separable utility 
functions hays bccn .evelopad by Mutb () and Siruiz (ii,iz)J 	- 

We assumehere that mobility and travel choices are such an independent branch or 
subset of the consumer's utility function. Choices within this subset are interdependent. 
This subset may be treated as a block recursive system. That is, the first block con-
sists of the mobility choices, and the second block consists of the travel choices (as-
suming the mobility choices as fixed). Travel choices with respect to different trip 
purpose categories can also be considered independently of each other. Thus, we can 
model separately the set of mobility choices and the sets of travel choices for differ-
ent trip purposes (assuming that mobility choices are predetermined). Yet, each of 
the above sets of choices represents a multidimensional choice situation. 

The purpose of this paper is to extend the choice theories from unidimensional to 
multidimensional choice situations. In a multidimensional choice situation different 
assumptions about the dependencies among choices result in models with different 
structures. The alternative structures are identified, and their applicability to travel 
demand models is discussed. 

129 
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PROBABILISTIC CHOICE ThEORY 

Choice theories are reviewed in other reports (1,2,3,5,6). The consumer is visu-
alized as selecting the alternative that maximizes utility. The probabilistic behavior 
mechanism is a result of the assumption that the utilities of the alternatives are not 
certain, but rather random variables determined by a specific distribution. 

If the utility of alternative i to consumer t is denoted as lJ1 , the choice probability 
of alternative ï is 

P(i:At) =prob £U 	Ut, -'-j€A] 	 (i) 

where At  is the set of alternative choices available to consumer t. The utilities are 
essentially indirect utility functions, which are defined in theory as the maximum level 
of utility for given prices and income. In other words, the utility Ult  is a function of 
the variables that characterize alternative i, denoted as Xi, and of the socioeconomic 
variables describing consumer t, denoted as St.  Thus, we can write 

= u (x1, s) 	 (2) 

The set of alternatives At  is mutually exclusive and exhaustive such that one and only 
one alternative is chosen. The deterministic equivalent of this theory is simply a com-
parison of all alternatives available and the selection of the alternative with the highest 
utility. 

The mathematical form of the choice model is determined from the assumption about 
the distribution of the utility values. 

DEPENDENCIES AMONG CHOICES 

To simplify the discussion we will rely on an example of 2 choices. We consider a 
consumer who is making a trip for a given trip purpose, say, shopping, and is faced 
with the choices of destination d and mode of travel m. We distinguish between 2 types 
of dependencies among choices: dependency in the structural sense and dependency of 
the sets of alternative choices in a physical sense. 

Dependency in the structural sense arises from substitution and complementary re-
lations among choices and different choices being made with respect to the same final 
commodity, i.e., the utilities from different choices are not independent. For example, 
the choices of automobile ownership level and residence location are dependent on each 
other because a downtown location could be a substitute for a high automobile ownership 
level. The utility from an alternative location will therefore depend on the chosen car 
ownership level and vice versa. 

The choices of mode and destination are made with respect to the same final 
commodity—a trip. Some of the attributes of a mode, such as travel time by bus, will 
be different for different destinations. Therefore, mode m to destination d is a differ-
ent alternative from the same mode to destination d'(d' d). Similarly, some of the 
attributes of destination d depend on the chosen mode. Therefore, destination d reached 
by mode m is a different alternative from the same destination reached by mode m' 
(m' 	m). In other words, the utility from an alternative mode is dependent on the 
destination and vice versa. 

Thus, the dependency among travel choices can be attributed to the commonality of 
the attributes. In other words, some attributes of a trip are specific to all travel 
choices. For example, the travel cost for shopping at a certain frequency depends on 
attributes such as where one shops and what mode one uses. Similarly, the travel 
cost of shopping at a given destination depends on how often one shops and what mode 
one uses. Therefore, a traveler can trade off among choices. For example, one can 
shop frequently at a nearby grocery store or less frequently at a distant shopping center. 

The dependency, or the causality, can be assumed either in 1 direction (e.g., the 
utility from a mode depends on the chosen destination but the utility from an alterna-
tive destination is independent of the chosen mode) or in 2 directions (e.g., the utility 
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from an alternative mode depends on the chosen destination and the utility from an al-
ternative destination depends on the chosen mode). It is realistic to assume that all 
travel choices are interdependent. However, we consider here also alternative as-
sumptions that result in models with different structures, as will be shown in the fol-
lowing sections. 

If the choices of mode and destination depend on each other, then the set of alterna-
tive modes is different for different destinations and the set of alternative destinations 
is different for different modes. We denote the set of alternative modes for a given 
destination as Md and the set of alternative destinations for a given mode as D. 

In addition, the set of alternative modes can be physically dependent on the chosen 
destination and vice versa. For example, a bus service may be available to 1 desti-
nation but not to the other. Therefore, the sets of alternative modes Md can have dif-
ferent numbers of alternatives for different destinations. 

If 2 choices are independent, then their alternative sets will also be independent. If 
the choice of mode and destination is assumed to be independent, we denote the set of 
alternative modes as M and the set of alternative destinations as D. 

OVERALL SET OF ALTERNATIVES 

The consumer can be viewed as selecting an alternative destination and mode com-
bination dm from an overall set of alternatives DM that include all possible destination 
and mode combinations. For example, if the number of alternative modes available to 
every destination is identical and equal to M and the number of alternative destinations 
is D, then the total number of alternatives in the overall set will be D x M. 

The overall set of alternatives DM can be partitioned according to modes or ac-
cording to destinations.. If we partition according to destination, then we can write the 
overall set of alternatives as follows: 

DM = EM1, M.2, . . ., M, .. ., M03 	 (3) 

In this scheme we denote the set of destinations used for partitioning as D. Partitioning 
according to modes, we write 

DM = ED1, D2, ..., D, ..., DM] 	 (4) 

The set of modes used for partitioning is denoted as M. If the alternative sets are in-
dependent, then 

Md = M, dED 	
(5) 

D = D, mM 

ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURES 

If we assume that the choices are independent, then we can write the following struc-
tural choice probabilities (the probabilities that have direct behavioral interpretation 
and are originally writien to describe a structure are called structural probabilities): 

P(d:D) = prob [Ud 'a Ud', -d'ED] 
(6) 

P(m:M) = prob EU 2t U,', -m'EM] 

where Ud and U. are the utilities from destination d and mode m respectively. In es-
sence, the independence assumption implies an additive utility function: 

Ud = Ud + U. 
	 (7) 

In words, the total utility from a destination and mode combination is equal to the utility 
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from the destination plus the utility from the mode. Since the choices are independent, 
we can write the joint probability of d and m as follows: 

P(d, m:DM) = P(d:D) P(m:M) 	 (8) 

The structure that represents independent choices, or an independent structure, con-
sists of marginal probabilities of the different choices. 

If the choices of mode and destination are dependent on each other, then we can write 
the following conditional choice probabilities: 

P(d:D.) = prob [U1 ~: U'1 	' d'ED] 
(9) 

P(m:M) = prob[U a 2t U'1 , mEM] 

where U1 is the utility from destination d given that mode m is chosen and U. is the 
utility from mode m given that destination d is chosen. The conditional probability 
P(d:D) is the choice probability of destination d given that mode m is chosen, and sim-
ilarly p(m:lVLj) is the choice probability of mode m given that destination d is chosen. 

For forecasting, however, the 2 conditional probabilities are insufficient informa-
tion to compute the joint probability of destination and mode. In this case, as opposed 
to independent choices, the joint probability is not a product of 2 marginal probabilities 
since P(m:1VL4) is functionally dependent on d, i.e., P(m:Ma) P(m:M). If we had P(m:M)., 
then the joint probability is equal to its product with P(d:D). However, to model the 
marginal probability, P(m:M), we need to identify a utility function for an alternative 
mode that is independent of what destination is actually chosen. Therefore, for such a 
simultaneous structure, in which the choice of destination depends on the choice of 
mode and vice versa, we must model explicitly the joint probability P(d, m:DM). Given 
the joint probability, we can derive the marginal probabilities and the structural prob-
abilities as follows: 

P(m:M) = , 	 P(d,m:DM) 

d ED 

P(d:D) I P(d,m:DM) 

	

mEMa 	 (io) 

P(d:D) 
- P(d,m:DM) 
- p(m:M) 

P(m:Ma) 
= P(d,m:DM) 

P(d:D) 

A dependency that goes only in 1 direction results in a recursive structure. If we 
assume that the choice of destination is independent of what mode is actually chosen 
and that the choice of mode is dependent on the chosen destination, we write the follow-
ing probabilities: 

P(d:D) = prob[TJd Ui', -d'ED] 
(11) 

	

p(m:Md) = probEU1  	TJm, -m'EM4] 

This recursive structure implies the following additive utility function: 

Ud = Ud + Ui 
	

(12) 

The utility for a destination and mode combination is equal to a utility from the desti-
nation plus a utility from the mode that is dependent on the destination. In a recursive 
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structure, the joint probability is the product of the structural probabilities. 
Since we assume in this recursive structure that p(m:M4) p(m:M), it is possible 

to derive from the joint probability a conditional P(d:D) that is not equal to P(d:D). 
However, this conditional probability is not causal but simply a mathematical relation 
derived from the model with no behavioral interpretation. 

A recursive structure represents a hierarchical conditional decision structure. It 
is a common practice to replace a complex decision with a large number of alternatives 
by a recursive structure. The decision is decomposed into stages by successive par-
titions of the overall set of alternatives. Luce (5) noted that different partitions give 
different results. Therefore, a recursive strucTure can be viewed either as a simpli-
fying assumption (this will require a sensitivity analysis of the partitioning scheme to 
determine how the results are affected) or as truly representing a sequential, or con-
ditional, decision-making process. 

SEPARABILITY OF CHOICES 

Implicit in the discussion of the alternative structures was a separability-of-choices 
assumption. The conditional choice probability of mode given a destination was written 
as p(m:M4). This implies that the choice of m given d is independent of alternative 
modes to all other destinations d'(d' d), and is dependent only on the alternative modes 
for the given destination. 

This is a reasonable assumption. It is required in order to be able to model choices 
separately. If we model directly a joint probability and assume a simultaneous de-
pendency, then it appears that this assumption is not necessary. However, the inter-
pretation of the derived conditional probabilities will not be the same as the one used 
here. It was also impossible to find an example of a model that does not make this 
assumption. 

If we partition the set DM according to destinations, we can write the joint probability 
as follows: 

P(d,m:DM) = P(m:Md) P(d:D) 	 (13) 

This equation is similar to the way in which Luce and Suppes (6) described the choice 
axiom, 

P(i:A) = P(i:B) P(B:A) 	 (14) 

for i€BcA. The subset B corresponds to the subset of alternative modes to a given 
destination. However, the choice axiom is more general than the separability-of-choices 
assumption. It applies to any partitions of A to nonoverlapping subsets B. The 
separability-of-choices assumption applies only to partitions according to choices. 

There is some iuiiarhy between the concept of functional separability and the 
separability-of-choices assumption. Functional separability is based on the idea that 
the marginal rate of substitution among a set of variables is independent of other vari-
ables. Separability of choices implies that a conditional probability for a given choice 
depends only on a part of the total utility function. The choice of mode given a desti-
nation is assumed to be dependent on U. d which is the part of the utility function that 
for a given d varies across modes. 

Hence, a separability assumption implies that, from the utility function for a des-
tination and mode combination Ud, we can identify the utility from a mode given a 
chosen destination U. I d and the utility from a destination given a chosen mode Ud I 
Clearly, their sum is not equal to U. The separability assumption in an independent 
structure implies the additive utility function of Eq. 7. The separability assumption 
in a recursive structure where m depends on d implies the additive utility of Eq. 12. 
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ESTIMATION OF ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURES 

It is possible to estimate directly the conditional probabilities or to derive their es-
timates from the estimated joint probability. [Estimating the joint probability and then 
deriving the conditional probabilities are analogous to the method of indirect least 
squares (7).] If the purpose of the analysis is to make only conditional predictions of 
one choice, given that all other choices remain constant, then the conditional probabili-
ties are all that is needed and one can estimate them directly. However, the coefficient 
estimates of the conditional probabilities will not necessarily be equal whether they were 
estimated directly or indirectly through the estimation of the joint probability. 

It appears that, if estimated through the joint probability, the coefficient estimates 
of the conditional probabilities can gain in statistical efficiency and can be less sensitive 
to specification errors. (Specification errors are the consequences of an incorrect set 
of explanatory variables or incorrect mathematical form or both.) The basis for this 
statement is the possibility of incorporating restrictions across conditional probabili-
ties and thereby using more information to estimate some coefficients in the estimation 
of the joint probability. As an example, consider the simultaneous structure of desti-
nation choice and mode choice described previously. It is possible that Udl. and U]  d 
have common coefficients. By directly estimating Ud.  we constrain them to be equal 
and we use simultaneously all the information from the choice among alternative modes 
as well as from the choice among alternative destinations. If we directly estimate 

Udi] we can only use information on alternative destinations for the chosen mode, i.e., 
the alternatives in D]. TI we directly estimate U. I d we can only use information on al-
ternative modes for the chosen destination, i.e., the alternatives in M4. In estimating 
Ud]  we use information on all the alternatives in the overall set DM. 

Only under very restrictive conditions will direct estimates of, say, U]1 d  result in 
the same coefficient estimates as indirect estimation through U,. This happens when 
the alternatives in DM that are not in M4  do not provide additional information to that 
obtained from M4  alone. In other words, this happens when the variability of modal 
attributes for destinations d'(d' d) is the same as that for the chosen destination d. 
The exact conditions that have to be fulfilled by the data for this to occur depend on the 
exact specification of the choice model. However, knowledge of the exact condition 
seems to be unimportant because as a practical matter it never occurs. Furthermore, 
even if it occurs there is no reason not to estimate Ud,, if it can only be more efficient 
and it is needed for forecasting anyway. 

In a recursive probabilistic structure, there is no reason to estimate directly the 
jointprobability. Therefore, it could be estimated in its structural form, as it was 
done (3). 

A simultaneous structure could also be estimated as a recursive structure as follows: 
(a) estimate one conditional, say p(m:M4); (b) derive from the analytical form of the 
joint probability the marginal P(d:D); and (c) estimate the marginal with the coefficients 
that are included in P(m:M4) constrained to their estimates from P(m:M4). This esti-
mation procedure is suggested only when for some reason the direct estimation of the 
joint probability is computationally difficult. 

MODELING THE TRAVEL CHOICES 

The preceding discussion indicates that the appropriate structure for the travel 
choices is a simultaneous one. In the remainder of this paper we discuss alternative 
structures of travel demand models in more detail. 

A trip taken for a specific purpose is characterized by its origin, destination, time 
of day, mode of travel, and route. We are interested in predicting the volume of 
trips Vidbmr from origin i to destination d during time of day h by mode m via route r. 
From the point of view of the individual trip-maker or the household, we consider the 
probability of a trip instead of a quantity or volume of trips. A trip decision consists 
of several choices: choice of trip frequency f (e.g., how often to go shopping), choice 
of destination d (e.g., where to shop), choice of time of day h (e.g., when to go), choice 
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of mode m, and choice of route r. Hence, for an individual traveler, we are interested 
in predicting the joint probability: 

P(f,d,h, m, r:FDHMRt) 	 (15) 

where t denotes an individual or a household in origin i and FDHMRt  is the overall set 
of alternative trips that consists of all possible combinations of frequencies, destina-
tions, modes, times of day, and routes available to individual t. (The choice of resi-
dence location is assumed as given. Travel demand models assume that mobility de-
cisions are fixed.) The alternatives in this set are exhaustive and mutually exclusive. 
The individual t is always selecting one and only one alternative from this set. (In the 
following sections a notation for different subsets of FDMHR is used. This notation 
follows the same logic that was used to define subsets of DM and is, therefore, not ex-. 
plained in the text.) 

For simplicity, we will write the probabilities in the remainder of this paper without 
denoting the set of alternatives. We write the above probability (Eq. 15) as 

Pt  (f, d, h, m, r) 	 (16) 

A conditional probability previously denoted as P(m:1v14) will now be written as P(m'd). 
The joint probability previously written as P(d, m:DM) will now be written as P(d,m). 

On the disaggregate level, the travel demand function for a given trip purpose pre-
dicts the joint probability Pt (f, d, h, m, r). On the aggregate level, the demand function 
predicts the volume Vtdh. In either case, we have a complex product—a trip—with an 
enormous number of substitutes. Microeconomic consumer theory tells us that a de-
mand function expresses the quantity of a product demanded as a function of its price, 
the prices of related commodities (substitutes and complements), and income. The 
complexities stem from the large number of relevant prices (i.e., price and many 
price-like attributes) for all the alternative trips. 

ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURES OF TRAVEL DEMAND MODELS 

With no further assumption, the travel demand model predicts the probability 
P(f, d, m, h, r), or the volume V1dhr, as a function of the attributes of all the alternative 
combinations of fdmhr. (For additional simplicity, we drop the subscript t in writing 
the probabilities in this section.) We denote the explanatory variables as Xld.br, Xdhr, 

., )tr, ..., Xar, or as a vector Xfdbr. (The explanatory variables include all 
the levels of service, the spatial opportunities, and the socioeconomic variables. The 
socioeconomic variables are specific to an individual and not to a trip alternative. How-
ever, we assume here that they are introduced into the model as having alternative 
specific values.) Hence, we can write the travel demand model as follows: 

P(f, d, m, h, xT= F[XfdF,-'-fdmhrEFDMHR] 	 (17) 

where 	-'fdmhrEFDIvIBR] is a vector that includes all the variables X for all rel- 
evant combinations of the subscripts 1, d, m, h, and r, and F is the demand function. 
Alternatively, we can write the utility function for an alternative trip as 

= U(Xfd) 	 (18) 

Clearly, this results in a very complex demand model. Without further assumptions, 
for a simultaneous structure this is the type of travel demand model that must be cal-
ibrated. 

If, however, we make some assumptions about the travel decision-making process 
we can divide the overall travel demand function into several less complex functions, 
each including only a subset of all the explanatory variables. That is, under some as-
sumptions we can formulate the travel demand function as a recursive or as an inde-
pendent structure. 
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The first assumption that is required is the separability-of-choices assumption that 
was described earlier and is usually made also with respect to a simultaneous model. 
The separability assumption with respect to a certain choice says that the conditional 
probability of this choice given other choices is a function of only a specific subset of 
the explanatory variables, as depicted in the following example for route choice: 

UT  I tdwh = ur (XfdhT) 
('9) 

P(r I f, d, m, h) = F1'[Xfdmhy, rERf d h] 

In words, the conditional probability of choosing a route given other choices is a func-
tion only of the explanatory variables for all routes for given fdmh. If we considered 
only 2 choices, say, mode and destination, then the separability assumption with re-
spect to mode choice says that the conditional probabilities of choosing a mode given a 
destination is a function of the variables for all modes but for only 1 specific destina-
tion. For this example we write 

P(d,m) = FdmLX,dmEDM] 

Ud = u(xdm) 

P(dlm) = FLXd,'-dEDJ 

ud1 = U'(x) 	
(20) 

P(m ld) = rLx'meM4] 

u1 d = tr(xd) 

If we calculate the marginal probabilities P(d) and P(m), they will be a function of the 
vector [X6m,--dmEDM1. 

An independent structure is possible only if the set of attributes is separable. That is, 

LXfd:hrJ = EXf, Xd, X, Xh, X] 	 (21) 

where we can identify only attributes that vary only across a single choice. The inde-
pendent utility function can be written as 

= V(x) + ud(xa) + u(x) + u(xh) + UT(xr) 	 (22) 

The independent travel demand model can be written as 

P(f) = FLX, -fF] 

P(d) = F"LXd,-dED] 

P(m) = FT LXm,mEM] 	 (23) 

P(h) = 

P(r) = 

and 

P(f, d, m, h, r) = P(f) P(d) P(m) P(h) P(r) 	 (24) 

Clearly, this is an unrealistic structure for a travel demand model. 
A recursive structure requires the assumption of a sequential decision-making pro- 
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cess or a hierarchy of conditional decisions. The sequence is expressed in a recursive 
travel demand model in 2 ways. The first is the manner in which the set of all trip al-
ternatives is partitioned. In a recursive model of mode and destination choices where 
mode choice is conditional on the chosen destination, the set of all alternative combina-
tions of mode and destination is partitioned according to destination. The second way 
is the composition of explanatory variables. For the same example, the problem is 
how to include in a model of the marginal probability of destination choice the variables, 
such as travel time and fare, that are defined by destination and mode. The way this 
is handled is to construct a composite variable that combines the above variable across 
modes to create a variable that is specific only to a destination. Consider for example 
the following recursive structure: 

= Ut + Ud I t + Urn I fd + Uh I fdrn + U,. I tdrnh 
(25) 

= ut(x) + U'(x) + u"(xt4rn) + U'(Xfdrnh) + 

and 

P(dlf) = Fd[Xfd,dEDf] 

P(mf,d) = r[Xtarn, mEM] 	 (26) 

P(hlf,d,m) = FhLXfdrnh, rn'hEHto.m] 

P(r I f, d, m, h) = F"EXfdrnhr, rERrdrnh] 

where each variable is defined as follows: 

Xfdrnh = LXfdb,., reRfdrnh] 

Xtdrn = 	-''hEH] 
(27) 

Xfd = [Xtrn, -'meMta] 

Xt = [Xtd, -dEDt] 

If we keep the variables in their original form, then the model for P(f) will include all 
the explanatory variables [x drnbr -fdmhrEFDMHR]. The definition of composite vari-
ables allows the treatment of Xj, Xttrn, X, and Xt as single variables. In other 
wr.:!s, these'aria!!es are ercseo az-a zpccific 	ctiai f tieir-eienieris. -- Ok 

example, we express 

Xfrnh = gLXtdrnhr, -crERfh] 	 (28) 

where g is the composition function. The functional form of the composition rule re-
quires further assumptions. 

There are a variety of possible composition schemes. One such scheme that was 
derived from an assumption of additive utility function (3) is as follows: 

Xfdrnh = 	Xttrn r 	P(r If, d, m)  h) 	 (29) 

rsRfarnh 

This composition scheme is essentially a computation of the expected value of the orig-
inal variable. Another way to observe this is to rewrite Eq. 29 and use the definition 
of conditional probability as follows: 
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Xfa1h P(f, d, m, h) = 	Xfa1h P(f, d, m, h, r) 	 (30) 

r (Hf diD 

Thus, the composite variable as defined by Eq. 29 is in accordance with a consistency 
requirement that the expected value of a variable is maintained. If X is a price vari-
able, then Eq. 30 says that the expected expenditure is consistent in the different stages 
of a recursive model. 

Clearly, there are many other schemes of creating the composite variables, among 
them a simple sum, 

Xfdh = E Xfdh 	 (31) 

rER 

or the value for the "best" route (io), 

Xfd.h = Xfd.hb 
	

(32) 

where r = b is the best route according to some criteria. 
Often, several price variables are combined to form a generalized price. Then, the 

composite variable is a composition of the generalized price instead of each variable 
separately (•, 8). 

Constructing a composite variable from several explanatory variables together 
amounts to maintaining equal marginal rates of substitution among those variables in 
the different probabilities of a recursive structure. 

Thus, given a separability assumption, a specific sequence assumption, and an as-
sumption on the mathematical form of the composite variables, the overall travel de-
mand model can be formulated as a recursive structure. 

A simultaneous structure requires the estimation of an equation that includes a large 
number of explanatory variables. On the other hand, each equation in a recursive struc-
ture includes only a subset of the explanatory variables that are included in a simulta-
neous model. In addition, the number of variables is reduced by the construction of com-
posite variables. Therefore, a recursive model can be easier to implement, computa-
tionally and analytically, than a simultaneous model. 

The separability and the sequence'assumptions required by a recursive travel de-
mand model are equivalent to an assumption of a conditional decision structure. The 
choice of a particular fdmhr combination is made from a relatively large set of alter-
natives. It makes sense to partition the set of all alternatives into collections of non-
overlapping subsets. Consider, for example, 2 choices: destination and mode. The 
set of all alternative combinations of d and m, DM, is large. We can partition DM into 
the subsets M1, M.2, ..., Md, .. ., MD, where each subset includes all the alternative 
modes to a specific destination. The assumption is that the traveler is, first, choosing 
among these subsets or choosing a destination and, second, choosing within the chosen 
subset or choosing a mode. The choice of mode is now a function of only the character-
istics of available modes to a given destination. The choice of destination depends on 
some measure of the expected attributes of all modes to a given destination. The utility 
function of a dm combination is assumed to consist of 2 parts: one for each choice. The 
choice of destination is based on the utility of the destination, which is also dependent 
on the expected attributes from the modes available to this destination. 

However, we can also partition the set DM according to modes as follows: D1, D2, 
Dm, ..., D. When we apply choice models to this or the previous sequence we do 

not expect the predictions to be the same. The problem is, therefore, to know when 
the consumer decomposes his or her decision into stages and what partitions are used. 

If we modeled the choice of an fmdhr combination as a deterministic optimization 
problem, it would not be important what partitions were used. The reason that we ex-
pect different partitions to give different results is due to the probabilistic choice mech-
anism and the computation of expected attributes from lower stages. 

The problem with travel decisions is that we cannot find a unique natural sequence of 
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partitions that will be generally applicable. Therefore, a simultaneous structure is 
superior to a recursive structure. In general, the simultaneous structure of a travel 
demand model consists of the following conditional probabilities: 

p(fld,m,h,r) 

P(df,m,h,r) 

P(mlf,d,h,r) 	 (33) 

p(hlf,d,m, r) 

P(rlf,d,m,h')  

Under particular behavioral assumptions 'we can place restrictions on this general 
structure and obtain alternative simultaneous structural forms. Consider the following 
simultaneous structure: 

P(fjd,m,h,r) 

P(dlf,m,h) 

	

P(mjf,d,h) 	 (34) 

P(hjf,d,m,r) 

P(rlf,d, in,  h) 

The conditional probabilities of mode choice and destination choice are not conditional 
on the chosen route because we cannot generally identify alternative modes or destina-
tions for a given route. 

The choices that are conditional on fin either a simultaneous or a recursive struc-
ture are defined only for f > 0 because it does not make sense to define alternative trips 
when no trip is taken. It may be argued that for some trip purposes the choice of trip 
frequency is based on some measure of expected accessibility and is not dependent on 
the actual values of d, m, h, and r. Therefore, it is natural to partition according to 
f and, for each f, have all possible combinations of mdhr. 

II for some trip purpose the choice of time of day is constrained or limited to alter-
native times for which the traveler can be assumed to be indifferent, then it is. possible 
to partition according to f and, for each f, have all possible combinations of m and d. 
Then, partitioning according to dm combinations creates. the sets of alternative routes' 

	

.trip.= 	 th 	1ing trucraiprobabiUes 

P(f) 

	

P(dlf,m) 	
(35) 

P(mf,d) 

p(rf,d,m) 

The choices of mode and destination are simultaneous, but recursive with respect to f. 
The choice of route is recursive with respect to f, d, and m. This is essentially the 
structure that is assumed in the empirical study reported elsewhere (i). Time of day 
was excluded because the sample included only off-peak shopping trips. 

It should be clear that in simultaneous and recursive structures we can derive any 
conditional or marginal probabilities. (However, only the structural probabilities are 
causal.) Therefore, for forecasting, it is possible to use the joint probability directly 
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or any combination of marginal and conditional probabilities provided that their product 
is equal to the joint probability. For example, 

P(f,d,m,h,r) = P(f) (Pdf) . P(mlf,d)  p(hlf,d,m)  P(rlf,d,m,h)  

= p(f) P(hjf) .P(mjf,h) P(dlf,h,m) . P(rjf,h,m,d) 	(36) 

= p(f) p(h,m,df) p(rlf,h,m,d) 

DIRECT AND INDIRECT TRAVEL DEMAND MODELS 

A distinction was made between simultaneous, recursive, and independent travel 
demand models. It was based on the behavioral assumptions of the model. Another 
distinction that is often made is between direct and indirect travel demand models (8). 
This distinction, however, is based on the way that the travel demand model is used 
for forecasting. 

A direct demand model predicts directly the joint probability P(f, d, m, h, r), or the 
volume Vidb,, as a function of all the explanatory variables. In an indirect travel de-
mand model the joint probability, or the volume, is predicted with several intermediate 
steps. Each step corresponds to a single choice or to a single subscript of the volume. 
For example, one equation can predict the number of trips taken by the household, 
another equation will distribute trips among the various destinations, and so forth. 
Hence, in a direct model a forecast is made with a single equation, while in an indirect 
model a forecast is made by a multi equation. model. 

There are a variety of possible indirect models in which an intermediate step may 
predict directly more than one choice. For example, one equation can predict the 
number of trips taken by the household to a certain destination, another equation will 
split these trips among the various modes of travel, and so forth. 

From the forecasting point of view it makes no difference whether we use a model 
as direct or as indirect. The way a model is used for forecasting should be determined 
only on the basis of computational efficiency considerations. 

The sequence used for forecasting does not necessarily have a behavioral interpre-
tation. Even a recursive model could in principle be used for forecasting in an indirect 
fashion that does not correspond to the structural sequence. 

In this paper we are concerned with the behavioral structure of travel demand 
models. However, we can express any given model in many different ways. There-
fore, an obvious question to ask is, How can the behavioral structure of a given model 
be recognized? 

In general, the answer to this question is that the behavioral structure cannot be de-
termined unless the model is written in its structural form. This answer could be ex-
plained by the analogy of a structure of simultaneous equations; Given a reduced form, 
which is used for forecasting, it is impossible to determine the original structure. (A 
reduced form of a system of simultaneous equations is the solution of endogenous vari-
ables in terms of the exogenous ones.) However, in travel demand models that were 
structured with composite variables, the structure may be discerned. It is possible to 
recognize the sequence through the order of composition (e.g., order of summation) 
that is maintained in a composite variable no matter how the model is expressed. 

EMPIRICAL PROBLEM 

As mentioned earlier, the complexity of the overall travel demand function stems 
primarily from the large number of alternatives and attributes that call for a large 
number of variables. To appreciate the dimensions of the overall travel demand func-
tion, consider the following example of travel choices. 

Suppose that for a certain trip purpose a person has the following options: 2 daily 
trip frequencies (1 trip or no trip), 4 destinations, 2 modes of travel, and 2 times of 
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day (peak or off-peak). The total number of alternatives facing the decision-maker is 
17 (16 one-trip alternatives and 1 no-trip alternative). Suppose that for each 1-trip 
alternative there are only 2 price variables, travel time and travel cost. (The price 
of a no trip is 0.) The total number of price variables is 32. If we increment each 
choice by 1 additional option, we have 91 alternatives and 180 price variables. 

It appears that the joint probability may be too complex and the number of variables 
too large to be condensed into a single relation. The most important question is whether 
we can calibrate a choice model with such large numbers of alternatives and variables. 
Using a recursive structure, we will have to calibrate 4 choice models but with the 
number of alternatives in each model equal to the number of options for the correspond-
ing choice. The data requirements are identical for both structures unless further as-
sumptions are made. 

It is not clear whether it is less expensive to calibrate 4 models each with a small 
number of alternatives rather than 1 model with many alternatives (assuming, of course, 
that estimation of a joint probability is feasible). 

Under the presumption that the implementation of a recursive model is easier and 
less expensive, is the additional expense to implement a simultaneous model justified? 
The answer is unclear. Costs can be compared only together with the benefits. There-
fore, we need to know how the simplifying assumptions of a recursive model affect the 
results of the prediction process. 

These are critical issues that can only be addressed by an empirical study. The 
evidence from the calibration of alternative structures in another study (1) indicates 
that (a) it is feasible to calibrate the simultaneous model and (b) the calibration results 
are highly sensitive to the assumed structure. This empirical evidence is not absolutely 
conclusive, however, because it is based on a small sample and only on a subset of the 
travel choices for a single trip purpose. Future research is needed to extend the em-
pirical evidence to different data sets, larger samples, and a complete set of travel 
choices for all trip purpose categories. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

A multidimensional choice situation can be represented by a simultaneous or re-
cursive model structure. The paper described assumptions of each structure and 
argued that, in the absence of restrictive assumptions about behavior, travel decisions 
are more realistically represented by a simultaneous model structure. It is simple to 
estimate a recursive structure, for each choice model contains fewer alternatives and 
variables. The primary issues in the selection of a strategy for calibration are (a) 
whether calibrating the simultaneous model is feasible and (b) what effect the use of a 
recursive rather than a simultaneous model structure has on the estimated parameters. 

In particular, the calibration strategy is independent of the method of prediction to 
be used. That is, both the simultaneous and recursive models can be used as direct 
prediction nio1ei btsed on the joint probabilities or as indirect prediction models by 
deriving any desired set of marginal and conditional probabilities. 

Empirical evidence for a 2-dimensional choice situation indicates that calibration of 
the simultaneous choice model is feasible and equally important and that calibration as 
a recursive structure leads to different parameter estimates, which are very sensitive 
to the order of decision-making assumed. Additional research is required to verify 
these results and to extend them to more complex choice situations. 
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Structure of Disaggregate 
Behavioral Choice 
Models 
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This paper reviews the foundations of some of the choice models most frequently used in transportation plan-
ning and outlines the strengths and weaknesses of these approaches in the analysis of travel behavior. The first 
part deals with algebraic utility theory. The foundations of the textbook approach are briefly reviewed and an 
evaluation is made of the characteristics and economics of time allocation models. The different algebraic utility 
structures implied by the algebraic demand models most frequently found in practice are discussed. The second 
part of the paper attempts to link economic utility theory to that approach developed in mathematical psychology, 
and the distinction is made between fixed and random preference models. The practical models in this field are 
derived from a probabilistic choice approach, and the development of the well-known logit formula is briefly 
outlined. Certain similarities to the separability properties discussed in the first part of the paper are indicated. 
The paper closes with suggestions of the direction of further development of simultaneous models or new theo-
retical support for particular choice sequences or both. 

Modern analyses of travel behavior have primarily been concerned with choice rather 
than demand as a point of departure. However, travel demand is frequently used to 
label travel choice models. As a consequence, the relation—or lack of such—among 
utility, choice, and demand should be understood by analysts who determine what trav- 
eler preferences are and evaluate transportation policy and investment schemes. 

Two analytical approaches are available for the description of individual choice be- 
havior: algebraic and probabilistic. 

Although probabilistic elements play an important role in any transportation planning 
model, a distinction is made in this paper based on the underlying behavior assumptions 
as expressed in the consistency axioms of choices. Thus, econometric models based 
on traditional niicroeconomics and ex enw'n thereof are c si.crcc aigia, wierea ---' - 

choice models based on thresholds in choice, random utility indicators, and "almost 
optimizing behavior" are considered probabilistic. 

ALGEBRAIC THEORIES OF CONSUMER CHOICE 

Foundations 

The microeconomic theory of choice deals with a decision rule by which consumer 
purchases are made under given market conditions. It Links desires and action and 
provides the means for transforming utility restrictions into demand properties. Since 
demands are observable but utility is not, any check on theory requires translating as-
sumptions on the latter into properties of the former. Then if individual demands do 
not have these properties, the theory does not give an adequate explanation of individual 
behavior. 
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The decision unit in traditional microeconomic theory acts in a pure exchange econ-
omy with n commodities. The unit is described by his consumption set X = (x1, ..., x), 
which is a closed, convex, and bounded subset of commodity space S; his preferences 
U, which is a complete, continuous, twice differentiable, and strictly convex pre-
ordering of X; and his initial endowments X = (x1, ..., x), which is a vector in S. 

The behavior of the decision unit is derived from these assumed characteristics: 
He regards all commodity prices, p = (pr, ..., ps), fixed regardless of his own ac-_ 
lions, and he chooses the greatest element for U in his budget set, XESIp  X = p X. 
Consequently, the indifference map of choices in this model is compatible with the con-
clusion that unique and continuous demands exist and express the equilibrium point for 
the consumer in the sense that maximum utility is attained (15, 19,23). 

As a consequence of the various constraints just introduced, the demand functions 
must satisfy the following properties: 

Reallocations of the budget due to income and price changes respectively must 
continue to exhaust total income (the adding-up property); 

Multiplying all prices and income with the same factor should leave demands un-
altered (the homogeneity property); 

Demand for a specific commodity cannot increase as its price increases and all 
other prices remain unchanged, and income changes (raises) just enough to compensate 
for the price increase (the negativity property); and 

The compensated cross-demand effects are symmetric, 

8x1/P 0  = ox/Pt, for all i j 	 (i) 

This ensures intgrability or choice consistency and rules out the possibility that demand 
functions (or choice functions) are such that a sequence of price and income changes will 
lead the consumer through a series of positions, each of which is preferred to the pre-
vious one, but which in the end lead back to the starting point (the symmetry property). 

The pure microeconomic choice theory presented here is not sufficient to specify an 
operational model. More specific behavioral assumptions are needed for that purpose. 
Before an assessment is made of the demand models in applied consumer choice econ-
omies, a couple of other recent approaches to the deterministic microeconomic analy-
ses of consumer choice are reviewed. 

Characteristics and Consumer Demand 

It has been argued that the pure microeconomic theory of choice does not offer a 
satisfactory account of why some goods are consumed more than others or why some 
goods are not purchased at all. A further difficulty arises with the introduction of new 
goods. This creates particular difficulties in constructing cost of living index numbers 
and in accepting further consumption of outdated commodities by a group of homoge-
neous individuals. 

Lancaster (21) suggested that these difficulties can be lessened by regarding the el-
ements of the set of alternatives by which the consumer orders his preferences U as 
bundles of characteristics c associated with goods X rather than as bundles of goods—
consequently, U(c). Thus, for example, the various means of travel from a given home 
base to a given work base constitute a closely related group of goods because they, and 
they alone, supply the characteristics with respect to arrival time at work and com-
muting comfort. 

Formally, let g be a fixed number representing the total number of characteristics 
attainable from all goods in the economy. Let c j  represent the objectively measurable 
quantity of the j th characteristic and c = (c,, . . . , ;). With each commodity bundle X 
is associated a specific vector of characteristics such that 

c =h(X) 	 (2) 
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The consumer decides on purchases by maximizing U(c) subject to Eq. 2 'and the usual 
budget constraint p X = R. Defining 

U(X) = ut:h(x)] 	 (3) 

and assuming the existence of the basic utility model properties, we can derive demand 
functions having properties similar to those discussed above. Certain problems may 
arise, however. 

A unique bundle of characteristics does not necessarily imply a unique bundle of goods. 
No problems arise so long as the number of distinct goods does not exceed the number 
of characteristics, but modern complex economies are probably characterized more by 
goods than by characteristics, and this is the world we set out to model. In this case, 
the quantity of none of the goods would be uniquely determined. One consequence of the 
goods-characteristics model is then that the goods-demand curves may be perfectly 
elastic at a given price. The commodity demands would then be demand correspon-
dences, which in terms of the theory of the previous section would follow from a relax-
ation of the strictly convex assumption to one of weakly convex indifference curves in 
commodity space. 

Little is known at present of the practical importance of the Lancaster approach. But 
it surely has some interesting theoretical properties that make it possible to illuminate 
economic problems that are insoluble by traditional means. 

Microeconomic Theories of the Allocation of Income and Time 

Some recent developments in microeconomic theories of consumer choice have fo-
cused on the time allocation problem and have recognized that leisure covers time used 
for consumption, commuting, and sleeping, which are necessary activities in order to 
perform further work (2, 8, 11, 12, 16). The increasing interest in this field is probably 
due to the idea that in 'èãitIij 6iintries people behave as if time is a scarce resource. 

In attempting to construct a "general theory of the economics of time allocation," 
Bruzelius (8) proposes to integrate the traditional consumer choice theory, discussed 
in the previous section, with a similarly pure theory for time allocation. This is mo-
tivated from the shortcomings of both theories. The pure theory of time allocation 
rests on a utility function defined for time activities only. The quantities are measured 
in time units. Utility is maximized subject to a time resource constraint only. 

In general, the utility generating activities are connected with both time and goods; 
i.e., the consumer will usually not indulge in something that is a pure good or a pure 
time activity. A general theory should require that the consumer allocation problem be 
described in terms of the 2 dimensions, the simpler extreme problems being special 
cases. 

The "general model" suggestetl hy Bvzeliu (, pp. 9-15) is as follows: Tie utility 
function 

.., X, T1, ..., TO 	 (4) 

where 

X1  = quantity of good i and 
T = time used along with the use of X1, 

is maximized subject to the following constraints: 

EPtXt - rTw - V s0 	 (5) 

where 
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Pi = price of good i, 
r = wage rate, 

= work time, and 
V = exogenous income. 

Equation 5 expresses the economic budget constraint 

n 

E T1 +T-O 	 (6) 

i=1 

where i = total time. Equation 6 expresses the time resourc.e constraint. In case of 
an inequality, the constraint is closed by a slack variable T +1. 

g1(X1, T) !-- 0, for i = 1, ..., n 	 (7) 

Equation 7 expresses physical relations between the time and the good variables that 
enter into the activity-producing process. 

Xi 2t 0, T1 ~t 0, T ~: 0 	 (8) 

Equation 8 expresses the nonnegativity constraints on the endogenous variables in the 
model. 

To compare this model with the traditiona,l consumer demand theory, we consider 
the first order conditions for maximum utility (8, p. 13). The interpretation of these 
'conditions can be carried out in a variety of ways depending on the explicit character 
of the physical relation (Eq. 7). The following explicit version of Eq. 7 is chosen for 
illustration: 

g=a1X1 -T1 :~0 	 (9) 

where it is assumed that X = 0 	T1 = 0. This can be interpreted to say that to each 
amount of the good X1 there is a minimum of time that must be allocated to it, but this 
minimum may be exceeded. Or, to look at it the other way, associated with each level 
of T1 there is a maximum amount of X1, but the consumer may choose a lower level. 
According to this model, 

The marginal utility of X1 should equal the marginal utility of monetary outlays 
plus the marginal utility of saving time in producing the particular activity multiplied 
by the number of units of time a1 required as a minimum per unit of Xi; and 

The marginal utility of time in activity i should equal the marginal utility of time 
as a resource plus the marginal utility from saving time in commodity i multiplied by 
1 (because of the choice of Eq. 9). 

This approach has additional features that should be appreciated in applied economics. 
If the utility function (Eq. 4) is written in terms of the utility generating activities Z1, 
... ,zn, 

u = u(z1, . . ., z) 	 (io) 

then Eq. 7 may be viewed as a household production function. Although the X1 and T1 
have been treated as scalars above, X1 actually is a set of market goods, X11, X12, ..., 
X1 , used in producing Z1, and similarly for T1. This theoretical approach yields not 
only information on which market goods are close substitutes and which are not [in a 
way similar to that described by Lancaster (21)] but also justification for the use of 
weakly separable utility functions. This property of the model implies that the mar-
ginal rate of substitution between any 2 factors (markets goods and time) producing Zi 
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is independent of the quantity of any good not used in this particular process or, equiv-
alently, the ratio of the marginal utilities of the 2 factors depends only on the factors 
used in that particular production process (27). Consequently, this approach gives 
theoretical justification for reducing the nuñiber of cross effects to be quantified in a 
planning context. 

Price of Time 

The concept of the price of time has initiated a lot of research by people involved in 
transportation planning. In accepting the modeling techniques reviewed here, one must 
make a clear distinction between the price of time as a resource and the value or price 
of saving time. 

The first of these stems from the fact that the consumer may regard time as a scarce 
resource (e.g., the constraint in Eq. 6) and expresses the willingness to pay to have an 
additional unit of time were this possible. 

The value of time saving concerns the willingness of the consumer to pay to have 
time reduced in one activity in order to allocate it to some other activity. In principle 
there is no reason why this price should not vary from activity to activity or from con-
sumer to consumer and be either higher or lower than the price of time as a resource. 

Utility and Demand in Deterministic Models 

We can now assess the fruitfulness of the algebraic modeling approach. Starting 
from the demand functions described earlier, we conclude that there are n income re-
sponses and n2  price responses that are of immediate interest to the analyst. That is, 
data for estimation purposes must be sufficient to yield n(n + 1) pieces of information 
if the demand equations are to be estimated without further a priori information. The 
properties of these demand functions come in handy in this context because the data 
needs are considerably reduced as a consequence of the a priori restrictions imposed 
by these properties. 

The homogeneity property gives n restrictions, the adding-up property gives n + 1 
restrictions, the symmetry property gives '/2  n(n - i) restrictions, and the negativity 
property gives n inequalities. If we ignore the inequalities, the unrestricted n(n + i) 
responses are thus reduced to (n - 1) ('/2 n + i), and that obviously is a considerable 
improvement with respect to basic data needs. Still, however, there are likely to be 
too many simply because n is usually large and data are seldom plentiful. 

As a consequence, our discussion of some explicit demand functions will be related 
both to the consistency aspect and to the question of practical application. I intend not 
to provide a complete list of demand models applied in transport economics but to com-
pare basic differences in the behavioral striirire rf fe"' frcqucntiyiiodels i11 

comparative statistics. By far the simplest demand function to be used is 

X, = b,(R/P,), for i = 1, . . . , n 	 (ii) 

where H = income or total expenditure, and X and P, have been defined already. Ob-
n 

viously, the coefficient b1  'a 0 and 	bj = 1. This set of functions implies a utility 

i =1 
function of the form 

n 
U=IT X 
	

(12) 
i =1 

where As = structural coefficient. This model implies the following demand properties: 
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All budget elasticities of demand are unity implying straight Engel curves throuh 
the origin (Engel curves express demand solely as a function of the consumer's income); 

Expenditure on each commodity is a constant, and when H is given all the own-
price-elasticities are equal to -1; 

It follows from the specification (Eq. ii) that all cross elasticities are 0; and 
The Slutzky equations 

= 	U = constant - X P3~PI (13) 

make it clear that because of properties 1 and 3 

U = constant > 0 
[ P] 

which means that all pairs of commodities are net substitutes. 
The model (Eq. 11) is clearly inconsistent with the empirically well-established 

Engel's law, which states that the proportions of the budget devoted to certain groups 
of commodities vary considerably as the budget changes (7, p. 1173). This is a strong 
argument against the application of the model. 

Another simple (from the econometric point of view) class of demand functions are 
those that are linear in P, ..., P, H (or can be transformed into a linear form). The 
most obvious is 

n 

	

Xi=Eaij+bi# 	
(14) 

j =1 

where a 3 = structural coefficients, for i, j = 1, . . . , n. The theory of consumer demand 
developed in the above implies that there exist numbers s1, ..., s such that Eq. 14 
can be written as 

- 	n 

	

b11R - 
j=1 Pj 

• 	

(15) I 
Xi=si+ 	Pi 

This model, developed by Stone, is known as the linear expenditure system, and has 
been one of the most important in empirical demand studies (15, pp. 315-318). 

Equation 15 says that expenditure on commodity i can be divided into 2 parts: the 
purchase of a fixed quantity s1(survival minimum) and a constant fraction bi of what is 
left after all the bare survival quantities of all commodities have been bought. The 
demand functions imply a utility function of the form 

n 	b 
U = 'iT (Xi - s1) 

i=1 
(16) 

This model implies that, if H > 	Pt Sj, then all commodities are normal (positive 

income elasticities), all pairs of commodities are net substitutes (see definition below 
Eq. 13), and the demand for each commodity is inelastic with respect to its own price 
(15, pp. 315-318). 

The model is capable of behaving more in accordance with Engel's law than the sim- 
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pie model (Eq. ii). Although the Engel curves still are straight lines, they do not pass 
through the origin but rather through the point s1, ..., Sn. Thus, it is perfectly pos-
sible for the budget share for food, for example, to decrease as the budget increases. 

Another demand model often seen in applied transport economics is the log-linear. 

n 

logX1 =logCj+a13 P3 +b1 logR 	 (17) 

j =1 

where Ci = constant, for i,j = 1, ..., n. This is a constant elasticity model where the 

homogeneity restriction requires 	ai = -ba. The difficulty with Eq. 17 and several 

other applied demand models is that it is either extremely difficult or impossible to 
find a traditional static algebraic utility model from which the complete set of demand 
functions chosen can be derived. [Several papers contain an exercise in deriving ex-
plicit demand functions from utility functions (4,9).] 

Only the trivial case where bj  = -aji and ajj  = 0 for i j, which turns Eq. 17 into 
Eq. 11, is capable of making this derivation easily come through. Equation 17 can, 
however, almost be derived from an indirect additivity type of utility model (7, p.  1204). 

Given the direct utility function in terms of Xi and the logically derivable demand 
functions x(R, P1, . . . , Pn), an indirect utility function 

U = u[x(R, p)] 	 (18) 

is implied that relates the maximum utility attainable to the exogenously determined 
level of prices and income. Since any such function can be interpreted as the dual of 
the direct utility function, minimizing it subject to given P and R will lead to the de-
mand equations. 

Only in a special case will directly and indirectly additive utilities occur in the same 
model. Assuming additive indirect utilities 

('9) 

implies strong behavioral constraints. Brown and Deaton (7, p.  1201) showed that for 
all indirectly additive models the uncompensated cross-price elasticities are identical 
for all goods affected and depend only on the goof! whose price has changed: 

(Xi/P) (p/x) = ( x/P) (PJ /Xk), for all i,k j 	 (20) 

It is, however, worth noting that Brown and Deaton (7, p.  1203) conclude that in all 
relevant respects the linear expenditure system, whiTh implies linear demands, is 
superior to the indirect additive utility model. 

The last travel demand model to be commented on is closely related to a well-known 
variant of the gravity formula, which can be derived from entropy maximization (30). 

= A1Be'iko 

where 

Xjk = total travel (for all households) from i to k, 
A1  = number of households at i, 
Bk  = structural coefficient, and 

Cik = cost of a round trip from i to k. 

(21) 
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Assuming an integrated logarithm utility model, 

U=Uo  + 	[(P + o)Xk - OXC logxk] 	 (22) 

k 

where 

U0 = constant, 
... 	= structural coefficients, and 

Xk = number of household trips to k. 

Beckmann and Golob (4) have shown that Eq. 22 leads to 

Xk = ePko_Ch1.mo= 	euo 	 (23) 

If all households at i have identical utility functions, the aggregate gravity formula 
(Eq. 21) follows. This particular model does, however, violate the nonsaturation axiom 
since the marginal utilities U/Xk approach -cn for large values of X,. 

Equation 22 is an additive utility model that leads to very simple demand functions 
(Eq. 23). No cross effects are assumed to exist; consequently, the model is incapable 
of dealing with some of the most urgent policy problems in transportation planning today. 

Our review of algebraic demand models has indicated that either practical models 
are directly based on the theory or they are designed so that one or more of the theo-
retical properties can be subjected to empirical testing. Despite the common basis 
in algebraic utility theory, the models in use may appear surprisingly dissimilar and 
reflect quite different assumptions regarding the reactions of the decision unit to price 
and income changes resulting from policy decisions. 

As a consequence, one should be somewhat careful when postulating econometric 
travel demand models. More efficient models may result once the aim of the study is 
clearly defined and the behavioral assumptions on which the explicit model is to be based 
have been chosen. The first question the analyst will face in choosing his set of assump-
tions is, Will the choice of assumptions influence the major conclusions to be drawn 
from the analysis? Only a couple of such problems frequently faced by travel demand 
analysts are discussed here. Should a theory of travel choice behavior be mode spe-
cific or mode abstract? Are separability assumptions acceptable? Are sequential 
choice assumptions acceptable? 

The first question has been discussed in previous works (3, 6,9,26,28). A mode-
specific model treats each travel mode as a specific commodity with its own demand 
schedule. This is principally in line with the traditional theory of consumer choice. 
A mode-abstract model, on the other hand, regards travel by different modes between 
2 points in space as distinct observations appearing in the same econometric equation. 
This modeling approach is philosophically in line with Lancaster's characteristics 
approach (21). 

Assuming that the same independent variables are all relevant and the only relevant 
variables in both models, we can construct a mode-abstract model to be a special case 
of a mode-specific model including several modes, provided the regression coefficients 
of each explanatory variable can be assumed to be mode independent. This hypothesis 
can be tested by means of Chow's equality test (io), which can be applied to the mode-
specific model. 

The assumption of separability is essential when the travel market is analyzed alone 
or when travel and housing are treated as one commodity subgroup to be distinguishable 
as a group of commodities and services. We have earlier indicated that acceptance of 
the household production functions in utility models justifies the use of weakly separable 
utility functions in demand studies. If we can also assume that the household production 
functions are homogenous to the first degree, the number of parameters of the family of 
demand functions for the market goods is drastically reduced, and simpler and more 
manageable demand (choice) models become available (27). 
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Whether to simplify further by introducing even stronger separability assumptions 
is a question of the trade-off between realism and computational ease, although short-
age of data may force further simplification. One should, however, always ask what 
consequences further separability assumptions will have on analytical conclusions. 
The following types of separability are frequently found in the literature (15). 

Pearce separability implies that the marginal rate of substitution (Ivms) between 
any 2 goods within a given group (travel and housing or perhaps only travel) is inde-
pendent of the quantity of any good but those 2. 

Homogenous separability (want independence) implies homothetic indifference 
surfaces for a given group with respect to origin. In other words, the demand elastic-
ities of each good within the group with respect to expenditure on the particular group 
(travel) is unity. This particular type of separability requires that one must never 
group luxuries, near luxuries, and necessities. 

Strong separability implies that the MRS between any 2 goods in any distinct 
groups (travel and food) is independent of any good in any third group (clothing). 

Additive separability implies the existence of continuous functions v1, ..., v 

such that, for all feasible x, u(x) = E 

It is frequently assumed that "what consumers in fact do is to set aside or commit 
sums of money for broad general purposes, and decide at the appropriate time on the 
detailed disposition of these sums" (is, p.  153). 

Separability assumptions give a further possible justification for such a budgeting - 
procedure in which. thedecision to commit a sum of money to a particular purpose is 
taken, not on the basis of detailed knowledge or prediction of the prices of individual 
goods on which it is to be spent, but rather on a notion of the general level of those 
prices. 

Green (15, pp.  154-156) shows that only homogenous separability will meet the re-
quirementi}iat a 2-stage budgeting procedure of the "within-group type" be consistent 
in the sense that it leads to the same optimal vector of quantities as if one had found 
directly the quantities by means of the general 1-stage budgeting procedure in tradi-
tional choice analyses. 

From the outline earlier in this paper, the reader may be bothered by one of the 
implications of homogenous separability—that of unity demand elasticities with respect 
to group budgets. However, the budget constraints may be adjusted so that a linear 
expenditure model appears. As indicated earlier, this model implies demand elastic-
ities with respect to expenditure that may perfectly well be consistent with Engel's law. 

Having chosen among the various degrees of separability to justify simpler models, 
a traffic analyst may be faced with the next question, Are the behavioral theories re-
viewed compatible with a specific order in which the various travel choicas follcv; cach 
other? 

Although to introduce separability assumptions on theoretical grounds seems worth-
while, the question of sequential assumptions is hardly compatible with the static models 
reviewed above. One may perhaps argue that the sequence chosen in most urban trans-
portation planning models is a consequence of the time horizon relevant to each choice. 
That is, choice of home residence is a long-run decision to the household, whereas choice 
of route to travel along is a short-run decision. Consequently, different sets of vari-
ables should explain these choices, and treating them separately may be both practical 
and theoretically justifiable. However, the question of which choice is made first does 
not seem to be compatible with the static algebraic choice models above. 

Even though static theory seems to be incompatible with particular travel choice 
sequences, a sequential estimating procedure may be strongly recommended if it can 
be shown that the parameter values to be estimated will not be influenced by the choice 
of choice sequence. Such independence is perhaps present when the decision-maker is 
facing very simple decisions, and perhaps homogenous separability can be assumed. 
In such a case, the practical model can be significantly simplified, and research to 
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clarify the role of the particular sequence chosen ought to be given high priority before 
decisions are made with regard to further model developments. 

If parameter estimates can be shown to be sensitive to the choice of sequence in 
traffic models, this should lead planners to seriously reconsider the use of present 
urban transportation models in selecting transportation policies and perhaps to concen-
trate on developing dynamic utility maximizing models based on a utility tree approach. 

PROBABILISTIC ANALYSES OF CHOICE 

Foundations 

Efforts to test the validity of algebraic choice theory have not provided it with an 
overwhelming amount of support. One possible explanation is that observable conclu-
sions of the theory have not been correctly interpreted in light of the data base used in 
testing. The consumer may certainly misjudge his actual preferences or permit them 
to be altered by random shocks. By recognizing such possibilities, analysts may give 
new implications of utility maximization to provide more appropriate foundations for 
empirical tests. 

The assumption should be that consumer behavior has a probabilistic consistency 
and not a deterministic consistency. Several recent authors have approached the anal-
yses of choice behavior by describing it as a probabilistic rather than a deterministic 
phenomenon. Two basically different theories may form the basis for a probabilistic 
choice theory. 

One deals with a consumer whose preferences obviously exist and can be assumed 
to be fixed, but he himself is not completely aware of what they are. Nevertheless he 
must still make decisions even when facing such uncertainty. On such occasions the 
consumer cannot always be expected to pick the utility maximizing bundle from his 
budget set. The consumer makes errors in determining his optimal commodity bundle. 
The probabilistic models developed on this basis are referred to as fixed preference 
models. 

Alternatively, suppose that the consumer's preferences themselves are subject to 
random shocks. Thus, a sudden traffic accident may increase his desire relative to 
other commodities for better safety devices, or a sudden inconvenient delay may change 
his commuting pattern. Randomness is present, but for a different reason than in the 
fixed preference models, and models based on these premises are referred to as ran-
dom preference models. Katzner (19, pp.  161-167) has briefly formalized the dis-
tinction between these 2 basic approaches. 

In the fixed preference models, each choice does not necessarily represent a utility 
maximizing point in commodity space. Consequently, the functions relating the chosen 
commodity bundles to prices, income and the random term that shows deviations from 
optimum choices, cannot always be interpreted as demand functions. A fixed prefer-
ence model may be required to yield as a result of repetitive choices an "average" 
commodity bundle compatible with the utility maximizing bundle. Observing only one 
choice in commodity space that violates basic demand properties consequently does not 
suffice to refute demand theory. 

Assuming a random preference model implies random demands since each choice 
is such that maximum utility is attained. Empirically, even such a model may lead to 
the perhaps incorrect rejection of demand theory. 

Using data for a limited time period may yield irrationality as a conclusion, although 
the reason for the observed changes in behavior is due to the random elements influ-
encing the consumer's preferences. In reality, each choice comes from a different 
utility maximizing relation. 

To model this assumed optimizing behavior in practice is an extremely difficult 
task, and practical choice models have therefore chosen a much simpler point of de-
parture. Rational behavior within the framework of a pure theoretical random prefer-
ence model may contradict the basic axioms in the more pragmatic probabilistic choice 
models to be presented in the next section. Hildenbrand (18, pp. 414-420) has, for ex- 
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ample, shown that rational behavior on the average within a rather general pure theo-
retical random preference model may be inconsistent with the basic choice axiom of 
Luce to be discussed later. Stochastic transitivity, according to Marschakts  meaning 
(27, p. 318), is another assumption violated by the rational individual in Hildenbrand's 
theory. 

Probabilistic Choice Models in Practice 

In the application of demand or choice theory to practical problems, the usual pro-
cedure is to define a limited time period of analyses for which cross-sectional choice 
data are collected from a random sample of individuals. The preferences of the indi-
viduals in this population can be described partly in nonrandom terms that reflect rep-
resentative tastes and partly in random terms that reflect individual idiosyncracies in 
taste, whatever the reasons for these are. 

One fairly general model of this kind has been presented by McFadden (25, pp.  9-11). 
An individual in the population faces J alternatives, each described by a vector of attri-
butes X3 . The individual has a utility function, that can be written in the form 

u=v(x)+E 	 (24) 

where V is nonrandom reflecting representative population tastes and E is random re-
flecting the individual idiosyncracies in tastes for each attribute vector X. The prob-
ability that an individual drawn at random from the population will choose alternative 
i among the J alternatives, then, equals 

P1 	P,. Cv(x1) + E1  > v(x3 ) + E3, for all j ii 

	

= P 1E3  - E1  < V(X1) - v(x3), for all j i] 	 (25) 

Charles River Associates (9) showed that explicit models based on the assumption that 
each individual maximizes TTis utility and further based on Eq. 25 are derivable from a 
probabilistic choice, theory first developed by Luce (22) and Marschak (24). 

The basic starting point in this theory of individual choice behavior is a choice axiom 
(25, p..  7). '.Themost important implication of this choice axiom is the independence-
orirrelevant-alternatives condition. Originally developed by Arrow (!) in an algebraic 
context, this condition is that a comparison of 2 alternatives according to some algebraic 
criterion like preference should be unaffected by the addition of new alternatives or the 
subtraction of old ones (recall the various separability definitions given earlier). 

The probabilistic version of this axiom should require that the ratio of the probability 
of choosing one alternative to that of choosing the other not depend on the total set of al-
ternatives available, and this is exactly what is implied by Luce's choice axiom. Only 
the ratio of the 2 probabilities and not the probabilities themselves is invariant to 
changes of the irrelevant alternatives  (note the similarity to the concepts of separa-
bility discussed above). 

Another property of. Luce's choice model regards transitivity. The choice axiom is 
a probabilistic version of the transitivity axiom in deterministic choice theory. The 
Luce model can also be shown to. imply the existence of a ratio scale (22, p.  23) that is 
unique except for its unit and independent of any assumptions about the structure of the 
set of alternatives. Let T be a finite set such that, for every ScT, P. is defined. Let 
the elements in T be the numbers 1,2, . . ., i,j, .. ., J. Then, 

p,(i) = 
	U(i) 	

' 	(26) 
jE E U(j) 

5 
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Our interest is now concentrated on the explicit probability function for the random 
variables El  and Ej  and the random variable E = Et - E. 

Assuming that v(x1) and v(x3) are linear in their unknown parameters, we can show 
that a wide variety of functional forms for the probability function are consistent with 
random utility theories of binary individual choice. The set includes the frequently 
used logit, probit, and truncated linear models. The logit model results if (a) E = E - 
E j  has the logistic cumulative distribution and (b) E and E j  are statisticaily indepen-
dent of the identical reciprocal exponential distribution, which is a distribution fre-
quently used in the study of extreme values (20, pp. 332 and 344), 

Pr(Ej :' E") = e 	 (27) 

The logit in the binary case is defined as 

log 	 (28) 
1 - Pjj (i) 

and the following probability function is derived: 

p1(i) 
- - 1 

1 
 e 	

(29) 
+  

where PIj  (i) means the probability of choosing i from a set (i, j)cT. Substituting from 
Eq. 25, we can write 

- 
- 	1 	- 	1 	- 	evj) 	

(30) 

	

1 + e-1V(Xj)-V(X)1 - 	eV(X) - e\/(X;) + e'(xi) 

Choosing e" as the explicit form for the positive valued function U in Eq. 26 reveals 
that the logit model is consistent with Luce's ratio scale, which Marschak's has called 
the strict-utility function (24, p. 322). 

Before evaluating this particular choice model, let us examine a more general ap-
proach, multiple choices. Assuming v(x3) and V(Xj) are linear in their unknown pa-
ra.meters oe and assuming the distribution properties of the random terms E j  are the 
same as in the binary case result in the multinominal logit formula (9, pp.  5.15-5.28): 

aXj Pj  = e 	 (31) 

ei 

This model may be called an explicit form of the strict-utility function in the multiple 
choice sense (24, p. 324). 

It has been established (9, p.  5.19) that the assumption that the random utility func- 
tion has a reciprocal exponential distribution is equivalent to the independence -of -
irrelevant-alternatives axiom. This means that the odds p., (i)/pj  (k) of choosing al-
ternative i over alternative k are independent of the presence or absence of third al-
ternatives. This is easily seen if we look at the model in the following way: 
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e" 
J 

e"i 

U) j=l =e"" e"k 	 (32) -  
J 

e"i 

j =1 

from which the 'multinominal logit follows: 

PJ(i) lo)=vivk=&(xi_xk) 	 (33) 

The probabilistic choice model (Eqs. 24 and 25) can also be derived from a different 
set of assumptions regarding individual choice behavior. Point of departure is the 
economics -of -time model in the first part of the paper. To use this model in analyzing 
aspects of travel choice, let X1  be the number of visits to a particular spot, X2  the num-
ber of car trips, and Xs the number of transit trips. Consequently, X1  = X + X3. In-
dividuals are assumed to maximize utility and will always choose the mode with which 
the largest Lagrangian value (derived from first order condition for maximum utility) 
is associated. 

Introducing a set of rather strict separability assumptions can show that the indi-
vidual chooses the alternative with the lower generalized cost. If individuals are drawn 
at random from a population, a random element should be added to the generalized cost 
formulas. By assuming the same statistical properties as for the strict utility choice 
model, Bruzelius has shown that the same explicit econometric choice models are 
derived (logit, probit, and so on). 

The extensive analyses by Charles River Associates referred to above reject the 
multiple-choice generalizations of random utility models, where other probability dis-
tributions of the random utility elements are assumed, as analytically intractable or 
otherwise impossible to work with. (Charles Lave, University of California, Irvine, 
has in private communication expressed the same ranking based on computational ef-
ficiency.) For this reason, the multinominal extensions of the frequently used probit 
model and the truncated linear model are not discussed in this paper. An extensive 
discussion of these models is given in another report (9). 

The conclusion to be drawn, before further discussions of the strengths and weak-
nesses of the logit model, is that the binary logit model is the only binary probability 
model for which the multinominal extension is practical at present. 

The reliance on the choice axiom, which makes the model rest on the independence-
of-irrelevant alternatives cendlition, is t-ha principal srength as well as the principal 
weakness of the logit model. A similar conclusion follows from a critical examination 
of the separable time-allocation model developed by Bruzelius. 

There is nothing in the separability property implied by Luce's axiom above that 
limits the discussion to subsets regarding only the various aspect of travel choice. The 
independence property, holds for any subset, and the analogy to separability in deter-
ministic utility models should be noted. The weakness of relying on this independence 
assumption in the logit model is not necessarily worse than relying on a similar sep-
arability assumption in algebraic choice models. 

Luce evaluates his choice axiom in concluding his analyses of individual choice be-
havior (25, pp.  131-134). It could well happen that the basic choice axiom will hold 
when a situation is analyzed one way but not when it is viewed another way. The prob-
lem in practice is to know when a subject decomposes a decision into 2 or more stages; 
this is again the problem of knowing how a subject conceives the alternatives. The va-
lidity of this probabilistic choice theory seems to depend on the definition of alternatives, 
and alternatives should be defined in such a way that a subdivision of the decision into 
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2 or more stages is of no importance with respect to the final result. The only purpose 
of such a staging procedure should be to simplify the practical work with the model. 
These comments are very similar to those found in the section on the separability prop-
erties of deterministic choice models. That independence may be an implausible, strong 
assumption is excellently illustrated in the Charles River Associates report (9, pp. 
5.25-5.26): 	 - 

Suppose an individual faces the alternatives of one auto mode and one bus mode, and chooses the 
auto mode with probability 2/3. Now suppose a second bus mode is introduced which follows a dif-
ferent route, but has essentially the same attributes as the first bus mode. Intuitively, the individual 
will still choose the auto mode with probability 2/3, and will choose either of the bus modes with 
one-half the probability 1/3 of choosing some bus mode, or 1/6. However, the independence of ir-
relevant alternatives condition requires that the relative odds of choosing the auto mode over either 
of the bus modes be 2 to 1, implying the probability of choosing the auto mode drops to 1/2 and 
the probability of choosing each bus mode is 1/4. The reason this result is counter-intuitive is that 
we expect the individual to lump the two bus modes together, not treat them as "independent" 
alternatives. 

This example suggests that application of the strict-utility model should be limited 
to multiple-choice situations where the alternatives can plausibly be assumed by the 
decision-maker to be distinct and independent. Care must then be taken in specifying 
the available alternatives and decision-making structure when this multiple-choice 
model is used. 

A simplifying consequence of the strict-utility model is that new modes, routes, or 
destinations may be introduced without recalibration of the model once the parameters 
have been estimated. The new choice aspects are introduced simply by the addition of 
new terms to the denominator of the particular strict-utility function in question. 

The consequence of the choice axiom is that the odds with which the previous alterna-
tives are selected are independent of the introduction of new alternatives. The probabil-
ities of choosing the previous alternatives will, of course, decrease when new alterna-
tives appear, but the old odds remain unchanged as a consequence of the independence of 
irrelevant alternatives (9, pp. 5.20-5.2 3). 

This model property is a valuable simplifying aspect provided the problem on which 
the model is applied is considered simple enough to be modeled by means of this prob-
abilistic choice approach. 

The Charles River Associates model, referred to above, uses the independence prop-
erty in a way that leads to an indirect travel demand model. This means that the logit 
model is applied to each choice, and a particular choice sequence is implied. Tests of 
parameter sensibility to alternative choice of sequences are not plentiful, and the pro-
cedure is difficult to evaluate against a simultaneous approach where the logit model is 
applied to the joint probability of the various travel aspects. However, Ben-Akiva (5) 
certainly confirms the suspicion that parameter estimates seem to be sensible to choice 
of sequence. It seems natural, therefore, to approach the sequencing problem from a 
decision-tree point of departure and, thus, have the preferred sequence as a result of 
utility maximization. This would, in principle, do away with the purely technical prob-
lems of different sequences leading to different parameter estimates. 

The final point to make in this evaluation is perhaps rather academic but nonetheless 
of interest to those working with the econometrics of travel-choice analyses. Two dif-
ferent theoretical developments have been shown to yield the same econometric choice 
model. Unless the behavioral assumptions are explicitly stated from the very start, 
the logit model will be underidentified in the sense that further a priori information is 
needed to tell what we are really "explaining" by means of the econometric model. 

CONCLUSION 

Algebraic theories have been a basic point of departure in formulating choice and de-
mand models. The discussions regarding stochastic or absolute consistency in choosing 
have to some extent been confused by too little precision in formulating probabilistic 
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models. Recent works (14,18,19,25) have clarified these aspects of choice analyses, 
and the present state of ffi art Thcffàtes that only probabilistic models are worthwhile 
in practice. As long as such models are developed from a rather traditional micro-
economic platform, there is not so much theoretical evidence in favor of the Luce-
Marschak approach as one may think by studying the present travel choice literature. 
The importance of the Luce-Marschak models has primarily been to challenge econ-
omists to take another look at the world, and as a consequence the theoretical basis of 
probabilistic choice models now in use has been clarified with respect to strengths and 
weaknesses and certain desirable simplifications have been theoretically justified. This 
regards first of all certain weak assumptions of choice independence or separability. 
Variables should be carefully defined so that the separability properties necessary for 
model operation do not violate the realism of the model. The sequences chosen in 
present travel demand and choice models do not seem well founded in theory, and it 
is expected that this field will be looked into more closely in the future. The outcome 
of this work may be a sounder theoretical basis as justification for particular sequences 
or a switch to simultaneous models. 
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Conditions for Successful 
Measurement in 
Time Valuation Studies 

M. E. Beesley, London Graduate School of Business Studies 

This paper arose out of the feeling that in the last few years progress in getting 
usable values of time has not matched progress in theoretical understanding. Time 
values are most useful, one supposes, in project evaluation. For this, estimates of 
the opportunity cost of time—its value to the consumer in alternative activities—and 
estimates of the values of specific disutilities associated with the activity of traveling 
are both useful. It seems perfectly legitimate now to distinguish the "valuation of time 
in general" and its "valuation in a particular use," to quote Evans (i). For example, 
until 1969, in British and European work at least, there seemed a growing and useful 
consensus from empirical studies that one could value the opportunity cost of leisure 
time at about 25 percent of the relevant wages and salary and that transport time ele-
ments such as walking and waiting could be assigned twice these values. More recent 
British work has seemed to upset this growing consensus. 

I shall argue in effect that better theoretical insight has coincided with less attention 
to the conditions predisposing to successful measurement; the quality of data and the 
experimental situations have been relatively neglected. In any case, it is certain that 
better estimates will require a good deal of attention to the selection or creation of 
study opportunities, and I wish to explore the conditions here. The points are de-
veloped first with regard to binary choice situations for convenience in exposition and 
because most studies have taken this form. 

In transport sector evaluation we are obliged to adopt an account of the value of time 
in general—the rate at which it is substituted at the margin of transport and nontrans-
port activities. We can also hope to go further: to specify the value (or cost) of within-P 
mode travel. But the latter may not always be possible. If so, we can fall back on the 
generalized opportunity cost measure. The assertion that, for evaluation purposes, 
this would be better than omission would be hard to prove, but it is intuitively appealing. 
The focus here will be on evaluation of investments. As we shall see, the requirements 
of evaluation on the one hand and prediction of modal choice on the other may conflict; 
what is efficient procedure for one may not be so for the other. Also, in what follows, 
I concentrate on nonworking time as the most debatable of items in evaluation. 

My argument is that there has, in varying degrees, been insufficient attention to the 
following elements necessary for a satisfactory outcome of a binary choice study: 

The separate populations for which values of time are fitted should be homo-
geneous; 

The choices observed should refer to a situation in which the demand for travel 
approaches zero; 

There should be no ambiguity in the measured (cash) outlays; 
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The more "traders" (i.e., those sacrificing time for cash, or vice versa) the 
better; and 

The trader should be well distributed with respect to revealed minima, and max-
ima, observations. 

The paper shows why these points are important and presents other statistical require-
ments that have been noted elsewhere for good studies (2). Harrison and Quarmby (2) 
summarize these as follows: Each variable that may be important in an explanatory 
equation should exhibit sufficient variance in the data; and variables expressing time 
and cost should not be collinear. In terms of binary choice, as we shall see, this re-
quirement appears in a particular guise. Also, they remark, "The analysis technique 
must show a sufficiently high level of explanation of behaviour"—i.e., be subjected, if 
possible, to formal tests of significance. And they added, "The sample analysed must 
show non-trivial proportions making different choices"—which again has a particular 
significance for binary choice. 

Most binary choice studies have been of different modes. A subtheme of the present 
paper is that to be efficient in predicting modal choice is not necessarily to be efficient 
in deriving values of time. I also consider the bearing of the argument on alternatives 
to binary choice studies. Having established the importance, in principle, of observing 
the conditions for a "good" study opportunity, the paper then considers how far recent 
British studies have fulfilled these conditions. Because they appear to have consider-
able shortcomings, I draw the conclusion that there are as yet insufficient grounds to 
reject earlier notions about values of time. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

My starting point is that of a study consisting of binary choices by consumers. I 
assume that the best evidence derives from observations of actual choices. I ground 
this on the assertion, not to be further considered, that evidence of what consumers do, 
or have done, as part of their experience is better than what they might do or seem to 
do in hypothetical conditions set up by the observer (laboratory tests). Also I assert 
that, as a matter of practice, consumers can give far better evidence when choice is 
confined to 2 options than when choice is multiple; i.e., consumers tend to think in 
terms of, and more accurately report, single alternatives. Having said this, one im-
mediately encounters the difficulty that a special weight is then thrown on the assump-
tions about, and evidence for, the homogeneity of the classes of people to whom the 
measurements are held to apply. 

One needs to classify consumers first because one has to identify, operationally and 
as economically as possible, who is to be affected by an investment or policy change 
and second because one hopes thereby to ease the problem of estimating within accept-
able error limits. Thus, one also chooses to group consumers together to obviate or 
lower the cost of explanation. One may be more or less successful in bringing these 
requirements together. For example, if we can regard consumers within defined in-
come brackets as homogeneous, it is a great computational convenience But this may, 
on the one hand, not serve to illumine behavior and, on the other, not distinguish among 
policy options in a useful way (e.g., if choice of policy does not involve greatly varying 
mixes of income groups). The test of a successful system of categorization is thus not 
only its robustness in maintaining explanatory power but also its relevance to decisions. 

In the case of binary choice, particular emphasis is laid on selection of population 
classes because any definite outcome depends on a grouping of individual observations. 
The information from a single observation is at best one minimum or one maximum 
estimate; to fix specific values of time, one must observe examples of each and assume 
them to be drawn from the "same" population. 

Our first requirement of a good study opportunity is therefore a clear justification 
of homogeneity assumptions and their relevance, when selected, to decisions. There 
must be good a priori reasons for supposing the samples to contain "like" people. 

There is a good case for using experiments not directly involving prices—for exam- 
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pie, administered in laboratory conditions—to test whether the conventional definitions 
of traveling (for example, into income classes) do distinguish sets of people having like 
values of time. One example would be to apply nonmetrical scaling devices to samples 
of people confronted with hypothetical choices among several modes, such as conven-
tional bus, taxi, dial-a-bus, and jitney, for their journey to work. The interest in this 
would be to see whether those who were revealed as regarding alternatives as close 
substitutes conform to conventional classifications of consumers, or whether they must 
be recognized differently. Once satisfactory classifications are established in this way, 
one can proceed more confidently to the observed, real-world choices involving trade-
offs between cash and time. 

The second requirement concerns demand for travel. One can distinguish several 
levels at which binary observations may be attempted. Basically one regards trans-
port activities as inputs to commodities or services that must be consumed at specific 
locations. One could observe choices between commodities or services at the top level 
of the hierarchy; choices among places at which these commodities are consumed at the 
second level; (conventional) mode choices to each given place at the third level; and 
choices of routes within a mode at the fourth level. In transport, those below the first 
level have been attempted; they represent respectively distributional, modal, and route 
choice studies. Clearly it is possible to envisage successful observations at any level. 
Recent theoretical insights have taught us also to look at these levels in another way: 
as bundles of attributes to be thought of as attaching to alternative commodities, alter-
native places of consumption, and the like. At any level above the lowest choices, fea-
tures of a lower level will combine. (Thus a mode choice necessarily involves a route 
and a particular selection from a set of attributes.) As the level rises so, one would 
expect, would the complications —the complexity and number of attributes. Other things 
being equal, one expects a simpler, more manageable exercise in the lower the level 
observed. But the opportunities to make such observations, or to save their cost, may 
not occur in the same way. Decreasing complexity may have to be bought at the price 
of fewer relevant observations. 

Clearly also, the binary choice observation does -not permit a direct link with con-
ventional estimates of demand for services or commodities. A given observation can 
be defined either as an acceptance or a rejection of one of a pair of alternatives. Es-
timation of demand requires distinguishing between acceptance and rejection to get a 
quality-price relation, whether that price be reckoned in cash, as is usual, or in time, 
as is occasionally encountered in demand studies. To put the matter another way: In 
estimating from binary choice one always assumes the rejected alternative to be one 
that would have been selected had the first not been available. This is plausible, for 
example, in considering the journey to work, where one can assume, for the relevant 
range of observations, that the elasticity of demand for getting to work at all is near 
zero. For other situations of (derived) demand for travel, this is not so plausible; 
thus, the selection of the binary choice approach implies that the underlying demand 
conditions are favorable. Estimating demand, on the other hand, essentially involves 
testing for rejection of the goods or service. 

With binary choice, the connection with conventional demand estimates, if it is to 
be achieved, must be done by combining populations with different measured values of 
similar attributes to yield a total volume-price relation measured in terms of time or 
cash. Standardization of attributes across the combined sets is also required to be 
recognizable as normally labeled commodities or service in a given market. Where 
one chooses to declare a relevant market (in terms of the above discussion, at the 
commodity or place or modal level) depends on the purpose or policy in hand. A fully 
articulated connection between binary choice and market observations is thus likely to 
be difficult. But because a connection with normal demand estimates is often desirable 
both for policy formation involving actions by operators in real markets and for cross-
checking, the choice of opportunities to make measurements to value time should be 
influenced by the existence of conventional demand measurements or their potential 
derivation from independent data. If, then, a study of valuation can be clearly linked 
with conventional demand estimates, so much the better. 

The third requirement for a good study opportunity concerns measuring the costs 
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involved. Unless it can eliminate the differences plausibly, a successful study must 
distinguish at least 2 components of time and should choose situations in which ambi-
guity in the cost variable is minimized. Where cash outlays are clearly related to 
sacrifices of income, no problem arises. Difficulties will arise where costs them-
selves may represent opportunity costs or advantages not necessarily reflected in cash 
outlays. Then it becomes a matter of judgment whether to make time or cost the vari-
able to be explained. This problem is at its most acute where choice involves car costs. 
The conventions usually adopted in studies that involve car costs are clearly extremely 
unsatisfactory. Normally, studies involving car costs have sought to impute a reason-
able account of outlays on car trips—the resource costs involved, e.g., gasoline and 
parking. 

Occasionally, when reported car costs are observed to vary by users, an attempt is 
made to use perceived car costs. These are essentially the costs that, from trial runs 
with alternative possible imputed costs, appear to give best fits in models of modal 
split that include time and cost elements. The resultant costs may diverge from re-
source costs and hence give rise to a series of problems about the appropriate valu-
ations to take in cost-benefit studies. But, in fact, the relevant concept is the oppor-
tunity cost of the car, and that may vary widely according to factors such as whether 
its use on a trip deprives anyone else of use or whether it is to be used for further trips 
during the day. There is no a priori reason to suppose that an imputed average cost 
per mile is representative of the total true opportunity cost or, indeed, that car users' 
opportunity costs are distributed in any particular way with regard to alternative im-
puted average costs. The fact that respondents, when asked to define their car costs 
in terms of cash outlays, vary in their responses enormously may be due as much to 
genuine variance in opportunity costs as to a failure to perceive costs correctly. More-
over, there is an obvious difficulty for respondents to translate their experiences into 
what may seem rather irrelevant terms, namely, cash. Thus, choices involving cars 
must be expected, other things being equal, to yield rather unfavorable potential mea-
surement conditions unless consistently large specific cash outlays are involved (e.g., 
high parking fees or tolls). Again, this depends on the level at which choice is to be 
observed. For example, a study at the route level of speed and cost trade-offs in 
which drivers are observed to choose to travel faster or slower may (if one can be-
lieve that differences are substantial enough to be perceived) escape the criticism. 
Studies of commuters not facing high parking charges will not, because there the am-
biguities about car costs are at their most acute. 

The fourth requirement concerns traders. This is a question of the factors that in-
fluence the number of effective observations among a data set. We may proceed from 
a simple example. Essentially, the explanation of the value of time spent traveling is 
derived from what I have called traders, i.e., those respondents showing a choice of 
the following type: 

50 minutes is preferred to 	1 30 minutes 
$0.75 	)is not preferred to $1.25 

The value of time should be understood as the amount that compensates the person in 
question for his or her sacrifice of time. It is not the price that a person has to pay in 
a given situation to save time; that would be, and often is, less than the amount that he 
or she would be prepared to pay. The traders are important because they can be used 
to demonstrate the limiting values attached to time, i.e., what is or is not sufficient 
cash compensation for gains or losses in time. 

In an earlier article (3), I made the rather heroic assumption of indifference to walk-
wait and specific public transport proportions in choices. So it is clear, contrary to 
the implications of some critics since, that I was attacking the problem of what one 
would now call the opportunity cost of time and recognized the problem of what one 
would now call the "intramodal" utility. These traders represented 27.5 percent of 
all responses, whereas apparently illogical choices, e.g., those that preferred 50 
minutes and $1.25 to 30 minutes and $0.75 (or up to 50 minutes or $1.25 in the latter 
option), accounted for 6.3 percent. Dominant choices, i.e., where both time and cost 
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were inferior and rejected, accounted for the remaining 66 percent. 
With a simple choice situation, i.e., no ambiguity about cost or time, clearly the 

more traders the better. The greater then is the possibility of stratifying the data suc-
cessfully to test issues such as variance with income. That is, one can concentrate on 
the issue, which is crucial to using such choices, whether the sets used really are 
homogeneous, and, if not, in what respects are they not, so that separate estimates 
can be made. Notice, however, that statistical success also requires a reasonable 
balance between what are called above minimum and maximum observations from 
traders. In fact, as shown by the diagram in my article (3), my data were relatively 
short on maximum observations. Had one attempted more than a simple explanation 
(as reported there, others were contemplated but rejected because the data were not 
sufficiently good, I thought, to stand up to such sophistication), this might well have 
appeared as a formal difficulty with error terms. (The maxima and minima observa-
tions were weighted for their frequency in my estimates, again contrary to the assump-
tion of at least one critic since') 

The general conditions for observing traders were probably rather favorable in the 
case of my study. London is possibly one of the richest of all cities in alternative 
transport routes and modes. Yet only just more than a fourth of the observations ap-
peared as traders. Since I also started from quite a large sample overall (1,109), it 
is natural to inquire what is involved in attempting to split the simple observations into 
components. Clearly, sample size requirements may rise drastically if inferences have 
to be confined to traders. But do they? 

In what follows, I assume there are really at least 2 components in the observed 
time, say, opportunity cost and comfort. Our example of a trader becomes 50x + 50y + 
$0.75-30x + 30y + $1.25, where x = opportunity cost and y = comfort. This adds little 
to our information. We need something further to distinguish proportions of comfort 
on each alternative. Suppose we observe 30 minutes of walking on the first, and 20 
minutes on the other. (This is relatively easily observed: The consumer can report it, 
and it is a category we all intuitively think is so distinct from other parts of the journey 
as to require labeling only. Such an instinct may be correct for walking, but for other 
dimensions of comfort, such as crowding, one has to rely on actual observations to 
distinguish the choices. This raises, quite substantially, the research cost.) Now we 
can say the observation is 50x + 30w + 20z + $0.75-30x + lOw + 20z + $1.25, where 
w = walking and z = other modal time. To use this information, we have a choice of 
procedures. We can combine traders in such a way as to match similarities (for ex-
ample 20z on each side above) and isolate values. This again puts up the sample size 
requirements. However, we can see whether we can add to the traders observations 
by bringing in the other categories, dominants or illogicals. 

Consider a dominant,e.g., 30x + $0.75 is preferred to 50x + $1.25. If, with further 
evidence, this can be converted into a trader, e.g., 30w + 20x + $0.75 is preferred to 
50w + lOx + 40y + $1.25, where the notation is as before, this becomes an observation 
from which information can be extracted. A necessary condition is that a sacrifice on 
the noncash side is revealed since the cash gain remains unchanged. Not all dominants 
will show this on disaggregation. And the nature of the value thus revealed is always 
a maximum because cash is preferred to time. Unless, therefore, observations can 
be found with cash sacrifices also, these extra observations will have limited value 
for estimation purposes. 

So, to get a balance, can one bring in (apparent) illogicals? Clearly, yes; there 
are possible sets of revealed weights that will transform them into either dominants 
or traders, of which the traders are useful for estimating purposes. Hence, the illog-
icals and the dominants could yield a possible set of ratios of values for the disaggre-
gated items that, given that the observed set of people are really rational, enable some 
test values to be accepted. Depending on whether the people concerned sacrifice costs 
or not, these will be minima or maxima. Thus, information can be increased from 
these sources. But disaggregation will not always reveal traders, and revealed traders 
must be balanced between maxima and minima. On the other hand, if original traders 
are subjected to disaggregation, they always provide information, for there is no selec-
tion of possible values for the constituents that will change them into illogicals or dom- 
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inants. (Of course, the values to be fitted to them may not coincide with the corre-
sponding values for the rest of the disaggregated observations; i.e., adding all observa-
tions may not increase explanatory power. But that merely would throw doubt on the 
homogeneity of the sample population.) 

So, in the consideration of the relatively small numbers of illogicals—or potential 
maxima—seemingly typically observed and the potential for disaggregating traders, an 
important indication for the success of studies seems to emerge: The more traders 
the better still seems to be a useful rule of thumb, meaning those in which a simple 
time and cost trade-off is observed. An important corollary seems to follow from 
these arguments about what can be observed in binary choice situations. Whatever the 
sophistication of the statistical estimation technique used, the underlying limitations—
that information must be capable of transformation into the trader form—apply and so 
do the requirements of a good potential distribution of traders between maximum and 
minimum values. 

Much of the recent work has formulated the problem in terms of statistical methods 
designed to contrast the characteristics of 2 populations, e.g., by discriminant analysis. 
Often this has also taken the form of discriminating modal choice, e.g., between public 
transport and cars. The technique is more powerful than the graphical approach in my 
earlier article (3). But whether an observation happens to be a choice in favor of 
bus or rail is irielevant. Which way a choice goes in terms of modes depends on the 
objective opportunities open to the population. So to formulate the problem instead as 
one of modal choice, where the modes are recognizable everyday modes, is to con-
strain the estimation unnecessarily. The right choice of attributes is all that is re-
quired. So all attempts to improve on the (supposed?) simplicity of the trade-off ap-
proach involving reformulation as a modal-choice problem have involved some loss in 
explanatory power from the point of view of estimating values of time. 

That is, of course, one aspect of the fact that what is efficient procedure for time 
valuation may not be so for modal-split prediction. Each has different objectives. The 
conditions for success in observations for modal-split problems may well be consider-
ably different. For example, for many modal-split purposes a high incidence of dom-
inant choices is not necessarily limiting. If modes are clearly identified as superior 
or inferior for most of the sample population, so much the better; one can, and should, 
dispense with complicated explanations. 

But what of alternatives to binary choice observations? Many of the points made 
above about homogeneity, costs, and statistical requirements apply to these also. The 
distinguishing characteristic is the use of more aggregate data; and they often involve, 
explicitly or implicitly, choice among ends to which travel time and cost are devoted. 
The principal source of data is urban transportation studies. One can, for example, 
seek to explain the modal choice between zones in terms of the time and cost charac-
teristics of the modes. If one standardizes to trip purpose (eliminating irrelevant 
activities) and if one standardizes to trip length (eliminating the possibility of rejec-
tion of this purpose), one might observe the changing proportions of people by mode 
from a given zone to others. This then becomes formally equivalent to a binary choice 
problem. Thus, if we observe that between zone a and zones b and c respectively the 
modal characteristics are 

Zone Mode 1 Mode 2 

Movement Time Cost Time Cost 

atob 50 	30 30 	50 
atoc 30 	20 20 	10 

and 50 percent take mode 1 in the first and 80 percent in the second, one has informa-
tion that can be redrawn; for example, 5 trading such that 50t and 30c is preferred 
to 30t and 50c and 5 vice versa. One can describe the second as having 8 dominants 
and 2 illogicals. Supposing, then, indifference between the a-b and a-c options as ob-
jectives for travel, one can estimate over the combined set. It does not matter, of 
course, how many people there are in the zones; the information essentially comes 
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from the different modal time-cost proportions and the distribution over traders and 
the rest. Apart from difficulties of defining homogeneous sets, one supposes the po-
tential useful observations to be quite limited. A recent application of this approach is 
commented on later. 

A second approach takes one activity, say, work, and compares the relation between 
the distribution of interzonal trips and the time-cost characteristics of one or more 
modes constituting paths between zones. This necessarily introduces the notion of ac-
ceptance and rejection of attributes of the activity, for a willingness to make given 
zone-to-zone movement depends not only on the characteristics of the zone population 
and cost of time of the paths but also on the trade-off with utilities in the activity, which 
itself must be equally attractive apart from travel costs. Again, the data requirement 
rises. 

An opportunity to standardize the activity arises where, for example, an important 
leisure-time target can be distinguished. An example by Mansfield (4) is the Lake 
District. If one assumes that, in respect to the Lake District's attributes, all popu-
lations are similarly distributed (they regard it for example as offering pleasures in 
equal measure), one can then seek to explain a differing incidence of trips made to it 
among populations according to the latter's differential expenditure of time and cost to 
reach it. Clearly, it helps if modes can be standardized across populations at the same 
time. (Mansfield necessarily considered car journeys only.) In terms of the levels of 
observations referred to earlier, one selects a given location for an activity and the 
same mode, but different routes. 

If there are then differing proportions of times and costs in the trips made, one can 
infer time values from the relation between these and the propensity among the popu-
lation to make trips. Reduced to its simplest form, the following gives the percentage 
of those making a trip from the zone to the objective, the time and cost, and the dif-
ferences from each to the next nearest: 

Differences 
Zone Percentage Time Cost 

Percentage 	Time Cost 

e 1 50 30 -50 	+10 +5 
d 2 40 25 -60 	+5 -5 
c 5 35 30 -50 	+15 +10 
b 10 20 20 -16 	+10 +5 
a 12 10 15 

Avg 176 	+40 +15 

It is hypothesized that the average percentage difference, 176/4, is explained by the 
average time difference, 40/4, and the average cost difference, 15/4. Thus, the ratios 
of time and cost differences—here 40 and 15—are weighted by their contribution to the 
differences in trip-making to give an estimate of time value. This approach has the 
merit of providing potentially an estimate both of time values and of demand. It is 
close, indeed, to the Clawson method of estimating demand of a leisure activity (5). 
Given the value of time, it becomes possible to relate increasing use with decreasing 
total cost. From the point of view of time values, however, there are obvious diffi-
culties. Opportunities for observation depend heavily on car journeys, with attendant 
cost difficulties. The number of observations, dependent on zones, are typically few. 
On the other hand, large zonal populations perhaps are more persuasive in terms of 
homogeneity. But the leisure objective must be conspicuous and plausibly unique. This 
limits observations useful for decomposing to find time values. 

In summary, alternatives to direct observations of consumer choices pose very 
similar problems to those found with the traditional binary choice models. And they 
seem to encounter quite severe limitations of observations from the point of view of 
time valuation. Viewing the field, one cannot help regretting that authors have not 
sought to build more on work of their predecessors. Product differentiation seems to 
have been a main objective: Each new study seeks to innovate either in technique or 
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observations. Trying to replicate results with new data and to improve methods of es-
timation is thoroughly helpful, of course. What is not helpful emerges when one at-
tempts to set up criteria for likely success. For example, if the division among traders, 
dominants, and illogicals is as important as the earlier arguments suggest, it would 
have been most useful to have known, in each study, their incidence and characteristics. 
If, through attention to the underlying limitations of inference from data, it were pos-
sible to improve comparability among studies, then it might become possible to recog-
nize more clearly, by juxtaposition of studies, what value of time in the sense of op-
portunity cost is. This should be a common characteristic, and some tendency to ap-
proximate to a common value over all studies should emerge. 

SOME RECENT VALUATIONS 

Although we expect to find generally better or worse conditions for discovering time 
values, we must conclude that adopting any one partial approach involves trade-off s be-
tween requirements. Let us now review the findings of recent studies in the light of the 
discussion. An excellent start is given by Harrison and Quarmby (2). Further, there 
are the papers and proceedings of a 1970 value of time conference (6). 

Let us first consider an alternative to binary choice models. Blickburn (6), in a 
nonlinear model of the demand for travel, developed a model to account for dcisions 
to travel and choose mode in 20 California city-pair markets. There were 4 modes—
air, car, bus, and rail—and 2 principal attributes of modes, time and cost, were es-
timated. A most sophisticated estimation procedure and heroic assumptions (e.g., 
about car costs) produced an estimated standard error of estimate of approximately the 
same size as the average and twice that of the median, estimated, values of time. 

The disparity between average and median values is explained by Blackburn as due 
to the fact that the means (from $4.55 per hour for $2,000 income per capita, 1960 
dollars, to $5.55 for $3,500) reflect the population as a whole, not merely those who 
travel. As he says, "Those individuals who would pay $20 to avoid an hour in transit 
do not travel." The implication is, of course, that attributes should be extended to in-
clude disutilities in travel: What was measured was not the "pure opportunity cost of 
time." 

It is likely that this kind of study will always encounter great data difficulties.' Quandt 
(6), in discussing the development of such models, says, "The most important improve-
ment needed in data would be the creation of a reliable and highly disaggregated data 
base, preferably with information on a household level." If these were available, of 
course, other approaches become more feasible too. For urban areas, de Donnea (6, 
p. 176) fixes the difficulty with models proposing to use, for example, aggregate city-
zone data when he remarks, "The most fundamental weakness of aggregate models is 
that only rough and average measures of transport system characteristics in each city 
zone can be included among the explicatory variables." Within-zone variance may easily 
swamp useful between-zone variations. 

The objective of binary choice studies has been not necessarily to derive time values 
but often to predict more efficiently modal split, particularly between cars and public 
transport. As indicated earlier this can conflict. One wishes to distinguish values for 
components of time and not necessarily to constrain one's explanations to modes that 
are themselves unspecified aggregates of attributes. One essential problem with car-
public transport choice is the overwhelming general superiority of the car. For many 
practical purposes, one probably would get useful and simple predictions of modal split 
by using time measures alone. Improvement in prediction in urban areas is probably 
as much a matter of securing more detailed measures of actual point-to-point times as 
complicating the explanations of reported alternatives by respondents. This is partic-
ularly true in planning entirely new modes, e.g., "travellators" to assist pedestrians. 
There, one needs only a simple behavioral notion—that people save time—but also a 
great deal of attention to the opportunities to save it. Cost and other variables are 
secondary. 

However, as we saw earlier, there are great difficulties with using car data in any 
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case because of defining costs. Recent work has indeed stressed the great variation of 
time value results that are possible with different accounts of car costs (6, p. 204). No 
one has yet succeeded in stratifying for conditions to recognize varying opportunity 
costs; that respondents themselves vary greatly in car cost assessments is confirmed 
(7, 8). Because of car cost difficulties and the basic need to sample for situations in 
whih traders can be found and balance between maxima and minima can be achieved, 
it is natural to look to urban studies depending chiefly on public transport alternatives 
or walking choices. 

In such studies (2), a distinction emerges between values of time (meaning, though 
the authors' intentions are not always explicit, an opportunity cost of time) in studies 
of public transport and those of car-public transport choices. My own study and those 
of the Institute d'Amenagement d'Urbanisme de la Rgion Pariesienne (LAURP) and of 
Lee and Dalvi report estimates varying from 30 to 43 percent of the income of travelers. 
Studies by Quarmby and Stopher that report bus-car or public transport-car choices 
estimate a value of 20 to 25 percent. Studies that average overall modes by Local 
Government Operations Research Unit (LGORU) and by Barnett and Salman estimate a 
value of 20 to 25 percent for in-vehicle time and 14 to 33 percent varying with income 
respectively. 

Since each of the studies involving cars chose an average car cost rather arbitrarily 
(best fit tests between different imputed values fail to discriminate cost very sharply, 
unsurprisingly), one might be inclined to opt for the higher values as more represen-
tative of opportunity cost of time because they avoided the difficulties. 

But the studies obviously did not succeed in eliminating other mode-related utilities 
entirely. How serious is this? The LAURP study specifically measured for walking 
and waiting, finding that these factors had twice the effect on choice as did in-vehicle 
time. This effect has been confirmed elsewhere by Quarmby and by the LGORU studies. 
But the mere presence of walking and waiting in the public transport choice studies 
would not be sufficient to invalidate the estimates; there would have to be significantly 
measurable differences in proportions as between choices. And present work suggests 
this important element might well be waiting, not walking. Thus Veal's preliminary 
study (9) of leisure journeys (to libraries) involving, among other things, bus-walk 
choices indicates little difference between walking and in-vehicle values of time; on the 
other hand, it showed the familiar doubling of values of waiting. Waiting itself is, of 
course, normally a much smaller part of total commuter travel than walking and prob-
ably would not show up strongly. Veal's results (between 20 and 30 cents an hour, but 
the sample likely contains many low-income users of libraries) also seem to indicate 
a lower value of (in-vehicle) time than earlier public transport studies. So we are 
left, still, in doubt. But there is, a priori, reason to suppose that studies involving 
car choices cloud rather than clarify the issue. 

A similar comment may be made in respect to another main issue: whether and to 
what extent "pure" values rise with income. We would expect some absolute rise, and 
perhaps the most plausible expectation is a value more than proportional to income 
(corrected for factors such as household dependents) of the respondent. Again there is 
a tendency for the answer to become less clear if car choices are involved, though pub-
lic transport choice studies are certainly not unequivocal, and Quarmby's public 
transport-car study reported proportionality. Recent work by LGORU, refining earlier 
commuter studies (io), makes a very pertinent comment here, however. After arguing 
in general to confin,a1uafions to what we call traders, the authors found that, when 
so confined, comparatively few observations in higher income groups remain: "In this 
situation, it would perhaps be surprising if any strong relationship (of values with in-
come) were found" (10, p. 6). Since traders are necessary, we argue, to any success-
ful estimation, judgment must again be suspended until more appropriate data are found 
and worked on. 

A recent study, started in 1969 and still proceeding, has dealt with multiple mode 
choices facing travelers crossing the Solent (between Hampshire and the Isle of Wight 
in England); the choices are ferry, hovercraft, and hydrofoil, with or without cars. 
Data on alternative journeys were secured from a large sample of 3,342 passengers. 
From our earlier arguments, one can set up the circumstances in which one would ex- 
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pect reliable estimates of values of time. These would include a large incidence of 
regular users (so relying on those in a position to form realistic views of alternatives); 
responses such that passengers would not reject an alternative if faced in fact with the 
nonavailability of the preferred alternatives; respondents not involved in a car option; 
a large incidence of trading among alternatives; and among the latter a balanceof ac-
ceptance and rejection of time savings. Unfortunately, the interim report so far avail-
able does not allow one to construct these numbers (ii). But we learn from the report 
that only between 5 and 11 percent of respondents travel once a week or more, that be-
tween 2 and 7 percent of the total reporting alternatives are commuting, and that another 
1 to 3 percent travel for education. Well over half the sample uses the modes once a 
year or less frequently. In these circumstances, it is perhaps not surprising that time 
values (calculated from models set up to explain modal choice) indicate "a range of be-
tween 15 and 858 p  an hour." The authors remark, "Discriminate analysis should re-
fine these values considerably." One may confidently predict that unless the underlying 
data turn out to be favorable in the sense we have described it will do nothing of the 
sort! 

Perhaps the most significant recent study, from the point of view of promising to up-
set received ideas of the value of time, has been that by the Transport and Road Re-
search Laboratory on choices made by motorists in Italy (12). This report states, 
"Only limited data were collected on income, but the indications are that in non-working 
time the overall average value of time per head is slightly above the average family in-
come and that in working hours it is over double the average income." The relation be-
tween values in work and out of it is not unexpected, but the nonworking value of time 
derived from journey-to-work choices and other (leisure time) journeys, at double in-
stead of 25 percent of wages or salaries, is no doubt a challenge to the accepted official 
practice and the more serious because it emanates from an official source. On inspec-
tion, however, it aptly illustrates many of the points we have made. 

The study concerns autostrada and alternative route choices on trips to Rome and 
Milan. The number of answered questionnaires was high—more than 5,000. The study, 
though concerned with cars, was not confined to them; and the difficulties of car costs 
were avoided at least in part by the presence of an important cash outlay on the auto-
strada alternative—the toll. A sophisticated statistical approach to route choice (logit 
analysis) was run alongside a simpler approach derived from my own study. Let us 
appraise the study in the light of our implied "checklist" for studies. 

First, homogeneity of the population for whom estimates were made was ensured 
chiefly by confining observation to Italian cars, carefully keeping controls on sampling 
proportions of interviewed to total traffic, and avoiding main holiday periods. These, 
combined with the closely paralleled choices (autostrada and ordinary roads often run 
close together), arguably provided the best yet reported means of deriving generaliza-
tions for populations. 

Second, the choice of level of observation fulfilled the binary condition of plausi-
bility in eliminating or controlling for demand elasticity much more for journeys to 
work than for others, which could range significantly up to journeys of 2 hours or more 
on which differences between alternatives could rise above 1 hour in time. 

Third, cost problems were not entirely avoided. Costs were assumed only to vary 
between the toll on the autostrada and the free road. We are not given an estimate of 
total car costs with which to compare this; but these in any case would be highly suspect. 
Opportunity cost is more likely to be a problem in commuter studies. Gasoline and 
other outlays, insofar as they were wrongly omitted (and this is probably a very small 
blemish), would probably be higher on free roads and more certainly where these were 
urban. If included, they would tend to lower measured values, for time differences 
were unaffected. 

Fourth, whether there were sufficient traders and whether they were distributed 
well between minima and maxima is difficult to tell because the study did not address 
these problems directly. One real difficulty is that it was assumed implicitly that there 
was no need to study possibly different attrilutes among the choices. This omission is 
conspicuous for the autostrada choices, which internal evidence confirms. Thus, for 
example, there were apparent illogicals. More important perhaps, a sample of mo- 
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torists were asked their reasons for choosing between the alternatives. 
The most important difference with respect to the autostrada and the ordinary road 

seemed to be that the former was "more comfortable." Surprisingly large numbers 
claimed the ordinary road to be quicker than the autostrada. This perhaps throws some 
doubt on the identification of route choices and also indicates that an unknown, and per-
haps large, item accounting for the high time values is the lessened disutility of travel 
by autostrada. It would, presumably, have been possible to test the hypothesis that 
values of time were lower by autostrada than by ordinary roads. However, even ig-
noring the question of the value of autostrada comfort, there is some evidence in the 
study of difficulty with the numbers of effective trader observations and their distribu-
tion between minima and maxima. 

This study cannot, therefore, be said to conform to the requirements for a success-
ful time valuation study. The last study to be noted here throws some light on the issue 
of the difference made to results by using simple or more sophisticated methods. This 
study (13) brought together data from several commuting studies and, among other things, 
compared in some detail the differences made to values of time estimates by using on 
the same data a discriminant or "limiting time value" approach. The latter is essen-
tially the procedure in my earlier paper. It turns out that limiting the data set to 
traders makes a considerable difference to results and that, as one might expect from 
the points made earlier, formulating the problem as a choice between modes or esti-
mating time values directly (via limiting time values or LTV) also shows great differ-
ences. Thus, according to the report (13, p.  15), "The inclusion or exclusion of 
non-trade-off individuals can have a considerable effect on the time values obtained 
from discriminant analysis and that by following the correct procedure of formulating 
a hypothesis about time values and examining the consistency of observed data with the 
hypothesis, not only is the best value of time less than that obtained by discriminant 
analysis, but also, perhaps surprisingly, the explanation of observed mode choice is 
improved." 

For the authors "time value" means what was called earlier "opportunity cost of 
time." Values of time were very much higher for the discriminant form. This result, 
and that of improved mode-choice prediction, is derived from a model in which it is 
hypothesized that value of time is the same for all individuals; the model selects the 
value of time that best explains modal choice. One should perhaps not take the "better 
modal prediction" result too seriously, both because the difference in performance is 
very small and because it may in any case have been due to the particular form of LTV 
criterion to get the best values. (The criterion was the proportion of persons misclas-
sified. This weights everyone equally: There is no a priori reason not to pay some 
attention to the degree to which persons are misclassified.) On the time value issue, 
however, there is little doubt of the difference. The authors summarize their evidence 
as showing that the best estimate of the value of total commuting time (from the LTV 
technique) is 0.63 an hour; they found little to support or refute the hypothesis that in-
come is systematically related to time values. It is worth noting that the 0.63 is much 
closer to former ideas of values than was the TRRL study (12) emphasized above. [The 
authors also ran models of modal split from which the coefficients of walking and wait-
ing compared with in-vehicle time were about 2:1, much as expected (13, p. 37).] 

However, one cannot deny that the LGORU study still exhibits some of the typical 
difficulties we noted earlier. Thus, there are strong grounds for rejecting the notion 
that a very wide value of time is consistent with the reported results (13, Figs. 1, 2, 
and 3, p.  38). There was a marked imbalance in maxima and minima in the most used 
commuter data (13, Tables 9 and ii). Most of the estimates were performed on choices 
involving a car; doubtless car cost (not discussed) imported much noise. It is perhaps 
significant that the results that most clearly show considerable evidence of a limited 
range of time values are those for a subsample of 96 traders in London whose reported 
choice was bus-tube. Earlier arguments would strongly point to this choice being the 
best to observe in London because difficulties stemming from car costs are absent; the 
modes reported are the most widely used alternatives for commuting; and even modal 
differences, when considered in terms of total door-to-door journeys, might well be 
least for that pair of modes. [Six choices were reported: (a) bus-tube, (b) bus-rail, 
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(c) bus-car, (d) tube-rail, (e) tube-car, and (f) rail-car. No determinate value of time 
is discernible in b through f in the sense that, within the range of time values 
considered from 0.5 to 1.0, no one value gave fewest misclassifications (13, Table 7, 
p. 22). Those familiar with London will know that the most likely pair t6liminate 
relative disutility, tube-rail, is unfortunately not so widespread as bus-tube, and the 
sample, drawn at random, -duly turned up with only half as many observations.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

A review of recent British studies on the value of time indicates that the established 
figures should not be abandoned without much more attention to the circumstances of 
the observations on which the studies were based. The apparent increase in variance 
of measured values has coincided with a shift toward much less favorable conditions 
for making useful observations and estimates. One cannot finally arbitrate the issue 
of whether to rely on the higher or the lower of the measured values now available until, 
among other things, the detailed incidence of actual and potential traders and their dis-
tribution between maxima and minima, any bias imported by car costs, and the impli-
cations of disaggregation of time savings or losses in binary choice have been investi-
gated. There is a need to reduce the studies in common terms. Issues of estimation 
of values of time should be separated from those of modal choice. The authors of the 
LGORU study also stress the importance of using traders to estimate values of time. 
They point to 4 areas in which their use could now be directed: to measure values of 
component times, to develop measures of sensitivity, to apply the technique to. existing 
data sets, and to observe individuals who make 2 choices involving respectively gains 
and losses of money against time (13, p. 16). These are indeed worthwhile pointers; 
but the argument of this paper is that the greatest payoff will be in intensive sampling 
where measurement conditions and opportunities are most favorable, and it is to the 
determination of these that we should devote our ingenuity. 
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In the choice mechanism leading to the decision to travel, several categories of nontraders of time-cost attri-
butes can be identified and probably make up most of the traveling population. Alternative conceptual ap-
proaches to the choice mechanism are reviewed, and their relative merits are discussed in terms of their impli-
cations for nontraders. Utility theory, the prevalent approach, is based on the premise that the value of time is 
a significant choice variable in the trading behavior of the trip-maker. For this, 3 behavioral assumptions are 
required: utilities can be added so as to obtain generalized costs, attributes can be compared between alterna-
tive modes, and alternatives can be clearly separated rather than lumped together. The theory of decision-
making, and particularly the modified lexicographic approach or elimination-by-aspects model, possibly pro-
vides simpler and more realistic sets of behavioral assumptions: the grouping of attributes by the degree of their 
being shared by alternatives and the search mechanism that considers first vital and subsequently compensatory 
attributes. Absolute levels of costs and times can be considered as vital attributes, and costs or time savings as 
compensatory attributes. Also, following the logic of the elimination-by-aspects model, the present policy of 
developing additional transit modes is more likely to hurt existing transit modes than to decrease the level of 
car-owner, nontrader traffic. 

The decision to travel includes, in theory, a component of choice, if only in terms 
of the costs and time attributes of the various transportation modes. In practice, a 
large number of trips are decided without specific consideration of these system char-
acteristics or attributes. Nontraders are usually identified as travelers whose re-
vealed preferences do not include a trade-off between travel time and travel cost. 
Three main categories of nontraders may be defined on the basis of the role of time 
and cost attributes in the trip-making decision. 

Nontraders who do not face real choices between costs and time. These are 
usually referred to as travelers facing a predominant choice (!). In such a situation, 
the probability of choosing mode k over mode 1, when both time and costs character-
istics are in favor of mode k, is 1.0, and that of choosing mode 1 is 0. In many of 
these deterministic choice situations travelers are also characterized as belonging to 
mode-captive choice decisions. 

Travelers who face a predominant situation similar to that indicated above but 
who, instead of choosing mode k, select the inferior mode 1. In this case we have to 
assume that, irrespective of time and costs, other attributes are more important. For 
the sake of simplicity, these could be labeled comfort-oriented travelers. 

Nontraders whose choice situations are confined no longer to mode character-
istics but more generally to all other components of travel demand or to individual 
preferences. One example is a situation where generalized costs of the trip for both 
mode k and mode 1, though unequal, exceed a certain threshold, so that no trip is gen-
erated in the first place. In the case of such latent travelers, no trade is being ob-
served between the various system characteristics. 
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Evidence from existing mode-choice and value-of-time surveys reveals that choice 
situations in which the travelers could be classified as nontraders according to the def-
initions of categories 1 and 2 probably constitute the majority of choice situations facing 
travelers, especially in urban areas. 

To begin with, in many suburban areas with poor transit services, travelers are 
virtually car-captive since cars are the dominant alternative. Another example may 
be drawn from travel mode studies in Israel (2), where it was found that heads of house-
holds with private cars in the large cities use their cars for 95 percent of their trips. 
It is suggested that a significant proportion of these trips are made by the inferior mode 
inasmuch as alternative transit services with reasonable levels of service are available. 

Finally, the detailed travel mode studies that resulted in the derivation of travel 
time values were performed on relatively restricted and selective samples. These 
samples range from 4,100 usable responses in a 9-state survey in the United States (3) 
to about 200 "pure" binary choices in Skokie, a U.S. suburb (4). Typically, a recent 
study in the Netherlands indicated that, out of 2,616 work trips in Rotterdam, only in 
482 trips did travelers face a real-world choice and could, therefore, be included in 
the travel time evaluation model. In the reduced subsample of people facing a real 
choice, 75 percent used the private car (5). It appears that the number of events, or 
trips, where mode choice is determinisffë by far exceeds that with time-cost trade-offs. 

UTILITY THEORY, VALUE OF TIME, AND NONTRADERS 

A number of recent studies have focused on the relation between utility theory, or 
consumer behavior theory, and the trading behavior of individuals to derive travel time 
values (6, 7). The mostdetailed review of the theoretical approach is presented in the 
Charles River study (7) and need not be repeated here. However, it is appropriate to 
raise the question to What extent are the theoretical constructs applicable to the be-
havior of nontraders. In particular, the problem arises as to whether values of travel 
time derived from choice situations can be used to predict changes in the traveling be-
havior of nontraders. 

To simplify the discussion, let us suppose to begin with that only categories 1 and 2 
are being investigated so that all observed events may indeed be combined in a single 
distribution based only on time and cost combinations (Fig. i). Three important be-
havioral assumptions are required to project values of travel time derived from pure 
choice situations to cover the entire range of the distribution of mode usage: the ad-
ditivity of the utility function, the evaluation of generic attributes rather than mode-
specific attributes, and the separability between alternatives. 

The additivity of utilities is an issue common to most economic studies based on 
consumer behavior. What is assumed is that the utility or disutility of a given attri-
bute can be added to those of other attributes. In fact, the concepts of generalized 
costs or inclusive price found in the mode-choice literature are explicitly derived on 

the basis of the additivity of attribute utilities, 
especially costs and times. The validity of this 
assumption can be said to have been tested in 

Figure 1. Hypothetical distribution of mode the careful analyses of small samples of travel- 
usage by system characteristics. 	 ers. The analyses indicated that trade-offs be- 

tween attributes apparently account for the re-
vealed preference of one mode or route over 

o 
E 	 the other. However, for mode-captive travel- 

ers ma dominant choice situation, the assump- 
tion of additivity cannot be tested in detail. 

[_ 

The assumption of the existence of generic 
rather than mode-specific attributes is equally 
essential for the derivation of values of travel 
time. What it assumes, in effect, is that at-
tributes such as time and costs can be corn- 

generalized cost ratio of I to k 	
pared between modes rather than within a given 
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mode. It can be argued that there exist choice situations, such as a route-choice situ-
ation, where values of travel time can be determined within a given mode. Further-
more, since there are no substantial differences between the values derived from route 
choice and those derived from mode choice, it may be reasonable to infer that generic 
rather than mode-specific attributes are indeed being evaluated by the traveler. 

In the case of this assumption, a legitimate query may be raised as to its applica-
bility to nontraders. We already know that nontraders usually belong to categories of 
travelers who face extreme choices or even do not have real-world alternatives. Can 
it be assumed that, even for those mode-captive travelers, the evaluation of system 
characteristics is based mainly on generic attributes? An argument can be put for-
ward, for example, that the tendency to treat costs and times as generic attributes may 
be income dependent. Stated alternatively, at very low and possibly at high incomes, 
attributes might tend to be rather mode specific. A logical conclusion would, there-
fore, be that time-cost comparisons between modes in the case of nontraders are con-
ceptually similar to those made with respect to abstract new modes for which empirical 
evidence of mode-specific effects is lacking. 

Closely related to this issue is the third assumption that is inherent in the consumer 
behavior approach and is based on stochastic utility maximization, namely, separability 
between alternatives. In the context of value of travel time, this assumption implies 
that effective choice alternatives can be identified as being separate or independent, 
provided that they have attributes different from those of any existing alternative. How-
ever, in a binary-choice situation a problem arises when another alternative is added 
that has similar attributes to either one of the previous alternatives. Should the new 
alternative be regarded as a separate alternative and, consequently, reduce the prob-
ability of choosing any of the former, or should it instead be "lumped" together with 
the existing alternative that has similar attributes? In the latter case, which is con-
trary to the separability assumption, the probability of choosing each of the 2 lumped 
alternatives will be reduced, while that of using the alternative with dissimilar attri-
butes will remain virtually unchanged. 

When the assumption is applied to nontraders, who presumably have relative choice 
odds of 1 or 0, the question arises, Of what should a new alternative consist so that it 
might affect this probability? The problem can be reformulated in a different way: If 
a train is added as an alternative to a car and a bus, then whenever the bus and train 
have similar time and cost attributes they should be lumped together as a single alter-
native. In the case of nontraders such a procedure might intuitively be the real-world 
procedure, though it violates the conditions of the separability assumption. 

So far we have discussed some problems related to the extension of assumptions of 
consumer behavior theory to cover the extreme cases of mode usage, that is to say 
nontraders, whenever choices are presumed to be made on the basis of measurable 
system characteristics, such as by category 1. These assumptions are no more help-
ful, and indeed less so, when we consider categories 2 and 3. It is assumed a priori 
that factors other than ratios of measurable system characteristics affect mode choices 
of both comfort-oriented and latent travelers, and consequently the use of value-of-
time models to predict their behavior is irrelevant. 

For categories 2 and 3, it is not possible to simply add a random (or error) com-
ponent to the quantifiable relations. Categories of nontraders have been explicitly made 
on the presumption that in 2 categories the nonquantifiable elements, either in the iden-
tification of system characteristics or in the evaluation process, form separate and 
indeed major components of the revealed behavior. 

In summary, consumer behavior theory and its component of value of travel time 
are based on a set of assumptions that are less tenable when applied to nontraders than 
to traders. In view of the fact that most travelers are probably nontraders, alternative 
methods should be sought to predict the behavior of nontraders, preferably in the area 
of decision-making theory. Some new developments in this field, which are relevant 
to our argument, will be briefly discussed below. 
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THEORY OF DECISION-MAKING AND ITS RELEVANCE TO 
NONTRADERS 

Decision-making theory focuses on the process by which a course of action is chosen, 
irrespective of the context of such an action. Transportation choice clearly represents 
such a process and is characterized by the need to identify and evaluate multiple at-
tributes. There are numerous procedures for selecting alternatives with multiple at-
tributes. MacCrimmon (8) reviewed 10 different approaches to the selection of multiple-
attribute alternatives and then suggested that a combination of procedures is probably 
more reasonable than selecting merely one specific procedure. In our case, the ques-
tion naturally arises, Which additional decision-making procedure should be modeled 
to predict the deterministic choice of nontraders, which results in the selection of a 
unique mode? 

As suggested by the discussion in the preceding section, simple choice mechansims 
appear to provide reasonable accounts of the decision-making process of certain cate-
gories of nontraders, perhaps even better than the existing consumer  behavior. 

The notions of dominance or satisficing, for instance, may explain the behavior of 
nontraders as a special case of utility maximization. Dominance can be suggested as 
the main mechanism whenever mode k is better than mode 1 in all compared attributes, 
or system characteristics. Instead of reducing the dimension of the choice situation, 
as is the case of adding utilities, one should retain its full dimension, compare at-
tributes separately, and reject the alternative that has no attribute better but at least 
one worse than the other alternative. 

Satisficing, on the other hand, appears to be the appropriate choice mechanism when 
the weights of the attributes may be difficult to determine. Here a tolerable level of 
each attribute is assumed to be present in the decision-maker's mind, and alter an 
attribute-by-attribute comparison of the alternatives, the alternative that has an at-
tribute below the accepted level is rejected. Again there is no need to assume additiv-
ity of utilities. 

On the basis of this argument, the behavior of mode-captive travelers, whose alter-
natives are virtually nonexistent, can be explained by a dominance or safisficing 
decision-making procedure that requires no information on value of time. 

Many nontraders, though, face alternatives that are not disjoint in the sense that the 
various transportation modes share several attributes, nor are they dominated so that 
other decision-making procedures would have to be used, depending on the nature of 
the alternatives. Here we might distinguish between car owners and noncar owners as 
2 fundamentally different decision-making situations. Alternative modes, namely, 
trains or buses, for noncar owners are characterized by similar attributes that prob-
ably have similar ranges of scales. Also, the use of each mode may complement rather 
than be independent of the other. In view of these characteristics, additive utility, or 
else trade-offs, may indeed represent choice procedures of noncar owners. 

Our main interest, however, lies in the decision-making procedure of car owners, 
particularly in the binary choice of car or transit modes or, more specifically, in the 
trinary choice of car, train, or bus. Here we can identify 2 transit modes that are 
similar, and one mode that is partly disjoint. In these situations, the decision-making 
procedure or rule might take the form of the modified lexicographic approach recently 
developed in the elimination-by-aspects (EBA) model (s). 

According to the lexicographic approach (similar to the method of finding a word in 
the dictionary), attributes are assumed to be ranked on the basis of their (unknown) 
importance, and a search procedure is initiated to find out whether each alternative 
possesses the required attribute. This is repeated by a decreasing order of impor-
tance of attributes until any alternative without all required attributes is rejected. 

The EBA model goes beyond the lexicographic approach in several major ways. No 
fixed prior ordering of attributes is assumed, and the similarity of alternatives can be 
ranked on the basis of the grouping of shared attributes. Furthermore, with the addi-
tion of a probabilistic choice process, these properties of the EBA theory provide a 
major departure from the principle of independence of irrelevant alternatives. Instead, 
a more general choice theory is presented that is based on the property of multiplicative 
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inequality, whereby the probability of choosing 1 alternative x from a set of 3 alterna-
tives x, y, and z is at least as large as the probability of choosing x from a binary 
choice of x, y and x, z in 2 independent choices. 

The intent here is not to elaborate on the various mathematical properties of the 
EBA model. Instead, concepts of EBA will be used primarily to indicate an alternative 
procedure to the modal choice procedure of car owners; the alternative procedure 
might complement the existing trade-off approach implied by value-of-time studies. 
More particularly, the behavior .of nontraders will be examined on the basis of the 
shared and nonshared attributes of private car owners. 

Let us assume that trip times and trip costs of transportation modes can be readily 
measured and scaled (10) and that there are other attributes that are difficult to mea-
sure. Some of these attributes are desirable (+), others are undesirable (-), and cer-
ta.in  ones are desirable or undesirable (±), depending on the preferences of the traveler. 

Figure 2 shows some arbitrary and discrete attributes of the 3 modes. Three group-
ings emerge: (a) attributes shared by all modes, (b) attributes shared by pairs of modes, 
and (c) attributes not shared by any other alternative. 

The hypothesis to be investigated in this choice situation is that the more unshared 
attributes an alternative has, the more likely it is to be uniquely accepted or rejected, 
depending on the desirability of the attributes and on the preferences of the decision-
maker. For car owners, whose alternatives have the largest amount of unshared at-
tributes, the decision rule might include several steps: the elimination of alternatives 
on the basis of a few aspects, which are so important that their presence or absence is 

Figure 2. Representation of attribute groupings for 3 transportation 

modes. 
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sufficient to eliminate an alternative, and subsequently the compensation between mea-
surable aspects(time and costs) or between these and the nonmeasurable aspects. 

DISCUSSION OF APPROACHES 

The relative merits of the 2 behavioral approaches presented in the preceding sec-
lions may be compared with respect to the mode-choice situation in general, the spe-
cific weight of time and cost savings in mode choice, and the policy implications for 
reducing the population of nontraders. 

The differences between the utility and lexicographic (or EBA) approaches in a mode-
choice situation lie in at least 2 main areas. 

Reduction of the complexity of multiattribute choice situations. It is a well-
observed phenomenon that individuals tend to simplify the complexity of problems (ii). 
In the case of a mode-choice problem, the decision rule according to EBA procedures  
is likely to be simpler than that of utility maximization. The first approach includes 
only unshared or partly shared attributes, and in the latter approach no reduction in the 
number of considered attributes is specified. 

Rationality of the decision rule. For dominating choices, there should be no 
significant difference between the 2 behavioral approaches. On the other hand, when 
unshared discrete attributes are compared, different decision criteria can be envisaged, 
depending on the behavioral approach that is assumed to be operating. If an alternative 
is rejected because it does not possess a desirable attribute or else possesses an un-
desirable aspect, then according to the strict rationality of the utility approach it fol-
lows that the weight of this.attributeis necessarily more important than the sum of all 
other attributes that were not yet considered in the decision procedure. The modified-
lexicographic approach does not require such a strict interpretation of rationality, so 
that people may indeed make "wrong" decisions by giving to a certain attribute more 
weight than they would in other circumstances. 

The second problem area where significant differences between the 2 approaches 
might occur relates more specifically to the way times and costs are considered in the 
choice situation. Here the lexicographic approach is clearly more tractable in reflect-
ing real-world decision-making. To begin with, it allows a distinction to be made be-
tween "vital" attributes, which are so important that each may in fact eliminate an 
alternative, and "compensatory" attributes, each of which can be traded off for other 
compensatory attributes. For instance, absolute values of travel time and money may 
belong, in theory, to the group of vital attributes, while time and cost savings may 
belong to the group of compensatory attributes. This classification might be useful, 
to begin with, in distinguishing between urban and interurban trips. Interurban trips 
are characterized both by the considerable money and time outlays and by the wide 
variations in these attributes between modes. Hence, absolute costs and times on in-
terurban trips can be viewed as unshared or unacceptable attributes between modes. 

In most urban areas, on the other hand, it can be argued that absolute levels of cost 
and time outlays for an average trip do not exceed a satisficing or acceptable threshold 
for all modes. Consequently, according to the lexicographic approach, these attributes 
may be considered as shared attributes and, therefore, should not play a determining 
part in the decision procedure of mode choice. Time and cost savings, however, are 
presumably important compensatory attributes in urban trips. What probably occurs 
in the case of urban mode-choice situations is that time and cost savings are considered 
with other unshared or partly shared discrete attributes, such as those given in Table 1. 
If any of these other unshared attributes happen to belong to the group of vital attributes, 
then time or cost savings may not play any role in the decision procedure since alterna-
tives could be eliminated a priori on the basis of the presence or absence of vital at-
tributes. 

Two important policy implications might evolve from the abOve discussion. First, 
value-of-time studies have limited relevance not only for nontraders facing dominant 
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Table 1. Discrete attributes shared and unshared by 3 transportation modes. 

Type 	 Shared by All Modes Shared by Pairs of Modes 
Not Shared by 
Other Modes 

Desirable 	Safety and reliability Lack of parking effort, accessibility to Locked space 
land uses, 	additional activities (e.g., 
reading) 

Undesirable Walking and wailing, lack of locked Parking effort 
space 

Mixed Smoking Driving skills 

choice situations but also for a wider population of travelers, particularly those who 
are mode captive. If indeed decision-making procedures are performed on the basis 
of EBA concepts, mode-captive travelers will likely eliminate alternative modes on 
the basis of vital attributes rather than compensatory aspects. 

Second, the present policy of developing additional transit modes appears to run 
contrary to the logic of the lexicographic approach. The more similar 2 alternatives 
are, vis-â-vis a third one that has fewer shared attributes, the more likely that they 
will hurt each other more than affect the dissimilar alternative. Consequently, im-
proved transit modes are not likely to succeed in significantly decreasing the level of 
car-owner, nontrader traffic. On the other hand, transportation modes that share 
more attributes with private cars, such as personal rapid transit and car rentals, are 
more likely to reduce the number of nontrading car users. Alternatively, a policy of 
suppressing some of the existing unshared attributes of private cars, such as lack of 
walking and waiting, might achieve similar results in enhancing the attractiveness of 
transit modes. 
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Price and Value of Time 

Reuben Gronau, Hebrew University, Jerusalem 

Early studies of the value of time seemed to use the terms "value of time" and 
"price of time" interchangeably to define the value or the shadow price people place on 
their time. It has been pointed out recently that it may be worthwhile to distinguish 
between these 2 terms, reserving the term "price" for the amount of money people 
have to forgo to save 1 unit of time and the term "value" for the amount of money peo-
ple are willing to pay to save 1 unit of time (2). It has also been alleged that some of 
the studies claiming to have estimated the value of time have in effect estimated the 
price of time and that the conventional methods of analysis of binary choice (e.g., dis-
criminant analysis, probit, logit) may be appropriate for the analysis of modal split 
but are completely inadequate for the estimation of the value of time. 

These issues are examined here, and a new method is suggested for the estimation 
of the value of time. I have not yet applied this method in practice, so I can claim not 
that it is a better empirical tool but only that it is more comprehensible to someone 
who has the estimation of the value of time in mind. 

The usual way of estimating the value of time in a situation of binary choice is based 
on the equation (I have intentionally omitted the constant term b, from this formulation) 

Xi =b1(P2 -p) +b2 (T2 -.T1) + e 	 (i) 

where X1  is a dummy variable denoting whether the traveler used mode 1 (Xi  = i) or 

mode 2 (x1  = 0); P1  is the money cost involved; T1  is the elapsed time; and e is the re-
sidual in the regression equation. The coefficients b1  and b2, obtained by using probit, 
logit, or discriminant analysis, measure the effect of price and time differentials on 
the modal choice. The ratio of the coefficients, b2/b1, is interpreted as the value of 

time. 
This method has recently come under fire on 2 counts: (a) a statistical one—though 

b1  and b2  may be highly significant (i.e., their random error is relatively small), their 
ratio may be subject to a large variability; and (b) a conceptual one —the ratio b2 /b, is 
not an estimate of the value but rather the price of time (2). The first of these reser-
vations is an empirical one and calls for new methods of estimation that will reduce 
the random error of the value of time estimate and increase its reliability. The 
second is more substantial and calls for a reexamination of the theoretical basis under- 
lying Eq. 1. 

Conventional analysis confines the decision of modal choice to 2 measurable charac-
teristics: the money cost of traveling by a given mode P and the opportunity costs of 
time v(T), where T denotes traveling time. Adhering to this simple model, I ignore 
for the time being other characteristics of the mode that may affect the traveler's 
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choice (factors conveniently lumped together as comfort and convenience). If we as-
sume for simplicity that there exist only 2 alternative modes of travel, the traveler's 
decision criterion is assumed to depend on the generalized cost function 11. 

ri = p + v(T) 
	

(2) 

A traveler prefers mode 1 to mode 2 if the generalized cost function of 1 is less than 
that of 2, 

111 <112 
	

(3) 

If we assumed that the value a person places on each unit of his time K is the same and 
independent of the length of his trip 

V(T) = KT 	 (4) 

we can rewrite the generalized cost function 

I1=.P+KT 	 (5) 

Mode 1 is preferred if 

n2-r11=(P2-P)+K('r2 -T1)>0 	 (6) 

Alternatively, the traveler's decision criteria can be reformulated in terms of the value 
of time K. A person prefers the faster mode 1 if 

K> (P, - P2)/(T2 - T1) = K* 	 () 

is the additional amount of money the traveler has to forgo in order to save 1 unit of 
time, i.e., the price of time. Thus, travelers with a value of time that exceeds the 
price of time will choose the faster mode, and those with a value of time that is smaller 
than the price of time prefer the slower one. Elf the average value of time varies with 
T, we could not formulate the decision criterion in these terms. If V(T) = K1 T,, a 
person prefers mode 1 if P1  + K1T1  < P2  + K2T2; i.e., if K1  > (P1  - P2)/(kT2  - TO, where 
k = }(.2/K1.] For example, if the air fare is $24 and the train fare is $12 from New York 
to Boston and the traveling time is 2 and 4 hours respectively, then everyone with a 
value of time exceeding $6 per hour prefers the plane and those with a value of time 
short of $ 6/hour prefer the train, $ 6/hour being the price of time. 

It is clear from the last example that one needs no data on modal split to compute a 
price of time. A reliable travel agent providing the data on fares and traveling time by 
the various modes should suffice. It may be argued that the traveler's conceptions of 
the price differential and the time savings differ from those of the travel agent, but 
even then, one does not need information on modal choice to estimate the "perceived" 
price of time but better data on the person's perceptions about traveling time and costs. 

Data on modal choice become important when one tries to estimate the value of 
time. Observing the modal split of a group of travelers facing the same modal choice 
who seem to be homogeneous in terms of the value and (perceived) price of time, one 
would expect the whole group to make the same choice. The observation that different 
members of the group make different choices indicates that it was apparently wrong to 
assume that all members are homogeneous with respect to their values or price of 
time or both. (Another explanation, which I have ruled out, is that there are more 
than 2 factors affecting the modal-choice decision.) 

Let us first assume that there is no error of measurement of the price of time (i.e., 
there is no error in the estimates of the price differential and the time differential). 
Intragroup differences in choice, therefore, originate from intragroup differences in 
the value of time. Let the group's mean value of time be ; then 
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K=+E 	 (8) 

where E is a stochastic term varying from person to person. By Eq. 6 a person pre-
fers the faster mode if 

(P2  - 	+ M(T2 -. T) > (T1 - TO E = U 	 (9) 

The specific assumptions about the distribution of u determine the statistical method 
used to estimate Eq. 1. If the assumptions hold, then a comparison of Eqs. 1 and 9 in-
dicates that the ratio b2/b1  serves as an estimator of the mean value of time A. 

For example, let it be assumed that u has a normal distribution with standard de- 
viation of 	 .. . 

uN(0,a) 	 (10) 

The probability that the traveler uses the faster mode is 

Prob [X1  = 1] = prob ((u/a.) < [(P2 - p1) + S(T2 - Ti)]/o = Z) 

	

= (211 	
J 

exp (-?/2) dy 

- CO 

Estimating Eq. 1 by the probit method yields the coefficients of Z; i.e., b1  is an esti- 
mate of (i/), b2  is an estimate of 	and the ratio b2/b1  is an estimate of A. There 
is, however, no way of isolating the other parameters of K, e.g., the standard devia-
tion . The variability of the stochastic variable u reflects both the variability of K 
and the variability of the time differential (T2 - T). Thus, the conventional method 
yields a point estimate of the mean but no additional information of the distribution of 
the value of time. 	 . 	 . 

There is, however, an alternative method of estimating the value of time based on 
Eq. 7. Confronted by a price of time of K*,  the person chooses the faster mode if 
K> K*;  i.e., if 	 . 

(12) 

Thus, one should estimate 

	

Xt =a, +a1K+e 	. 	 (13) 

where the estimation method depends on the assumed properties of E. If, for example, 
it is assumed that the intragroup distribution of the value of time is normal 

: E 
N(0,a) 	 (14) 

the probability of choosing the faster mode is (Fig. 1) 

Prob [X1  = 11 = prób [-E/ < ( - K*)/ = z*] 

() 

= (2n)-' J exp (-?/2) dy 

The coefficients of Z" can be obtained by estimating Eq. 13 within each socioeconomic 
group by the use of the probit method where a0  = est (/) and. a1  = est (i/). Hence, 
a0/a1  should yield an estimate of the mean value of time 	and (1/a1) should yield an 
estimate of the dispersion of the distribution. Furthermore, if it is assumed that the 
mean value of time varies systematically with the socioeconomic characteristics of the 
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group (say, income, education, age sex, 
family composition, purpose of trip5 but a, 
is constant, one can introduce this relation 
directly into Eq. 13. Let 14 = &Y, where Y 
is a vector of characteristics, and a of co-
efficients, then one can estimate 

X = aY + aiK* + e 	(16) 

where a1  = est (1/ce) and a = est (a/), to 
obtain estimates of the determinants of the 

value of time. [An application of this method for the estimation of the value of time of 
housewives is given in another report (1).1 

It seems to me that, if the major purpose of the study is the estimation of the value 
of time and if intragroup difference in modal choice can be attributed exclusively to 
differences in the value of time, the new method (Eqs. 13 and 16) provides a more 
natural framework for the analysis. This conclusion is not much affected if one opts 
for the alternative explanation, i.e., that the value of time is the same for all the mem-
bers of the group (K = , . = 0), but there exist errors in the measurement of the price 
and time differentials. In this case u and E depend on the errors of measurement and 
not on the random component of the value of time. If it is assumed that the errors have 
a normal distribution, u has a normal distribution and one should use Eq. 1 for the es-
timation of the value of time K = ji. On the other hand, if it is assumed that the error 
in the measurement of the price of time K*  has a normal distribution, Eq. 13 is pre-
ferred. Finally, if one allows for both error in measurement and a random component 
in K, one cannot separate in the estimate of the standard deviation of the stochastic 
term obtained through Eqs. 1 and 13 the part that is due to the variability of the value 
of time and the part that originated from the error of measurement. In the last case 
one has to be consoled with the estimate of the mean value of time, but one cannot ob-
tain any additional information of the shape of the distribution. 

In conclusion, it seems that from a theoretical and methodological point of view the 
new method has a slight edge over the conventional one. However, the question of which 
is better cannot be settled on theoretical grounds but depends largely on the empirical 
evidence. One method may serve as a better prediction of modal split, in the sense 
that it provides a better fit, but may be an inferior method for the estimation of A be-
cause of the large variability of the ratio of the relevant coefficients. The variability 
of the price of time as well as the variability and multicollinearity between the price 
and time differentials should affect the final outcome. At this stage we have to reserve 
our final judgment until the empirical results are in. 
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Separable Versus Simultaneous 
Travel-Choice Behavior 

Damel Brand, Department of City and Regional Planning, 
Harvard University 

After an initial discussion of the implications for travel modeling of alternative travel-choice behavior assump-
tions, 2 of these assumptions are discussed and analyzed in detail. The assumptions are separable and sequential 
travel choice versus simultaneous travel choice. Subsumed within this separable-simultaneous dichotomy are long-
run activity location decisions and short-run travel decisions. Alternative methods of applying travel models 
based on the various assumptions are presented, and their strong and weak points are discussed. 

The objectives of this paper are 

To bring together and discuss the rationale for various strands of previous work 
in assuming separable-sequential and simultaneous travel-choice behavior in travel 
demand modeling and 

To provide a common point of departure for discussion of extensions of present 
methods of modeling travel-choice behavior. 

MODELING TRAVEL-CHOICE BEHAVIOR 

Existing travel demand models are classified as short-run or long-run demand 
models according to whether short-run travel decisions (choices) are assumed to be 
made separately from long-run activity location decisions. The additional classifica-
tion of direct and indirect demand models is used to describe whether the short-run 
travel decision is assumed to be one simultaneous tijointtt choice or a series of sep-
arate choices (e.g., mode, destination, frequency). In this section, certain travel 
modeling implications of these behavioral assumptions are discussed. 

Modeling Short-Run Travel Behavior 

Travel-choice behavior modeled in direct demand models assumes that all attributes 
of an entire trip are known and considered simultaneously by the traveler. As shown 
in Figure 1, this behavior can be described as involving the simultaneous consideration 
of all the attributes normally associated with each of the 5 conventional descriptors of 
travel: frequency, time of day, destination, mode, and path. If each path through the 
travel decision tree is considered an alternative travel choice whose attributes are con-
sidered simultaneously "in competition" with the attributes of all the other travel 
choices, the models can become very complex. The number of choice combinations 
to be considered and modeled simultaneously is the product of the number of alterna-
tives within each of the travel choices. For example, asimultaneous model of travel 
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that considers 3 modes, 2 times of day, 20 destinations, and 1 path requires the model-
ing of (3 x 2 x 20 x 1) or 120 travel choices for each origin. [This number may be re-
duced by eliminating zero-probability choices in calibrating models that satisfy the in-
dependence axiom (see next section).] The number of explanatory variables and the 
allowable interactions among variables that may be assumed to explain (model) simul-
taneous travel behavior can multiply very rapidly for realistic travel-choice situations 
in urban areas. 

The need for "simple robust models" has been well articulated (2). Calibrating 
models for large numbers of alternatives (choices) with very low probabilities of choice 
is difficult in the extreme. Attributing properly the separate effects of large numbers 
of (possibly highly correlated) attributes describing complex choice environments (where 
calibration techniques often require certain assumptions, e.g., normality or homosce-
dasticity) boggles the mind. (One may speculate that the "number of variables required 
to predict probability of choice is finite and rapidly approaches the limit of human dis-
crimination.") For these reasons, travel demand models must be reduced in complexity 
in some plausible way. 

Restricting the choices available restricts the products or attributes the traveler is 
assumed to evaluate in making his travel decision. Restricting the choices that are 
presumed available to the traveler appears to be the way in which choice-specific travel 
demand models can be reduced in complexity. However, this involves making some im-
portant assumptions on the separability and the sequence of travel choices. 

The assumption that travelers behave as though they sequentially consider (travel) 
choice-specific attributes (Fig. 1) means that there is a hierarchy of travel decisions 
in which certain travel decisions are made independently (separately) of others. In 
turn, other travel choices (e.g., higher level choices like destination, Fig. i) are 
made given that lower level choices (e.g., mode) are predetermined. 

There are 2 ways to model such sequential travel behavior. The first assumes that 
the relative valuation of choice attributes is constant throughout the set of travel 
choices. This requires that models of the independently made lower level travel 
decisions be calibrated based only on a subset of attributes describing those choices. 
The estimated (and preserved) utilities from the lower level choices are then added to a 
set of attributes on the basis of which the higher level choices are made. The traveler, 
it is assumed, makes some sequence of choices, and the earlier choices are based on 
independent and separate evaluations of personal utility (separate) from the "later" con-
ditional or "constrained" choices. For example, the time of day (shopping purpose) 
choice was modeled (10) on the assumption that "there is a utility associated with the 
trip itself which is additive to the utility or disutility associated with the choice of time 

Figure 1. Presumed hierarchy of travel choices. 
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of day, which is additive with the utility associated with the place to which the trip is 
made. . . 

Thus, the choice of mode is modeled separately and prior to the destination choice 
and is assumed to be independent of the overall number of trips between the origin and 
destination. Similarly, the choice of time of day is assumed to be made independently 
of the choice of destination. 

The attributes that are assumed additive must map on the (sequential) choices. 
Otherwise, a choice-abstract model results. [Choi c e -abstract models assume that the 
attributes of travel choices are considered or perceived by the traveler independently 
of the objects or facilities that carry or support or propel the traveler (7).] if difficulty 
is encountered, either the travel choices can be redefined or the supplyide description 
of choices (e.g., mode) can be abandoned and sequential choice-abstract models can be 
developed (7, p.  246). 

The assumption of sequential travel choices, given that travelers perceive their 
choices as described by attributes inseparable from choices, is a difficult assumption 
to make. Yet it is an attractive strategy for reducing the complexity of travel demand 
models because it greatly reduces the number of interaction terms in the model. The 
other strategy is to reduce the number of independent variables that are assumed to in-
fluence travel behavior. That is, reduce the number of attributes the traveler is as-
sumed to evaluate in his travel decision-making process without excluding interaction. 
Because the attributes that the traveler evaluates are identified with particular travel 
choices, this second strategy for reducing model complexity is more appropriate to 
choice-abstract models than to choice-specific travel demand models. [Choice-specific 
models assume that the attributes of travel choice are considered or perceived by the 
traveler together with the objects or facilities that carry or support or propel the 
traveler (7).] 

A second way to model sequential travel behavior requires the still stronger (more 
difficult) assumption that some travel choices are made completely independently of 
other travel choices and that the relative valuation of choice attributes common to 2 
or more travel choices is not necessarily the same in successive travel choices. This 
represents a third-level assumption regarding the consideration and valuation of the 
attributes (i.e., the relative marginal utilities) of the choice situation confronting the 
traveler. These 3 levels of assumptions are summarized in order from the weakest 
to the strongest (or most heroic) assumption. 

All the attributes of the choice situation confronting the traveler are considered 
simultaneously. The complete trip is one decision. The relative valuation of the at-
tributes is constant in any travel choice in the hierarchy shown in Figure 1. 

There is a hierarchy of travel decisions in which certain travel decisions are 
made independently of other decisions. However, the relative valuation of choice at-
tributes is constant in any complete travel decision (i.e., any single path through the 
travel decision tree shown in Fig. i). 

As in assumption 2, there is a hierarchy of travel decisions in which certain 
travel decisions are made independently of other decisions. However, the relative 
valuation of choice attributes common to 2 or more travel choices is not necessarily 
the same in successive travel choices. 

The first assumption is the easiest to make. It requires the concomitant assumption 
of constant relative valuation of attributes in component travel choices of a complete 
travel decision. 

The second (strict utility) assumption is made for ease of estimation (reducing the 
number of variables in the models to be estimated relative to the first and third as-
sumptions). It requires some sequence of travel choices to be assumed for purposes of 
estimation as discussed above. Inclusive prices must be used to preserve the previ-
ously estimated utilities in strict utility models. The separately calibrated models 
using inclusive prices may be combined and applied simultaneously, or sequentially 
in any order. 

The third assumption is the present assumption of UTP models that completely and 
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independently estimate the different travel choices with different valuations of the inde-
pendent variables in each model. The traveler, nevertheless, must face the same 
values of the independent variables in more than one component travel choice. For ex-
ample, "the costs of the various modes influence not only the choice of mode but also 
the selection of destination and the determination of whether the trip should be made at 
all" (10). The most damaging indictment of the third assumption is that the sequence 
of apillcation of the models determines the results. That is, no unique equilibrium can 
be reached with these models so long as flow and congestion conditions and the resulting 
travel costs change in any way from those used to calibrate the models. That is, even 
if the conventional series of models (including trip generation) were system sensitive, 
the sequence of their application determines the network equilibrium reached after 
more than one iteration. In addition, of course, the third assumption poses the prob-
lem of what appropriate value to place on user benefits (e.g., time savings) in evaluation 
of transportation system alternatives when different valuations of the independent vari-
ables are assumed in each component travel choice. 

From the above discussion, the conclusion may be drawn that the assumption is 
easier to make that travel choices are separable than that travel choices are made in 
some sequence. This assumption implies only that the marginal rates of substitution 
(trade-offs) among attribute variables that govern one travel choice do not vary among 
travel choices. Stated another way, this means that the trade-offs or ratio of"weighted" 
attributes that explain one travel choice are independent of the other choices. 

It is with the last statement that 2 important results from separate disciplines can 
be joined. In mathematical psychology, this is a statement of separability property of 
the independence -of -irrelevance -alternatives axiom (21, 22). In economics (utility 
theory), at the conditions assumed at equilibrium (see Appendix), the ratio of the mar-
ginal utilities of 2 choices is equal to the ratio of their "weighted" attributes (i.e., their 
revealed "prices"). The relative marginal utilities of the attributes of a choice situa-
:tion can be solved for (inferred from) observed data on the choices made (31). 

Thus, the assumption of separable travel choices potentially allows coñilex travel 
choices to be broken down into simple travel choices whose relative marginal utilities 
can be inferred from observed data. However, a sequence assumption is necessary to 
determine which (separable) travel choice will be "simply" modeled, the inferred rela-
tive marginal utilities from which will be preserved in the remaining travel choices. 
Before the possible plausibility of any sequence and separability assumptions is dis-
cussed, the important properties and implications for travel demand modeling of the 
independence axiom will be described. 

Independence-of-Irrelevant-Alternatives Axiom 

The independence -of -irrelevant -alternatives condition (21) implies that, for any 2 
alternatives i and j having a positive (nonzero) selection probability, the relative odds 
of choosing j over i in a set containing only the 2 alternatives are equal to the ratio of 
their probabilities of being selected from any larger set of alternatives containing both 
i and j. This can be expressed as (26) 

= P(j:Ai) 
PJJ 	P(i:A1) 

where 

= probability of selecting j in a 2-element set A1  = i, j; 
P,1  = probability of selecting i in a 2-element set A1  = i, j; 

P(j:Ai) = (nonzero) selection probability of choosing j contained in any set A,; and 
P(i:Ai) = (nonzero) selection probability of choosing i contained in any set A,. 

(i) 

This condition states that the odds that alternative j will be chosen over i in a set 
containing both are independent of the presence of irrelevant "third" alternatives in A,. 
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This is the separability property of the independence -of-irrelevant-alternatives axiom 
(21,22). 

"Strict utility" is defined by Luce (21) as being the function h(Z11) that satisfies Eq. 
1 for the binary case i = 1, 2. That is, the relative odds of choice or share of, say, 
travel, PI /P, between any 2 alternatives i and j are simply some function of the vari-
ables describing the 2-choice alternatives (and no others:). 

= h(Z 1) 
P 	h(ZkJ ) (2) 

where 

P1  = probability of choosing i; 
= probability of choosing j; 

h(Zkl) = strict utility of i; and 
ZkI  = (scale) variables, k, describing i. 

The actual odds or probability P1  of choosing alternative i from a larger set of al-
ternatives can vary, of course. 

The binary-choice strict-utility model, Eq. 2, generalizes into a multiple-choice 
model only if the independence axiom holds, that is, only if the probability of a choice 
from a subset of alternatives is independent of what other choice alternative may also 
have been available. The resulting multiple-choice strict-utility model is (21) 

P(iA) - h 
(Zkl) 	

(3) 
TEh(zkj ) 

JeA 

for j = 1, ..., i, j, ..., where 

P(i:A) = probability of choosing i from a set of alternatives A; 
h(ZkJ ) = strict utility of alternative j in the set A, a monotonic function of the scale 

variables Z1  describing j; and 
JEA =complete set of alternatives between which a choice is made. 

An exponential transformation of the strict utilities (and an abandonment of set nota-
tion) yields the multinomial logit formula: 

e 1k1)  
P1 = 	 (4) 

E ev(h1c3) 

j =1 

for j = 1, . . . , i, j, . . . , J. 
Equation 4 says that the probability that a traveler will choose alternative i out of a 

set of J alternatives is directly proportional to its strict utility V(Zkl ) (a monotonic 
function of attributes k of the alternative i) and that the probabilities of choosing one 
alternative in the set of available alternatives, each with a nonzero probability of being 
chosen, must sum to one. ["Perhaps the most general formulation of the independence 
axiom is the assumption that the alternatives can be scaled so that the choice probability 
is expressible as a monotone function of the scale variables, k, of the respective alter-
natives" (35). This assumption is called simple scalability by Krantz (19).] 

The function V(Z 1 ) in Eq. 4 can, of course, be interpreted and estimated. In the 
language of the psychologist, it represents some function of the environment that stimu-
lates a decision (33). In utility terms, it represents some function of the attributes of 
value to travelers of the alternative travel choices. A correct model specification is 
needed to capture appropriate effects on behavior of variables (attributes) describing 
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the choice situation. A constant term, 9, in an equation for V(Zkl), e.g., 
k 

will include the effects of all attributes not explicitly included in the model. 

Separability Property 

The independence axiom is a general statement that has consequences that can be 
tested. For example, it says that, if alternative i is preferred to j in one context 
(choice situation), it is preferred to j in any context for which both are available. 
Furthermore, if the odds of choosing i over j are 0.7 in one context, those odds will 
be preserved in any choice situation. The traveler is assumed to exhibit transitivity 
in his behavior with respect to his "strict utility" h(Zkl ) versus h(ZkJ ). That is, he 
values the attributes, Z, of any choice, i, the same (ratio scale) relative to choice 
regardless of the context. Thus, the probability that an alternative (choice) will be 
chosen is exactly proportional to its strict utility (therefore, Eq. 3). And from Eq. 2, 
the relative odds that an alternative will be chosen from 2 alternatives is constant and 
a function only of the strict utilities of the 2 alternatives. This allows the introduction 
of new alternatives in a model application without calibration of the model, provided 
the previously estimated strict utilities are preserved. 

In 1962, the author used the separability property of Eq. 3 to calibrate a share 
model of (multiple) choice among 4 access mode (walk, park-ride, kiss-ride, and 
feeder bus to line-haul rapid transit) alternatives being tested in Washington, D. C. 
The model was calibrated with paired aggregate modal-split data from a number of 
surveys because of the lack of data describing the relative usage of all 4 feeder modes 
together. This was allowable because of the "startling" behavior of the model (Eq. 3) 
that "the relative substitutability of any two sub-modes without the third being available 
is assumed equal to the relative attractiveness of the two in the presence of the third"(5). 

McLynn and Woronka (28) used this property extensively to calibrate their "single 
pair" market share model developed for the Northeast Corridor project. In their 
model, automobile was used as the "base mode". When difficulties were encountered 
with certain nonsensical parameter estimates and the single-pair estimates, all single-
pair equations were estimated simultaneously. From Eq. 2, it follows that such simul-
taneous estimation is irrelevant from the point of view of the behavioral grounding of 
the model, however much it may be desirable to constrain certain parameter estimates. 

The property of "separability" of alternatives is not restricted to alternatives among 
modes. Alternatives can characterize the entire range of choices of trip frequency, 
destination, time of day, mode, and path, as already discussed. Thus, separate 
choice models can be calibrated separately and later combined into a travel demand 
model. However, behavioral assumptions as to the sequence of travel decisions are 
required, as already discussed. The separability property of the independence axiom 
was first explicitly recognized and used to calibrate a travel demand model by Charles 
River Associates (CRA) (8). 

Share models have beéii used in travel forecasting without recognition of their sep-
arability properties for many years. For example, the gravity model of trip distribu-
tion (36) is a share model whose standard derivation is simple and general (12). 

V —GAZ 	 = V1 = C1GIAZtj 

'iT _r'c' A k 
Vii - 	 i ii 

ci1  =C1G11 E A1Z1 	
(5) 

J 	 1 

1 
C1  = E 

A1ZJ 
j 
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- 	Al  , vii 	 (6) 

= A,Z, 	
(7) 

G, ZA,Z, 

Equation 5 states that the volumes between zones i and j are proportional to the pre-
viously estimated trips generated, G,, and attracted, A,, and to the attributes, k, of 
travel between i and j. C1  is the constant of proportionality, which is solved for in the 
remaining equations. The result, Eq. 6, is the usual form of the gravity model, which 
is equivalent to a share model, Eq. 7, for the split fraction of total trips from a zone 
i destined to zone j. However, the previously estimated strict utilities" that (may 
have) resulted in the estimation of the G, and A, are not normally preserved. 

In fact, of course, no transportation attributes are normally used in the estimation 
of the productions, G1, and the attractions, A,. Empirical evidence to support the use 
of strict utilities is the juggling necessary to bring the V13 ts into line with the G, and A, 
in any gravity model application. That is, the results of the separately calibrated trip-
generation and -distribution models are not (internally) consistent with each other. 

The separability property implies that the conventional gravity model should be 
calibrated only with subregional structures (partitionings) that define distinctly dif-
ferent destination alternatives with nonzero probabilities of being chosen from a par-
ticular origin by a particular traveler (type) for a particular trip purpose. This would 
considerably simplify calibration but would appear to complicate gravity model appli-
cation, i.e., predicting trip distribution (see discussion in section on applying forecast-
ing models). An understanding of the separability property may thus lead to substan-
tially more effective gravity models. Empirical research is clearly needed. 

The derivation of the gravity model (Eqs. 5, 6, and 7) from a simple proportionality 
statement can easily be generalized to derive any split fraction (e.g., fraction of total 
regional trips emanating from an origin zone, or fraction of total interzonal trips on 
each mode). Each split fraction is in turn dependent on the previously derived trip 
universe being split. The models can then be "solved," one in terms of the next, in 
one multiple-choice share model. The result is similar to Manheim's "general share 
model" (24): 

	

Vkl.P  = $kYk18Ic1Wk1p 	 (8) 

where 

V, = travel between origin k and destination 1 by mode m and path p, 
of = total (regional) travel, 

Ok = split fraction of c from origin k, 
y1 = split fraction of aO, to destination 1, 

= split fraction of ci8y, to mode m, and 
= split fraction of kVk16k1, to path p. 

Each of the terms on the right side of Eq. 8 is intended to be a function of activity 
system and transportation system variables in Manheim 's model. 

In summary, in the calibration of a travel demand model, the separability property 
of the independence axiom implies that the (marginal) probability distribution of choice 
of mode can be separately estimated and multiplied by the conditional probability dis-
tribution of another travel choice, e.g., P (destination, mode), to give the joint proba-
bility distribution of both: 

	

P(M,D) = P (M) P(DIM) 	 (9) 

provided the previously estimated strict utilities from the modal-choice model are 
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preserved. This operation requires 2 assumptions: (a) that destination choices are 
made conditional on mode choices and not the reverse, and (b) that the (dis)utility from 
the mode choice is additive to the utility from the destination choice. Thus, the mode 
choice is assumed to be independently made from the destination choice (in this case) 
but not the reverse. Given the separability and sequence assumptions, the choices can 
be separately modeled, assuming negligible income effects, and later recombined into 
one joint probability model by simple multiplication of the separately calibrated proba-
bility models, as in Eq. 9. Conversely, the joint distribution, P(M, D) must be es-
timated directly if the sequence and separability assumptions appear too strong. 

Modeling Long-Run Activity (Household) Location Behavior 

In travel demand forecasting, activity-location choices are assumed to take place 
in a much larger market than travel choices. Also, the time periods over which 
activity-location choices are made is assumed to be much longer. If activities are 
considered substitutes for each other in one market, this requires long-run demand 
models where activity locations and intensities are allowed to vary. The recent mixed 
success in land use modeling (20) testifies to the difficulty of describing the attributes 
of all the related choices in this larger market (which also includes travel choices). 
Thus, the present state of the art of travel demand forecasting with a few exceptions 
allows only amount of travel to vary, i.e., to be the dependent variable. [Some demand 
models have been formulated and calibrated that forecast (long-run) residential location, 
car ownership, and modal split in one equation set (1,16). However, these models do 
not forecast quantity of travel. Nevertheless, the models provide a direction for fur-
ther work.] 

In modeling travel separately from activity location, the attribute variables describ-
ing the choice situation must be limited to those "highly" involved in the decision (i.e., 
close substitutes and complements). Indeed, a necessary condition for utilities derived 
from separately modeled travel decisions to be considered additive is that their com-
ponents must be neither competitive (substitutes) nor complementary (23). 

Trip purpose is the first way of describing the restricted set of choices that are said 
to be available to the traveler as an individual decision-maker. No substitution is as-
sumed among trip purposes because the purpose of the trip corresponds to the activities 
at the trip destinations. The activities in place are taken as given in the partial equi-
librium framework. If activities are taken as substitutes, a long-run demand (land 
use) model results. 

The choice ordering implied by assuming that travel choices are made, conditional 
on activity locations, is represented in Eq. 10. 

P(T, A) = P(T IA) P(A) 	 (io) 

where 

P(T, A) = joint probability distribution of travel and activity location; 
P(T I A) = conditional probability distribution of travel, given activity location; and 

P(A) = marginal probability distribution of activity location. 

Equation 10 implies the sequence assumption that activity-location choices are made 
first and precede travel choices. The sequence requires that the strict utilities in-
ferred from activity-location behavior be used in the calibration of the travel demand 
model. This is, of course, not the way travel models are currently calibrated. 

It is, of course, possible to assume that travel and activity location are independent. 
That is, 

P('rIA)=P(T) 	 (ii) 
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This is exactly the assumption that is made when one assumes that there is a se-
quence of travel-choice decisions in which mode and route choice precede destination 
choice. That is, these choices are assumed to be made solely on the basis of the 
(dis)utility of the trip itself. Making this particular assumption of travel-choice or-
dering (discussed in the next section) is at least consistent with Eq. 11. 

In summary, although the logical conclusion of the theory of travel as a derived de-
mand is to allow both short- and long-run travel activity to vary as complements in a 
general equilibrium framework (7), the assumption is made that we can eliminate the 
imposing structure this would require and model travel choices separately as an ac-
tivity with a set of complements (activities) in place and fixed. 

The resulting set of attributes needed to describe the choice environment for input 
to a travel-choice model is correspondingly (greatly) reduced. Further, the choice 
ordering implied by this assumption is that travel choices are adjusted much more 
quickly to a change in travel conditions than in residence and work-place location. 
Modeling the latter requires a dynamic model where changes are measured over rel-
atively long periods. Thus, if a static travel model is assumed, the effects of changes 
in travel conditions on travel can be modeled (inferred), it is assumed, separately from 
their effects on activity location. This assumption and its implications are worthy of 
considerable research. 

Aggregate Versus Disaggregate Models 

The issue of aggregate versus disaggregate "probability" models permeates most 
current discussions in travel demand forecasting. The often-used term "disaggregate 
behavioral" models gives the impression that individual- choice models have a monopoly 
on incorporating travel behavior. That is clearly unfair, for travel demand models can 
be derived from behavioral assumptions independently of whether they will use aggregate 
or disaggregate data. 

Choice behavior in disaggregate models must be interpreted as probabalistic. De-
terministic choice (i.e., 0, 1 binary) behavior produces uninteresting results when ag-
gregated over all individuals to describe aggregate behavior in a planning application. 
However, the probability process is assumed to be in static equilibrium and incorpo-
rates no time parameter in a behavioral sense; e.g., learning or experience does not 
change the probabilities (23). Disaggregate travel models should, therefore, be re-
ferred to as probabilistic and not stochastic if they are used with cross-sectional data. 

The generally strong arguments for using disaggregate models usually include data 
efficiency arguments. That is, more information on travel-choice situations and be-
havior is usually available with disaggregate data than with aggregate data. For ex-
ample, Fleet and Robertson (13) showed that aggregation of trip data to zones reduced 
the variation in trip-making (trip generation) between observations to only 20 percent 
of the value at the dwelling unit level. In the process of aggregation, nonlinear rela-
tions may also be lost by using averages of explanatory variables. However, disag-
gregate travel models have not yet demonstrated practical superiority in providing 
travel information to decision-makers. In fact, we have as yet a way to go in getting 
models based on individual- choice behavior into the field. [Disaggregate models of 
some of the conventional UTP steps (i.e., trip generation) will be easy to introduce 
"in the field" (17).] 

However, tffi-e is little doubt that the emerging techniques (34) for using travel 
models based on the behavior of individuals and not the behavior of aggregate numbers 
of trips will accelerate our understanding of travel-choice behavior. The empirical 
results of the next few years should greatly improve the travel behavior assumptions 
discussed in the next section. 

Travel Behavior Assumptions 

Travel forecasting procedures must have a basis in behavior if planners and 
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decision-makers are to be able to understand and interpret the results of the forecasts. 
This is true for many reasons. The forecasts that result depend on the behavioral as-
sumptions. Behavioral models are needed for transferability (in space and time) to 
situations other than those for which the models were calibrated. Behavioral models 
are needed also for evaluation if the (usual) assumption is to be made that the trade-offs 
between time and money in a travel-choice situation arevalid for user benefit calcu-
lations. 

Transportation planning concerns itself with making, or contemplating making, 
changes to or affecting the transportation system. Our interest is in describing the 
behavior of travelers as they respond to travel choices and the changes in travel choices 
that confront them. The ability to predict the amount and distribution of travel in any 
situation is, therefore, only as good as our understanding of the underlying perceptions 
that travelers have of the choices that confront them. 

In travel demand forecasting, therefore, we must confront squarely the validity of 
our theories that describe relations between people and their locations on the one hand 
and travel on the other. This involves consideration in particular of how and in what 
sequence, if any, people view the transportation system that connects or potentially 
connects their origins and destinations. 

Separable Travel Choices 

The open question is, What does the traveler perceive in his evaluation of his travel 
alternatives? Modeling travel directly as a simultaneous decision means including the 
attributes of every conceivable alternative to a specific choice in any model of that 
choice. By modeling long-run demand separately from short-run travel, we exclude 
moving the traveler's residence and work-place location as alternatives to his travel 
choice. However, such alternative choices remain as traveling to activities at varying 
locations as an alternative to staying put (destination choice versus no-trip choice); an 
automobile trip at a different, say, off-peak, time of day as an alternative to a transit 
trip at the peak hour; and so on. 

As noted earlier, the conventional breakdown of individual travel choices is to 
separately model trip frequency, trip destination, time of day, mode choice, and 
route choice. Such a breakdown involves a stronger set of assumptions than the as-
sumption of simultaneous travel decisions. The trade-off is generally between a 
stronger set of assumptions but less complex models and weaker assumptions but more 
complex and difficult-to-calibrate models. The unanswered questions are, How diffi-
cult to calibrate are models that combine travel decisions, and how difficult are they 
to forecast with? 

At least 2 of the conventional travel choices might plausibly and relatively easily be 
combined, at least for purposes of empirical testing. That is, combining trip frequency 
and trip destination into 1 set of alternative choices appears theoretically plausible and 
convenient. Zero-trip frequency is the equivalent of no change in traveler location. 
Other combinations may also be speculated on. However, some appear more difficult 
than others, not because of the difficulty in assuming that travel-choice behavior is a 
simultaneous decision, but because of the separability property of most existing travel 
models. For example, combining mode and route choice into one decision may be dif-
ficult because of the similar characteristics of alternative routes within modes and the 
overly strong separability property in this situation. [The evidence is that "the addi-
tion of an alternative to an offered set 'hurts' alternatives that are similar to the added 
alternative more than those that are dissimilar" (35).] 

Because the basis of calibrating travel demand models using the separability prop-
erty is to constrain some decisions on the basis of attribute (utility) evaluations made 
in decisions modeled earlier in the chain, a discussion of travel -choice -separation as-
sumptions cannot proceed far without including consideration of the ordering of the sep-
arate choice assumptions. 
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Choice Ordering 

The assumed order of the travel decisions, given a separation, determines which 
choice situation is used to estimate the initial strict utilities. Empirical testing with 
alternate orderings and breakdowns can provide some evidence as to "natural" order-
ings, given the underlying assumption of "conditional" choice behavior. Is there a 
logical or natural ordering of travel choices? If there is any separation at all, hypoth-
eses can be attempted for specific orderings of the choices. The following hypotheses 
are some that support the assumption that travel choices are separable and proceed in 
some sequence or order. 

Sequential choice ordering based on timing. Traveler decision-making proceeds 
from the latest to the earliest decisions in time. For example, for a particular trip 
purpose (choice -of -destination activity), the traveler may be hypothesized to have some 
notion of the conditions on the available modes and routes when choosing his destination. 
That is, he has already considered the modes and routes that are available to him. He 
anticipates and makes choices on routes and modes that may then limit or constrain his 
available destinations and departure times. (Within a mode, he is apt to have antici-
pated the conditions on the alternative routes within the mode when he makes his mode 
choice. This suggests that mode-choice decisions are made after path decisions as op-
posed to both decisions being made simultaneously.) This implies a logical order of 
travel-choice decisions running counter to their sequence in time. 

The possibility of a logical order of decisions running counter to their sequence in 
time in the case of travel decisions was discussed already by Beckmann et al. in 1955 
(3). This reverse order also gets us around the practical difficulties (probably impos-
sibility) of having to compute supply-sensitive system characteristics (travel attributes) 
on an area-wide basis for input to (disaggregated:) trip-frequency decisions made at a 
point (or zone), or for input to a modal-split model that precedes trip distribution. 
Production functions g(x) for, say, travel times, are well known on a link and route 
within modal basis (is). 

Sequential choice ordering based on adjustment time. Models that assume some 
choice ordering in a sequence could rest their plausibility on the time it takes to adjust 
behavior to a change in policy. Some decisions (e.g., route choice) can be adjusted 
more quickly by an individual than others (e.g., an origin change involving a house 
purchase or a mode change involving a car purchase) because they involve less com-
mitment to their former situation. Thus, sequential choice models that involve adapt-
ing to changes in supply considerations can be considered in this sense dynamic or 
stochastic (4). Conversely, simultaneous -choice assumptions result in models that 
are in this sense static. Unfortunately, only cross-sectional data exist at present to 
empirically test most travel demand models. 

Sequential choice ordering based on experience. Traveler decision-making pro-
ceeds from those choices on which there is the most experience to those choices on 
which there is the least experience. Most, if not all, current travel demand models 
are based on or can be shown to be equivalent to rational "economic man" assumptions. 
These yield plausible (if normative) descriptions (models) of travel behavior, but they 
demand more of man's capabilities than he can generally "deliver." In addition, they 
assume that the traveler's values, and the choices he confronts, are constant over time. 
Conversely, there are other descriptions of behavior that assume less (or a bounded 
set of) knowledge on the part of the individual decision-maker. These provide alter-
nate but as yet largely unexplored bases for modeling travel behavior, and the dynamics 
of commitment to old and selection of new travel choices as families move spatially and 
socially over time. 

Important theoretical support for separate and sequential choice modeling comes 
from the theory of decision-making called "satisficing" (25). This theory rejects the 
notion that there exists a rational economic' man who is perfectly knowledgeable and 
perceptive about all the possible alternatives that confront him and who can compare 
all 'possible alternatives with one another to find his optimal choice by manipulating 
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stored criteria describing the alternatives. Satisficing substitutes for this true or com-
plete rationality a hypothesis of bounded rationality. This implies sequential search and 
limited sets of criteria used for evaluation. That is, in place of simultaneous (or sep-
arable and transitive) comparison of all alternatives, alternatives are examined sequen-
tially according to satisficing. And rather than being compared to one another on the 
basis of a set of (interval scale) operational criteria, the alternatives are compared to 
a simpler set of minimal criteria until an alternative is found that satisfies the decision-
maker. Alternatives are discovered or searched sequentially until a satisfactory alter-
native is encountered. No attempt is made to exhaust all possible alternatives. More-
over, search for new alternatives will only occur if the traveler perceives a discrepancy 
between his level of aspiration and his level of reward from the existing behavior. 

This "model" in its general formulation can be interpreted as supporting models of 
sequential travel behavior. Travelers can be considered to evaluate sequentially well-
defined travel alternatives in terms of the objects that provide the travel service (modes) 
and in terms of the benefits from the travel service (destinations). Conversely, the 
traveler may sequentially apply a limited set of criteria that are used to reject alter-
natives that do not meet threshold levels of those criteria. (This latter interpretation 
provides support for choice-abstract sequential models.) In both cases there is support 
for the hypothesis of choice behavior that involves sequential examination of choices. 

We may describe the present trip of a traveler as one path through the tree shown 
in Figure 1 (assuming he presently makes a trip). If he is dissatisfied with any aspect 
of his present trip or, if confronted by a new alternative with a promised or expected 
improved level of service, does he sequentially examine "near" alternatives at only 
one level of choice? Or does he reconsider many paths involving changes throughout 
the hierarchy? Or does he simply consider only the new alternative if available and 
accept it or reject it? 

According to the theory of satisficing, there is generally a conservative bias in the 
system of choice. That is, over time, levels of aspiration tend to adjust to levels of 
achievement. (It is the difference in the levels that is said to motivate search for new 
alternatives.) A new alternative may or may not change the traveler's perception of 
difference between present and possible (future) alternative states if he changes his 
travel behavior. We clearly need to better understand what those perceptions of dif-
ference are, at what level in the hierarchy they occur, in what sequence they occur, 
and how their relative requirements of adjustment time may operate to eliminate cer-
tain choices from the sequence. 

The above hypotheses that support sequential travel decision-making are not made 
as a matter of idle speculation. The current conventional procedure of travel forecast-
ing assumes sequential travel choice and a very particular choice ordering. The choice 
ordering is allowed to vary only slightly in practice. For example, the place of modal 
split in the order of trip-choice decisions has been called "the most actively debated 
issue in modal split" (37). The context of this statement referred to whether modal 
split should precede or follow trip distribution. The alternatives can be represented 
by the following 2 model structures (probability statements in this case): 

P (M,D) = P(DIM) P(M) 	 (12) 

P(M,D) =P(MID) P(D) 	 (13) 

where M = mode, and D = destination. If Eq. 13 were true and Eq. 12 false, destina-
tion choice would be independent of the availability of a mode (say, automobile) to reach 
the destination. This does not seem plausible except possibly in the case of work trips. 
(In such a case, the car is assumed to be purchased if not available and if necessary 
for reaching the destination.) In the reverse case (Eq. 12 is true, and Eq. 13 is false), 
the choice of mode is assumed to be made independently of the choice of destination. 
For example, the automobile, if available, might be selected for the trip, and the des-
tinations that can be reached by automobile are then considered by the traveler. This 
appears somewhat plausible (say, for convenience shopping trips), at least more plau-
sible than the reverse sequence. (If this is true, at least for some important trip pur- 
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poses, it augers badly for transit usage. That is, choice of mode, e.g., transit usage, 
would be independent of origin -destination transportation system characteristics, in-
cluding origin -destination pairs in larger cities where transit service may be excellent.) 

There is an alternative model structure that poses a way out of the above dilemma 
if the order of travel behavior is not stable or must be subjected to further empirical 
testing. Equations 12 and 13 may be rewritten in the following form (ii): 

P(M,DIMEX0) =P(DIM) P(MIMEXO ) 	 (14) 

P(M,DIDEXM) = P(MID) P(DIDEXM) 	 (15) 

where X0  is the set of all decisions made prior to the choice of destination, and 
P(M, D I MEX0 ) is, therefore, the conditional probability that M and D will be chosen 
if mode choice precedes destination choice. Analogous statements apply to Eq. 18. 
Because MEXO  and DEXM are mutually exclusive, Eqs. 14 and 15 can be added together 
to yield 

P(M,D) =P(DIM) P(MIMEXO ) + P(MID) P(DIDEXM) 	 (16) 

This is an exact expression for P(M,D). Equation 19 is equivalent to Eq. 12 or 13 
only if mode choice always precedes destination choice or vice versa. It is also pos-
sible to expand Eq. 16 to include all aspects of travel decision-making. 

Unfortunately, a solid case cannot be made for many trip-choice sequence assump-
tions. Our theory is weak, and we must look at whatever empirical evidence is available. 
Ben-Akiva (4) showed empirically that mode choice, assumed before or after desti-
nation choice, or the 2 travel choices modeled jointly all lead to different valuations 
(relative marginal utilities) of the trip attributes, (e.g., time and money costs of travel). 
(But this is insufficient evidence to lead to the conclusion that both sequences are wrong 
or that the separation assumption is incorrect.) His work on estimating the joint prob-
ability of mode and destination choice directly is the first demonstration that disaggre-
gate data can be used for simultaneous travel-choice models, though not all travel 
choices were included. [The first simultaneous choice model using aggregate (zonal) 
data was by Kraft in 1963. The trip-generation and mode-choice decisions were com-
bined and modeled simultaneously. Again, not all travel choices were included.] By 
combining choices and modeling them simultanedusly, the need for sequence assump-
tions, but not separability assumptions (except when applying the model directly), is 
avoided. That is, the separability property of any formula satisfying Eq. 3 (e.g., mul-
tinomial logit) allows travel choices to be separated while still preserving the strict 
utilities. The separability property allows the conditional and marginal probabilities 
of the travel choices to be computed from the joint probability distribution estimated 
from the simultaneous model. Thus, for forecasting purposes, models satisfying Eq. 
3 may be separated and applied sequentially (indirectly) or combined for application in 
a direct model (see later discussion of alternative methods). 

When travel-choice models are calibrated separately, the alternatives allowed are 
determined by the conditional probabilities. That is, in Eq. 12, the only alternatives 
allowed are the destinations that are available or can be reached by mode m. The es-
timated strict utilities from this set of choices are then assumed to be independent of 
the choices as soon as the separability property of Eq. 3 is used in travel forecasting 
(see later discussion of definition of alternative choices). 

The hypothesis of simultaneous (i.e., not conditional) travel choices can be easily 
tested by using standard chi-square tests for differences between marginal and condi-
tional distributions of the same random variable. If there are no differences, the hy-
pothesis of no relation between, say, mode and destination could not be rejected. Be-
cause it is relatively easy to show a relation by the chi-square test with large sample 
sizes, an inability to reject no sequence might be considered evidence that the decisions 
are being made simultaneously. (However, the power of the test is low.) 

Theories of choice that consider different choice-abstract aspects of travel attended 
to at difference times and in some specific order were discussed earlier. Aspects of 
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travel can overlap with the definitions of travel choices because attributes in the defi-
nitions of each are often common to both. Some arguments against transitive value 
(strict-utility) models can be used in part to advance the case for assuming sequential 
travel choices and thus advantageous use of the separability property to calibrate de-
mand models. 

Similarly, arguments against a logical ordering of travel-choice decisions argue 
also for strict-utility travel-choice models because such arguments are consistent 
with.assuming a single monotonic function of the scale variables of the alternatives 
and the single estimation of joint probability distributions of simultaneous travel choices 
(i.e., "direct" demand models). Therefore, uncertainties as to whether travel choices 
can be assumed to be separable and occur in some logical order do not point to abandon-
ing strict-utility models. They may point to combining choices and making less use of 
the separability property in model calibration. 

In summary, there may be some clear-cut travel-choice ordering that can be as-
sumed from the standpoint of travel behavior and, thus, lead to the conclusion that 
probability models for combined choices should be calibrated directly wherever pos-
sible. Fewer sequence assumptions can lead to improved use of the separability prop-
erty for combining separately modeled choices into a demand model. Because the in-
dependence axiom excludes, in any event, alternatives with zero probability of being 
chosen, the data requirements for estimating strict-utility models of combined travel 
choices can be greatly reduced. Simultaneous (direct) demand models rather than se-
quential choice models seem indicated from a behavioral point of view, although the 
discussion cannot be closed in view of the above hypotheses. 

COMBINING STRICT- UTILITY SEQUENTIAL TRAVEL- CHOICE 
MODELS 

CRA (8) used the separability property of the independence axiom to calibrate a 
series of shopping-trip travel models in the following assumed sequence: mode choice, 
destination choice, time-of-day choice, and trip frequency (including whether to make 
the trip). Data at the individual traveler level were used. The relative marginal util-
ities of modal attributes revealed (estimated) in the mode-choice decision were pre-
served in the next choice modeled, namely, trip destination, by weighting the attributes 
of travel by mode to each destination by the probability that the mode would be chosen, 
given the selection of the destination. The weighting and aggregation are done with the 
estimated parameters from the previous (mode-choice) decision. The previously esti-
mated strict utilities or "inclusive prices" are preserved. A proof is given that this 
method of combining separately calibrated travel-choice models is consistent with the 
assumption of additive utilities. There is no summation over the estimated number of 
trips because the choice of mode is assumed to be independent of the number of trips 
between an interzonal pair. "Tastes about modes are (assumed) independent of tastes 
about trip frequency" (a). 

The method can be schematically portrayed for the 4 sequential shopping-trip de-
cisions as follows: 

P(mode) = f(p, 5) 

	

P(time of day) = 	s) 	
(17) 

P(destination) = fd(, s) 

	

P(frequency) = 	s) 

where 

p = vector of travel attributes, 
= previously estimated strict utility = "inclusive price," 
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= inclusive prices previously estimated, and 
s = vector of socioeconomic variables. 

This is the logical conclusion of the assumption of transitive tastes. (Strict utility 
suggests that "behavioral time values" have a legitimate place in transportation benefit 
measurement, assuming transitive tastes: 

In summary, the assumption of individuals' evaluating choices such that their prob-
ability of choice is expressible as a monotomc function of the choice-specific attributes 
of all the alternatives (simple scalability or strict utility) has been shown to be the ex-
pression of the independence -of -irrelevant-alternatives axiom. This means that the 
relative probability of choice between 2 alternatives is independent of the attributes of 
other alternatives in the offered set of alternatives. The transitive nature (strict utility) 
of the resulting choice behavior results in multinomial, multivariate probability or share 
models. The separability property of the independence axiom and its resulting multiple-
choice share models allow big, complicated travel decisions (e.g., those modeled in 
direct demand models) to be broken up into smaller, more easily modeled choices. 
However, these models may be separately calibrated only if separation and sequence 
assumptions are made. The separately calibrated-models can then be linked through 
their previously estimated parameters into a demand model (i.e., a direct or one stage-
pass demand equation). To do so requires use of probabilities (or relative frequencies), 
not summation of numbers of trips from the prior travel choice in the assumed sequence. 

There is, in addition, a set of travel-choice models based on the strong assumption 
that the choice probabilities are expressible as a function of attributes of subsets of 
travel choices making up one complete travel decision. This requires the assumption 
of sequential and completely independent travel choices where the relative valuation of 
attributes common to 2 or more travel choices, making up one trip decision, is not 
constant throughout the hierarchy of travel choices (Fig. 1). These models (e.g., the 
present UTP models) cannot be combined into one direct demand model, but must be 
applied sequentially in the order in which they have been calibrated, as discussed in the 
next section. 

APPLYING TRAVEL FORECASTING MODELS 

Alternative Methods 

The question remains of how to apply travel forecasting models. Five alternative 
methods are apparent. 

Apply the models in chains in their usual UTP order (i.e., trip generation, trip 
distribution, modal split, traffic assignment); 

Apply the models in chains as travelers are assumed to order their choices; 
Link sequentially calibrated travel-choice models parametrically and apply them 

in one stage (i.e., as a direct demand model); 
Apply simultaneously calibrated travel models in one stage (i.e., as direct-

demand models); or 
Apply sequentially the conditional and marginal probabilities of separate travel 

choices derived from the joint probability of a simultaneously calibrated model. 

In the first (conventional) strategy of chaining independently calibrated travel-choice 
models with different relative valuations of independent variables common to 2 or more 
choices, the sequence of application determines the results. In such cases, the sepa-
rability property of the independence axiom does not apply among choices. For example, 
in the application of binary-choice modal-split models in a chain, shown in Figure 2 (32), 
the results (i.e., splits) calculated higher in the chain are preserved lower in the chain. 
And in conventional UTP, the trips calculated higher in the chain are normally preserved 
lower in the chain on any pass through the chain. 

The critical problem in method 1 is how to input the system characteristics (attri- 
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butes) of the choices lower in the chain at points higher in the chain. For example, how 
in trip generation-trip frequency can the system characteristics for the entire region 
be aggregated to a single point or zone for input to this first step? The choice attri-
butes can either be summed over (weighted by) trips calculated lower in the chain (e.g., 
potential functions or gravity-model weighted sums) and brought "up" to be input to 
higher models in the chain. Or the estimated parameters common to all the ordered-
choice models can be used to probabilistically aggregate the choice-specific attributes 
from the lower level choices. The latter method, as noted before, is the only method 
consistent with the assumption of additive utilities from sequentially calibrated separa-
ble multiple-choice travel models. 

If sequential models are derived and calibrated consistently with the (implicit or ex-
plicit) behavioral assumptions of preservation of strict utilities in separable multiple-
choice models, there is no difference among methods 1, 2, and 3 in - the resulting com-
puted network-equilibrium travel patterns. That is, the same separable model may be 
applied sequentially in a series of separate travel-choice forecasts, or the joint proba-
bility distributions of choices may be calculated directly by parametrically combining 
the separately calibrated choice 'models as per the independence axiom. However, the 
sequential application of the models in this case can actually be in any order including 
methods 1 and 2. The estimated strict utilities are independent of the choices, as per 
the original behavioral assumption implemented by using the separability property of 
Eq. 3. 

Conversely, from a simultaneously calibrated model satisfying the independence 
axiom, the conditional and marginal probabilities of travel choice may be derived, and 
the separate submodels of travel choice may be applied sequentially. Submodels so 
derived may be applied in any order, including methods 1 and 2. Joint estimation of 
the choice probabilities eliminates the need for the sequence assumption, but not the 
separation assumption, for models based on or consistent with the independence axiom. 
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Models based on or consistent with the independence axiom are separable multiple-
choice models. Preference for any method of application is a matter of convenience, 
control, and purpose of the transportation systems analysis. For example, it is often 
desirable to be able to compute travel in sequential steps (generation, distribution, and 
so on) in order to be able to check the intermediate results and exert control over the 
forecasting process in some way. A direct application of the parametrically combined 
or simultaneous model may be appropriate if the user is confident of his results and 
wants to save time and money. If the model has been derived in a fashion consistent 
with its behavioral assumptions, both methods will produce the desired output for cal-
culating the flow volumes on links in a transportation network. The choice of method 
should be based on the requirements of different planning environments. 

Because the aggregate of trips, not the probabilities, are assigned to a network, a 
complete run through the sequence will be required to produce the joint probability dis-
tributions of travel (including trip-frequency probabilities) needed for aggregating over 
the total number of individual trip-makers to calculate the aggregate demand. Assign-
ment of trips must also be made to update link and path supply functions for computation 
of an appropriate network equilibrium. Network equilibration can proceed either through 
incremental (fractional) loading or by iterating. 

Defining Alternative Travel Choices 

In the application of separable, multiple, choice-specific travel models (models 
having the separability property of the independence axiom), great care must be taken 
in choosing alternatives in order that the separability property not be too strong for the 
application. The strict utilities in these models are estimated in choice-specific situ-
ations even though the separability property of Eq. 3 allows travel choices to be sepa-
rated for forecasting purposes while still preserving the strict utilities. Truly inde-
pendent and distinct alternatives as perceived by travelers should be chosen in the 
application of separable multiple-choice share models. A black bus following the 
same route as a yellow bus, when chosen as an "independent" alternative, has the ef-
fect of reducing the use of automobile (the third choice) in order to preserve the rela-
tive odds of choosing automobile over either of the bus alternatives taken singly. This 
is a misapplication of the separability property because the property would appear to 
be too strong in this application. In model calibration, the color of the bus does not 
usually specify or identify a choice, so this seems perfectly clear. The black bus run-
ning on a different route from that of the yellow bus between the same origin and des-
tination would have the same effect; and again this effect appears too strong, unless 
the strict utilities are clearly identified as route (choice) specific. If the yellow bus 
were now changed to yellow rail transit, and if the multiple choice-specific model were 
calibrated specifically with rail and bus transit parameters, as well as with automobile 
parameters, the separability property would appear not to be troublesome. Caution, 
however, is certainly advised. 

Alternative destinations are rarely if ever defined in such a way that choice-specific 
strict (destination place) utilities are estimated for each destination. That is, the use 
of socioeconomic variables to describe the (static) trip-end activities amounts to the 
behavioral assumption of choice-abstract destination -placeattributes embedded in an 
otherwise choice-specific travel demand model. Even more troublesome for the use 
of separable travel models are the implications of changing the destination alternative 
set from a small set of alternatives used for model calibration, each having nonzero 
probabilities of choice, to the usual large number of alternatives, among which trips 
are forecast in order that a high degree of resolution may be obtained for traffic-
assignment purposes. In such cases, forecasting should probably be a 2-step process. 
That is, forecasts of trips should be made to large aggregations of zones, grouped on 
the basis that they are distinctly different and real (known) alternative destinations to 
travelers at the origin. Such grouped destinations might be based on a hierarchy of 
increasingly regionally oriented work or shopping places for the type of worker or 
shopper in each zone. Destinations not likely to be known to travelers at each origin 
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would be eliminated from consideration. Forecasts to these zonal aggregations would 
then be allocated in some way to the small component zones for traffic-assignment 
purposes (e.g., based on employment share). Another possible way of forecasting is 
simply to truncate to zero trips to low (calculated) probability destinations, just as low 
or zero probability destinations were excluded from the data used in model calibration, 
as per the separability property of the independence axiom. 

In summary, in an application of a separable multiple-choice share model (Eq. 3) 
within a hierarchical level (e.g., mode choice), the implication of the independence 
axiom is that the introduction of an additional transit alternative (mode or submode 
other than one for which the choice-specific strict utilities were estimated) will change 
the probability of choice (modal split) for all the existing modes. The relative share 
of all the existing modes included up to then in the analysis will be preserved because 
of the independence axiom. This also means that the cross elasticity of the modal frac-
tion for each old mode with respect to an attribute of the new mode is the same for each 
of the old modes. For example, the cross elasticity of modal fraction on the old modes 
with respect to fare on a new transit submode will be equal for all automobile and tran-
sit alternatives considered thus far. This precludes a pattern of differential substituta-
bility among modes and, in effect, implies a (mode) choice-abstract model with respect 
to the modal fraction, but not with respect to aggregate demand, however (8,28). 

A number of specific examples, such as the above black and blue bus versus the yel-
low and red bus, can be and have been used as criticisms of the overly strong sepa-
rability properties of the independence axiom in many instances. Much practice will 
be required in defining alternatives before multiple-choice share models are usable in 
any but the most straightforward mode-choice situations in which they have thus far 
been applied with apparent success (e.g., by Rassam, Ellis, and Bennett, 30). One set of 
arguments in certain situations consists of citing examples where the relative odds of 
choice in a binary-choice situation are unlikely in fact to be preserved when new choices 
are offered [i.e., the black and yellow bus argument, or a second Beethoven record 
added to an original Debussy and Beethoven binary choice (9)]. Luce and Suppes (23) 
state: 

We cannot expect the choice axiom to hold over all decisions that are divided in some manner 
into two or more intermediate decisions. It appears that such criticisms, although usually directed 
towards specific models, are really much more sweeping objections to all our current preference 
theories. They suggest that we cannot hope to be completely successful in dealing with preferences 
until we include some mathematical structure over the set of outcomes that, for example, permits 
us to characterize those outcomes that are simply substitutable for one another, and those that 
are special cases of others. Such functional and logical relations among the outcomes (alternatives) 
seem to have a sharp control over the preference probabilities, and they cannot long be ignored. 
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Disaggregate Behavioral Models 
of Travel Decisions Other Than 
Mode Choice: A Review and 
Contribution to Spatial 
Choice Theory 

Pat Burnett, Department of Geography, 
University of Texas at Austin 

In recent years, considerable effort has been spent on the disaggregate, behavioral 
modeling of travel decisions: The rationales of Marble (59), Nystuen (68), and Stopher 
and Lisco (82,83, 84) have been used. For obvious practical and policy reasons, much 
work has centeredn intraurban mode-choice decisions and on home-based person 
trips for work purposes (82). Disaggregation has been accomplished by a focus on the 
travel behavior of individuals or of subgroups of the urban population; subgroups are 
defined by either socioeconomic characteristics (29, 49) or class of residential loca-
tion (for example, city, suburban) or both (70). Preliminary attempts to incorporate 
more realistic assumptions about human behavior in traditional models (83) have led 
to probabilistic approaches (82, 87) and to the a priori specification of perceived time, 
comfort, safety, convenience, and other variables as factors influencing mode choice 
(1,84). Attention is now being paid to the measurement of these variables (28,29,37, 
66,69,85). This paper attempts to extend this work by 

Collating and reviewing literature to assist with the disaggregate, behavioral 
modeling of intraurban travel decisions other than mode-choice applications in the trip 
generation, trip distribution, and route assignment phases of current transportation 
planning; 

Focusing attention on the importance and salient features of spatial choice models 
in these contexts, particularly destination choice models for shopping, recreational, 
and social trips; and 

Outlining research problems and strategies. 

The need for a review paper of this kind is manifest by the variety of unrelated work 
in several disciplines that bears on travel decisions other than mode choice (the list 
of references includes journals in behavioral geography, marketing, transportation 
science, and environmental psychology). There is also a dearth of work on the identi-
fication and criticism of common assumptions and methodologies, with the possible ex-
ception of very recent and still unpublished papers by Allen and Boyce (2), Brand (13), 
and Ben-Akiva (9). In addition, the problems discussed below were encountered as the 
more difficult and important ones in the subject area as the author attempted to de-
velop mathematical behavioral models of destination choice (17, 18, 19). 

For the purposes of this paper, it is necessary to assume that travel decisions are 
"separable" and not "simultaneous." That is, non-mode-choice decisions can be as-
sumed to be made, modeled, and hence discussed separately from mode-choice de-
cisions. Obviously, the separability assumption is a debatable one (9, 15, 57). How-
ever, it has not yet been demonstrated to be unrealistic. For example, Ben-Akiva (9) 
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and Liou and Talvitie (57) present conflicting evidence on the timing of different kinds 
of travel choice. The separability assumption also proved necessary as a simplifying 
premise for model development in the early disaggregate behavioral work, which is 
reviewed below. Finally, the assumption is required for pragmatic reasons: It permits 
a focus of attention on a critique of past work and directions for further research in 
travel decisions unrelated to mode choice. 

SPATIAL CHOICE THEORY AND MODELS OF TRAVEL 
DECISIONS 

Formal Characterization of Destination and Route Choice Models 

Decisions are, by definition, choices by individuals, where a choice is a selection 
from a number of known alternatives (the choice set) and is manifested by an observable 
action (overt behavior). Obviously, urban travel decisions are a subset of individual 
choices; the observable action is person trips by time, purpose, origin, and destina-
tion. Hence, in urban transportation planning, trip generation models are models of 
the choice of the timing, purpose, and frequency of trips by individuals in different 
locations; trip distribution models are models of destination choice; and route assign-
ment models are models of route choice. [Route choice is a decision concerning the 
path of travel for an activity, such as the journey to work. Destination choice in-
volves the choice of a location at which to conduct a short-duration, recurrent activity 
(work, shopping, recreation, social visits); it also involves choice of locations to in-
vestigate for future long-duration activities, as in search for business, industrial, and 
residential sites (78).] Now selections of origins, destinations, and routes by indi-
viduals at different times and places are locational choices; theories of individual 
choice behavior within urban spatial structures are therefore particularly relevant 
for modeling travel. 

So far, disaggregate behavioral models of spatial choice broach either the selection 
of destinations (1, 16, 34, 50, 51, 59, 64,95) or the selection of routes (73, 79,93). For-
mally, models of these decisions deal with the following problem. Given (a) a set of m 
individuals who are in given locations (Ii , ..., i, ..., i) and who have identical 
decision-makingprocesses (often all are utility maximizers) and identical space pref-
erence functions (74), and (b) a choice set (A1 , . .., A, ..., A) of known alternative 
points or lines for the conduct of a particular activity, a, what is the spatial choice 
probability, P(AJ /A1, ..., A, ..., An), of the m decision-makers choosing alterna-
tive Aj  for the conduct of the activity a in time period t? (There are -very strong homo-
geneity assumptions in the above. Some of the problems of relaxing them are dis-
cussed later.) 

The spatial choice probability Pt can be expressed in terms of aconditional spatial 
choice decision and a trip purpose decision at time t. 

p(A/A1, ...) A, ..., A) = p(A/aEt) • p(a€t) 

This states that the unconditional spatial choice probability of any alternative, A, being 
selected is the product-of (a) the conditional probability of Aj  being selected, given that 
activity a is to be conducted in time t, and (b) the probability of choice of activity a in 
time t. This, of course, follows normal probability laws and also the work of Massy, 
Montgomery, and Morrison (62). 

atia1 choice models, as applied to travel decisions other than mode choice, should 
thus predict route or destination choices over time as the outcome of 2 processes: the 
conditional spatial choice process and the activity sequencing process (25). Most work, 
however, still concentrates on deriving operational, analytical expressions for either 
one process or the other. Studies of route choice, and models that allocate trips to 
points or areas within cities, focus on the conditional spatial choice process. Studies 
of trip linkages over time constitute models of activity sequencing. 

For example, the disaggregate, probabilistic, utility or entropy models of Wilson 
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(98, pp. 65-66) and Beckmann and Golob (8) analyze the decision process of a group in 
je-lecting one of a set of destinations in time period t, given that an activity or activity 
combination is to be undertaken. The authors thus ignore time variations in trips by 
individuals or groups to an alternative, consequent on trip purpose sequencing and trip 
purpose changes over time. On the other hand, Markov models of land use linkages 
during trips, like those of Westlius (94), Sasaki (76), and Horton and Wagner (49), ig-
nore the problem of predicting which of the particular locations of a land use activity 
will be chosen, given that an activity is selected. 

Space-time budget studies (3,24) attempt to combine the 2 decision processes, but 
have yet to find a well-articulated conceptual framework or a satisfactory methodology. 
Pipkin (71), following Nystuen (68), has produced a utility theory model predicting both 
activity sequencing and spatial choice for an individual on a multipurpose trip from 
home. However, he takes the trip purpose combination as a datum, sp the approach 
actually generates a sophisticated model of conditional destination choice. 

Models of spatial choice for intraurban travel are thus distinguished by their variety 
and lack of integration. The most important tasks, therefore, appear to be the rigorous 
testing of the models, the specification of the links between them, and the development 
of a unified stochastic theory of choice of activity and location over time. Leads in this 
direction and specific problems to be solved have been given, but not yet followed up, 
by Garrison and Worrall (31) and Worrall (ioo). 

Importance of Modeling Shopping, Social, and Recreational Trips 

Disaggregate, behavioral models of spatial choice are also predominately concerned 
with shopping, recreational, and social travel. There are seemingly fewer interesting 
problems in the disaggregate, behavioral modeling of destination choice, route choice, 
and activity sequencing for the journey to work. Most persons have only 1 workplace 
and travel directly along the same route to and from home. Moreover, there is a reg-
ular, daily sequencing of work activities for the majority of the population. 

For other kinds of travel, it is not immediately obvious that activity sequencing and 
route-and destination choice are orderly [though well-known descriptions of order are 
given by Berry and Pred (10), Hanson (40), Marble and Bowlby (60), Spence (80), and 
Thorpe and Nader (89)]. The description and prediction of "travel patternsi! and the 
determination of their underlying causal mechanisms are by no means easy, as path-
breaking work by Garrison and Worrall (31), Marble (58, 59), and Nystuen (68) showed. 
In shopping, recreational, and social travel, the number of route and destination alter-
natives in the individual's choice set fluctuates over time, as he or she starts from 
different origins or trieg out new alternatives. In addition, activity sequencing is ir-
regular and trips may be multipurpose. 

From the policy-making point of view, it is obviously a mistake to leave aside the 
individual's journey to work as an uninteresting spatial choice problem. Moreover, 
many work-based trips are not simple; they are linked with travel for shopping and 
other purposes (40, pp. 11-12). Modeling the journey to work as part of an individual's 
sequence of activities at different locations, therefore, poses questions worth attention 
and will further the much-needed focusing on both the spatial and temporal structures 
of trips. However, it seems essential to continue to emphasize shopping, social, and 
recreational travel. Little work has been done on these kinds of trips (91, pp.  176-177) 
despite the fact that most person trips in urban areas terminate at commercial land. 
In addition, although home-based work trips constitute approximately 40 percent of all 
person trips in metropolitan areas, trips for recreation, shopping, and social purposes 
also constitute approximately 40 percent of the total. About 15 to 20 percent are for 
shopping purposes; shopping thus is the most important kind of travel after the journey 
to work (91, p. 177; 102, p.  33; 103, p.  13). The percentage of trips for nonwork 
purposes may also be expected to rise as leisure time and incomes increase. There 
are therefore cogent reasons for continuing to concentrate on shopping, social, and 
recreational trips in the disaggregate, behavioral modeling of travel decisions other 
than mode choice (32, pp. 1-3). 
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PROBLEMS AND STRATEGIES 

Three major problems appear to bedevil the development of disaggregate, behavioral 
models for travel decisions other than mode choice: 

The aggregation problem; 
The problem of common choice set definition, that is, the problem of defining 

for an activity one given set of destinations or routes that are all known by, and there-
fore constitute relevant alternatives for, every member of a population group; and 

Problems of including attitudinal and perceptual variables. 

The second problem is important because all choice models so far developed, in-
cluding destination and route choice models, assume that individuals can assign a 
utility value and thus a preference ordering and choice probability to every alternative 
in a choice set. Some of the utility values assigned to known alternatives may, of 
course, be zero (5,9, 13,17). However, individuals cannot be held to have formed 
utilities, even zero utilities, for completely unknown alternatives. It, therefore, does 
not make sense to develop choice models for individuals who cannot be shown to know 
and share an identical set of spatial alternatives for a given activity. 

The first and third problems are already familiar in disaggregate mode-choice 
modeling (11,29, 37, 54, 72, 88). Consequently, a brief evaluation of strategies for their 
solution in spatial choice studies should assist with some general methodological issues 
in behavioral transportation research. 

The Aggregation Problem 

Much of the work on spatial choice carries the main argument for disaggregation to 
its logical conclusion. Since it is not possible to make inferences about individual or 
group behavior from observations on a population, methods must be found to isolate the 
causal decision mechanisms of individuals. Then aggregations can be performed to 
combine the models for individuals into models for successively larger groups until 
accurate, controllable population predictions can be made. Models of travel decisions 
other than mode choice, therefore, initially focus on the behavior of either individuals 
or small, relatively homogeneous population groups (34, 47, 49, 52, 59,92). 

There is a sporadic but by no means pervasive renition that problems of ecological 
fallacy have been replaced by problems of finding ways to add together or combine mod-
els for different individuals in different locations at different times. The aggregation 
problem is particularly acute in Markov models of land use linkages by individuals and 
groups over time (49,76). It is also acute in models of group place or space preferences, 
derived from attitudi scaling models of individuals' subjective utility functions (17, 18, 
34, 74, 75). In these instances, decision-makers are simply assumed to have identical 
place utility functions and thus identical destination choice probabilities. Accordingly, 
a model of travel behavior for a group is assumed to be the same as the model for any 
individual member of the group. Even if the actual heterogeneity of individuals in terms 
of place utility functions and spatial choice probabilities is recognized, the consequences 
of such heterogeneity are not formulated. 

Accordingly, a crucial problem for future research is to develop mathematical tech-
niques to enable the prediction of the spatial choices of a heterogeneous group from a 
model of the individual's decision. Several possibilities may be evaluated here. 

A familiar approach, paralleling mode-choice modeling, is to construct separate 
spatial choice models for population subgroups (one model per group), where each sub-
group is demonstrated mathematically to be reasonably homogeneous in terms of socio-
economic characteristics. The mathematical constraint on within-group heterogeneity 
is supposed to ensure that the group choice model somehow reflects the model for any 
group member. Aggregating the travel predictions for different subgroups results in 
better total population predictions. This is the strategy endorsed in modeling spatial 
choice, for example, by Wilson (98, pp. 31-33, 66), Horton and Wagner (49), Horton 
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and Reynolds (47, 48), and Cole (23). One of the obvious deficiencies of this approach 
is that it remains 3ist as difficult as in aggregate modeling to claim that the causal 
mechanisms behind individual travel behavior have been identified: The relations be-
tween the model for the group and the model for the individual are usually not spelled 
out. Further, this approach assumes that socioeconomic variables describing groups 
will be strongly and causally related to group travel choice behavior. The validity of 
this assumption has yet to be demonstrated; 10 years of work on analogous brand selec-
tion problems in marketing has failed to discover any socioeconomic characteristics 
that are good explanatory variables of group choice behavior (63). Moreover, even 
where standard statistical procedures may indicate significant associations between 
socioeconomic descriptors and travel decisions other than mode choice, the problem 
of spurious correlation remains. As Huff (50, 51) has argued, any of a large number of 
social, demographic, and economic variables can reasonably be hypothesized to "cuse" 
travel decisions like destination choice. Moreover, it is likely that these variables are 
highly intercorrelated. The causal connections between group travel behavior and any 
subset of variables used to segment a population are therefore still obscure. Accord-
ingly, the relative importance of different socioeconomic characteristics as predictors 
of spatial choice, and hence as desirable population segmentors, remains unknown. 

One consequence is that, although models for population subgroups may fit any num-
ber of data sets well, the possibility remains that there will be a poor fit in another 
case because of changes in the effects of some underlying causal variables not taken 
into account. A more important consequence is that building separate models for pop-
ulation subgroups will only be a reasonable solution to the aggregation problem if much 
more attention is paid to the rigorous definition of groups with both homogeneous pop-
ulation characteristics and travel behavior. Newer multidimensional scaling techniques, 
such as Prefmap and Indscal, are d.esigned to assist with the definition of groups of in-
dividuals with similar cognition, evaluation, and preferences for alternatives (77, Vol. 
1, pp. 21-47). So far, there has been no experimental exploration of the use of these 
techniques to assist with defining groups for solution of the aggregation problem in the 
behavioral modeling of travel decisions other than mode choice (though Dobson and 
Kehoe give an application to mode choice, 29). 

The difficulty remains, of course, that it does not matter whether new or old multi-
variate techniques show that some socioeconomic variables are associated with route 
or destination choice, they may still not be the best to use for population segmentation. 
For example, if a socioeconomic or other variable, which is causally related to a de-
pendent travel choice variable, is unknowingly omitted from a regression equation, the 
regression coefficients may be very substantially altered, although the explained vari-
ation remains high. In sum then, although widely advocated, developing models of 
spatial choice for mathematically homogeneous population subgroups does not appear 
to be the best solution to the aggregation problem. 

Another, more elegant approach to aggregation is exemplified in the recent work of 
Beckmann and Golob (8). First, a specific utility equation U is derived. This is an 
expression for the net benefits of travel by a household at origin i to destination k at 
time t. It is a function of travel costs, benefits, and number of trips from i to k. Next, 
the number of trips that will maximize the household's utility is derived, constrained 
by household income m. Different households at origin i are then assigned different 
special utility functions U1, and incomes M. An expression for the aggregate travel 
from i to k at time t is finally deduced by linear addition of the expressions for each 
household that yield the utility- maximizing number of trips. The authors admit that 
this approach to the aggregation problem in modeling spatial choice is "hardly oper-
ational" (8, p.  115). Indeed, as Cullen remarks (24, p.  464): "It is not immediately 
obvious how one would go about testing the basis of this new utility theory.... The 
problems of establishing utility ratings on all the individual activities.., performed 
by an individual would be immense." In addition, there are unresolved questions about 
trip-to-trip fluctuations and long-run changes in household utility functions. Accord-
ingly, this approach, although theoretically elegant, at the moment appears excessively 
difficult to apply. 

Another method of handling the aggregation problem looks promising for future re- 
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search. This is the use of standard methods of manipulating probability distributions 
to enable the prediction of the spatial choice decisions of a heterogeneous group from 
individual choices. Massy, Montgomery, and Morrison (62) first applied such methods 
to the problem of predicting the sequence of brand choices of a good by a heterogeneous 
population group. The same techniques have recently been suggested for travel choices 
by Koppelman (54) and Aaker and Jones (1). A recent application by Burnett (19), spe-
cifically for a simplified destination choice problem, may be used to illustrate the ag-
gregation mechanism, and the kind of model toward which progress can be made. 

First, a model is developed for the individual, to predict his or her sequence of 
choices over time between one class of destination and another for an activity. Spe-
cifically, X is defined as a Bernoulli variable whose values represent the outcome of 
the individual's selections between a destination class 0 and a destination class 1 on 
each of n successive choices. It is next assumed that the individual has a constant 
probability p of a destination class 1 choice on any occasion and that this p value re-
flects the individual's distinctive preferences for class 1 and class 0 destinations. 
Finally, to allow for group heterogeneity, we assume the individual's p is a random 
sample from a distribution of p values (preferences, utilities) over the population. This 
distribution can be described by the density function f (p). Given these assumptions, 

b (p/i) is the posterior distribution of p for the individual, after a given sequence 
of choices i and equals 

ui/p) • f(p) 

ui/p) • f(p) dp 

of  
where t, (i/p) is the likelihood of the trip history (by Bayes theorem); and 

The expected probability that any individual with a given past sequence of des-
tination choices i will choose destination 1 next is 

p b(p/i) dp 

of  
It can be shown that, with the increase in size of a group of individuals who have the 

same past history i but different p values, the probability that the group will choose a 
destination class 1 next equals the posterior expectation of p or 

p b(p/i) dp 

This is the same as for the individual in 2 above. 
The predictions for groups and individuals can be interpreted in behavioral terms, 

for example, as the outcome of the effects of so many interacting and influential vari-
ables that choices appear to behave like a random variable over time. Other formula-
tions and interpretations are possible; for example, Jones (53) derives individual and 
group probabilities as the outcome of different Bernoulli, Markov, and linear learning 
processes in which next destination choice probabilities are affected by last destination 
choice in different ways. 

However, the use of probability theory presents some problems for future research. 
First, extensions of mathematical theory are required to predict choices of individuals 
and groups over more than 2 classes of destination. Second, there is little evidence or 
theory to suggest which, if any, of the standard probability distributions (normal, 
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gamma, beta) should be used to define f (p), the density function that describes the dif-
ferent preference and utility ratings of a population for any destination class. some 
specification of f(p) is necessary to produce accurate destination choice predictions 
for models of this kind. This seems an area for future empirical research. 

Finally, there is another aspect of the aggregation problem besides that of aggrega-
tion over individuals in different locations. To provide operational models of spatial 
choice decisions, the custom is to group at least some of the choice set alternatives 
(e.g., shopping places for a particular good) into classes. In effect, this is aggregating 
possible choice states of the individual and group. For example, in studies of desti-
nation choice, activities, origins, and destinations may be grouped into classes by zone 
(8), by kind of land use (40,76), or by locational characteristics (75). Little consider-
ation has been given to tH effects of choice state aggregation (27). For example, if 
travel decision-making is not identical with respect to each member of a destination 
class (for example, each kind of retail establishment in a commercial zone), then what 
does a model of decision-making with respect to the class of alternatives mean? Ex-
amining the effects of choice state aggregation on predictive accuracy and meaning ap-
pears to be an important area for research. 

Although models predicting travel for every possible member of a spatial choice set 
are not analytically inconceivable, they would scarcely be operational for a large area 
with many activities, origins, destinations, and routes. Two crucial problems arise, 
therefore. The first is defining what constitutes similarity of alternatives for disag-
gregate, behavioral models of spatial choice. The second is specifying classes of 
similar alternatives for choice sets. Rushton (75) has initiated work in these direc-
tions. However, he works with a priori assumptions about the criteria (size, distance) 
that individuals use to define destination classes. The question as to how decision-
makers themselves perceive groups of alternatives remains unanswered. Appropriate 
general specifications of similar alternatives for modeling purposes can only be made 
after this problem is resolved through empirical research. 

Problem of Choice Set Definition 

Next, there is the problem of bounding choice sets for disaggregate, behavioral 
models of spatial choice. At present, aggregative and many disaggregative trip dis-
tribution models assume that all individuals in a city share a common set of destina-
tion and route alternatives (6, 8, 55, 60, 97, 98). For example, gravity, entropy, and 
utility models of interzonal trip distribution assume that each individual within a given 
zone can and does consider every other zone in the city as a potential destination. Some 
destinations are more likely to be used than others, but only because of variations in 
attractions and distance impedance. It does not matter whether the trip is undifferen-
tiated by purpose (8, 97,98) or whether it is specifically for shopping or some other 
kind of travel (9, 22 	57, 60). 

However, the assumption that every individual selects from the same citywide choice 
set seems most implausible. This contention is supported by recent work on the in-
dividual's cognition (33,35), information field (12, 41), and activity and action spaces 
(48, 86, 95). At best, individuals in the same neighborhood and socioeconomic class 

w.share some members of their sets of spatial alternatives for different activities 
However, it is likely that these sets will be different for different activities, that 

tIy will be restricted to one part of a city (41), and that they will vary as alterations 
in the neighborhood occur and as individuals learn more about their area (33, 35, 36, 78). 
As well as varying with the individual's activity and socioeconomic status and length of 
residence, the number and locations of spatial alternatives that a person considers 
seem likely to change with distance and direction from his or her origin (41,86), with 
the complexity of alternatives, with the legibility and ease of pathfinding t-Faf different 
kinds of city structure afford (101), and with the base (home, work) from which the 
person is to travel. 

Hence, choice sets are not at all easy to define for disaggregate models of spatial 
choice behavior. Nor will sets be the same at different levels of aggregation, for ex- 
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ample, for residents at neighborhood, city sector, and citywide scales. This contrasts 
with the position in mode-choice modeling, where a small number of alternatives can 
usually be clearly defined and remain the same for individuals and groups at most levels 
of aggregation. Accordingly, much more empirical work needs to be done on methods 
of delineating route and destination choice sets shared in common by individuals for 
different activities (41). Until the problem is resolved, disaggregate, behavioral 
models of spatial choice will lack an operational definition that makes sense, and they 
cannot be expected to make good predictions of travel decisions other than mode choice. 

Problems of Including Attitudinal and Perceptual Variables 

Even if choice sets can be defined, questions remain as to how route or destination 
alternatives are perceived, experienced, or cognized by individuals and how cognition 
affects evaluation, selection, and overt travel behavior. Similar questions have re-
cently been addressed by Hartgen (44) and others (11,28, 37, 66) with respect to alterna-
tive modes. It is clear that travel decision processes may be influenced somehow by 
age (4, 61), income (26, 46), occupation (49), race (67), and other socioeconomic char-
acteiIsUs (50, 65, 93 i'owever, such characteristics may not be highly correlated 
with cognition, preference formation, and overt choice behavior (44; 63, pp.  55-57). 
Moreover, correlation does not imply direct causation, and hencelhe use of socioeco-
nomic variables as surrogate predictors may lead to inferior explanations, predictions, 
and forecasts of destination and route choice. There is considerable evidence from 
learning theory in psychology that the direct causes of choice decisions may not be the 
socioeconomic characteristics of persons per se, but the subjective preferences they 
form for different imperfectly known attributes of alternatives (5, 38, especially chap-
ters on concept identification, judgment, and choice). 

Because normal household descriptors may not yield good predictions of travel de-
cisions of individuals and groups, variables must be incorporated in disaggregate, be-
havioral models to specifically test the effects of individuals' perceptions of, and atti-
tudes toward, route, destination, or mode alternatives. Surrogate indicators of psy-
chological and personality traits, such as apathy and fantasy-proneness, also cannot be 
used. Although Golledge (34, p.  418), Myers (63, pp. 52-56), Stone (81), and Le-
Boulanger (56) indicate that psychological variá&es may be highly corlated with 
mental processes in travel decision-making, they are exceedingly difficult to define 
and measure. Moreover, the same problems of model misspecification arise with the 
use of these surrogates as with the use of socioeconomic surrogates. 

There are, however, conceptual and measurement problems in including perceptual 
and attitudinal variables in models of spatial travel decisions in future research. First, 
there is the question of identifying what perceived attributes of alternatives (such as 
shopping places, recreational areas) are important. It cannot be assumed a priori 
that travel time, scale of facilities, environmental amenity, travel costs, or any other 
factor is significant. Maybe, for example, perceived money cost and perceived travel 
time are linked in a "cost of the trip" dimension in travelers' minds, and alternatives 
are perceived and evaluated in terms of this rather complex criterion. Indeed, recent 
studies of the perception of shopping places (17, 30,96) indicate that individuals may use 
only a few complex attributes to assess alternatives (e.g., the amenities of the envi-
ronment in the case of destinations). Moreover, these perceived attributes apparently 
bear no clear relation to the size and distance variables that traditional spatial choice 
models have assumed to be important [as, for example, the gravity or central place 
models of destination choice (7, 10, 16, 51, 55)]. 

Recent developments in models of the mind, and associated multidimensional scaling 
(MDS) measurement techniques, have in a few cases been used to identify the attributes 
of spatial alternatives that are significant to individuals (17, 43, 77, 90). However, MDS 
procedures are expensive and difficult to administer; they can often be used only with 
small samples, and the naming of discovered attributes is difficult. Nonetheless, MDS 
procedures offer the most rigorous way of defining affitudinal and perception variables 
for disaggregate, behavioral models of spatial choice. They do not require necessarily 
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any prenomination of possibly significant attributes of destinations or routes by the 
researcher for individuals to score or identify; these may be uncovered indirectly 
through the use of MDS algorithms. Consequently, considerable application of MDS 
procedures to identify the perceived characteristics of destinations or routes may be 
expected in the future. 

Modern scaling procedures not only help define the dimensions of alternatives that 
are important to individuals but also yield (a) diagrams of the individual's mental 
positioning of alternatives with respect to each dimension (that is, scores of alterna-
tives for each attitudinal-perceptual variable) and (b) measures of individual and group 
preferences for each alternative [see Burnett (17) and Downs (30) for the case of des-
tinations]. This paves the way for building models that link, first, functions describing 
individual and group perceptions of alternatives; second, group and individual subjective 
preference functions; third, the probability of a group or individual choosing each al-
ternative; and, fourth, the relative frequency of trips by individuals and groups to each 
member of a choice set. One model of this kind has already been developed and tested 
for spatial choice and demonstrates a direction for future research using MDS theory 
and techniques. 

m 
VIJp(A3 /A , ..... ) = 	k /m 

i=1 

x=1 

= i 	(d 1  + d 2  +... + d n)/m] 

log P (A/A ...... ) = L + hlog [ Di/m] 

= L + h lo[E (d 1  + d 32  +... + d)1r/m] 

where 

A) = probability of decision-makers' choosing spatial alternative 
out of a set of k alternatives; 

Vu = response strength of decision-maker i (or measure of his de-
gree of preference) for alternative j relative to the strength of 
his response for all other alternatives; 
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UIj  = decision-maker i's judgment of the magnitude of his 
preference for alternative j (this judgment lies behind the 
preference rank he will assign the alternative to provide 
data for a non-metric-MDS procedure); 

Dij  = estimate of TJt (it is recovered by the nonmetric MDS of 
decision-maker i's rank order data); 

d 2, dtJ3, ..., d = set of recovered distances of alternative j from decision-
maker i's ideal alternative along each of the n dimensions 
used for assessment; 

r = the recovered constant used to combine the distances and 
otherwise. known as the Minkowski metric number (this is 
the decision-makers' perception of alternatives); 

rn = total number of decision-makers in a homogeneous sam-
ple, that is, in a sample with only random differences be-
tween the decision-makers' relative response strengths 
and judgments; 

k, 1, L, and h = constants; and 
I and h = recovered estimates of 1 and h (17). 

One problem with this kind of model is that there is little evidence or theory to sug-
gest the appropriate forms of mathematical expression to relate perception and pref-
erence functions and choice probabilities. In the model above, as in other subjective 
utility models of spatial choice so far developed (9,13,57), continuous, additive func-
tions form the starting point of model building. A Harman and Betak suggest (43), 
MDS procedures can also be used to see whether individuals have discontinuous, non-
additive, and nonlinear functions relating cognition, preference, and choice. 

Another problem that should be considered is that the number and kinds of athtudinal 
and perceptual variables that individuals use to make choices may be different for dif-
ferent people and will certainly vary for the same person over time. Burnett (17) has 
shown that the significant. attributes and ratings of shopping places by individuals vary 
with their stage of learning about their neighborhood. This is consistent with other 
work on spatial learning and information, for example, by Bowiby (12), Golledge (33, 
34,35), Golledge and Rivizzigno (36), and Hanson (41). Consequently, it seems im- 

rtant to develop process models to describe how spatial learning occurs and how this 
affects route, destination, and mode choice by individuals and groups over time. The 
use of stochastic process theory or psychological learning models for this purpose has 
been shown to be possible (18, 34, 78). These comments also suggest that some modi-
fication of behavioral mode hThPnodels may be required, where it is standard prac-
tice to assume that the attributes of modes and their importance to different population 
groups remain constant over time, that is, reflect stable preference structures and 
stable subjective utility functions. In a mode or spatial choice environment that is 
constantly changing, this assumptiOn cannot be made. 

However, even if the changing perceived characteristics of travel alternatives can 
be identified, measured, and included in models, no assistance will be provided to 
policy-makers unless they are linked with the manipulatable, objective design charac-
teristics of routes, destinations, and modes. Perceived characteristics of alternatives 
may be related to objective counterparts in accordance with psychophysical laws of 
judgment (14). That is 

0 = kP" 

or 

log 0 = K + h log P 

where P stands for a perceptual characteristic (likepsychological distance), 0 stands 
for the matching objective one (like distance in miles), and k, K, and h are constants 
and may vary with the individual's position in space and time. Much more work needs 
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to be done to verify that this kind of, relation holds in travel decision-making and to 
look for spatial and temporal invariance or trends in the parameters relating objective 
and perceived characteristics. If such relations are discovered, then models of re-
sponse to future systems can be developed based on individual and group perceptions of 
system characteristics. 

By far the most serious difficulties for the development of disaggregate, behavioral 
models of travel stem from the dubious status of the mind as an object of scientific in-
quiry. Perceptions, attitudes, preferences, and decisions are mental events and are, 
hence, nonobservable and unverifiable. For example, Hanson (39) follows behaviorist 
thinking by arguing that words describing mental processes are alternative words for 
overt behavior. Consequently, studies of perceptions, attitudes, and preferences may 
not be analysis of the causes of overt behavior ,like movement, as commonly supposed, 
but rather be alternative ways of describing movement itself. Perceptual and attitudinal 
studies may therefore be tautologous and scientifically barren. Other philosophies of 
mind besides the behaviorist example cited, and their consequences for the explanation 
of spatial behavior, are examined in another paper (21). 

Even apart from philosophical debates, to make sense of the "mental" components 
of disaggregate, behavioral models of travel decisions is difficult. What, for example, 
are the units of measurement of perceptual time, comfort, or convenience? How will 
we ever know if the units used by different individuals are comparable? How in these 
circumstances can we make sense of aggregating the perceptual scales of individuals 
to help predict group travel? At the moment, perhaps we must treat models with 
perceptual- attitudinal variables just as plausible, convenient constructs for the pre-
diction of destination, route, or mode choice. One undesirable consequence is the 
weakening of any claim that this kind of model identifies the causal mechanisms behind 
travel decisions. It does not, however, follow that disaggregate behavioral models 
will not make better predictions than aggregate models. This can obviously only be 
validated (or invalidated) by developing and testing models of both kinds. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This paper collates and reviews current work on urban travel decisions other than 
mode choice. Its aim is to assist with the development of disaggregate, behavioral 
models that have applications in the trip generation, trip distribution, and route as-
signment phases of urban transportation planning. Particular attention has been con-
centrated on the theory of individual spatial choice behavior and applications to route 
choice and destination choice in shopping, recreational, and social travel. 

Three problems have been selected as requiring the focus of attention in future re-
search: the aggregation problem, the problem of delineating choice sets, and problems 
of including attitudinal and perceptual variables in model building. These problems 
were selected because they are already claiming attention as the cuffing edge of present 
work and also because 2 of them (the first and third) are not unique to modeling travel 
decisions other than mode choice. 

Nonetheless, some important issues have clearly been left aside: 

How to model interactions between changes in urban land use and transport net-
works and changes in route and destination choice over time; 

How to handle the sequencing of different kinds of travel decision (time of day, 
purpose, route, mode, destination) in a general model of travel behavior (9,13,22,24, 
57,96, 98); and 	 - - — T 
	àw to model the connections between changes in spatial travel and transportation 

demands and possible social change over the short and the long term [e.g., the provi-
sion of increased access to peripheral city work opportunities and residential and other 
amenities by the inner-city poor (45) and modeling the social impacts of new transport 
links (20)]. 	 - 

Despite the fact that these questions have been left aside, it is hoped that this paper 
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has raised and clarified some fundamental issues in the disaggregate, behavioral mod-
eling of urban travel and spatial choice. 
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Recreational Travel Behavior: 
The Case for Disaggregate, 
Probabilistic Models 

Gorman Gilbert, Department of City and Regional Planning, 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Increasing attention has focused recently on the advantages and properties of dis-
aggregate, probabilistic transportation models (26,27). These models consider the in-
dividual traveler rather than an aggregation of households within zones and use statis-
tical tools such as discriminant analysis, probit analysis, and logit analysis to assign 
a probability to a traveler that he or she will make a certain travel decision. Aggre-
gation usually occurs by using these probabilities to compute the expected number of 
travelers who will make this travel decision. 

Although considerable experience has been gained in using disaggregate models, this 
experience has been almost entirely devoted to urban work trips and to the mode-choice 
decision in particular (28, 30). [Stopher and Reichman (26) reviewed the earlier em-
pirical work on the use of Thèse models.] Yet in a receiiFreview of 46 urban transpor-
tation studies, Sajovec (23) found that 63 percent of the trips were not home-based 
work trips. Furthermore, as leisure time and personal income continue to increase, 
nonwork travel will no doubt continue to gain in importance. It is clear, therefore, 
that the ultimate value of disaggregate, probabilistic models depends not only on how 
well they represent work trips but also on how well they represent nonwork trips. 

In many ways, nonwork trips represent a much tougher test of disaggregate models 
than do work trips. Nonwork trips are less regular both in time and space than work 
trips. Also, they involve a wider range of trip purposes. Yet the primary difficulty 
in modeling such trips lies in the fact that they are less economically motivated and 
more psychologically motivated. For example, inclement weather and crowded high-
ways do not deter a person from traveling to work, yet a cloudy sky may dissuade a 
person from making a shopping trip or a trip to visit friends. 

Among types of nonwork trips, recreational trips in particular are both interesting 
and challenging to model. They are perhaps the most dependent on psychological mo-
tivations, and they sometimes show a strong disregard for distance. [Burch (!) ex-
amined the psychological motivations underlying recreation, and Wolfe (33) showed 
distance to vary drastically in importance among different types of recreational trips.] 
Witness, for example, trips of several hundred miles to experience solitude in remote 
wilderness areas. Yet, recreational trips are vitally important as a generator of eco-
nomic prosperity, traffic congestion, and environmental exploitation. For example, 
in New Hampshire tourism contributes more than $300 million annually to the state's 
economy and at the same time adds almost enough overnight guests to double the state's 
population (13)' Given such economic and traffic consequences, it is imperative that 
transportation (and recreation) planners be able to predict recreational travel behavior. 

In the remainder of this paper the use of disaggregate, probabilistic models will be 
examined in the context of recreational travel behavior. The requirements of recre- 
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ational models and the previous research in this area will be assessed. A strategy will 
then be proposed for using disaggregate, stochastic models to represent recreational 
travel behavior. Finally, a research program will be suggested for a disaggregate, 
stochastic recreational travel model. 

RECREATIONAL TRAVEL MODELING 

Model Criteria 

To develop or analyze any modeling effort first requires a determination of what it 
is that the model should do. What policy questions should be answered by the model? 
What output quantifies are needed? What operational criteria should the model meet? 
For the case of a recreational travel model, answers to these questions are given 
below. 

Policy Questions 
What effects on recreational travel and usage will result from 
changes in either transportation or recreational facilities? 

What changes will result from changing public tastes (e.g., in-
creased public environmental awareness)? 
What changes will result from economic changes such as increased 
fuel cost, discriminatory pricing, or increased fees? 
What changes will result from increased leisure (e.g., a 4-day 
work week)? 

Model Outputs 
Recreational usage (user-days) at a given recreation site 
Recreation trips from origin ito recreation site j 

Model Parameters 
Transportation facilities, recreation supply, recreation demand 
User characteristics, desires, and perceptions 
Intervening events (e.g., crowding, weather) 

Model Characteristics 
Predict travel for several time scales (annual, seasonal, weekend) 
Represent competition among recreation sites 
Account for multipurpose and multidestination journeys 
Classify trips by purpose 
Consider individual travelers 

The policy issues reflect the broad societal importance of recreational travel. It is 
important not only to know the impact of tourism on highway traffic or on the park en-
vironment but also to have answers to social and economic questions. For example, 
what segments of the population use public park facilities and hpw can fair management 
policies be determined to avoid discrimination against user groups while preventing 
destructive overuse of an area? [That problem is now being faced in the Boundary 
Waters Canoe Area in Minnesota (io).] On a more pecuniary level is the question of 
how rising fuel costs will affect recreational incomes, a question recently addressed 
by the New Hampshire House of Representatives and perhaps by other state governments. 

Previous Research 

Recreational travel research has focused on 2 major topics: predicting the demand 
for recreation (trip generation) and predicting where a recreationist will go (trip dis-
tribution). Although the analogy to urban transportation planning is apparently strong, 
such is not necessarily the case. Much of the demand analysis research has been done 
by recreation planners and social scientists concerned with the use of a particular site 
or with population participation characteristics and not with the resulting highway traffic. 
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Recreational demand research may be divided into 2 categories: site specific and 
user specific. The former is very common; it may involve a single location (16,24) or 
a group of locations (5,12). Many state recreation plans are in the latter claIfiätion. 
[Chubb (2) provides a r1ew of the methodologies used in many state recreation plans.] 
Often, site-specific demand research is mathematically simple and involves extrapola-
tion techniques or regression of attendance against time and perhaps other independent 
variables. The objective of this research has sometimes been to estimate the benefits 
of a recreational site (4, 15, 25), but commonly the objective has been to predict future 
consumption of recreaffoiTifThe site. This point is important in that the word "demand" 
has often been used mistakenly; for, as Tadros and Kalter (29) point out, projections 
are often made without knowing the effects of costs on the projections. A notable ex-
ception to this tendency has been the approach of Clawson and Knetsch in using travel 
costs to develop demand curves. 

User-specific demand research followed primarily from 2 national recreation sur-
veys: the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission survey in 1960-61 and 
the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation survey in 1965. After these surveys, a number of 
analyses were performed to develop methods of predicting recreational demand. These 
analyses show income and age to be the primary variables in explaining recreational 
participation. Pertinent to the disaggregate, probabilistic model described in the next 
section of this paper is the fact that recent analyses of these survey data have yielded 
a 2-equation demand prediction method. The first equation estimates the probability 
that a person participales in a given recreational activity, and the second estimates 
the amount of time he or she will participate. A thorough review of this national 
survey-based research is presented by Cicchetti (3). Examples of other user-specific 
demand prediction efforts include Ungar's (31) "activity index" for state park campers, 
Vickerman's (32) non-work-trip generation models, and LaPage's (17) and Hoffman and 
Romsa's (14) analyses of private campground users. 

The distribution of recreational trips has been less common than the prediction of 
recreational demand. A few studies have used models such as regression analysis (9), 
cross classification (6)2  and linear programming (29), but most studies have used th 
gravity model (8,31, 34), the intervening opportunities model (22), or an electrical 
analog model called ffie systems theory model (2, 7, 8, ii). For each of these latter 
3 types of models, the modeling approach is essentially the same: Total trips ema-
nating from origins (often counties) are estimated; a highway network is coded; and the 
attraction of each possible recreation site is estimated. The trip generation step fol-
lows directly from the demand analysis already described. However, the attractiveness 
of a recreational site is more difficult to determine. Most attempts at measuring at-
tractiveness have used an attractiveness index, that is, a score given to a site depend-
ing on the facilities it offers. The methods used in determining these scores have often 
been subjective (2, 7), although some indexes have resulted from careful analyses of 
user preferences for facilities (8,31). 

These trip distribution models marked a significant advance in recreational planning 
methodology. As Chubb (2) demonstrates in his review of state recreation plans, most 
recreation planning has been done without consideration of the transportation network 
that connects recreation sites with the problem demanding recreation opportunities. 
Thus, these distribution models for the first time considered simultaneously and ex-
plicitly the 3 factors determining recreational travel: recreational supply and demand 
and the highway network connecting them. 

Yet, the models have many deficiencies. Notwithstanding the need to measure at-
tractiveness and the fact that the time scale used is a year or a season, the models 
treat user characteristics only implicitly by categorizing trip types and by using de-
mand analysis research results to predict trip generation. Thus, just as in modeling 
urban work trips, aggregation poses a problem. However, in recreation travel models 
it might be argued that aggregation is even more deleterious. For example, Chubb 
modeled boaters in Michigan; yet it has been shown that even in a single recreation 
area boaters vary considerably. [Research by Lucas (18) in the Boundary Waters Canoe 
Area showed that motorboaters, canoeists, and motorcoeists display significantly 
different travel behavior.] Moreover, the increased importance of noneconomic motives 
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in recreational travel decisions suggests that these decisions are even more personal-
ized than those of work trips. By not explicitly considering user characteristics and 
preferences, the models are unable to deal with factors such as weather, crowding, 
price and cost changes, and changes in user preferences and perceptions. 

DISAGGREGATE APPROACH 

The restrictions and requirements of a recreational travel model and the experience 
with more traditional trip distribution models may cause one to wonder whether dis-
aggregate, probabilistic models offer significant improvements in recreational model-
ing. To answer this question, we must first determine how such models can be applied 
to recreational trip-making. What follows is one approach for developing such a dis-
aggregate recreational model. 

Proposed Model 

Consider the case of extraurban recreational trips to recreational facilities in a 
region. Initially, consider the seasonal flows of such trips; short-term recreational 
trips, such as those on weekends, will be discussed later. 

It may be argued that recreatiomsts make explicitly or implicitly at least 3 travel 
decisions: to participate in a given type of extraurban recreation; to engage in this 
activity with a certain degree of intensity (i.e., numbers of trips); and to choose the 
sites at which to engage in this activity. For trips outside of a region, mode choice 
would also be an important decision, but for regional recreation trips the choice of 
mode is usually more restricted. The discretionary nature of recreation travel is ap-
parent in the second travel decision: Knowing that a person is a skier does not tell how 
often he travels to ski areas. Thus, the prediction of seasonal recreational trips de-
mands that the number of trips made by a person be explicitly modeled. 

A disaggregate, probabilistic recreational travel model may be simply constructed 
as a multiplicative combination of 3 probabilistic terms. Let X(i), Njj  (n), and Dij (k) 
be defined as follows: 

X(i) = probability that a person participates in recreation activity i; 
Njj  (n) = probability a person makes n annual activity I trips given that he or she 

participates in activity i; and 
D1 j  (k) = probability a person from city j chooses site k given that he or she under-

takes an activity i trip. 

In mathematical terms, these definitions become 

X(i) = p Cx = ii 

N13(n) = P 1N3  =n jx=i) 

D13 (k)=P(D3 =k IX=i) 

For a resident in city i, these probabilities multiplied together yield the probability 
that the resident will make n seasonal activity i trips to site k. Thus, the expected 
number of such trips made in a season tijk is given by 

t 	= X(i)D13 (k)nN13 (n) 	 (1) 

n 

Equation 1 illustrates the disaggregate nature of the model. The 3 travel decisions 
are each treated in a disaggregate fashion and combined to yield predictions of an in-
dividual's travel behavior. 
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Aggregation occurs by computing the expected value of the seasonal trips made by 
all city j residents to site k. To compute this quantity, however, one must alter the 
probability X(i) by making it city specific. That is, X(i) is the probability that a person 
with given age, income, and other characteristics will participate in activity i. What 
is needed is the probability that any resident of city j will participate in that activity. 
Let X(i) represent this probability. The expected number of seasonal trips to site k 
by all city j residents T13k is given by 

TIJk = D1 (k)X(i)P EnNtj(n) 	 (2) 

n 

where Pj  is the population of city j. Thus, seasonal flows from city j to site k can be 
predicted if the 3 probabilities X3(i), N(n), and D(k)  can first be estimated. 

Short-term recreational trip-making, such as that during a specific weekend, is 
much more difficult to model. Although only 2 travel decisions are important in this 
case (how many trips to take is no longer a relevant decision), the factors influencing 
these decisions are complex. For example, the decision to undertake a trip on a spe-
cific weekend—or on a specific day—depends on factors such as weather, anticipated 
crowding, distance to available recreation site, the person's previous experience with 
and commitment to the recreation activity, and his or her socioeconomic characteristics. 
Thus, trips on specific weekends may be predicted in 1 of 2 ways: Relate the decisions 
of individuals to these many variables or relate the proportion of seasonal trips that 
occur on a weekend to the intervening variables such as weather and time of year. 
Clearly the latter of these methods is the easier, and, although it is not disaggregate 
in that it does not model individual decisions at a particular point in time, it does rely 
on the seasonal travel predictions for individuals (Eqs. 1 and 2). 

Parameter Estimation 

The validity of the model depends, of course, on its ability to relate the 3 input 
probabilities to demand, supply, transportation, and user characteristics. If the model 
is to improve on existing models, then these factors must be explicitly incorporated into 
the process by which these probabilities are estimated. 

The x(i) probabilities may be derived from the user-specific demand analyses based 
on the national recreation surveys. The procedure is straightforward. Analyses of 
these data relate probability of participating in an activity X(i) to socioeconomic data, 
particularly income and age. Data from these variables for a specific urban area are 
used to estimate city-specific probabilities x(i). 

The other 2 probabilities, N(n) and D13(k), are more difficult to estimate. Each 
of these probabilities refers to choices made among more than 2 alternatives (i.e., 
number of trips and choice of destinations). These probabilities can be estimated by 
the use of a multidimensional logit model (21). Clearly, however, the problem of esti-
mating probabilities for a large set of destinations—which may not all be among the 
choice sets of individual travelers—requires further research. 

However, the complexity of recreational travel decision-making is represented not 
just in the estimation methods chosen but also in the specification of variables to be 
included in the estimation process. The N(n) probability illustrates this point. This 
probability, which relates to the number of seasonal trips a recreationist makes, is 
dependent on a number of factors, including the socioeconomic characteristics of the 
person and the availability of recreational opportunities. Availability may be denoted 
by travel times to recreation sites for an activity and a variable denoting the supply of 
sites for this activity. For example, if the activity were camping, the total number of 
camping places in an area may be included as a variable. This is the procedure fol-
lowed in the Rutgers University demand analysis that uses national survey data (3). Or 
both supply and travel time may be combined by constructing concentric rings around a 
city, summing the facilities in each ring, multiplying by the inverse of travel time to 
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this ring, and summing the products. This procedure produces a weighted recreational 
accessibility index. 

The user characteristics that might be included are numerous. Here the user-
specific demand research is helpful in that it has shown age and income to be important 
indicators of recreation participation. However, these variables are not causal and are 
not able to represent the psychological motivations underlying recreational travel de-
cisions. One of many ways in which such motivations and perceptions can be included 
in the model is by measuring a person's "environmental disposition" (19). Environ-
mental disposition is a composite set of scores on environmental factors obtained from 
a questionnaire called the environmental response inventory. Its use in measuring 
environmental perceptions has been shown to be valuable in the case of wilderness 
recreationists (20). It has not yet been used as a variable to explain demand for rec-
reational activities, but it does offer the capability for dealing with policy questions 
relating to changes in user preferences and perceptions. 

The probability D(k) requires more variables to describe recreational facilities. 
The hypothesis in this case is that one site, say, a park, is chosen over another be-
cause of park facilities, park location, and user characteristics. However, the inclu-
sion of park facilities immediately raises the question inherent to the trip distribution 
models already described: How does one measure attractiveness? Many answers are 
possible depending on the particular activity in question, but data needs will be min-
imized by using the results of factor analyses of recreational sites, such as those per-
formed by Ellis (7). 

Several types of data are required to estimate these 3 probabilities. Origin-
destination data describing recreational trips are needed just as they are in the case 
of other recreational travel models. Also, user characteristics such as age, sex, and 
environmental disposition are required. Finally site characteristics are needed. This 
last type of data is already available in many states in the form of state recreational 
inventories. 

CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS 

Several difficulties with existing recreational trip models have been discussed in 
this paper. Many of these exist also in the disaggregate probabilities model developed 
here. For example, neither type of model adequately deals with traffic peaking or mul-
tipurpose or multidestination journeys. Also, both models require some measures of 
recreational facility characteristics or attractiveness. 

Yet there are 2 ways in which the disaggregate, probabilistic model offers poten-
tially significant improvements over the existing models. One of these results from 
the fact that the model is disaggregate. Probabilities are determined for individuals 
and then aggregated to yield expected trip movements for an entire population. The 
model is, therefore, at least conceptually able to represent more realistically the 
variety of recreational trip motivations. 

The second advantage relates also to the disaggregate nature of the model. Exist-
ing models are unable to incorporate user tastes and perceptions and thus are particu-
larly limited in their predictive value for recreational travel. The disaggregate model, 
however, can incorporate these factors by including user perceptions such as those 
represented by a user's environmental disposition. By using this or other measures 
of user attitudes, one can measure changes in user travel motives and thus predict the 
resulting effects on recreational travel. 

This last point suggests what research is needed to achieve improved predictive 
capability in recreational travel modeling. One of these steps, of course, is to test 
the model by estimating the 3 input probabilities; travel data for a variety of recrea-
tional activities are used. Just as the exponent in the gravity model varies considerably, 
as Wolfe (33) discovered, with recreational trip type, the input probabilities in the dis-
aggregate model vary with trip type and experience is needed to determine how they 
vary. Also, research is needed to determine how best to incorporate the user char-
acteristics and perceptions. What attitude measures are most useful, and how should 
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they be included in the model? Stopher and Lavender (28) show that for mode choice 
for urban work trips user stratification is the best way to incorporate user character-
istics. However, with the additional complexity of trip classification and user attitudes, 
such stratification may require unreasonable amounts of data. 

A second and related research endeavor is also indicated. In the proposed model, 
probabilities must be estimated for 2 travel decisions made from n-dimensional choice 
sets. As already mentioned, these estimations encounter both data restrictions and 
conceptual difficulties resulting from a lack of choice sets common to all recreational 
travelers. These problems—which are common to the extension of disaggregate models 
to many other travel decisions as well—require considerable research attention. 

Nonetheless, disaggregate models are a welcome and potentially useful addition to 
recreational travel modeling. What these models represent is a more rational approach 
to modeling a complex and highly psychologically motivated set of recreational travel 
decisions. But also, the models present a means of integrating research on user trip 
patterns, perceptions of recreational environments, and satisfactions with these en-
vironments. By so doing, the models will lead to increased capability for dealing with 
the many complex policy questions facing recreational planning. 
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by more than 150 committees and task forces composed of more than 1,800 administra-
tors, engineers, social scientists, and educators who serve without compensation. The pro-
gram is supported by state transportatidn*,and highway departments, the U.S. Department 
of Transportation, and other organizations i'nterested in the development of transpor-
tation. 

The Transportation Research Board operates withn \the Commission on Sociotechnical 
Systems of the National Research Council. The Councilwas organized in 1916 at the re-
quest of President Woodrow Wilson as an agency of the National Academy of Sciences to 
enable the broad community of scientists and engineers to associate their efforts with 
those of the Academy membership. Members of the Council arappointed by the presi-
dent of the Academy and are drawn from academic, industrial, and'byernmental organi-
zations throughout the United States. 

The National Academy of Sciences was established by a congressional act of incorpora 
tion signed by President Abraham Lincoln on March 3, 1863, to further science\and its 
use for the general welfare by bringing together the most qualified individuals to delith 
scientific and technological problems of broad significance. It isa private, honorary ora-
nization of more than 1,000 scientists elected on the basis of outstanding contributions to"\ 
knowledge and is supported by private and public funds. Under the terms of its congres-
sional charter, the Academy is called upon to act as an official—yet independent—advisor 
to the federal government in any matter of science and technology, although it is not a 
government agency and its activities are not limited to those on behalf of the government. 

To share in the task of furthering science and engineering and of advising the,federal 
government, the National Academy. of Engineering was established on December 5, 1964, 
under the authority of the act of incorporation of the National Academy of Sciences. Its 
advisory activities are closely coordinated with those of the National Academy of 
Sciences, but it is independent and autonomous in its organization and election of 
members. 




